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Abstract 
In our enthusiasm to depict Christopher Marlowe as an iconoclast—who challenged restrictive 
sexual, religious, and political norms—we have perhaps neglected the Marlowe who read. Unlike 
his direct contemporary William Shakespeare, Marlowe undertook a university education, 
completing both a Bachelor and Masters degree. At Cambridge, Marlowe would have built upon the 
rhetorical training of his grammar school and been rigorously trained in the principles of debating 
on either side of contentious topics. It is generally understood that around this time he put his 
extensive classical training to use when he translated Ovid and Lucan, and wrote the classically-
inspired play Dido, Queen of Carthage.  
As I argue in this thesis, taking greater account of Marlowe’s bookish influences is not to 
reimagine him as somehow more conservative in his views, but rather to underline that his 
subversive writings are at times inspired by, and consumed with, books. His relation to books was 
not one of respectful emulation. He questioned the authority of the works he read, juxtaposing them 
with competing and opposing texts—a pattern that emerges in all four plays I discuss. It is my 
contention that we find a slightly different version of Marlowe when we consider how he read: a 
man who was interested in pursuing “merely” intellectual concerns, like the versioning of the Dido 
myth or the omissions of the historical chronicles. And yet it is out of this bookish thinking that 
Marlowe builds storylines that question the will of God and the divine right of kings. Indeed, I 
suggest that we have not fully understood what the category “book” meant to Marlowe. Rather than 
identifying new textual borrowings or focussing upon one particularly influential or revered writer, 
I suggest that he persistently draws attention to conflicts between books. Consequently, this thesis 
argues that books were never stable and reliable sources of eloquence and wisdom for him, but 
alternately contradictory, confusing, dangerous, or even ridiculous. It is this awareness of how 
books can change people, both intellectually and socially, and can alter perception, that energises 
the four plays I will be examining. By paying greater attention to how books influence, drive, or 
lurk behind his plays, we gain a better understanding of Marlowe’s bookish thought. 
In the first half of the thesis I will look at two plays that openly wrestle with books and 
incorporate them into the experience of the play. In Dido, Marlowe plays off competing textual 
traditions against each other, foregrounding the versioning of each character between these 
traditions. By refusing to assert the primacy of a single account, Marlowe’s imitative work bases 
itself in textual conflict. Unlike all of Marlowe’s other plays, Dido was written for a children’s 
theatre production, and he relies upon the usually richer, and possibly better-read, audiences of such 
productions to follow his bookish experiment. By contrast, Doctor Faustus was written for a more 
diverse audience that may not have been as familiar with classical literature. For this audience, 
books appear as physical objects on stage that are variously debated, worshipped, rejected, and 
stolen. Books, as much as magic itself, have the potential to transform people and their fortunes in 
unpredictable and sometimes unpleasant ways. In Faustus, as I show, books shape the thoughts of 
those who hold them, playing an uneasy role in determining someone’s place in the world.  
In the second half of the thesis I look at two plays that reflect Marlowe’s reading practices 
more subtly. In Edward II, Marlowe juxtaposes the conflicted accounts of the chronicles, which 
form a largely unnoticed inspiration for the divided play that emerges. It is not necessary for the 
audience to have a thorough understanding of where and how the chronicles contradict one another; 
instead, these contradictions are embedded in the theatrical experience. The play that emerges takes 
a historiographical course that treats history as ultimately unknowable and beyond moralising 
narratives, at the same time that it critiques the omissions and silences of the chronicles. In 
Tamburlaine Part One, I return to one of Marlowe’s earliest works in order to explore in detail a 
facet of his writing that appears in all of his work: his tendency towards self-imitation. Nestled 
within a martial play, Tamburlaine adopts the language of Marlowe’s own lyric, “The Passionate 
Shepherd to His Love,” in order to win the love of Zenocrate and the loyalty of the general 
Theridamas. While Marlowe imitates his own writings rather than an actual book, his irreverent 
reinvention fits the same pattern of the other plays. Culminating in the forced suicide of Agydas, 
Marlowe ties Tamburlaine’s alternately charismatic and brutal nature to the doubleness underlying 
the pastoral invitation, and of Marlowe’s own oeuvre.  
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In order to make use of David Bevington and Eric Rasmussen’s authoritative edition of Doctor 
Faustus, I have used modern spelling editions for Marlowe’s works: the Revels editions of 
Marlowe’s plays and Patrick Cheney and Brian J. Striar’s Collected Poems. When citing other texts 
that were best available in original spelling, including early publications accessed through Early 
English Books Online, the spelling appears as printed, except for silently modernising u/v, i/j, and 
the long s.  
Wherever possible, non-English works are quoted bilingually. I have made exceptions to 
this practice when the original language was beyond my expertise—for instance Greek in 
Theocritus’ Idylls and Hebrew in the biblical Song of Songs—and in short instances where I was 
not able to access the original—for instance John Calvin’s exchanges with Castellio on secret 
providence. References that fall into this second category are acknowledged in a footnote. Unless 




GUISE. Why suffer you that peasant to declaim? 
      Stab him, I say, and send him to his friends in hell. 
    Massacre at Paris 9.53-54 
 
In a play that recounts the mass slaughter of Protestants in the St Bartholomew’s Day massacre, this 
scene in Massacre at Paris breaks off into the altogether different subject of scholarly persecution. 
The scene takes place in Ramus’ study, where the scholar is found “sitting at his book” as he hears 
the “fearful cries” of the most recent victims of the bloodbath (9.1, 9.2). While Ramus’ Catholic 
friend Talaeus escapes—nevertheless insisting on their common Christianity, “I am as Ramus is, a 
Christian”—the Protestant Ramus is accused of intellectual rather than religious crimes (9.14).1 
Guise, who has effectively masterminded the massacre, accuses Ramus of “having a smack in all / 
And yet didst never sound anything to the depth,” and, more pointedly, of having “scoffed’st” at 
Aristotle’s Organon (9.24-25, 26). Indeed, it was this challenge to Aristotelian logic that was the 
source of the Ramist controversy, and it is his rejection of Aristotle, rather than Catholicism, that 
seems to infuriate Guise. Guise triumphantly concludes, “How answer you that? Your nego 
argumentum [I deny the validity of your argument] / Cannot serve, sirrah.—kill him” (9.36-37; H. 
J. Oliver 118). Ramus secures enough time to defend his intellectual stance towards Aristotle, but 
Guise was never interested in what Ramus might “declaim,” a word that encompasses the 
intellectual training and expertise that scholars like Marlowe himself received in formal disputation. 
Guise evidently believes that Ramus will be condemned to hell, but we may wonder whether 
Ramus’ “friends in hell” are Protestants, Ramists, or perhaps even his fellow scholars. In the midst 
of such a religious crisis, intellectualism too is silenced by violence. In this short scene, we see just 
one instance of a recurring pattern in Marlowe’s writing, in which books and their readers intrude 
into the action, directing our attention from the story at hand—whether it be Aeneas’ wavering love 
for Dido, the threat to Faustus’ soul, the troubled reign of Edward II, or the ascendance of 
Tamburlaine—to the books that either lurk onstage or lie behind the story itself, and indeed the 
people who read them.  
At a time when an unmarried Protestant queen had taken the English throne, naval 
exploration was changing England’s sense of its place in the world, and religious strife continued to 
grip Europe, the apparently simple act of reading or even possessing a book could be construed as 
                                                        
1 As V. Thomas and Tydeman observe, Talaeus’ role is entirely invented by Marlowe: Talaeus had 
been dead for ten years by the time of the massacre (255). 
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seditious. Our current civilisation struggles with an ever-evolving online space that allows, on one 
hand, the democratisation of communication and, on the other, an environment in which 
misinformation, deceptive advertising, and vitriolic abuse are ascendant. For the Elizabethans, the 
spread of printing press technology and the increase in grammar schools across the country, and 
with it literacy rates, led to its own challenges. Were printers’ books still as reliable as they were 
when they went through the hands of the Latinate scholarly scribes? How could the state ensure that 
seditious material did not appear on the streets and incite rebellion in an already unstable cultural 
moment? For Marlowe and his contemporaries, the consequences for threatening the absolute 
authority of the queen could be arbitrary as well as brutal. Indeed, Marlowe was living at a time that 
simultaneously taught young students of varying backgrounds to master rhetoric and disputation 
techniques, and yet sought to restrict any sign of transgressive or radical thought. David Riggs has 
commented that 
Marlowe embraced the sceptical and libertine ideas that lay embedded in his 
classical education. His drama and poetry show an unprecedented willingness to take 
those ideas, especially atheism and sodomy, in earnest—as if the unspeakable crimes 
for which the only punishment was death and damnation were suitable choices. 
(World 5) 
As Riggs suggests, Marlowe was not the only young scholar to encounter this kind of education, but 
he was unusual in his willingness to push boundaries that others treated with more caution. While 
this thesis does not seek to investigate either Marlowe’s faith or sexuality, his brushes with the law 
and violent death at the age of twenty-nine evidence a life lived dangerously and transgressively. It 
is his transgressive reading practices, both wilfully perverse and deliberately provocative, that 
concern me here. This thesis asks what books—and reading and writing—meant to Marlowe. In his 
hands books take on a variety of meanings, from sources of knowledge, to objects of 
transformation, to authorities to be challenged or ridiculed. While there have been many excellent 
critical studies that have considered Marlowe’s literary and intellectual sources, here I consider how 
books function more broadly within his canon. Rather than focussing either upon source-hunting or 
exclusively upon one influential writer, I consider how books function in his plays as both objects 
and ideas that can be read against each other, thereby producing conflicting meanings. It is this 
under-recognised conflict between books that underlies the four plays I examine and am principally 
concerned with. By tracing the significance of his books—in quotations, imitations, revisions, 
props—I seek to reconstruct the bookish Marlowe that emerges from his plays. This is not to 
position him as a more conservative thinker, but to understand how his subversive ideas were 
shaped by how he read. In the sections that follow I consider the context in which Marlowe read 
and wrote, addressing first the volatility of government control over books and written materials, 
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and, second, the patterns of thought that were inculcated through the extensive educational training 
that he received from grammar school through to university. I conclude by considering how this 
rich context maps onto Marlowe’s bookish thinking in ways that have not been realised in critical 
studies to date, which also means acknowledging those moments in which he challenges and 
reshapes that very context. 
 
“I’ll burn my books”: Censorship and Intellectual Coercion in Early Modern England  
In Renaissance England, and indeed the wider Renaissance world, “Controversy in print” was, as 
Howard W. Winger comments, “a fact of life” (189). For Marlowe and his contemporaries, 
possessing a book or pamphlet that was considered either heretical or seditious, or indeed printing 
something of this kind, could be inherently dangerous. The invention of the printing press around 
1440 greatly increased the speed at which books and pamphlets could be produced, and Martin 
Luther famously made use of this burgeoning technology to both disperse and propel his call for 
reform. As Mark U. Edwards puts it, Luther mounted the first “large-scale ‘media campaign’” 
through this new print technology, enabling him to communicate his message beyond the pulpit and 
across the world (1).2 As quickly as Luther moved to communicate his ideas, however, his 
opponents moved to ban their production and importation. John Foxe recounts in his Actes and 
Monuments (first published in 1563) how both Catholics and Protestants resorted to book burning:  
Then the cardinals . . . tooke the books of Luther, and shortly after set fire upon 
them, and openly burnt them. Luther hearing this, in like manner called all the 
multitude of studentes and learned men in Wittenberge, and there taking the popes 
decrees, and the Bull lately sent downe agaynst him, openly and solemnly 
accompanied with a great number of people followyng him, set them likewise on 
fire, and burnt them . . . (2: 849) 
In England, Henry VIII and his successors passed laws that required approval to print books and 
banned others altogether. However, with each change in monarch (and consequently in state 
religion as well), the list of prohibited material also changed. While Marlowe lived under the 
relatively stable reign of Elizabeth, pressure from Catholic-leaning and Puritan wings meant that 
printing did at times provoke reprisal. As David Cressy comments, under Elizabeth large public 
displays of book burning were avoided in favour of less ostentatious destruction: “Book burning 
had gone indoors” but it did indeed continue (“Book Burning” 364). In 1588, the year that England 
                                                        
2 Edwards helps to quantify this impact, noting that of an estimated production of ten thousand 
pamphlet editions between 1500 and 1530 from German-speaking printing presses, twenty per cent 
were produced by Luther himself. This includes both first editions and reprints (17). 
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defeated the Spanish Armada, Elizabeth was evidently concerned about the circulation of books that 
undermined her authority and that of her faith, principally Cardinal William Allen’s Admonition to 
the Nobility and People of England, a work bent on inspiring English Catholics to revolt. 
Elizabeth’s proclamation decried the circulation of “seditious and schismatical books and libels,” 
demanding that all such be delivered up and “utterly defaced.” Any further writing, printing, or 
distributing of such works 
. . . as they tender her majesty’s good favour, will avoid her high displeasure, and as 
they will answer the contrary at their uttermost perils; and upon such pains and 
penalties, as by the law any way may be inflicted upon the offenders . . . which her 
majesty mindeth to have severly executed. (Wilkins 340)  
This threat of “pains and penalties” set to be “severly executed” speaks ominously to the 
determination to both destroy and deface seditious books, and punish those who possess them. 
Cyndia Susan Clegg notes that Elizabeth’s wider project of censorship was not entirely religiously 
motivated: “While the theory of press censorship in Elizabethan England may have been religious, 
the practice was, in the fullest sense of the word, political” (222). John Stubbs’ punishment for 
having written, in 1579, The Discoverie of a Gaping Gulf whereinto England is like to be 
Swallowed, a text that bitterly criticised what was believed to be Elizabeth’s upcoming marriage to 
the Duke of Anjou, evidences this. As Winger describes, Stubbs, together with his publisher 
William Page, had their right hands cut off, but the printer was pardoned (191).  
Recent scholarship into early modern censorship has somewhat revised the standard account 
of the extent of its effectiveness. Contrasting the work of critics such as Glynn Wickham, Frederick 
Siebert, and Annabel Patterson, Clegg argues that press censorship was far less pervasive and 
organised than formerly believed, suggesting that it was a “pragmatic situational response to an 
extraordinary variety of particular events” (5). Debora K. Shuger has further argued that such 
censorship was not necessarily objected to by the general populace, who may well have believed 
that it was less a matter of “systematic repression” than one of “intermittent crackdowns in response 
to such local contingencies as an ambassador’s protest, a foreign-policy crisis, a conflict between 
court factions, or the need to placate a political ally” (2). Following his extensive research into the 
censorship of early modern plays, Richard Dutton has concluded that there is no evidence that the 
Master of the Revels, Sir Edmund Tilney, censored Marlowe’s works for the stage (22). Despite the 
uneven application of censorship, threats of state violence came close to Marlowe himself.  
Thomas Kyd experienced the extent of state force when, following the writing of libels 
against foreign merchants signed “Tamburlaine,” the Privy Council gave authorisation to 
. . . search and apprehend everie person so to be suspected . . . and upon their 
apprehencion to make like search in anie the chambers, studies, chestes or other like 
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places for al manner of writings or papers that may geve you light for the discoveries 
of the libellers. And after you shal have examined the persons . . . you shal by 
authoritie hereof put them to the torture in Bridewel, and by th’extremitie thereof, to 
be used at such times and as often as you shal thinck fit, draw them to discover their 
knowledge concerning the said libels. (Acts of the Privy Council of England 222) 
On 12 May 1593 Kyd’s room was searched and although there was no evidence connecting him to 
the libel, he was arrested for possessing a manuscript deemed to contain heretical ideas. While the 
manuscript was unrelated to the investigation at hand, it did link him to heresy and, as Constance 
Brown Kuriyama remarks, “to an Elizabethan atheism and sedition were closely allied rebellions 
against divinely sanctioned authority” (125). Kyd was consequently tortured, as the privy council 
had authorised. He claimed that the papers belonged to his roommate, Marlowe. Many critics have 
suggested that the libel’s reference to Tamburlaine may indicate that the authorities were more 
interested in Marlowe than Kyd, and that the latter was accidentally caught up in the proceedings.3 
However, Kuriyama and Riggs note that Kyd’s skills as a scrivener, and his ability to produce such 
a libel, may have brought him to the attention of the authorities, and Jeffrey Masten argues that the 
italic print used in the pamphlet matches a signed letter by Kyd (Kuriyama 123-25; Riggs, World 
319; Masten 362). Lukas Erne summarises the matter: “To what extent Kyd was telling the truth, or 
whether, alternatively, he was drawing on rumors and gossip about Marlowe in order to save 
himself from further imprisonment and torture is impossible for us to know” (35). It is obvious, 
however, that possessing certain texts could lead to trouble—whether or not the authorities were 
searching for that particular text—and that such trouble led to the torture of Kyd and the 
investigation of Marlowe himself. Not long afterwards Marlowe was required to appear before the 
Privy Council, and it remains a matter of speculation as to the seriousness of the accusations against 
him, as shortly afterwards he was killed in a pub brawl.4 For Kyd and Marlowe, even relatively 
random censorship could lead to terrifying consequences. 
                                                        
3 See Arthur Freeman for the first of such arguments, although he also comments that “One must 
not overstrain this new link” (51). 
4 Nicholl famously argues that Marlowe was not merely murdered but assassinated. More recent 
accounts remain divided on the reasons for Marlowe’s death: Riggs suggests that the account of 
Marlowe’s death should provoke “scepticism, not acquiescence” (World 334); Honan comments 
that the brawl may have been an accident, “except that ‘accidents’ with Poley, Skeres, and Frizer 
were not normally allowed to happen, unless they wanted them to” (357); Kuriyama argues that of 
the men present, Marlowe was the most likely to have attacked first (140); Hopkins argues that the 
length of time the men spent together preceding Marlowe’s death “seems to me to argue powerfully 
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Beyond the danger they might pose to playwrights themselves, literary texts were also 
censored and burned during the period. In 1599 and following his death, John Davies’ Epigrames, 
which contained Marlowe’s own translation of Ovid’s Amores, drew the ire of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury, John Whitgift, and the Bishop of London, Richard Bancroft, and was reportedly 
burned.5 Winger comments that while the death penalty was rarely enforced on publishers and book 
sellers, “Such freedom as existed for the publication of controversial books . . . resulted from faulty 
enforcement of restrictions and not from any notion that freedom was desirable” (177). Censorship 
certainly continued under Elizabeth, even if public book burnings generally did not occur. And yet 
as Cressy suggests, the survival of a number of copies of Stubbs’ Gaping Gulf indicates “the 
incompleteness and inefficiency of their suppression” (“Book Burning” 366). Perhaps the survival 
of such books is symptomatic of the fact that the government had a bigger problem than simply 
eradicating a material object. As Allyson F. Creasman observes, “Most historians examining 
‘censorship’ in the pre-modern era have focussed exclusively on the censorship of print. . . . But 
books are not censored—ideas are censored, and in a largely illiterate society, ideas could not be 
communicated by print alone” (18). Whatever pressure may have existed, Marlowe’s writing comes 
across as persistently inflammatory. It was quite likely that individuals could avoid censorship 
along with the consequent retribution; however, if someone did happen to be caught, the 
consequences could be dire. 
Where the possession of certain books could court controversy and physical danger, books 
(and literacy more generally) nevertheless provided opportunities to low-born writers. Ian 
Donaldson argues that Ben Jonson was literally “saved by the book” when he was charged with 
manslaughter in 1598. By observing a legal technicality of reading from the Bible, Jonson was able 
to downgrade his sentence and escape the death penalty. This technicality was originally intended 
as a means for priests to be tried by ecclesiastical rather than secular courts. In practice, if the lay 
                                                        
against deliberate murder,” but she also states that it is unlikely that the events will ever be 
reconstructed “with anything like certainty” (Christopher Marlowe: A Literary Life 139, 140). 
5 Clegg asserts that J. Davies’ part of the book was more offensive than Marlowe’s, as the Amores 
was not specifically proscribed (199). Interestingly, the 1977 Loeb edition of Ovid’s Amores, to 
which I refer later, preserves Showerman’s 1914 notes, in which he describes feeling “obliged to 
omit one poem entire, and to omit or disguise a few verses in other poems where, in spite of the 
poet’s exquisite art, a faithful reading may offend the sensibilities of the reader, if not the literary 
taste” (317). While there is danger in presuming that early modern readers would be offended at the 
same things as their more modern counterparts, Showerman’s discomfort with the poems speaks to 
their enduring transgressive sensuality. 
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defendant was able to read psalm 51 aloud (or alternatively, illiterate offenders could feign reading 
by memorising and reciting it), the Elizabethan statute from 1575 allowed the benefit of the clergy 
to be used under the secular courts, consequently downgrading the sentence. As Donaldson states, 
“By successfully reading this verse, Jonson escaped the gallows. His ability to read had saved him 
from an almost certain death” (119). While reading may not have saved Marlowe’s life in such a 
dramatic way, learning to read did alter the course of his life. Marlowe’s father was, according to 
Kuriyama, “literate, though just barely,” but the ability to read was unlikely to have been of serious 
advantage in his job as a shoemaker (11). Riggs comments that John Marlowe was “educated 
beyond his station” and “belonged to the anomalous ranks of the literate poor” (World 19). 
Marlowe’s more thorough education ultimately offered both income and a degree of social 
mobility, allowing him to quit the sphere of his father’s trade. While much of Marlowe’s life 
remains mysterious and uncertain, we can speak with some confidence about his education. 
Following his baptism in 1564, the next record we have of Marlowe’s life is his entry to the King’s 
School, Canterbury, on 14 January 1579. This scholarship for King’s School marked an important 
step towards pursuing a very different career, which, Riggs suggests, “put him in close proximity to 
his social betters,” including the sons of landed gentry and clerics. Of a cohort of twenty-four 
children from known social elites, however, Riggs notes that only one prominent cleric’s son 
continued on to university (World 49). It seems that many of these better-connected boys had less 
drive to pursue higher education when they had a living beyond it. For an excelling low-born 
student, such as Marlowe, higher education may have offered an opportunity to attain a form of 
“cultural capital” that was otherwise unattainable (53). In December of 1580 Marlowe arrived at 
Corpus Christi College at Cambridge University, where he undertook his tertiary education after 
obtaining a Parker scholarship. This scholarship was intended for scholars who would seek to enter 
the clergy, but, by design or otherwise, Marlowe of course was never ordained. Education was 
intended as, ideally, a means to craft morally upright and obedient citizens. In practice, the effects 
could be less predictable.  
 
“My gentry / I fetched from Oxford”: Learning to Read 
The Renaissance was an age of imitation, and this habit of mind was instilled by the humanist 
education program. The highest forms of art were understood as reflections of past perfection, and it 
was believed that eloquence could be taught by studying these models. As Thomas M. Greene 
argues,  
Imitatio was a literary technique that was also a pedagogic method and a critical 
battleground; it contained implications for the theory of style, the philosophy of 
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history, and conceptions of the self. In practice it led not infrequently to sterility. It 
led also, if less frequently, to a series of masterpieces. (2) 
As Greene suggests, the implications of imitative training were far-ranging, but it was equally true 
that imitative writing began with education. In his Arte of Rhetorique Thomas Wilson wrote: “Now, 
before we use either to write, or speake eloquently, wee must dedicate our myndes wholy, to 
followe the most wise and learned men” (5). Indeed, Roger Ascham asserted that “all languages, 
both learned and mother tonges, be gotten, and gotten onelie by Imitation. For as ye use to heare, so 
ye learne to speake: if ye heare no other, ye speake not your selfe: and whome ye onelie heare, of 
them ye onelie learne” (sig. O2r). Desiderius Erasmus, too, provided practical advice for fostering 
an abundant and flowing expression in his De Copia, where he emphasised the imitation of such 
figures such as Cicero, Aulus Gellius, and Apuleius:  
. . . atque in his virgilantibus oculis figuras omneis observemus, observatas memoria 
recondamus, reconditas imitemur, crebraque usurpatione consuescamus habere in 
promptu. (D. Erasmi sig. B7v-B8r)  
We must keep our eyes open to observe every figure of speech that they use, store it 
in our memory once observed, imitate it once remembered, and by constant 
employment develop an expertise by which we may call upon it instantly. (Copia, 
Knott 303)  
In his exhaustive study of Shakespeare’s grammar school education, T. W. Baldwin observed that 
Whatever the sixteenth century was, intentionally original it was never. Its avowed 
philosophy and conscious practice was through imitation so to analyse the old that 
by imitative synthesis the old might be reincarnated in the new.  
. . .  And here is the paradox, which Shakespeare shares with his age. Shakespeare 
never originated anything; literary types, verse forms, plots, etc., etc. And yet he is 
one of the most original authors who ever lived. (2: 677-78) 
It is important to note, however, that this training in imitation was consciously overlaid with moral 
teaching. For Ascham the “goodnesse of Gods providence for learning” is evident in that those 
“olde authors and sectes of Philosophy, where were fondest in opinion, and rudest in utterance, as 
Stoickes and Epicures, first contemned of wise men, and after forgotten of all men, be so consumed 
by tymes, as they be now, not onelie out of use, but also out of memorie of man” (sig. O2v). 
According to Ascham, God has had a hand in providing the models (of which he especially notes 
Plato, Aristotle, and Tullie) that would best inspire students to become “learned, wise, and also an 
honest man” (sig. O3r). Marlowe’s education profoundly shaped his future. He acquired the skills 
and knowledge to write plays and poetry, and, more generally, a mind adept at speaking eloquently 
and persuasively, often on both sides of a given topic. His writing was persistently marked by this 
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imitative training, but it appears that he challenged the authority of the books he read more than he 
deferred to them. Marlowe’s bookish experience was inevitably influenced by threats of state 
censorship (and occasionally violence), yet books also presented new opportunities for financial 
gain, self-expression, and literary immortality. Education made this possible.  
The educational program at a grammar school had high aims: to educate young boys with 
moral precepts, and to lead them eventually to acquire rhetorical brilliance and the art of persuasion. 
As Riggs suggests, Marlowe’s earliest education would have begun at a petty school, which taught 
basic literacy through “religious instruction rather than practical skills” (World 25). The syllabus, 
originally instituted by Henry VIII, included a broadsheet of The ABC as well as the Catechism and 
A Primer or Book of Private Prayer (Riggs, World 24-25). Between this time and his scholarship at 
King’s School, Riggs surmises, Marlowe probably attended a free grammar school where he would 
have been exposed to William Lyly’s Short Introduction of Grammar and Alexander Nowell’s A 
Catechism or First Instruction of Christian Religion. W. Lyly’s book, too, had religious resonance, 
as it signalled a shift away from medieval examples to consider classical models. As Riggs states: 
“It prepared Marlowe and his schoolfellows to think like Ovid and Cicero rather than St Thomas 
Aquinas,” ensuring that the boys had a thoroughly Protestant education (World 37). Peter Mack 
demonstrates how this worked in practice, arguing that grammar school teaching manuals served a 
double purpose: they “emphasise the moral lessons to be drawn from the texts while also registering 
their content and narrative structure” (23). He notes that boys were tested on the “moral lessons” to 
be drawn from “phrases and stories they read and learned by heart” (47). The educational charters 
of King’s School’s curriculum of 1541 (which Elizabeth reinstated in a royal injunction of 1559), 
which was one of the elite schools in the country, demonstrates how the students built upon their 
Latin knowledge. In the first three forms students read Cato’s verses and Aesop’s Fables, as later 
“Terence’s Comedies, Mantuanus’ Eclogues, and other things of that sort.” In the fourth, students 
were expected to be “practised” in stories of poets and letters of learned men, and by the fifth form 
students were expected to be “making verses and polishing themes” as well as “translating the 
chastest Poets and the best Historians,” and turning in the sixth form to Erasmus’ De Copia as well 
as having “taste” of Horace, Cicero, “and other authors of that class.” Also in the sixth form 
students received training in declamation, so that “they may leave well learned in the school of 
argument” (Leach 467, 469).6 As the students progressed through the forms—and Riggs notes that 
there was significant pressure on students, as non-progress led to expulsion (World 45)—aptitude in 
understanding as well as imitating classical texts became more pronounced, as well as the ability to 
                                                        
6 These charters were only available to me through Leach’s translation (464-71). They are also 
quoted in Baldwin (1: 165). 
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dispute by using what they had learned. Yet even in this rough outline of the curriculum, moral 
concerns still filter through, with the students apparently only studying the “chastest” poets and 
authors of a certain “class.” Although Elizabeth did not seek to change her father’s curriculum, she 
did insist on approved, orthodox teachers, ordering that “no man take upon him to teach, but such as 
shall be allowed by the ordinary, and found meet as well for his learning and dexterity in teaching, 
as for sober and honest conversation, and also for right understanding of God’s true religion” 
(Wilkins 186). She also insisted that the scholars learn sentences of scripture to “induce them to all 
godliness” (186). John S. Pendergast argues that these reforms “were modelled on Protestant 
spiritual and ontological paradigms which had provided new ways of conceiving of texts and 
meaning” (3). It seems that the grammar school education functioned as a social program designed 
to inculcate sound moral judgment and, perhaps more importantly, to respect the authority of the 
teachers, and, consequently, the church and state more broadly.   
Yet it is difficult to imagine that a young Marlowe was successfully imbibed with a proper 
docility to authority and moral teaching. Lynn Enterline has questioned whether the moralistic aims 
of schoolmasters produced moral and obedient subjects. In particular, she criticises Anthony 
Grafton and Lisa Jardine for suggesting that humanist education “fostered in all its initiates a 
properly docile attitude towards authority” (From Humanism xiv). Enterline argues that when 
schoolmasters drilled their students into subsuming their own voice within that of classical authors, 
and that of the schoolmaster himself, they “inculcated something one could call a habit of alterity”; 
teachers no doubt were unaware of how this “talent for impersonating other voices” may have 
facilitated a theatrical career. Enterline proposes that by encouraging students to fashion themselves 
into the habits of others,  
. . . the grammar school’s impact on sexuality, affect, and gender was far more 
ambivalent and contradictory than schoolmasters asserted—or that we, in turn, have 
yet acknowledged. . . . [W]hen read alongside a variety of school materials, the 
poetic and dramatic production of at least one former schoolboy [Shakespeare] 
reveals considerable resistance to the school’s regime precisely when most profiting 
from its training. (11) 
As she suggests, training in imitation did not always lead to the kind of respect for authority that the 
masters hoped to instil in boys. But whereas she argues that Shakespeare infuses his plays with 
reflections of his studies in sexual (and sometimes violently sexual) terms, I argue that Marlowe 
was more consumed with the books that his education trained him to read, rather than with the 
system that educated him. Instead of figuring classical books as authorities to be respected and 
carefully imitated, he translated Ovid’s Amores—a work that proved difficult to moralise—and 
exposed the contradictions and silences within the most orthodox of works. First at school, and then 
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at university, Marlowe was trained to model his writing and speech upon classical exemplars, 
drawing upon his commonplace book in order to display the copiousness of his expression. As Eve 
Rachele Sanders writes: “Reading and writing, two such everyday practices, could be used both for 
reinforcing conformity and for improvising disruption” (3). It is disruption we often see in 
Marlowe.  
As in the grammar school, a university education was intended to craft “good men” 
(Rainolds 388). The surviving notes from John Rainolds’ Oxford lectures, dating from the 1570s, 
suggest that whatever skills were taught to the students, morality, and especially religious morality, 
was still an essential part of rhetorical training: 
Eloquentia duplex est alia vitae, alia linguae: illa sine ista multum prodest; ista sine 
illa plurimum obest. Istam a Cicerone discimus, illam a Christo discamus. Nam 
philosophi praeclare multa: sed habent faeces admistas. Verum legimus profana ut 
simus eloquentes. meditemur & sacra, ut viri boni evadamus. (388) 
Eloquence has two parts; the first belongs to life, the second to the tongue. The first 
without the second does much good; the second without the first does very much 
more harm. The second we learn from Cicero, the first from Christ. For philosophers 
have many excellent things, but they are mixed with the lowest dregs. True, but we 
read profane writings that we may be eloquent, and we meditate on sacred writings 
that we may go forth good men.  (Green 389) 
Rainolds here subordinates rhetoric to religious teaching, suggesting that rhetoric without godliness 
in fact does “harm.” It was certainly in Elizabeth’s interests to train students to be devout and, of 
course, obedient. Yet, as Nina Taunton observes, the government at times found it necessary to 
intercede in university affairs to assert religious orthodoxy, which at Cambridge “resulted in the 
gradual purge of Catholicism and kept Puritan and Presbyterian factors in check” (70). Riggs argues 
that Elizabeth “wanted the universities to produce a reliable class of educated conformists” in order 
to “fill posts in the professions and the civil service” (World 78). Aspiration beyond this was not 
encouraged, and Lord Burghley, Chancellor of Cambridge University, stipulated that only the 
highborn could study law, apparently out of concern that such professions could lead to vaunted 
positions in government (Riggs, World 70). Despite this emphasis on religious and hierarchical 
conformity, the skills students developed could be put to a variety of purposes. Indeed, Joel B. 
Altman comments that while the end goal of rhetoric is moral, “its means are morally neutral” (31). 
The morally neutral means that were especially developed at university were in dialectic, which was 
exercised in formal disputations.  
While the grammar school began training in disputation, Mack describes the “pre-eminence 
of dialectic” at university (50), which was evident in the frequency of dialectic textbooks on 
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university booklists (55). As Riggs puts it: “The lectures on logic and rhetoric, together with the 
daily exercises in debating techniques, taught [the student] how to argue; the sermons and 
philosophy lectures taught him what to argue about” (World 78). Cambridge students were required 
to participate in four disputations (twice as Answerer and twice as Questioner) in order to graduate 
(Riggs, World 95). In addition to being trained in debating techniques, students were exposed to a 
much broader curriculum than was available at grammar schools. Kuriyama describes the 
curriculum as consisting of mostly rhetoric in the first year, dialectic in the second and third years, 
and philosophy in the fourth, leading into the Masters degree. As a graduate student, Marlowe’s 
studies broadened again, incorporating natural philosophy, metaphysics, astronomy, cosmography, 
arithmetic, geometry, perspective, metaphysics, and Greek (Kuriyama 54). Disputation topics were 
varied, and at times contentious. Mack notes that the topics of orations in Robert Batt’s letter book 
may well have been used in disputations, including topics such as “Do virtues inhere in nature?” 
and “Is it better for a prince to be loved or feared?” (62). Riggs notes a number of other disputation 
topics: “The style of sacred scripture is not barbarous”; “The reprobate do not truly call on God”; 
and “Nothing is done without prior consent and volition by God” (World 90). As Riggs suggests, 
the opposite sides of these quite contentious statements would therefore have been defended—that 
scripture is barbarous, that the reprobate do call on God, and that action can be taken in the world 
without God’s consent and volition (World 90). University students consequently became practised 
in debating propositions that may have been quite radical in nature, and this experience would no 
doubt have exacerbated the patterns of alterity that Enterline noted at grammar school. Marlowe 
would not only have learned how to express himself persuasively, but also to have arranged 
arguments that he did not necessarily believe in to full effect, and, in order to trap his opponent, to 
think agilely on both sides of any question.  
In addition to what the universities formally taught, they provided a space for highly trained 
people to express sometimes unorthodox ideas. Victor Morgan argues that “the experience of 
college life no less than the contents of his books and the precepts of his tutor influenced a man’s 
views and allegiances” (“Cambridge University” 243). Indeed, it became clear that universities 
could inculcate divergent, even heretical, Christian beliefs. Elisabeth Leedham-Green describes the 
role of Cambridge through the turbulent years between Henry VIII and Elizabeth I, beginning in 
1530 when, given Thomas Cramner’s advice that Cambridge should rule in favour of the legalities 
of Henry’s divorce, Cambridge and, afterwards, Oxford gave the king the legal approval he desired 
(46). As time went on, scholars of alternately Catholic and Protestant leanings were forced to resign 
their posts or leave the country as their faith fell out of royal favour. While noting the increased 
“stability” under Elizabeth I (56), Leedham-Green also describes the rise of puritan sympathisers 
(46-56). In 1570, ten years before Marlowe would enter Cambridge, Thomas Cartwright was 
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stripped of his professorship for challenging the church hierarchy over his puritan beliefs. Dr 
William Chaderton, the president of Queens’ College, expressed his concerns to Lord Burghley: 
True it is suche seditions, contention, and disquietude, suche errors and schismes 
openlie taught and preached, boldlie and without warrant, are latelie growne amongst 
us, that the good estate, quietnes, and governance of Cambridge, and not of 
Cambridge alone but of the whole church and realme, are for great hasarde unles 
severlie by authoritie they be punished. . . . For his daylie lectors teche suche 
doctrine as it is pernitious and not tolerable for a christian commonwealth. (SP 12/71 
f.24)  
Chaderton held grave concerns for the spread of divergent beliefs at Cambridge and, eventually, the 
wider realm. Despite this crack-down, Puritanism persisted at Cambridge, led, according to Patrick 
Collinson, by figures such as Edmund Chapman at Trinity College, Robert Some at Queen’s 
College, William Chark at Peterhouse, and John Millen at Christ’s College: “all now showed their 
colours in sermons which maintained the Cartwrightian doctrines. If they were then expelled from 
the university (like Chark and Millen), or became respectable with increasing age and responsibility 
(like Some), there were always others to take their places (Elizabethan Puritan Movement 124-25). 
Sometime between 1667 and 1669, Oxford graduate Thomas Hobbes would bemoan in Behemoth 
or the Long Parliament that “The coar of Rebellion as you have seen by this, and read of other 
Rebellions, are the Universities” (182). Hobbes insisted that the answer was not to “cast away” such 
institutions, but to see them “better disciplin’d”: “When the Universities shall be thus disciplin’d, 
there will come out of them from time to time well principled Preachers, and they that are now ill 
principled from time to time fall away” (182, 183). Apparently, universities were at times training 
grounds for far more radical ideas.    
So what did this controversy mean for the students at Cambridge? Leedham-Green notes 
that many authors who were clearly central to the curriculum go unmentioned in the statutory 
regulations, including Valla, Erasmus, Seton, and Ramus. She therefore suggests that “[r]eal control 
over the reading” was held by tutors, “who made it their business to acquire, for loan or sale to their 
pupils, the texts which they were to study and who may have been more or less influenced by, for 
example, the Ramist approach to learning with its assault on traditional Aristotelianism which so 
stirred the University of Paris in the middle of the century” (39). This means, of course, that there 
were likely to have been significant differences in teaching content across the university. Riggs, too, 
describes the strong contingent of Puritan sympathisers at Cambridge, but notes striking differences 
between colleges. Marlowe’s alma mater, Corpus Christi, was also attended by Archbishop Parker. 
Riggs suggests that the Archbishop “kept a close watch” upon the college, including forcing 
Thomas Aldrich to resign in 1573 when he exhibited Puritan sympathies. Riggs does note, however, 
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that a number of Puritan leaders emerged from Corpus Christi, and he suggests that this occurred as 
a reaction against life at the college itself, rather than a result of its training (World 92). Evidently, 
universities could be sites of significant debate and division, and these debates would have had an 
impact upon the students. 
Cambridge was the training ground for Marlowe’s rhetorical eloquence and classical 
knowledge, and perhaps for dissident thoughts as well. The skills that Marlowe developed at 
Cambridge went beyond the walls of the university. As Altman suggests, the schoolboy requirement 
of disputation inculcated a “habit of arguing in utramque partem,” (that is, on both sides of a given 
question) which operated as a “method of political inquiry and (not infrequently) political hedging” 
as well as a “creative pastime” (34, 32). He notes that Erasmus used this kind of double thinking to 
approach Scripture in his debate with John Colet in 1499 regarding Jesus’ sorrow in the garden of 
Gethsemane. Erasmus considered both sides of the argument in his reflection, but, according to 
Altman, “although the force of Colet’s argument became clearer to him, he was still convinced he 
was right” (34). As Daniel T. Lochman aptly suggests, Erasmus’ letter is a dispute between friends: 
“In this debate we discover opponents who relish the opportunity to use dialectical exchange as a 
means of instruction, persuasion, and defense, who blend strong conviction with congenial 
playfulness and good will, who remain convivial despite significant differences of opinion and 
character” (79). While we see something of this playful disputation in Marlowe’s writing, his 
approach is often intentionally inflammatory: for instance, undermining the grandeur of Jupiter by 
having him entreat with a boy for sexual favours in Dido, or debating the usefulness of the Bible in 
Faustus. While we cannot be sure what Marlowe’s personal beliefs were, either in religion or 
politics, we can be confident that he was aware of the intellectual furore that continued to boil 
around the Reformation, and which would perhaps have been debated in formal disputations, and 
between colleges. He would also have been familiar with the crown’s demands for religious 
conformity. Indeed, in contrast with Erasmus, Archbishop Grindal fell spectacularly out of favour 
with the queen when he insisted on the importance and continuation of “prophesying,” an activity in 
which two or three clergy would preach sermons on a particular passage of Scripture to a public 
audience, and then the priests would meet privately for a “censure” of the doctrine preached 
(Collinson, Archbishop Grindal 234). These exercises functioned as a kind of ongoing education for 
priests, and Grindal insisted that “the said exercises for the interpretation and exposition of the 
Scriptures for exhortation and comfort drawn out of the same are both profitable to increase 
knowledge among the ministers and tendeth to the edifying of the hearers” (Collinson, Archbishop 
Grindal 242). Collinson argues that the problem arose from the public audience rather than the 
preaching itself, but it was equally evident that Elizabeth was not especially interested in having 
priests who were empowered to dispute the Bible (Archbishop Grindal 247). Indeed, following the 
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demise of Archbishop Grindal, J. E. Neale recounts that Elizabeth assured the next Archbishop of 
Canterbury that “there was more learning in one of the homilies than in twenty of some of their 
sermons” (70). Elizabeth’s confrontation with Grindal exposed the implications of her desire to 
maintain religious stability in England: her control over how the Bible was interpreted, and who 
was allowed to hear discord between interpretations. Marlowe’s experience with reading would 
have impressed upon him both the opportunities for debate that books contained, and the 
restrictions on which ideas were to be tolerated. 
 
“Rash boy, who gave thee power to change a line?”: Bookish Marlowe 
Marlowe’s education shaped a mind that thought on both sides of a question, and revelled in 
contradiction and conflicting perspectives. While he would have been repeatedly drilled in the 
moral and theological underpinnings of the skills that he developed, his works convey a remarkable 
cynicism, especially in a play such as Edward II where moral thinking is often invoked but 
repeatedly fails to influence the action. Marlowe’s penchant for depicting opposing points of view 
has long been recognised. In 1968, for example, J. R. Mulryne and Stephen Fender argued that 
Marlowe actively fosters ambivalence:  
[in Marlowe] contradictory views of experience are brought together and left 
unresolved: the ideal and the common sense; the hint of a comprehensive order and 
the rejection of all order; the socially concerned and the individualist; the moral and 
the libertine; metaphor and fact. . . . Our contention is that, to use Raymond 
William’s phrase, the “structure of feeling” in Marlowe is one that requires 
ambivalence (not an ambiguity) of feeling. (50) 
This doubleness is for Mulryne and Fender experienced by the audience, who are “balanced in 
uncertainty between opposing attitudes” (64). Altman’s landmark book of 1978, The Tudor Play of 
Mind, placed this ambivalent attitude within the wider context of the rhetorical education that taught 
students to argue in utramque partem, in turn leading to a style of drama that abjured morally 
didactic thinking: “the plays are essentially questions and not statements at all” (6). Altman 
concludes his study with Marlowe, commenting that “Certainly no Elizabethan playwright 
exploited his medium more freely to speculate upon human possibility” (321). Like Mulryne and 
Fender, Altman argues for the multiple meanings that constitute Marlowe’s divided plays. More 
recently, in 2002, Sara Munson Deats noted that Marlowe’s interrogative writing has not received 
as much critical attention as it should. Drawing on Norman Rabkin’s description of Henry V as a 
“rabbit-duck” play—in which Rabkin compares Henry’s conflicted depiction with an optical 
illusion that alternately appears as a rabbit or a duck—Deats argues that “before Shakespeare 
created his famous dual aspect characters and actions, Christopher Marlowe, the rival playwright, 
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anticipated Shakespeare’s famed complementarity, etching rabbit/duck portraits every bit as 
multifaceted and perplexing as those limned by Shakespeare” (Rabkin 35; Deats, “Marlowe’s 
Interrogative Drama” 108). She explicitly explores contrariety within five of the plays, concluding 
that Dido, Queen of Carthage “interrogates binary opposites such as love versus duty” (109); that 
Parts One and Two of Tamburlaine depict an “amorphic portrait” of Tamburlaine that shifts from 
“divine to infernal, from godlike to monstrous” (117); that Doctor Faustus modulates between 
depicting its title character as both a hero and a fool, and the play itself can be interpreted either as 
heroic defiance or as an affirmation of divine authority; that Edward II “explores the tension 
between personal fulfilment . . . and public responsibility” (120). In Faustus, and no doubt in all of 
the plays she describes, Deats argues that it is through viewing both sides of these irreconcilable 
points of view that we “achieve the fullest experience of Marlowe’s tragedy” (“Marlowe’s 
Interrogative Drama” 120). For these critics, Marlowe is still the radical iconoclast, but they 
recognise that the plays argue for conflicting agendas with equal force, revising accounts that 
position Marlowe as having dogmatically pursued a single agenda. 
While the conflicted perspectives of the plays have attracted this kind of critical attention, 
the implications of this stance for Marlowe’s reading and writing has not received much attention. 
To this point, studies of imitation in Marlowe have tended either to focus upon establishing the 
breadth of Marlowe’s intertextual borrowings or on foregrounding the influence of particular 
writers. Vivien Thomas and William Tydeman have compiled an extensive list of “debts” that 
Marlowe accumulated in each play, and this, coupled with the very many studies that have 
qualified, corrected, and added to this list, gives us a thorough understanding of his sources (1).7 
While these studies help us to understand the scope of Marlowe’s reading, by their nature they tend 
to emphasise the specific evidence of Marlowe’s storyline debts and attributions, rather than 
considering how he might have responded to such texts: for instance, were the texts respected, 
reimagined, challenged, ridiculed? Influence and imitation studies, meanwhile, tell us a lot about 
what Marlowe thought about individual writers but few studies consider his interest in competing 
texts or investigate broader questions about the overall status of books within his oeuvre. In his 
discussion of Machiavelli in Marlowe, Irving Ribner decries what he terms as “mere source 
identification”: “Whether or not Marlowe actually used Machiavelli in the composition of his plays 
                                                        
7 For pertinent examples of these new insights, see Godman’s argument that Edward II draws 
details from Stow’s Summarie of Englyshe Chronicles as well as his Annales of England; H. Miller, 
who argues that Marlowe may have been familiar with Arabic sources for Tamburlaine; Bohm, who 
discusses a new source for the caging of Bajazeth in Seneca; and Eriksen, who argues for a new 
source for Faustus in Bruno. 
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is, after all, a relatively minor question. The major problem is one of intellectual history, that of the 
light which Marlowe’s plays may throw upon the place of Machiavelli’s doctrine in the Elizabethan 
intellectual milieu” (351). Ribner makes the point that Machiavelli does not need to be named or 
explicitly invoked to be an important intertext for Tamburlaine, and he argues for an ideological 
affinity that goes beyond the identification of sources. M. L. Stapleton’s recent book considers what 
he regards as “Marlowe’s Ovidianism,” arguing that Marlowe’s translation of Ovid’s Elegies “is an 
essential text for apprehending Marlowe’s poetical sensibility” (2). Patrick Cheney’s influential 
study, Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession, which discusses how Marlowe models himself on the 
career and literature of Ovid while critiquing Virgil, has become a dominant critical perspective for 
interpreting the imitative debts of Dido, Queen of Carthage, while Lucy Potter provides an 
alternative view by arguing that Marlowe does not so much critique as enlarge upon Virgil. 
Cheney’s second book on Marlowe explores his ideological connection to Lucan in order to situate 
the dramatist within the “long history of republican thought” (Marlowe’s Republican Authorship 
188). Fred B. Tromly does something a little different when he traces how Marlowe reinterprets the 
Ovidian myth of Tantalus—placing emphasis more on the myth than on Ovid—but he too considers 
how Marlowe creatively reimagines Tantalus within the plays and poetry. While they do not all 
agree as to which writer is being invoked by Marlowe, these critics do agree that Marlowe fashions 
his plays by imitating one particular writer or myth. In this respect, Marlowe is understood to be 
firmly aligned with, or inspired by, the outlook of another writer. 
Some critics have explored multiple influences together, but the sources are usually 
addressed separately or one influence is subordinated to another. In critical writing about Dido, for 
instance, Cheney’s argument that Marlowe “relies on Ovid as his most recurrent strategy for 
rewriting Virgil” is also advanced by Timothy D. Crowley and Emma Buckley, as I will 
demonstrate in my first chapter (Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession 105). Although these studies 
consider Marlowe’s imitation of both Virgil and Ovid, they ultimately subordinate Virgil’s 
influence to Ovid’s. While this is a useful critical approach for differentiating between different 
kinds of imitation—namely, one that treats books as source material and one that rises to a level of 
ideological affinity—adherents to this approach nevertheless insist that Marlowe is ultimately 
influenced by only one of these writers, rather than considering how he might have exploited the 
creative friction that exists between their perspectives. In contrast, Yuzo Yamada considers how 
Marlowe drew upon a variety of sources, discussing, for instance, Sulpitius’ commentaries in 
translating Lucan, John Lyly’s plays for writing Dido, and emblem literature throughout the corpus. 
While Yamada’s study is wide-ranging and innovative, he still largely focusses on a one-to-one 
relation between a Marlovian text and a given source, rather than considering how multiple books 
and influences might converge in a single Marlovian text.  
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This study focusses upon how Marlowe intentionally works books into his plays as both 
objects and ideas to be read against each other. It is the conflict between books that I am principally 
concerned with because, as I argue, by considering how different influences function together in 
these plays, often against or in contradiction with each other, we gain a fuller apprehension of how 
bookish conflict underlies so many of Marlowe’s ideas. We also gain a new sense of Marlowe’s 
pluralist, and irreverent, treatment of books.  
Indeed, his lack of veneration for the books that he read resulted in a style of combatative 
imitation that seeks to critique and undermine ideas about the authority of books, from Virgil and 
chronicle histories, to the Bible and even his own writing. In this regard, the methodological lens of 
this thesis focuses upon Marlowe’s surviving texts far more than on accounts of his life. In 2010 
Robert A. Logan noted that Marlowe criticism continues to be dominated by studies of Doctor 
Faustus and his biography, meaning that Marlowe himself is outstripping most of his own works 
(“Marlowe Scholarship” 16). Indeed, there remains a persistent critical tendency to see Marlowe’s 
over-reaching characters as a reflection of the writer himself, often conflating what Marlowe may 
have thought with what is recounted in the so-called “Baines Note”—that is, Richard Baines’ list of 
allegations from 1593 against Marlowe that nevertheless remains unverified and contentious. As 
Lisa Hopkins observes, “Marlowe has suffered more than most authors from the attempt to read his 
works in simple biographical terms,” describing the rather extreme example in which Park Honan 
floated the proposition that Marlowe may have been impotent because of his depiction of Faustus’ 
unfulfilled sexual yearnings (Hopkins, Christopher Marlowe, Renaissance Dramatist 1; Honan 
166). In considering both his “turbulent life” and the writing itself, Stephen Greenblatt moderates 
such claims to some extent, but still concludes that “Marlowe is deeply implicated in his heroes, 
though he is far more intelligent and self-aware than any of them” (Renaissance Self-Fashioning 
220). This potential overreliance on our capacity to understand Marlowe the person, through either 
his texts or the allegations of the Baines Note, has led to a critical trend that expresses 
overconfidence in understanding Marlowe himself. In considering the two texts of Doctor Faustus 
and the likely authorship issues underlying them, Leah S. Marcus suggested a “Marlowe effect” in 
place of Marlowe himself: “It is time to step back from the fantasy of recovering Marlowe as the 
mighty, controlling source of textual production and consider other elements of the process, 
particularly ideological elements that the editorial tradition has, by the very nature of the enterprise, 
suppressed” (42, 41). In the wake of calls such as Marcus’ to “de-centre” Marlowe, Clare Harraway 
undertakes a textual-based analysis that describes the use of “Marlowe” in her work as little more 
than a term signifying the texts themselves. According to Harraway, the attempts of biographers to 
recover “their own personal Marlowe” has led to significantly different constructions of the writer: 
“For A. L. Rowse he is the Renaissance dramatist who is not Shakespeare; for Kuriyama he is the 
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poet obsessed by his own homosexuality; for Paul H. Kocher he is the sombre religious reformer; 
while for Simon Shepherd and Charles Nicholl respectively he is the figure who draws together the 
plays and political factions of the period” (2). Harraway’s frustration is certainly not unfounded. 
While much was written during and just after Marlowe’s lifetime accusing him of licentious and 
immoral ways, no account from Marlowe himself has survived either to defend or confirm his 
reputation.  
Nevertheless, for my purposes, designating a “Marlowe effect” in place of an author goes 
too far in the opposite direction. While we cannot know Marlowe the person, there is a Marlowe the 
author somewhere in the production of the works, and to take seriously the particularity of the ideas 
his oeuvre represents is to acknowledge some authorial agency, even if it is only one dimly grasped. 
Among a number of dissenters to the “Marlowe effect” thesis, Tromly advises being “wary of the 
radically sceptical desire to throw out the author with the clouded bibliographical bathwater,” 
noting that “patterns of repeated motifs,” such as Tromly’s attention to the Tantalus myth, show 
patterns that may be “crucial signs of vibrant authorial presence” (6). As Cheney adds: “To reduce 
‘Marlowe’ to a ‘Marlowe effect’ is to erase the historicity of Marlowe’s achievement, for . . . he is 
the first playwright on the new European stage to author himself forcibly into his plays” 
(Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession 13). Indeed, Marlowe’s habit of imitating himself suggests that 
his texts are linked by a common authorial awareness. As Judith H. Anderson puts it, intertextuality 
“comes into being in an act of reading a text. No text speaks to another without a writer, no matter 
how elusive, at one end, and at the other a reader” (15). To make sense of Marlowe’s bookish 
thought it is necessary to grapple with both the limitations of what we can know about his life and 
his temperament, and also with the awareness that the works signal a conscious authorial reader 
whose imitative style is always in conversation with the books that have come before.  
How, then, to illuminate Marlowe’s apparent drive to subvert and question? In this thesis, I 
am less concerned with forming an account of Marlowe the man than of the texts themselves. As 
Dutton writes: “Everywhere to look, in short, we find that the views of Marlowe propagated by his 
contemporaries, and overlaid upon his writings, are radically unreliable, ‘constructions’ liable to 
deconstruction” (5). He determines, I feel rightly, that “we cannot escape the fact that the record is 
ambivalent, self-contradictory” (3). Even the Baines Note, which purports to express Marlowe’s 
scandalous opinions, is subject to doubt. It was referred to by Kocher as the “master key to the mind 
of Marlowe,” as it contains an impressive list of heretical opinions, including “That the first 
beginning of religion was only to keep men in awe” (Kocher 33; Kuriyama 221). Roy Kendall’s 
detailed 1994 article argues, however, that there are intriguing similarities between the Note and 
Baines’ own retraction of Protestantism, as well as Marlowe’s own plays. Kendall speculates that 
Baines, who also attended Cambridge, may have influenced the young Marlowe. Lukas Erne, who 
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is critical of attempts to interpret Marlowe’s beliefs from the biographical record, is nevertheless 
convinced that Marlowe was indeed a spy, leading him to speculate that 
It does not seem impossible to read the biographical evidence as showing a man in 
control of his outrageously self-fashioned self just as the plays betray an artist in 
control of his outrageous protagonists. Rather than believing that Marlowe’s “second 
career” as an intelligencer neatly conforms to his supposedly unorthodox personality, 
scholars may need to be willing to admit that Marlowe’s likely activities as a spy 
considerably complicate the rest of the biographical picture they draw. (37)  
Riggs asks similar questions: 
Was Marlowe a bona fide atheist? Or was he a government spy attempting to entrap 
men suspected of that crime—Ralegh, for instance, or Baines’s other “great men 
who in time shall be named”? Within the fluid, opportunistic world of the double 
agent, it is hard to imagine what sort of evidence could categorically exclude either 
alternative. (Riggs, World 328).  
Amidst the doubt surrounding Marlowe’s own beliefs, Riggs relies upon “the institutions—city, 
church, grammar school, university, secret service and public playhouse—that taught Christopher 
Marlowe what transgression was” (World 5). While it is useful to reconstruct the formative 
influences upon Marlowe, and I have done some of that work in considering the role of censorship 
and education in his thought, ultimately I privilege Marlowe’s own texts above such institutions 
because he so regularly seems to challenge this very context.  
In the absence of Marlowe’s own first-person account of himself, my approach is to begin 
with the plays, and then works backwards from there to consider the institutions that shaped his 
style. As Emily C. Bartels writes: “the Marlowe we can speak of with most authority . . . is the one 
constructed by the texts” (xvi-xvii). Richard Strier’s approach in his book, Resistant Structures: 
Particularity, Radicalism, and Renaissance Texts, has proven useful in this regard:  
What this book is against is any sort of approach to texts that knows in advance what 
they will or must be doing or saying, or, on the other hand, what they cannot 
possibly be doing or saying. . . . By resisting our totalizing impulses and 
acknowledging where texts offer resistance to us, we gain the possibility of surprise 
and, most of all, the experience of variety. (2, 4) 
Strier’s approach has formed the methodological backbone of this project because it provides a 
theoretical framework that insists on being open to the ability of a text to “resist” dominant ideas in 
circulation. His method of criticism is attuned to the particularity of texts, which is vital when 
approaching a writer like Marlowe, who has a reputation for flouting convention. To understand 
Marlowe’s use of intertexts, I must understand his historical context, and yet, to understand his 
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particularity, I must also attend closely to the form of the texts themselves. In uniting these quite 
different approaches I continue to be guided by Strier, my method being to prioritise Marlowe’s 
texts themselves. While I have sought to contextualise Marlowe’s works, I have tried to remain 
attuned to how the plays at times resist both their context and also our neat theoretical frameworks.  
Following Marlowe’s own usage, I have deliberately used the word “book” in this thesis 
although I might have used the more flexible, and modern, category “text.” There is of course a 
distinction between books and texts, as there is between a printed book and a poem in manuscript 
(or indeed a textual tradition across a number of mediums). However, collectively these texts are in 
turn treated quite differently from letters, proclamations, or other kinds of descriptive texts. As I 
contend in my second chapter, the use of books as props implies something different to other 
written materials: a character who carries books onstage takes on a set of powerful characteristics—
scholarliness, wisdom, authority—that reading a letter does not. Again and again we see Marlowe 
challenging or dismantling this power, or asserting his own authority through his own writing. 
Whether it is a case of referring to a physical item or to a concept, Marlowe’s language is of books 
and not texts. In her study, The Immaterial Book: Reading and Romance in Early Modern England, 
Sarah Wall-Randell reminds us that books have a conceptual significance and “an immaterial life 
and history” that mirrors and complements the insights already gleaned from studies of book history 
and publication (18). In this thesis, I use the word “book,” and its corollary “bookish,” not always in 
the strict, modern sense of a printed book but also as an immaterial category that held a special 
fascination for Marlowe. 
While it is now commonly argued that Dido, Queen of Carthage and Doctor Faustus were 
co-written (although it is still not exactly clear which parts, or, in the case of Faustus, who the 
identity of the co-writer was), I find it indisputable that the plays and poetry that are attributed to 
him represent a distinctive authorial vision.8 The publication of the New Oxford Shakespeare in 
2016 and 2017 has given us potential new insight into the breadth of Marlowe’s corpus. The 
Authorship Companion to the Oxford edition makes it clear that the edition’s controversial 
attribution of parts of the Henry VI plays to Marlowe is not based on a single authorship attribution 
test so much as a mounting consensus among a diverse range of scholars and statistical methods. 
What the New Oxford Shakespeare brings, therefore, is a new authority to this existing research (in 
addition to newly commissioned research of its own), that represents a consensus opinion from the 
five members of the edition’s Attribution Advisory Board: Hugh Craig, Gabriel Egan, MacDonald 
P. Jackson, John Jowett, and Gary Taylor. As Gabriel Egan writes: 
                                                        
8 In Wiggins’ British Drama both plays are described as collaborations (2: 419, 444). 
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This is not to say that we have achieved perfection in authorship attribution tests. Far 
from it. Considerable problems remain in the practical implementations of tests and 
in our statistical analyses of the results. Importantly, though, all of the fresh 
attribution claims made with confidence in the New Oxford Shakespeare are based 
on multiple, independent tests pointing the same way. This is how the field 
progresses. (46) 
More research is indeed required to confirm the results that they represent, and it is with this in 
mind that I am not wholly convinced on the finer details of attribution. While there is a consistent 
attribution of parts of the three plays to Marlowe, the attribution of individual scenes appear less 
certain.9 Further, ascribing authorship to writers such as Kyd and Thomas Nashe remains 
problematic, as both have too small a corpus of dramatic work for scholars confidently to establish 
and identify authorial patterns. Both of these writers are important for studies of Marlowe, as Nashe 
has been thought to have co-written Dido (and, according to Martin Wiggins, perhaps Faustus as 
well), and Thomas Merriam suggests that Kyd may have written Jew of Malta, but this research has 
not been addressed in the New Oxford Shakespeare (Wiggins, British Drama 2: 419). Certainly it 
remains unclear in my mind just which parts of the Henry VI plays are Marlovian, and how it is 
that, in spite of Shakespearean revision, an authorial signature is discernible. Nevertheless, it seems 
realistic at this point to presume that Marlowe did have familiarity with writing history plays and 
reading chronicle sources before he came to write Edward II—and this suggests that Marlowe’s 
English history play may have been a continuation of his fascination with the political implications 
of weak kingship, rather than an attempt to copy Shakespeare’s success in the genre. If such 
research is proven to be correct, it may shift some of our previous assumptions about Marlowe: the 
perception that those plays that lack the titanic central figure “daring God out of heaven” (such as 
Dido, Queen of Carthage, Edward II, and Massacre at Paris) are anomalies, and that Marlowe had 
little experience writing English history plays or using the chronicle accounts (Robert Greene sig. 
A3r). In light of such research, I think it is wise to return to the Marlowe who emerges from the 
texts that remain confidently attributed to him. 
Marlowe’s literary career was rather short, spanning, as Wiggins has it, from 1587 to 1593 
(British Drama, vol. 2, 3). As the works were written close together (by contrast, the New Oxford 
Shakespeare dates Shakespeare’s writing career from 1587 to 1614),10 and because there remain 
                                                        
9 See for instance Segarra et al., which confirms the overall finding that Marlowe wrote parts of the 
Henry VI plays but attributes the individual scenes differently to New Oxford Shakespeare. 
10 Wiggins begins Shakespeare’s career in 1591, so the exact length of Shakespeare’s writing life 
remains debatable. It is nevertheless clear that it was much longer than Marlowe’s (see vol. 3).  
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different opinions on the actual order of these works,11 the chapters are organised thematically into 
a two-part structure rather than chronologically, since there is little to be gained by separating this 
short career into periods. The following chapters are focussed upon four plays that expose 
Marlowe’s bookish thought.12 The first two chapters investigate two plays that make explicit use of 
books in order to pursue their meaning, incorporating a bookish awareness into the experience of 
the play. In Dido, Queen of Carthage, Marlowe plays competing textual traditions against each 
other, foregrounding the versioning of the characters of Dido and Aeneas between these traditions. 
Dido requires knowledge of Virgil and Ovid, and perhaps also John Lydgate, Geoffrey Chaucer, 
and Giovanni Boccaccio, in order for the play’s alternately comic and vicious reinterpretation of 
myth to be discernible. By refusing to assert the primacy of a single account, Marlowe’s imitative 
work bases itself, radically, on textual conflict. Unlike all of Marlowe’s other plays, Dido was 
written for a children’s theatre production, and he relies upon the usually more wealthy, and 
possibly more well-read, audiences of such productions to follow his bookish experiment. By 
contrast, Faustus was written for a more diverse audience that may not have been as familiar with 
classical literature. For this audience, books appear as physical objects onstage that will be 
variously debated, worshipped, rejected, and stolen. Functioning as a kind of magic within the 
playworld, books transform people and their fortunes in unpredictable, sometimes unpleasant, ways. 
In Faustus, as I show, books shape how people think and play an uneasy role in determining 
someone’s place in the world. 
In the second half of the thesis I look at two plays that reflect Marlowe’s reading practices 
more subtly. In Edward II, Marlowe juxtaposes the conflicted accounts of the chronicles, which 
forms a largely unnoticed inspiration for the divided play that emerges. It is not necessary for the 
audience to have a thorough understanding of where and how the chronicles contradict one another; 
instead, these contradictions are embedded in the theatrical experience. The play that emerges takes 
a historiographical course that treats history as ultimately unknowable and beyond moralising 
narratives, at the same time as it critiques the omissions and silences of the chronicles. In 
                                                        
11 Wiggins argues that Dido was written at a similar time to Faustus, rather than before 
Tamburlaine (“When Did Marlowe Write Dido?” 541); Cheney argues that the translation of Lucan 
came late in his career rather than early (Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession). There is nothing to 
help us date “The Passionate Shepherd” but I presume it came early, as I discuss in chapter four.  
12 Of course, there are other Marlovian plays in which books take on especial significance—
including the burning of the Qu’ran in Tamburlaine Part Two and Machiavelli’s invocation of his 
own subversive books in the prologue to The Jew of Malta—but due to constraints on space, this 
thesis focusses upon four plays in which this focus is most prominent. 
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Tamburlaine, I return to one of Marlowe’s earliest works in order to explore in detail a facet of his 
writing that appears in all of his work: his tendency to self-imitate. Nestled within a martial play, 
Tamburlaine adopts the language of Marlowe’s own lyric, “The Passionate Shepherd to His Love,” 
in order to win the love of Zenocrate and the loyalty of the general Theridamas. While Zenocrate 
and Theridamas are rewarded for acquiescing to Tamburlaine’s pastoral invitation, Agydas’ 
suspicion of his rhetoric culminates in his death. Consequently, Tamburlaine’s alternately 
charismatic and brutal nature is powerfully echoed in his use of pastoral poetry, which both 
emphasises the persuasive pull of Marlowe’s lyric phrase and the danger of poetry turned to 
political use.  
While these four chapters are diverse in focus, they give us some insight into Marlowe’s 
abiding interest in books, which restlessly shifted in focus between plays as he alternately 
questioned the stakes of imitation, thought about who actually had access to books, questioned the 
authority of revered authors, and considered the dangers of rhetorical brilliance. By considering the 
bookish bent to Marlowe’s subversive thinking, we can go some way towards reasserting the place 
of books alongside supposedly racier subjects such as his sexuality, his religious doubt, or his 
pursuits in espionage. Books, after all, were always radical.
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Bookish Play: Imitation and Inauthenticity in Dido, Queen of Carthage 
In a long tradition of reinterpreting the myth of Aeneas, Ursula Le Guin’s 2008 novel Lavinia took 
a striking new course. Lavinia is conscious not only of her mythic destiny to marry Aeneas and then 
to be widowed, but of the writer who created her:  
No doubt someone with my name, Lavinia, did exist, but she may have been so 
different from my own idea of myself, or my poet’s idea of me, that it only confuses 
me to think about her. As far as I know, it was my poet who gave me any reality at 
all. Before he wrote, I was the mistiest of figures, scarcely more than a name in a 
genealogy. It was he who brought me to life, to myself, and so made me able to 
remember my life and myself, which I do, vividly, with all kinds of emotions, 
emotions I feel strongly as I write, perhaps because the events I remember only come 
to exist as I write them, or as he wrote them. (3) 
Both Lavinia and Virgil, the poet who writes her into existence, are characters in the story, and Le 
Guin intently explores this liminal space between story and author. Lavinia is peculiarly conscious 
of herself as a fictional version of someone else, who depends on Virgil to write her life 
simultaneously to her living it. Le Guin does not claim that she has newly revealed the most 
authentic iteration of her character, but Lavinia’s self-conscious fictionality is nevertheless affecting 
and engaging, perhaps because of the character’s shadowy existence. Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of 
Carthage also takes a special interest in the relation between story and author, yet the mythic 
tradition that Marlowe was working with was at that time both more significant to his audience, 
who understood the settling of Italy to be part of their own heritage, and far more unstable, as it was 
contested by various historical, literary, and moral sources. What each of these traditions shared, 
however, was an insistence on the authority of their own account. In Virgil’s Aeneid, Aeneas’ 
decision to leave behind his lover Dido is figured as a necessary submission to the will of the gods, 
which tragically leads to her madness and death. Ovid’s Heroides revises this heroic perspective, 
insisting that Aeneas betrays Dido’s faithful love. Altogether different accounts figure Aeneas 
alternately as a cad or even as a traitor to Troy, and Dido as a martyr to chastity who commits 
suicide to avoid remarrying—in this alternate version never even meeting Aeneas. Among this 
array of perspectives, Marlowe’s play draws most noticeably on Virgil and Ovid, but these other 
perspectives are at times evident as well.  
Critics have usually considered Dido to be modelled upon one or both of these writers, as 
books one, two, and four of Virgil’s work provide the raw material for the plot of Dido, and Ovid 
provides a model for the sensuousness and fluidity of Marlowe’s depiction of the gods and of the 
humans who are subject to their wishes. Of these two perspectives, the second is currently dominant 
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in criticism.13 Cheney suggests that Marlowe “relies on Ovid as his most recurrent strategy for 
rewriting Virgil” (Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession 105), Crowley describes how the play 
“deploys Ovid for its unique parody of Vergil” (410), and Buckley argues that the overall strategy 
of the play is “analogous and supplementary to Ovid’s own approach to Virgil’s epic” (130). Critics 
such as Mary E. Smith, Don Cameron Allen, and V. Thomas and Tydeman have traced a wider 
system of textual influences on the play, but attention to either Virgil or Ovid as the predominant 
influence on it persists. Nevertheless there is a mounting consensus that Dido balances competing 
perspectives, if not conflicting sources. Deats argues that the play “interrogates binary opposites 
such as love versus duty” (“Marlowe’s Interrogative Drama” 109) and Bartels considers the 
“problematic indeterminacy” that sees the play shift between the competing claims of Aeneas and 
Dido. For Bartels, indeterminacy “is finally the point and not the problem of Marlowe’s play” (51). 
This indeterminacy is particularly evident in the character of Aeneas, who is curiously unable to 
live up to his heroic persona. He is alternately described as a “caricature,” a “hollowed out 
performer,” and even, by Buckley, as a “Lydgatean betrayer of Troy” (M. Smith 8; Crowley 424; 
Buckley 130). Buckley argues that Marlowe inverts “the authority of imitation and exemplar,” 
implying “that the Virgilian Aeneas is really the ‘false’ figure, and his [Ovidian inspired] ‘false 
Aeneas’ the true” (131). Buckley presents a compelling case, but I suspect that Marlowe is not 
seeking to present a true or even authoritative account at all, and Buckley risks unhelpfully 
resolving the fundamental dilemma of the story by designating Aeneas as an Ovidian traitor.  
By contrast, the present chapter takes Aeneas’ often inept attempts to perform his own 
character as emblematic for how the play de-legitimises the numerous manifestations of the myth: a 
myth that was an important touchstone to an England that drew upon the idea of a Troynovaunt, and 
a queen that incorporated the iconography of Dido in her official Sieve Portrait. Aeneas’ 
underwhelming characterisation would have only been emphasised by the company of child actors 
who portrayed the characters. As Aeneas struggles to find himself, and Dido proves resistant to 
Aeneas’ charms, these two characters are perhaps alienated from the mythic characters they are 
supposed to be portraying; like Le Guin’s Lavinia, they too seem caught wondering how “someone 
with my name . . . may have been so different from my own idea of myself” (3). Instead of asserting 
the primacy of a single account, or even a single vision of the story, Marlowe’s imitative work 
bases itself in textual conflict. This chapter takes seriously the idea that Marlowe may not have 
privileged any one author, just as he appears to privilege neither Aeneas nor Dido, neither piety nor 
love. This radically pluralist approach to imitation not only gathers an array of sources but exploits 
                                                        
13 As I mentioned in the Introduction, Potter is a notable exception, arguing that Marlowe links 
“himself and his play to the canonicity of Virgil and his epic” (155). 
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the divisions between traditions in order to pursue its own story, challenging the authority of its 
literary precursors even as it draws upon their popularity in order to draw an audience. By depicting 
the versioning that underlies the myth, the play offers a story that is emptied out of ideological 
meaning but which nevertheless depicts real suffering. Beginning by considering Marlowe’s 
characterisation of Aeneas in the context of his performance in a boy company—a form of theatre 
that Marlowe only writes for once—I then go on to consider how Marlowe’s imitative project takes 
a different perspective on the myth to that of his forebears, particularly Virgil and Ovid, and I 
conclude by turning to consider Dido’s attempts to break tradition.   
 
“With Achilles’ Tongue”: Marlowe’s Aeneas and the Children’s Companies 
In recounting the fall of Troy, Marlowe’s Aeneas gives himself a rather odd instruction: “Then 
speak, Aeneas, with Achilles’ tongue” (2.1.121). While critics have spent many pages detailing the 
deviations in Aeneas’ account of the fall of Troy from that found in Virgil’s Aeneid, Aeneas’ 
invocation of his sworn enemy Achilles is quite often passed over.14 Achilles was responsible for 
killing Aeneas’ kinsmen Hector, which should have assured Aeneas’ undying hatred. It is Hector’s 
ghost who instructs Aeneas to flee the burning city of Troy and, in Marlowe’s account, Hector’s 
battered appearance is directly ascribed to Achilles: 
His arms torn from his shoulders, and his breast 
Furrowed with wounds, and—that which made me weep—  
Thongs at his heels, by which Achilles’ horse 
Drew him in triumph through the Greekish camp. . . . (2.1.203-06) 
On one hand Aeneas has a straightforward reason for wishing to speak as Achilles: it is only in 
imagining himself as the cold-hearted Achilles that he is able to recount the tale without being 
overwhelmed by his memories. After all, Aeneas struggles to overcome his grief throughout the 
                                                        
14 For discussions of the reference to “Achilles’ tongue,” see Williams, who only notes the 
reference so far as to suggest that Achilles is a “notorious hothead and sulk” who lacks “seductive 
prolixity” (47). Crowley states that Aeneas uses the Achilles reference to assume “a voice of epic 
fortitude not his own,” yet other than suggesting that the reference works “counter-intuitively” he 
does not interrogate the implications beyond expressing Aeneas’ weakness (427, 428). Martin 
suggests that the reference is because the speaker will need to be “insensitive to bloodshed” to 
recount the tale, and describes Dido’s shock at the tale (59). He notes that Aeneas is a passive 
character, but does not describe the vivid contrast between the mythic characters. For a fairly 
exhaustive list of Ovidian-inspired changes to the account in the play of the Trojan war, see Stump, 
M. Smith, and Buckley. 
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scene, especially when, at Dido’s request for news of the war, even the “memory . . . makes Aeneas 
sink at Dido’s feet” (2.1.115, 117). On the other hand, however, his apparent unconcern at imitating 
the voice of his own despised enemy is jarring. Dido queries how it is that Aeneas is unable to 
speak of Troy when he “fought so valiantly” to defend it (2.1.119). Aeneas’ invocation of Achilles 
leads to the startling conclusion that his standard of valour is not found in his comrades but in his 
enemy Achilles. To ensure that the audience could not possibly miss the disjunction, Marlowe has 
Aeneas name himself in the same breath as Achilles (“Then speak, Aeneas, with Achilles’ tongue”), 
but this repetition of his name only serves to emphasise the growing disconnection between this 
character and the heroic Aeneas of myth.  
Aeneas’ intentions are put under further pressure when they are compared to Marlowe’s 
main source material in Virgil’s Aeneid. Indeed, Virgil suggests that Achilles’ soldiers (if not 
Achilles himself) actually wouldn’t have been unmoved: 
   quis talia fando 
  Myrmidonum Dolopumve aut duri miles Ulixi  
  temperet a lacrimis? (2.6-8) 
What Myrmidon or Dolopian, or soldier of stern Ulysses, could refrain from tears in 
telling such a tale? (H. Rushton Fairclough 317) 
Although Virgil’s Aeneas dreads recalling the slaughter in Troy, he heroically overcomes the 
trauma without being pressed: “quamquam animus meminisse horret luctuque refugit, / incipiam” 
(“though my mind shudders to remember and has recoiled in pain, I will begin”; 2.12-13; 
Fairclough 317). According to Virgil, then, Aeneas feels anguish at the tale, but has greater 
fortitude than even the perpetrators of these atrocities; in Marlowe’s account, Aeneas is so 
overcome that he relinquishes his own voice, and with it, the substance of his own mythic identity. 
Marlowe’s Aeneas even instructs his “Carthaginian peers” to take on a similar transformation: 
And, Dido, and you Carthaginian peers,  
Hear me, but yet with Myrmidons’ harsh ears, 
Daily inured to broils and massacres,  
Lest you be moved too much with my sad tale. (2.1.122-25).  
According to Virgil’s account, this invitation to hear with the ears of Myrmidons would not help the 
peers resist being overwhelmed with emotion, for the Aeneid suggests that even they would be 
unable to hold back tears. This is a reversal of the (noticeably hyperbolic) claims of Virgil’s 
Aeneas: it is Marlowe’s Aeneas who is unable to control his emotions without imagining himself to 
be his own enemy. Marlowe’s Aeneas is therefore divergent from his mythic counterpart on two 
counts: he is oddly willing to ventriloquise Achilles, and he does not maintain his heroic self-
control. Marlowe, it seems, is emptying out Aeneas’ mythic identity as resolute and heroic. He is 
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also presenting the audience with a remarkably artificial vision, in which Aeneas invites his peers to 
play a role—that of Achilles’ Myrmidons—while playing a role himself. As the production was 
apparently performed by boy actors, the audience therefore watches children pretending to be adult 
Carthaginian characters who are in turn asked to pretend to be other, Greek characters, and who are 
all listening to Aeneas’ story of the fall of Troy. This complication of identities sets the scene for a 
play that is as concerned with the versioning of characters between various narrative authorities, as 
it is with the story itself.  
Aeneas’ unusual characterisation begins to make sense if we recall that the mythic tradition 
of Dido and Aeneas was contested by various historical, literary, and moral sources, and was by no 
means stable. According to D. Allen, Dido’s “curious double existence” was propagated over a 
period of “fifteen centuries” (55). Beyond Virgil and Ovid, a completely different tradition derived 
from Pompeius Trogus (roughly contemporary with Virgil), whose lost work has survived through 
Justinus’ Epitome, and was later echoed by Boccaccio in his De claris mulieribus (or Famous 
Women, c. 1361-62). In this tradition Dido never in fact meets Aeneas, and chooses to kill herself 
rather than marry Iarbus (Hiarbus in Justinus’ account). While Boccaccio drew upon the accounts of 
both Virgil and Trogus at different times,15 in De claris mulieribus Boccaccio forcefully asserts 
Dido’s chaste widowhood:  
Huius quidem in versa laudes, paululum ampliatis fimbriis, ire libet, si forte paucis 
literulis meis saltem pro parte notam, indigne obiectam decori sue viduitatis, 
abstergere queam. (42.1) 
I should like, in genuine praise of this woman, to embroider somewhat upon my 
account, and I hope that my modest remarks may cleanse away (at least in part) the 
infamy undeservedly cast on the honor of her widowhood. (V. Brown 167) 
Boccaccio here asserts a moralistic value system that positions Dido as a model for Christian 
women: “In te velim ingerant oculos vidue mulieres et potissime christiane tuum robur inspiciant” 
(“I wish that women who have lost their husbands would turn their eyes upon you and that Christian 
women in particular would contemplate your strength”; 42.16; V. Brown 175). Even though he 
describes her as unchaste elsewhere, Boccaccio insists on the truth of his own account here. 
Chaucer’s The Legend of Good Women (c. 1380s) makes no mention of Dido’s chaste widowhood, 
but he too challenges previous accounts. At first claiming merely to imitate Virgil (“and I shal, as I 
can, / Folwe thy lantern, as thow gost byforn”), Chaucer then depicts Virgil’s title character as a 
cad: “O sely womman, ful of innocence, / Ful of pitee, of trouthe, and conscience, / What maked 
yow to men to trusten so?” (3.925-26, 1254-56). Chaucer may pretend merely to follow Virgil, but 
                                                        
15 See D. Allen (56). 
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he introduces an alternate, even playful, value system when he converts the story into a warning for 
“sely wemen” about “traitour” men (3.1328). Defending an altogether different account, Lydgate’s 
Troy Book (c. 1420) declares his intention “of my penne the tracys to correcte” (Prologue 30). 
Lydgate depicts Aeneas as a traitor as Chaucer did before him, but Lydgate’s Aeneas is not 
condemned for betraying love so much as Troy, together with Antenor. In the Prologue, he 
identifies those faulty “traces” from Homer, Ovid, and Virgil, but defends his own source in Guido 
dell Colonne, whom he describes commanding “writing passing excellence” (Prol. 361). V. Thomas 
and Tydeman note that Dido’s words—“Some say Antenor did betray the town” (2.1.110)—signal 
Marlowe’s awareness of this last tradition. Yet they then conclude that Marlowe “did not base his 
play on this particular form of the legend” (19). However, it seems that, when Aeneas claims to take 
on the voice of Achilles and then imagines himself surrounded by Myrmidons, the play is once 
again invoking the tradition of a traitorous Aeneas that is itself embedded within one of the most 
significant moments of the Aeneid—Aeneas’ recounting of the fall of Troy. Buckley argues that “at 
a time when the medieval tradition is rapidly becoming buried by the Renaissance hegemony of 
Virgilian Aeneas, it is typical of Marlowe’s scholarly but perverse counter-culturalism that he 
should swim against the current, undercutting the authority of his own ostensibly orthodox 
translation by slyly embedding this medieval traitor in his text” (138). Buckley is right to ascribe a 
Lydgatean flavour to Marlowe’s characterisation of Aeneas, yet Marlowe’s layering of source 
material to my mind emphasises, rather than resolves, the multiplicity of the Dido myth it imitates. 
The effect is not so much to bolster Lydgate and Ovid against Virgil, as much as to refuse to portray 
any account as true. I agree with M. Smith that Aeneas is ultimately “a new creation” who is, at 
times comically, and at other times distressingly, unable to play the part expected of him (22). 
Amidst a tradition that persistently reasserts the authority of different versions of the myth, 
Marlowe makes no such claim of underlying authenticity. 
Aeneas’ marked inauthenticity would have been, if anything, emphasised by the children’s 
company which performed it. As Logan argues, “the audience would have seen a boy acting 
unconventionally as an adult male (Aeneas) with an uncharacteristic lack of manliness and a second 
boy acting conventionally as a female (Dido) . . . with uncharacteristic manliness” (Shakespeare’s 
Marlowe 185). Dido sits in contradistinction to the rest of Marlowe’s oeuvre as the only play 
intended to be performed for a children’s troupe.  The 1594 title page tells us that the play was 
performed by the Children of the Chapel: no evidence beyond this exists to suggest that the play 
was actually performed, but it speaks to the intended performance style. It is perhaps difficult to 
understand the early modern fascination with children’s companies, which led audiences to pay 
premium prices to watch children perform. Yet Edel Lamb reminds us of the “integral” role of boy 
actors in early modern theatre: “The children’s companies were not anomalies in early modern 
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theatrical culture. They were an integral part of this realm and a crucial part of a wider culture of 
children’s performance” (Lamb 15). Indeed, adult companies routinely employed young boys to 
play the female roles, and performances that were made up entirely of children had been in practice 
throughout the sixteenth century, eventually reaching prominence under Elizabeth I. Lamb 
nevertheless argues that there is something “distinct” about children’s theatre (44). All theatre was 
driven by market forces and there had to be something commercially distinct and desirable in 
watching children act. But what was the commercial appeal of watching boys of varying ages 
perform? According to critics, the boys fostered a particular aesthetic that was noticeably distinct 
from adult theatre: for Roma Gill it was characterised by “artifice” and “spectacle” (General 
Introduction 115, 118); for Harold Hillebrand the boys offered “sprightliness, vivacity, pertness, 
and charm,” as well as “contrivance and refinement” (264, 263); for Lamb it was their desirable 
“youthful, sexual and inferior status” (51); for G. K. Hunter, it was the “dramatic method” of “play, 
pretence, and affectation” (English Drama 285); for Michael Shapiro they combined “that special 
mix of pertness and naivety, audacity and innocence” (“Boy Companies” 314).  Together these 
perspectives describe a stylized dramaturgy that luxuriated in lavish costumes, props, and music, 
and which consciously heightened the space between actor and character, into a conspicuously 
artificial form of mimesis.  
Beyond the individual charms of the boys, the companies could also market themselves 
through the lens of exclusive, courtly entertainment, which enjoyed the especial favour of Elizabeth 
herself. Most of the populace were exluded from these courtly performances, but for a fee an 
audience could watch their rehearsals. As Shapiro comments, “Unlike adult companies, who 
brought commercial entertainment to court,” children’s theatre “brought court theatre to wider 
audiences” (“Early [Pre-1590] Boy Companies” 121). He argues that the “intimate, artificially lit 
indoor playhouses” that the boys used for such rehearsals “reproduced the physical conditions and 
the atmosphere of a play at court” (Children of the Revels 37). The cost of attending an indoor 
theatre production by Paul’s Boys was much higher than the outdoor competition—John H. 
Astington suggests it was six times as much. This “commercial filter” would perhaps have flattered 
those “who liked to imagine themselves suitably qualified to be members of the royal court, in rank 
and social accomplishments”: “Westcott was selling not only theatre but a restricted luxury—an 
atmosphere that simply reeked with class” (Astington 17). In an account somewhat different from 
that of other scholars, W. Reavley Gair argued that the high cost of such rehearsals may have been 
intended as “limiting, rather than increasing audiences” (94). Whatever the case, it was evidently 
desirable to attend, and to be seen to be in attendance. Critics such as Gerald M. Pinciss suggest that 
the audience was most likely “sophisticated, educated, and well-informed”; while we can’t be sure 
of their educational level, audiences did require some wealth to afford the entry fee (111). Sarah 
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Dustagheer notes the higher “disposable income” of such audiences gave performances an air of 
“fashionable exhibitionism” (143-44); and Andrew Gurr and Farah Karim-Cooper comment that 
contemporary accounts describe an audience that “‘glittered’ and ‘glistened’ under the candlelight, 
using the playhouse to display the latest London fashions” (Introduction 6). Dustagheer also notes 
that, at least from 1599 onwards, playwrights were so conscious of this exhibitionism that they 
incorporated a dramatic critique of characters with excessive vanity (147). Whether or not the 
earlier phase in children’s drama was intended merely to be profitable before its more commercially 
driven revival from 1599 onwards, children’s theatre was undeniably popular among its wealthy 
patrons. 
There has nevertheless emerged a growing awareness of the interrelatedness of adult’s and 
children’s theatre. While Roslyn L. Knutson focusses primarily upon the theatres post-1599, the 
fact that the children “gave fewer performances in smaller playhouses for a shorter season (from 
Michaelmas into Trinity Term)” supports her argument that these companies “did not represent a 
sustained financial challenge to the men” (Playing Companies 19). As Ann Jennalie Cook urges, 
the boys catered to a rather select group; both pre-1590 and post-1599 the gentry who could afford 
to attend a boy performance continued to see both boys and adults, and both indoor and outdoor 
playhouses (129). Apparently, at their height, the popularity of the boys was not impeded. The later 
so-called “War of the Theatres,” in which Jonson, Marston, Dekker, and Shakespeare critiqued and 
lampooned each other through their plays, would, as Cook suggests, have relied on a common 
audience: “Certainly the personal invective of the ensuing War of the Theaters would have been 
pointless unless the spectators were thoroughly acquainted with the playwrights and the social types 
that were so viciously satirized” (129). Lucy Munro has argued that the differences between adult 
and children’s companies may have been somewhat “exaggerated,” noting the diversity of boys’ 
repertoire: “Although there is a tradition of children’s performance, it is not a monolithic, singular 
entity: children’s performance could take on different meanings and associations at different times, 
and the composition and character of the children’s companies was also unstable” (“The Humour of 
Children” 4). Shapiro’s study into children’s companies has helped to map the range of repertory, 
revealing that many were not in fact comedies—yet Shapiro’s categorisation of Dido within a 
“pathetic heroine” genre is not entirely satisfying (Children 166). For Marlowe, Dido is not the 
moral figure of Boccaccio, resisting the temptation to compromise her chastity; nor does she 
entirely fit Ovid’s Dido, whose faithful love is rendered pitiable or even transcendent; nor that of 
Chaucer’s “sely woman,” who naively trusts a philanderer (3.1254). There is something almost 
satiric in Marlowe’s tone, but, as Tromly has observed there is “a very dark quality [to] the play’s 
humour” that encourages the audience to laugh at cruel spectacles—exceeding, he argues, the 
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playfulness of Ovid (55). It appears that the play reorients the skills of the boys, even as Marlowe 
radically redefines the tradition he draws upon.  
Wiggins has provocatively challenged the long-standing assumption that Dido was 
Marlowe’s earliest play, and with it the belief that Dido is a piece of immature writing. Instead, he 
suggests that the play may have been the result of Marlowe’s having been “head-hunted” by the 
manager of the Children of Chapel, who was looking to capitalise on the success of Tamburlaine 
(“When Did Marlowe Write Dido?” 541).16 Wiggins argues that the rival company Children of 
Paul’s were at that stage “sardonic about the kind of titanic figure dramatized by Marlowe,” likely 
because the company “could afford to stick to its own established métier, and deride the 
competition.” The Children of the Chapel, however, were in a different position. According to 
Wiggins, the Children of the Chapel were more willing to imitate Marlowe’s success by 
commissioning plays such as The Wars of Cyrus (c. 1588) to adapt “the typical themes, strengths, 
and scope of choirboy theatre” (541). Wiggins therefore proposes that Marlowe’s Dido, which is 
noticeably distinct from Tamburlaine but still engages with themes of imperialism and romance, is 
the result either of an intended new phase in repertoire, or an “attempt to get what Marlowe 
wouldn’t give them”: their own Tamburlaine (541). If we accept Wiggins’ positioning of Dido as 
coming later in Marlowe’s canon, Dido’s imitative strategy is not the product of inexperienced 
writing so much as a conscious attempt to cater to the strengths and limitations of a boy’s troupe. 
Jackson I. Cope has argued that the play’s theatrical depth has long been underestimated: “Having 
listened too intently to the siren song of its sweet verse, we have shipwrecked its fine farce. Doing 
so, we have relegated what is perhaps Marlowe’s best piece of total theatre to the status of 
apprentice work” (316). I find it undeniable that the artificial aesthetic of the play is a conscious 
stylistic choice and not a symptom of immature dramaturgy. The boys at once enhance Aeneas’ 
noticeably underwhelming performance and reinforce the bookish stakes of the drama. 
It seems that writing for children’s companies could be an attractively profitable exercise, 
but it also made certain demands on the plays themselves. As many of the companies drew upon 
choirboys, the plays often incorporated songs into scripts. In Dido, there are cues for singing twice 
in the play: in the first, Venus sings to lull Ascanius to sleep, and, in the second, Cupid, disguised as 
Ascanius, sings at Dido’s request: “Sit in my lap, and let me hear thee sing. / No more, my child. . . 
. ” (3.1.25-26). This second instance both makes use of the young boy’s voice, and through Dido’s 
gentle shushing—“No more, my child”—dispels the ambience of the performance by hinting that 
the music isn’t very good. Another common facet to children’s plays was the allowance for 
                                                        
16 Wiggins notes that something similar happened with George Chapman in 1600 (“When Did 
Marlowe Write Dido?” 541). 
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different sized actors. Wiggins asserts that any performance of Dido would require at least two or 
three smaller boys to play the roles of Ganymede, Cupid, and Ascanius (with Ganymede possibly 
doubling with Ascanius [527]). As he suggests, this would not be “an unsurprising or unreasonable 
demand for a playwright to make of a London choirboy company.” Lyly’s Endymion (c. 1588) 
capitalises on their “unequal” heights for comedic effect: 
  TOPHAS. . . . Now, my pretty companions, you shall see how  
unequal you be to me. But I will not cut you quite off; 
you shall be my half friends, for, reaching to my middle,  
so far as from the ground to the waist I will be your 
friend.  
DARES. Learnedly. But what shall become of the rest of your  
body, from the waist to the crown? 
  TOPHAS. My children, quod supra vos nihil ad vos, you must  
think the rest immortal because you cannot reach it.  
(1.3.32-40; Wiggins 528) 
The proverb, quod supra vos nihil ad vos (“that which is above you is nothing to you”; Bevington 
90), at once connects with the play’s interest in “reaching for the unattainable,” while heightening 
the awareness of the child actor’s difficulty in portraying the story (Bevington 90). In Lyly’s play, 
and in Dido as well, the boy actors become a vehicle for expressing the limits of representation. The 
story already requires Cupid and Ascanius, but Marlowe’s addition of Ganymede in the opening 
scene sets a tone in which children override adults. Of these three children, Ascanius is the only 
character who seems to function as a normal child who can be swayed by the authority of the 
“adults.” Both Ganymede and Cupid reverse this and dominate the adults they interact with, 
particularly through their clever manipulation of desire. These smaller boys also seem to capture 
something of the spirit of the tradition of the Boy Bishop—a saturnalia-like tradition in which for 
one day a boy took the role of a bishop (including giving a sermon), with the bishop relegated to a 
chorister. As Shapiro suggests, this reversal of normal order was “a licensed mockery of authority,” 
and it is significant that Marlowe’s boys have the ability to enact their desires (Children 9). 
These powerful and manipulative children, together with the depiction of irresponsible and 
capricious gods, indicate that the play is fostering a series of reversals. Most noticeably, though, the 
use of children heightens the artificial style that at once comments on its own theatricality. This 
self-reflexive playfulness is evident in lines such as Iarbus’ complaint: “that love is childish that 
consists in words”—when  the play itself consists of words spoken by children about love (3.1.10). 
It is also evident in the subject matter that the children acted. According to Michael Witmore, 
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children in the early modern period were regarded as having a “proverbial cognitive 
incompleteness” (96): 
As a figure for cognitive privation, the child would regularly be assimilated to the 
weaker side of a number of important binaries in the late Middle Ages and into the 
early modern period: he or she was often aligned with animals rather than humans, 
with the illiterate rather than those who could read, with literal rather than allegorical 
interpretation, with ornament rather than substance, and with the body as opposed to 
the soul or mind. (26) 
By using children to perform the story of Aeneas and Dido, a story that has seen different writers 
emphasise the competing values of duty and romantic love, Marlowe uses actors who were believed 
to have no capacity for the “adult faculties of reason and prudential self-control” and indeed sexual 
maturity (5, 29). By this standard, a child-like Aeneas could not even comprehend duty and love. 
William Gager’s Dido (1583) similarly draws upon the myth, but its comparatively cold formality 
was perhaps less demanding on its actors, featuring as it does the traditional set speeches suitable 
for children (and it uses every opportunity available to praise Dido or Elissa’s namesake, 
Elizabeth). Marlowe, by contrast, emphasises contrivance. The action allows the boys to be 
genuinely funny, but the humour is tied to their inability to live up to their true characters. The 
result is more entertaining and engaging, but undeniably literary. Whether or not we can reliably 
categorise the play within children’s drama or determine whether it had any successful stage 
history, the knowledge that it was written for boys reinforces its artificial, bookish nature, in which 
authority is turned on its head.  
 
“Speak Like Thyself”:  Classical Imitatio and Competing Traditions 
In Dido, more clearly than any of Marlowe’s other plays, we see the imprint of his education in 
imitation. In his Defence of Poesy (c. 1580), Philip Sidney argued that “Poesy . .  . is an art of 
imitation,” which he described as “a representing, counterfeiting, or figuring forth . . . with this end, 
to teach and delight” (86). The counterfeiting that Sidney acknowledged to be part of poetry is 
justified for him by its role in both educating and giving pleasure. The “artificer,” according to 
Sidney, should “range, only reined with learned discretion, into the divine consideration of what 
may be and should be” (Apology for Poetry 85, 87). For Sidney, the value of imitative art is 
inextricably tied to the humanist concern with putting learning to social use. As Madeleine Doran 
dryly remarks, this moral justification for art “is repeated ad nauseam by every defender of the 
stage: Lodge, Nashe, Sidney, Webbe, Heywood—to name only the principal ones” (93). 
Nevertheless, there were voices warning of the misuse of such learning. Francis Bacon, in his The 
Advancement of Learning (c. 1605), describes three distempers of learning, of which one is “when 
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men study words and not matter.” He derides eloquent excess, and therefore critiques those who put 
emphasis upon “copie” rather than “weight” (139). Interestingly, Bacon quickly asserts that while 
eloquence for its own purpose is an affectation, “sensible and plausible elocution” is valuable “even 
[to] philosophy itself” (139). Bacon therefore emphasises the need for rhetorical training to be 
deepened with “matter” and “weight.” 
While Marlowe drew upon his education in imitation, his use of this education in Dido does 
not promote moral values. In his Discoveries (printed posthumously c. 1640-41), Jonson asserts the 
value of the classics: 
I know nothing can conduce more to letters than to examine the writings of the 
ancients, and not to rest in their sole authority, or take all upon trust from them, 
provided the plagues of judging, and pronouncing against them be away: such as are 
envy, bitterness, precipitation, impudence, and scurrile scoffing. (504)  
Jonson acknowledges that it is important not to “trust” the classics entirely, but he appears to 
tolerate respectful imitation only and is critical of excessively negative treatment. As Richard S. 
Peterson argues, Jonson assessed and chose his sources critically, describing his work as “an 
imitation at once eclectic and discriminating . . . in which the severed halves of thought and 
eloquence are reunited” (12). It is entirely possible that, for Jonson, Marlowe’s play constitutes 
“scurrile scoffing” that disrespects its revered authors—after all, Thomas Beard’s Theatre of God’s 
Judgements (1597) described Marlowe as a “play-maker, and a Poet of scurrilitie” (sig. K5r). Dido, 
for all its disrespectful and irreverent treatment of sources, is both eloquent and discerning. As Gill 
observes, the tendency to dismiss the play as an immature work ignores the conscious “effrontery” 
in its use of Virgil (“Marlowe’s Virgil” 142). Cheney connects what he sees as Marlowe’s 
startlingly frequent originality with what he terms “canonical dissidence”—that is, even while 
translating, imitating, and appropriating canonical writers, Marlowe always seeks to set his work 
against established doctrines and practices (“Marlowe in the Twenty-First Century” 18). Unlike 
previous iterations of the myth, Marlowe refuses to assert an overriding moral to the story, whether 
of pious reason, faithful love, or feminine chastity. Georgia E. Brown comments that, “For modern 
readers, perhaps nothing is more off-putting than the subject of classicism, with its unfortunate 
connotations of privilege and cultural exclusivity” (“Marlowe’s Poems” 106). Certainly, when it 
comes to a writer as iconoclastic as Marlowe, it may be surprising to situate him within that 
traditional framework. Yet classical literature could also offer radically discordant perspectives—
sexual infidelity, homoeroticism, republicanism, scepticism, and atheism, to name a few—and 
Marlowe seems particularly attuned to this dissident classical heritage, particularly in his 
translations of Ovid and Lucan. In his essay, “On Schoolmaster’s Learning” (republished c. 1588) 
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Michel de Montaigne expresses his frustration that learning leads to a kind of parroting of other 
people’s words as a form of elegant ornamentation: 
Mais nous, que disons nous nous mesmes? que jugeons nous? que faisons nous? 
Autant en diroit bien un perroquet. . . . Nous prenons en garde les opinions et le 
sçavoir d’autruy, et puis c’est tout. Il les faut faire nostres. (Les Essais 137) 
But what have we got to say? What judgements do we make? What are we doing? A 
parrot could talk as we do. . . . All we do is to look after the opinions and learning of 
others: we ought to make them our own. (Complete Essays, M. A. Screech 154, 155) 
As we shall see, Marlowe goes beyond the kind of parroting that Montaigne suggests imitation has 
come to imply. Dido challenges the authority of tradition even as it invokes it: Aeneas’ weakness is 
intensified through knowledge of Virgil, as is Dido’s resistance to love. Marlowe’s play reimagines 
artifice from a method of moral order into a dissident appraisal of the traditions that underlie the 
myth. 
The opening of the play could be expected to affront audience expectations, and probably 
their sensibilities too. Indeed, Virgil begins with his title character, Aeneas, and the epic framing of 
Troy: 
Arma virumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris 
Italiam fato profugus Lavinaque venit  
litora. . . . (1.1-3) 
Arms and the man I sing, who first from the coasts of Troy, exiled by fate,  
came to Italy and Lavine shores. . . . (Fairclough 263) 
In contrast with this epic grandeur, Marlowe displaces both Dido and Aeneas and opens his play 
with Jupiter “discovered” dandling the young boy Ganymede on his knee: “Come, gentle 
Ganymede, and play with me: / I love thee well, say Juno what she will” (1.1.1-2). The intimacy of 
the scene sees Jupiter, king of the gods, subject to the same passions that will later drive Dido mad. 
Far from mimicking Virgil, Jupiter’s opening words to the boy closely echo Marlowe’s own lyric 
poem, “The Passionate Shepherd”: “Come live with me and be my love” (Collected Poems 1). 
While the dates of composition for both the lyric and the play are contested, the similarity 
demonstrates the way in which Marlowe mimics and reframes his own writing in vastly different 
contexts, much in the same way as he reframes Virgil. In my fourth chapter I will examine this 
practice of self-imitation in greater depth, but here the reference to Virgil enables Marlowe to 
“discover” romantic, homoerotic, and extramarital themes that mostly go unmentioned in the 
original. So where Virgil invokes epic grandeur, which itself imitates Homer’s Iliad, Marlowe uses 
the dramatic form to reduce the mystery of the gods into an intimate, and compromising, scene in 
which the main characters are unseen to the audience, and clearly forgotten by Jupiter himself.  
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 Although the opening of Marlowe’s play is a stark departure from the Aeneid, Marlowe is 
clearly writing back to Virgil. Indeed, Marlowe retains key details from Virgil. The Aeneid begins 
by introducing Aeneas’ journey towards Italy, while also introducing Juno’s jealous rage as the 
main obstruction to his success. The poet speaker appeals to the Muse to recreate the cause of 
Juno’s anger: 
     Musa, mihi causas memora, quo numine laeso 
  quidve dolens regina deum tot volvere casus 
  insignem pietat virum, tot adire labores 
  impulerit. tantaene animis caelestibus irae? (1.8-11) 
Tell me, O Muse, the cause; wherein thwarted in will or wherefore angered, did the 
Queen of heaven drive a man, of goodness so wondrous, to traverse so many perils, 
to face so many toils. Can heavenly spirits cherish resentment so dire? (Fairclough 
263) 
Juno’s motivations, and those of all the gods, are here ultimately mysterious and unknowable. 
Marlowe’s scene is almost entirely different, but Juno is nevertheless mentioned in the second line, 
this time by Jupiter: “I love thee well, say Juno what she will” (1.1.2). Rather than posing a danger 
to Aeneas’ epic mission, Juno is considered an inconvenience to Jupiter’s affair with Ganymede. 
Similarly, her anger is reimagined: no longer is she viewed as a potent force or obstacle, but is 
reduced to a nagging wife. In a witty revision of Virgil, Marlowe has retained the diction of 
blaming Juno, who is the central complication of the Aeneid, but altered its meaning. In Dido, the 
reference to Juno heightens awareness of Jupiter’s philandering and therefore provides a more 
straightforward, justifiable, and, in Virgil, largely unspoken, reason for Juno’s rage. Just as Juno 
poses an inconvenient distraction for Jupiter from his affair with Ganymede, Jupiter is similarly 
unconcerned with the fate of Aeneas until Venus reminds him of it at length midway through the 
first scene (1.1.50-81). Consequently, Aeneas and Dido are relegated to pawns in a far less exalted 
argument between the gods, in which they not only misunderstand divine reasoning, but also 
overestimate its seriousness. By virtue of his lack of attention, Jupiter almost becomes the villain of 
Marlowe’s play. These close textual manoeuvres reveal a conscious project to revise and refocus 
the Virgilian narrative—in an attempt to ridicule, rather than replace, Virgil. By upsetting the power 
structures within the play through Jupiter, Marlowe is also engaged in disrupting the mythic vision 
of Virgil himself, and the authority of his version of the myth.  
 Marlowe’s opening also appears to invoke Ovid, especially the Amores. Jupiter boasts to 
Ganymede of his ability to control time itself: 
  As I, exhal’d with thy fire-darting beams,  
Have oft driven back the horses of the night, 
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When as would they have hal’d thee from my sight? (1.1.25-27) 
The reference here to driving back “the horses of the night” translates the Amores, in which the poet 
speaker hopes that the night will never end so he can remain with his lover: “lente currite, noctis 
equi!” (“Run softly, steeds of night!”; 1.13.40; Showerman 371). Of course, Marlowe translated the 
Amores himself, where the phrase reads: “Stay night, and run not thus” (Collected Poems 1.13.40). 
The passage was likely a favourite of Marlowe’s, as he quotes it directly in Faustus when Faustus is 
desperately seeking to delay his damnation: “O lente, lente currite noctis equi” (5.2.74). Later in the 
same elegy, Ovid’s poet speaker reminds the audience that Jupiter himself altered time in order to 
spend more of it with his latest unwitting sexual conquest, Alcmena:  
ipse deum genitor, ne te tam saepe videret,  
   commisit noctes in sua vota duas. (Heroides and Amores 1.13.45-46)  
The very father of the gods, that he need not see thee so oft, made two nights into 
one to favour his desires. (Heroides and Amores, Showerman 371) 
Jove, that thou shouldst not haste but wait his leisure, 
Made two nights one to finish up his pleasure. (Collected Poems, Marlowe 61) 
The subtle reference to Ovid’s amorous Jupiter in Dido signals that Marlowe will be drawing upon 
an Ovidian conception of the gods as licentious and impulsive.  
Marlowe’s reliance on an Ovidian Jupiter is also on display with the openness of Jupiter’s 
love for Ganymede. In the opening lines of the Aeneid, Ganymede is briefly listed as one of the 
causes of Juno’s anger, but he is not explicitly described as Jupiter’s lover:  
. . . manet alta mente repostum 
iudicium Paridis spretaeque iniuria formae, 
et genus invisum et rapti Ganymedis honores. . . . (1.26-28) 
Deep in her heart remain the judgement of Paris and the outrage to her slighted 
beauty, her hatred of the race and the honours paid to ravished Ganymede. 
(Fairclough 265)  
The reader can infer that Juno feels slighted by Jupiter’s sexual preference for Ganymede through 
the parallel reference to Paris’ preference for Venus’ beauty. However, Virgil puts greater emphasis 
on Juno’s jealousy of Ganymede’s place of honour than on his erotic relationship with Jupiter. By 
contrast, in the Metamorphoses, Ovid openly describes Jupiter’s erotic intentions:  
Rex superum Phrygii quondam Ganymedis amore 
arsit, et inventum est aliquid, quod Juppiter esse, 
quam quod erat, mallet. nulla tamen alite verti 
dignatur, nisi quae posset sua fulmina ferre. 
nec mora, percusso mendacibus aere pennis 
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abripit Iliaden; qui nunc quoque pocula miscet 
invitaque Jovi nectar Junone ministrat. (10.155-61) 
The king of the gods once burned with love for Phrygian Ganymede, and something 
was found which Jove would rather be than what he was. Still he did not deign to 
take the form of any bird save only that which could bear his thunderbolts. Without 
delay he cleft the air on his lying wings and stole away the Trojan boy, who even 
now, though against the will of Juno, mingles nectar and attends the cups of Jove. (J. 
Miller 2: 75) 
Ovid’s suggestively erotic description of Ganymede, who continues to serve Jupiter and anger Juno, 
insists that the gods are inherently capricious and adulterous, and thereby destabilises Virgil’s 
depiction of Aeneas’ piety to such gods. While Marlowe’s depiction of Jupiter follows Ovid’s 
example in reemphasising the erotic nature of the gods, Ganymede takes on far greater power than 
in either Ovid’s or Virgil’s account. Joyce Green MacDonald observes that where Marlowe’s 
Ganymede is closer to Ovid than Virgil, both traditions address Ganymede’s own sexual role “only 
indirectly and ambiguously before disciplining it”: “Not only is Jupiter’s lust for Ganymede less 
ambiguously acknowledged [in Dido] than it is in Ovid, but Ganymede himself is endowed with a 
sexualised subjectivity present in none of the other sources we have considered” (103, 106). Indeed, 
Marlowe’s Ganymede speaks unmediated by Juno’s anger or absorbed within a narrative of 
Jupiter’s lust, and rather than voicing his victimisation or abduction, he focuses upon manipulating 
Jupiter: “I would have a jewel for mine ear, / And a fine brooch to put in my hat, / And then I’ll hug 
with you an hundred times” (1.1.46-48). Jupiter wryly observes that he “should deny thy youth,” 
but even in the play’s closeness to traditional sources, there is a sense that the traditional power 
structures that place adults over children are being reversed (1.1.23). When Marlowe puts 
Ganymede onstage, the character becomes a powerful demonstration of how the play purposefully 
translates its source material into a dramatic work that maximises the impact of having boys act the 
story.  
As the play progresses, Marlowe appears to puncture Ovid as much as Virgil. We see 
another textually charged reversal when Venus enters, not as the embodiment of love, but rather to 
scold Jupiter for seducing Ganymede: “You can sit toying there / And playing with that female 
wanton boy, / Whiles my Aeneas wanders on the seas” (1.1.50-52). Not only does Venus deny 
something of her own nature by suppressing erotic passion and upbraiding Jupiter for failing to 
reward “virtue”—“False Jupiter, rewardst thou virtue so? / What? Is not piety exempt from woe?” 
(1.1.78-79)—but she returns the focus to the story at hand. Richard A. Martin argues that it is only 
when Venus enters the stage that Marlowe “reasserts the literary decorum he violated with the 
Jupiter-Ganymede affair” (“Fate” 60-61). Martin goes so far as to suggest that “Venus gives the 
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play its Vergilian context by denying Jupiter’s lyricism and, ironically, her own attributes as the 
goddess of love” (“Fate” 61). Venus not only reasserts the Virgilian story, but puts an end to a 
rather Ovidian digression. Garth Tissol has argued that, in contrast to Virgil’s “connection between 
plot and cosmic order,” Ovid offers an “answer to the Aeneid, subsuming its plot and characters to 
illustrate the universal prevalence of flux” (178-79). Marlowe’s play opens with an Ovidian vision 
of Jupiter, but the entrance of Venus at least temporarily suppresses the spirit of flux in Ovid. 
Daniel Javitch interprets Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso (published 1532) as a model for 
Ovidian-inspired imitation, demonstrating Ariosto’s Ovidian methods of “challeng[ing] the 
authoritative status of Virgil’s version” (1029). Javitch argues that Ovid upsets Virgil’s hierarchy of 
values through the specific methods of digression and omission, allowing him to reduce and dilute 
the Virgilian story within his own epic poem. As he writes: “Ovid’s main intent . . . was to 
challenge Virgil’s authority, to defy his already classical precursor by denying Aeneas’ voyage the 
epic size, the status of national myth, the unity, and the teleology Virgil had given it” (1026). 
Syrithe Pugh rightly notes that the Mercury seduction sequence in Hero and Leander is a digression 
that “recalls” the method of the Metamorphoses (83). Similarly, the omission of the tragic death of 
the lovers subverts the meaning of the poem. Dido, however, does not seem to follow this Ovidian 
method. Venus corrects Jupiter’s opening digression and (despite subsequent digressions and 
omissions, including Anna’s affection for Iarbus and Cupid’s manipulation of the Nurse) the story 
remains tightly focussed around Virgil’s account. Indeed, Marlowe’s method of subversion follows 
the patterns of Virgil’s account while undermining the significance of the elements that create 
Virgil’s mini-tragedy: the honour of piety, the heroic selflessness of Aeneas, and the unquenchable 
passion of Dido. While Marlowe’s methods of divergence can be linked to an Ovidian sensuality 
and fluidity in approach, I find that the differences between them are sometimes understated. Dido 
criticism has more recently moved beyond regarding the play as a slavish imitation of Virgil, but 
perhaps there is now an overreliance upon an exclusively Ovidian influence. It is of course 
undeniable that Marlowe was influenced by Ovid, but we do Marlowe’s imitative inventiveness a 
disservice when we regard the play as merely an Ovidian reinterpretation of Virgil. The play is 
influenced by classical writers, but it is also distinctively Marlovian. His dissident methods 
incorporate competing textual voices more than they silence them, and the characters face a 
metatextual struggle to find their own identities from among these traditions.  
Perhaps Marlowe’s most significant break with tradition occurs in his refusal to impose a 
coherent system of values upon the textual history he has inherited. The desire to correct past 
traditions, and assert the authority of a new version, is evident through much of the myth’s history. 
Writing as he was at a time when Augustus was at war with Cleopatra, it was politically expedient 
for Virgil to endorse masculine reason against the example of passionate lovers set by Cleopatra 
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and Antony. According to Richard Waswo, “The Aeneid is virtually unique among ancient epics in 
the straightforwardness of its direct commissioned, political purpose: to glorify the creation of the 
Roman Empire by Octavian” (21). Yet Virgil’s revision is literary, as much as political, as he 
sought to define himself against his Greek competition in Homer. In these Greek epics, sexual 
conquests appear to enhance heroism; by contrast, John Watkins argues that “Aeneas’s involvement 
with Dido subverts his identity as a prototype of Augustus” (24). For Watkins, Virgil figures 
“Greek art as a temptation that the Trojans must resist” (11), and this is evident in Aeneas’ efforts to 
resist pitying Dido: “Desine meque tuis incendere teque querelis” (“Cease setting both yourself and 
me on fire with your laments”; 5.1.139-40; Oliver 81). Barbara J. Bono, too, acknowledges that 
Virgil encompasses the “epitome of Roman values” and “consciously, painstakingly writes his 
poem in opposition to the world of Homeric heroism” (43, 39). Nevertheless, she also argues that 
the Aeneid “embodies its own critique and thus invites radical remaking,” which, she suggests, 
partly accounts “for the poem’s antithetical interpretative traditions” (41). Whether Virgil’s 
“Roman values” necessarily repressed Dido’s feminine passions or whether Dido is depicted as a 
victim of epic, Ovid’s later depiction of Aeneas as false in the Heroides upheld the values that 
Virgil seemed to repress: “scilicet alter amor tibi restat et altera Dido; / quamque iterum fallas altera 
danda fides.” (“I suppose a second love lies in store for you, and a second Dido; a second pledge to 
give, and a second time to prove false”; 7.17-18; Showerman 85). As a consequence, Bono argues 
that “Ovid virtually defines himself in opposition to Vergil. Ironic and subversive, Ovid emphasises 
the incommensurable and irresistible drive of eros, which impels both men and the gods” (41-42). 
This revisionary trend continued into the Middle Ages, with Boccaccio, Chaucer, and Lydgate each 
reimagining the mythic characters.  
In Dido, of course, Marlowe does not so much argue for a more authentic perspective on the 
myth as he represents the conflict between these traditions. Deats has long noted that Dido contains 
“contradictory intertextual materials,” and yet wholly privileges none of its sources (Sex, Gender, 
and Desire 107). Deats argues that the play is therefore ambiguous regarding which tradition it will 
follow and ultimately refuses any attempt at synthesis, suggesting that it “both valorises and 
deflates romantic passion . . . both affirms and interrogates heroic duty” (“Marlowe’s Interrogative 
Drama” 110). This position has been challenged by Crowley, who argues that the play is “not 
merely eclectic,” but demonstrates a kind of “compound, critical imitatio” (409, 410). For Crowley, 
critical imitatio does not just present conflicting sources but prioritises them, and he instances the 
way that the play “consistently critiques the Aeneid and deploys Ovid for its unique parody of 
Virgil” (410). Marlowe’s emphasis on bookish artifice runs through the play, and although it is 
imitative in focus, I do not find that it is derived exclusively from Ovid. Ultimately the play reaches 
no synthesis between the competing value systems of romantic passion and heroic duty. However, 
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perhaps this is because the play is less focussed upon the conflict between Dido’s passion and 
Aeneas’ duty than about the textual construction of these concerns. The play represents Dido and 
Aeneas always in relation to the tradition that they come from, and this bookish awareness almost 
trivialises grand concepts such as passion and duty. Instead, the play gives us characters that 
grapple for their own identity against an ever-present mythic backdrop. 
 
“What Stranger Art Thou?”: Marlowe’s Hollowed-out Performers 
In offering to mimic Achilles, Marlowe’s Aeneas exposes his unstable characterisation between 
Virgil’s hero and Lydgate’s traitor, reinforcing his precarious grasp on his own identity. 
Apparently, the fame of “Aeneas” has spread even to Carthage, but the Aeneas onstage is literally 
unrecognisable. First his own comrades fail to recognise him (“I hear Aeneas’ voice but see him 
not, / For none of these can be our General”) and then Dido herself mistakes him for an upstart 
stranger: “What stranger art thou that dost eye me thus?” (2.1.45-46, 74). In other mythic stories 
this pronounced difficulty in recognising the hero demonstrates divine power or cunning. In the 
Aeneid, Venus disguises Aeneas in a cloud, allowing him to enter Dido’s court undetected (1.411-
585). In Homer’s Odyssey, Odysseus returns to his home in Ithaca disguised as a beggar, and only 
gradually reveals himself to his family and subjects.17 This is not the case in Dido, however. Aeneas 
does not appear out of a cloud as in the Aeneid, nor does he punish those who doubted him, like 
Odysseus in the Odyssey. He is not so much disguised as actually unable to embody his mythic 
heroism. Achates is certainly concerned that his General is not living up to his mythic reputation. 
When Aeneas becomes overwrought at the thought of Troy’s fall, Achates begs him: “Leave to 
lament, lest they laugh at our fears” (2.1.38). Later in the play Achates again expresses concern that 
Aeneas has forgotten his war-like nature for “effeminate” thinking, something that never happens in 
Virgil or Ovid, nor really in Lydgate or Chaucer (4.3.36). Dido, more pointedly, notes his lack of 
heroic distinction: “Remember who thou art: speak like thyself; / Humility belongs to common 
grooms” (2.1.100-01). There is a sense not merely that the audience, but that other characters 
onstage are aware that this figure is a bad imitation of “Aeneas,” and that both Achates and Dido 
are trying to readjust his character into a traditional prototype, or perhaps complete the 
transformation they are hoping to see. Yet their attempts only serve to emphasise his failure to 
embody “Aeneas.” Crowley argues that Aeneas is a traumatised version of himself “whose 
manliness has been emptied out rather than enhanced as a result of witnessing violent conquest” 
                                                        
17 In fact, Odysseus’ disguise is almost impenetrable. The only exceptions are his loyal dog, Argos, 
and his former nurse, both of whom recognise him without being explicitly told (2: 17.290-328, 2: 
19.467-75). 
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(422). However, the slippage between Aeneas as he is and Aeneas as he should be does not suggest 
a kind of realistic characterisation so much as the parody of a character who is struggling to 
impersonate another heroic character that he fails to live up to—as Crowley suggests, he appears 
very much like a “hollowed out performer” (424). Marlowe’s Aeneas, then, finds himself among 
characters who expect him to be Virgil’s Aeneas, or even Ovid’s Aeneas. Instead what they find is a 
doubt-ridden character full of uncertainties and who is upstaged by his own reputation.  
It is well recognised that Virgil and Ovid differ significantly in their representation of 
Aeneas’ departure from Carthage, and yet there are surprising similarities between their 
representation of the Trojan hero. Virgil’s Aeneas is characterised as firmly resistant to Dido’s 
pleas: 
  sed nullis ille movetur 
fletibus, aut voces ullas tractabilis audit. . . . (4.438-39) 
But by no tearful pleas is he moved, nor in yielding mood does he pay heed to any 
words. (Fairclough 453) 
In the Metamorphoses, Ovid refers to Carthage as merely a pause in Aeneas’ travels: 
  . . . Libycas vento referuntur ad oras. 
excipit Aenean illic animoque domoque 
non bene discidium Phrygii latura mariti 
Sidonis; inque pyra sacri sub imagine facta 
incubuit ferro deceptaque decipit omnes. (14.77-81) 
. . . the wind bore them to the Libyan coast. There the Sidonian queen received 
Aeneas hospitably in heart and home, domed ill to endure her Phrygian lord’s 
departure. On a pyre, built under pretence of sacred rites, she fell upon his sword; 
and so, herself disappointed, she disappointed all. (J. Miller 2: 305, 307) 
Ovid provides some details of Dido’s doomed love, but Aeneas’ role in the love affair is 
conspicuously absent. She is deeply grieved by his departure, but his feelings are unclear. The 
silence serves to literalise Virgil’s own description of Aeneas’ unresponsiveness towards her pleas 
and commitment to his epic destiny. This implication is made more explicit in Ovid’s Heroides, 
where Dido decries her lover’s desertion and complains that  
  te lapis et montes innataque rupibus altis 
       robora, te saevae progenuere ferae, 
  aut mare, quale vides agitari nunc quoque ventis, 
     qua tamen adversis fluctibus ire paras. (7.37-40) 
Of rocks and mountains were you begotten, and of the oak sprung from the lofty 
cliff, of savage wild beasts, or of the sea—such a sea as even now you look upon, 
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tossed by the winds, by which you are preparing your departure, despite the 
threatening floods. (Showerman 85, 87) 
Like Virgil, Ovid here depicts Aeneas as unmoveable, even inhuman in his incapacity for 
compassion. These writers’ accounts are clearly opposed in their privileging either of Aeneas’ piety 
(Virgil) or Dido’s faithful love (Ovid), and yet they both share a vision of an Aeneas who is resolute 
and, according to the Heroides, worthy: “decepit idoneus auctor; /invidiam noxae detrahit ille 
meae.” (“He was worthy who caused my fall; he draws from my sin its hatefulness”; 7.105-06; 
Showerman 91). Ovid’s Dido knows that Aeneas ultimately deceived or beguiled her (“decepit,” 
translated as “caused my fall” by Showerman) but she still believes that he was worthy of her love. 
With this inherent worthiness stripped by Marlowe, the heroism that both Virgil and Ovid describe 
is dissolved. Marlowe’s portrayal of Aeneas alters the tradition from which he was drawn.  
Marlowe’s depiction of a weak Aeneas is perhaps prefigured in Lydgate, for whom Aeneas 
is not only a traitor but a man susceptible to women’s pleading:  
And so by praier of þis woful quene, 
Þis Eneas toke to hym Polycene, 
Whos traitour hert, for al his cruelte, 
On hir ȝouþe was mevid of pite, 
Only of rouþe þat in his brest aros, 
And secrely putte hir vp in clos, 
List þat Grekis founde occasioun 
Ageyn[e]s hym. (4.6503-10) 
It is Aeneas’ relenting that is interesting here. Ovid of course had already depicted Dido’s passion 
for Aeneas as inherently piteous, but Aeneas never wavers. Similarly, Chaucer decries Aeneas’ 
faithlessness in love (even describing him as a “traitour”), but Aeneas himself is characteristically 
unaffected (3.1328). Lydgate still assures his reader that Aeneas has a “traitour hert,” but “for al his 
cruelte,” he is not able to turn his back on Hecuba’s request for Polyxena’s life. In Dido, Aeneas is 
at times aware of his own susceptibility, and it is perhaps with Lydgate’s Aeneas in mind that we 
should read these moments: 
  But if I use such ceremonious thanks 
  As parting friends accustom on the shore, 
  Her silver arms will coll me round about 
  And tears of pearl cry, “Stay, Aeneas, stay!” 
  Each word she says will then contain a crown, 
  And every speech be ended with a kiss. 
  I may not dure this female drudgery: 
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To sea, Aeneas, find out Italy! (4.3.49-56) 
Aeneas’ new determination to resist such “female drudgery” is only a partial victory: he is only able 
to resist Dido so long as he avoids her. Once Dido discovers him, Aeneas’ new determination 
evaporates into assurances that he was only farewelling Achates. To assuage Dido’s temper, he 
ironically vows, “O Dido, patroness of all our lives, / When I leave thee, death be my punishment!” 
(4.4.55-56). Indeed, it is not Aeneas who will die if he leaves, but Dido herself. This depiction of 
Aeneas as unworthy, coupled with the knowledge that his actions invite her death, brings an 
element of foreboding to the play. It is only when he receives his second command from Hermes 
that he recalls his quest and finally summons the will to resist Dido. In this final confrontation with 
Dido he slips directly into Virgil’s Latin, suggesting that it is only through speaking in Virgil’s 
exact words that he finds his will. Similarly, of course, he could only find the strength to retell the 
fall of Troy by speaking as Achilles. As a character, Aeneas is uncharacteristically and persistently 
impressionable. For Lydgate, his ability to feel some compassion goes at least a small way to 
redeeming his character, but in Marlowe this changeability is much less an act of compassion than it 
is symptomatic of his lack of will. Aeneas’ continual failure to become the “Aeneas” of tradition, 
even of a divided tradition, trivialises the story’s conflict between duty and love, and shifts Dido’s 
death into a tale of senselessness. 
Dido too seems to resist her mythic role. Her sudden love for Aeneas is not portrayed as a 
natural crescendo into the frenzy Virgil depicts or the tragic ardour portrayed by Ovid. Instead, 
Marlowe creates a consciously artificial scene in which Cupid sets out to “conquer” her, with the 
object of her affection, Aeneas, absent and barely mentioned (3.1.6). The scene no doubt exploits 
the imperfect mimesis of the child actors to reinforce the idea that Dido’s love for Aeneas is a sham. 
The contrivance of the Cupid plot device creates comic reversals of affection punctuated with stabs 
from Cupid’s arrow: 
  DIDO. Why stay’st thou here? thou art no love of mine. 
  IARBUS. Iarbus, die, seeing she abandons thee!   
DIDO. No, live, Iarbus; what hast thou deserv’d, 
   That I should say thou art no love of mine? 
   Something thou hast deserv’d—Away,  I say, 
   Depart from Carthage, come not in my sight! (3.1.39-44)  
While Cupid does not speak in this excerpt, most critics presume that Dido’s oscillations are 
directed by thrusts from his arrow. The oscillations become so extreme that by the time the dialogue 
reaches the final four lines, Dido is no longer responding either to Iarbus or Cupid; instead we hear 
her speaking to herself as she asks and answers her own questions. The dialogue is evidently not a 
rational soliloquy of a mind debating between two possibilities; instead, the audience watches the 
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ridiculous spectacle of two opposed versions of Dido struggling for dominance: one driven by 
mischievous Cupid’s arrows, and one that is resisting his influence. We are not expected to believe 
that her love is deeply felt and sincere. Instead we gain the sense that she is being manipulated by a 
very cunning child. The play’s consciously artificial characterisation is especially evident in the 
timing of Dido’s infatuation with Aeneas. In the Aeneid, Venus organises the Cupid-Ascanius swap 
much earlier than in Marlowe. Indeed, Virgil’s Dido is already cuddling Cupid before Aeneas 
begins his account of the fall of Troy, meaning that her infatuation with the visiting hero coincides 
with his tale. While Virgil’s Cupid is responsible for inspiring her passion for Aeneas, Cupid is 
merely described as sitting in Dido’s lap; her resulting infatuation is clearly inflamed by him, but 
this enhances rather than replaces the powerful effect of Aeneas’ story-telling. By contrast, 
Marlowe’s play portrays Dido enraptured in the story, but otherwise unaffected. Free of Cupid’s 
influence, Dido demands Aeneas’ tale despite his reluctance, repeatedly interrupts his account, and 
at the conclusion moves the party on to “some pleasing sport, / To rid me from these melancholy 
thoughts” (2.1.302-03). This delay in the Ascanius-Cupid swap undermines the influence of 
Aeneas’ tale upon the play’s progression both for the audience and for Dido. The play enacts the 
process by which Dido falls in love more clearly than in the Aeneid and builds the scene around the 
idea of a point of collision between different accounts of the myth.  
The scene is undeniably comic, especially when Dido berates herself for not seeing Aeneas’ 
beauty earlier, when she has not seen Aeneas in the scene at all: “O dull-conceited Dido, that till 
now / Didst never think Aeneas beautiful!” (3.1.81-82). It is made very clear to the audience that 
Dido’s affections are won by the boy Cupid rather than the supposedly heroic Aeneas. Yet the 
comedy is inseparable from the knowledge that Venus and Cupid’s warlike language, although 
common to the courtly love genre, will later be literalised: her heart being so “wound[ed]” by Cupid 
that she will take her own life (2.1.333). The artificiality of the scene allows the audience to view 
two different possibilities for Dido at once, which has a powerful effect when we consider that if 
Dido falls in love with Aeneas, tradition tells us that she will die. Just as there is a disjunction 
fostered in Aeneas’ character between the hero that is expected of him and the Marlovian creation 
that appears onstage, so too is there a disjunction in Dido. The two voices can be identified on a 
metatextual level as a bookish tug of war between a mad, lovesick, and traditional Dido, and a 
Marlovian creation apparently set on a different path. The potency of Cupid’s arrows is therefore 
simultaneously playful and yet filled with a bookish foreboding. It is in moments of affected 
comedy that the tragedy really emerges, as the story appears to focus less on whether Aeneas will 
choose love or piety than whether Dido can escape her literary fate that she must die. 
 This artificial depiction of Dido’s love is too frequently ignored as comic entertainment. 
Deats and Crowley both, for example, argue that Dido’s love for Aeneas predates Cupid’s 
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interference, and consequently argue for Marlowe’s invention of a more naturalised love (Deats, 
Sex, Gender, and Desire 93; Crowley 426). Interestingly, though, neither commentator mentions the 
Cupid scene. According to Deats, Dido’s love for Aeneas is evident when she offers Aeneas her 
husband’s robe (2.1.80), seats him on her throne (2.1.91), and readily agrees to play the part of 
Ascanius’ mother (2.1.97). Yet Dido’s words can also be viewed as attempts from a royal hostess to 
disguise her failure to recognise a hero: remember her first words to him, “What stranger art thou 
that dost eye me thus?” (2.1.74). For Crowley, meanwhile, Dido’s affection for Aeneas is evidenced 
by her ambition: he writes that “Marlowe’s Dido falls for ‘Aeneas,’ not the Aeneas she meets 
onstage. She expresses her interest in Aeneas’ ‘better fortune and good starres’ from the beginning, 
well before she is struck by Cupid” (426). It seems plausible that Dido calculates Aeneas’ worth to 
her throne, and even Crowley gestures to a degree of emotional distance when he comments that the 
play fails to display the same “sympathy and sense of shared suffering between Aeneas and Dido 
present in Virgil’s Aeneid” (426). After all, she is the wily leader responsible for converting “a hide 
of ground” into enough space to build an entire town (4.2.13). Iarbus uses another name to refer to 
Dido, “Eliza” (4.2.10), and indeed this unmarried queen’s methods of retaining power are not 
unlike those of Elizabeth I.18 She keeps pictures of her suitors as trophies of her refusal to have “any 
man conquer me” (3.1.137). Her latest suitor, Iarbus, is assured that he “of all my wooers . . . hast 
had the greatest favours I could give,” and yet she refrains from marrying him (3.1.11, 13). Much 
like Elizabeth I, Dido appears on the verge of marriage and yet never marries. After hearing 
Aeneas’ tale she is less overcome than eager to be cheered, as evidenced by her emphasis on “me”:  
Trojan, thy ruthful tale hath made me sad. 
Come, let us think upon some pleasing sport, 
To rid me from these melancholy thoughts. (2.1.301-03) 
Her desire for a pleasing distraction suggests that this queen is relatively unimpressed with Aeneas, 
and, far from being overawed, is acting as she feels she should to a hero of his status. 
Dido’s artificial love scene is echoed in the experience of the Nurse, whose maternal 
feelings are quashed by the playful Cupid. Like Dido before her, the Nurse has no defence against 
Cupid once she takes him in her arms: 
  O what mean I to have such foolish thoughts! 
  Foolish is love, a toy. O sacred love, 
  If there be any heaven in earth, ’tis love, 
  Especially in women of your years. 
                                                        
18 For deeper analysis of the connection between Dido and Elizabeth I, see Williams, Stump, and 
Hendricks. 
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  Blush, blush for shame, why shouldst thou think of love? 
  A grave and not a lover fits thy age. 
  A grave? Why? I may live a hundred years: 
  Fourscore is but a girl’s age; love is sweet. 
  My veins are wither’d, and my sinews dry; 
  Why do I think of love, now I should die? (4.5.25-34) 
The Nurse’s thoughts turn increasingly morbid as she switches from lust to regret. As Bono 
comments: “we feel a moment of genuine unforced pity, within this very artificial setting, for her 
lost pleasure with an unknown rejected beau” (130). Indeed, authenticity becomes a vexed subject 
in the play, as pathos emerges from watching a character who is literally forced to take on a 
different identity—something that is at once funny and painful to watch. The Nurse’s scene is 
relatively unimportant to the wider plot, as both the Nurse and Dido are unaware that her charge is 
not Aeneas’ son Ascanius, whose kidnapping keeps the hero in Carthage, but Cupid. Yet there is a 
subtle pathos in the woes of the Nurse, who is “beguiled” by Cupid, and later imprisoned by Dido 
for failing to hide Ascanius. Like Dido herself, the Nurse is manipulated by forces that she has little 
control over, and these forces never seek to minimise her harm. The Nurse’s morbid reflections 
prefigure the meaninglessness of Dido’s approaching self-destruction. As Bono writes: “The 
nurse’s ironic representation of love’s power and limits causes us to review much more critically 
the love of Aeneas and Dido. But their love will not bear close scrutiny” (130). Bono here is 
perhaps critical of Dido, and yet I suggest that this is exactly the point. By weakening their love 
story Marlowe creates a different kind of tragedy: one that is neither about Aeneas’ duty nor Dido’s 
love (both are discredited), and yet the suffering is real. 
This artificial depiction of love was especially suited to the skills of a boy company. Similar 
oscillations appear in Lyly’s Sappho and Phao, a play also performed by a boys company that 
features a woman overcome by Cupid: 
SAPPHO. Foolish wench, what should the boy do here if he bring not remedies with 
him? You think belike I could sleep if I did but see him. Let him not come at all. 
Yes, let him come, no it is no matter. Yet will I try; let him come. Do you hear? 
(3.3.135-39) 
As Yamada’s analysis of both plays suggests, Marlowe “must have been conscious of the 
marvellous success of the literary man from the same Kentish district as himself” (54). Certainly, 
Dido echoes pieces of Lylyan dialogue: Lyly has Phao acknowledge that Mileta does not like him 
(“I am as far from malice as you from love” [3.4.23]), which becomes for Dido a declaration of her 
desirability (“I was as far from love as they from hate” [3.1.166]). A piece of witty dialogue in Lyly 
becomes in Marlowe an awkward moment of self-praise for Dido. Yamada argues that courtly 
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playwrights sought to “reduce excessive passion to moderate sensibility” (58). We see this when 
Lyly moderates Sappho’s excessive passion by having her seduce Cupid with sweet meats, making 
herself the “queen of love” (4.2.28): 
Venus, be not choleric. Cupid is mine; he hath given me his arrows, and I will give 
him a new bow to shoot in. You are not worthy to be the lady of love, that yield so 
often to the impressions of love. Immodest Venus, that to satisfy the unbridled 
thoughts of thy heart transgresses so far from the stay of thine honour! (5.2.62-67) 
Lyly here frames the play as an implicit compliment to Elizabeth I, as another queen who 
overcomes passion. In Marlowe’s play, though, Cupid is never tamed and hence Dido’s passions are 
never moderated. Indeed, Marlowe’s use of artifice is less of a courtly flourish than a concerted 
effort to undermine the grand themes of his epic story. 
This pattern of framing plays as compliments to the queen was certainly not uncommon, 
especially as children’s plays were usually envisioned as courtly entertainment. Indeed, Yamada 
partially ascribes the success of Sappho and Phao to its complimentary treatment of Elizabeth (55). 
Unlike Sappho, the myth of Dido does not portray its heroine conquering passion. In spite of this, 
Gager’s Latin Dido does engineer a compliment to the queen. Written in conjunction with Polish 
Prince Albert Laski’s visit to Oxford University in 1583, Gager’s play shows Dido (or Elissa) 
welcoming a royal guest, just as Elizabeth symbolically welcomed the Prince (Wiggins, British 
Drama 2: 320). Gager treats Dido’s love for Aeneas as a warning for Elizabeth, and the play 
functions as a compliment to her resistance to foreign lovers:  
ut vereor, Hanno, quem ferent ista exitum 
 hospitia! si (quod omen avertat deus) 
 quod saepe factum, iamque ne fiat precor, 
 si deperiret hospitem Dido novum, 
 quae bella, quas hae nuptiae turbas darent? (2.5.1-5) 
Hanno, how I fear that all this hospitality will lead to ruin! If as it happens (but may 
the gods avert this omen!) Dido falls in love with our foreign guest, as often 
happens, what wars, what riots will this marriage engender? (Sutton 289).  
Dido’s fate is treated as piteous by Gager, never reaching the ridicule that we witness in Marlowe. 
In the Epilogue, Gager explicitly describes Elizabeth’s superiority to Dido: 
   sed una longe, Elisa, te superat tamen. 
regina virgo quot tulit casus tulit casus pia! 
quae regna statuit! quam dat externis fidem! 
dignata nullo coniuge Sichaeo tamen, 
animumque nullus flectat Aeneas suum. (Epilogue 28-32) 
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But, Dido, one woman surpasses you by far: our virgin queen. In her piety, how 
many reversals has she endured! What kingdoms has she founded! To what 
foreigners has she plighted her trust! But she has not condescended to marry any 
Sychaeus, and may no Aeneas sway her affections! (Sutton 343) 
Gager concludes by further extolling his queen: “huic vos Elisae tollere applausum decet” (“You 
should give your applause for this Elisa”; Epil. 43; Sutton 345). Gager’s play restores order in a 
similar fashion to Sappho and Phao, with Dido’s weakness subordinated to Elizabeth’s superior 
chastity.19 Deanne Williams argues that Marlowe’s play has a similar, although more subtle, 
project: “By depicting Dido as a negative example of enslavement by erotic love and the desire for 
marriage, Dido, Queene of Carthage offers a sophisticated theatrical compliment to the queen” 
(32). However, Marlowe never does contain the contagion of love, or rationalise the suffering. He 
turns the artifice of a boys’ play into a markedly cruel depiction of a character forced into love 
against her will. The play therefore generates a conflict between comic theatricality and bookish 
foreboding for Dido. Once Cupid has conquered her, Dido’s previous self-possession and 
independence are swallowed up in an all-consuming (and character-consuming) desire that makes 
her an object of comedy. Indeed, her oscillations continue, but rather than switching between 
infatuation and independence, she now only switches between obsession and her desire to hide the 
obsession: 
AENEAS. O happy shall he be whom Dido loves! 
DIDO. Then never say that thou art miserable, 
Because it may be thou shalt be my love. 
Yet boast not of it, for I love thee not—  
And yet I hate thee not. [Aside] O, if I speak,  
I shall betray myself!—Aeneas, speak. 
We two will go a-hunting in the woods, 
But not so much for thee—thou art but one—  
As for Achates and his followers. (3.1.167-75) 
We see Dido fighting a losing battle between love and sanity—and her very resistance exposes the 
impossibility of freedom. 
By the final scene, the comedy of Dido’s oscillations has taken on a more sombre note. She 
wavers between hopeful fantasies and despair, but it is in Anna’s desire to make her see reason that 
Dido’s struggle emerges once again:  
                                                        
19 It is likely that Gager is responding to the recent end to the Duke of Alençon match in 1582 (see 
Carole Levin 63-64). 
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  ANNA. Sweet sister, cease; remember who you are! 
  DIDO. Dido I am, unless I be deceiv’d, 
   And must I rave thus for a runagate? (5.1.263-65) 
Her declaration “Dido I am” is a powerful moment of self-assertion. Indeed, in the 2013 production 
of Dido, performed by the boy troupe Edward’s Boys, this line was given with uncharacteristic 
seriousness and reawakened insight.20 The words seem to reassert the identity she had until Cupid 
(and arguably literary tradition) interfered. And yet after gaining this semblance of identity, the 
speech is shortly followed by the same oscillations of voice and violent language that were in the 
Cupid scene: “I, I must be the murderer of myself; / No, but I am not; yet I will be, straight” 
(5.1.270-71). These lines suggest another voice coming through, a Marlovian voice, that seeks to 
resist her literary fate. The absence of a mischievous Cupid directing the changes renders these lines 
far less comic. Dido’s struggle for her own identity is now more threatening. Tradition becomes a 
constrictive force in the play that demands a tragedy of its characters, and Marlowe seems to tease 
the audience by offering this voice of dissent and the possibility of Dido’s life continuing. 
As the play hurries to its conclusion, the audience cannot be sure whether or not the mythic 
story will play out as expected. Cope argues that Marlowe’s “playfulness . . . should have 
encouraged his audience until this penultimate moment to expect a denouement in the tradition 
which would become known as Vergile travestee” (324). Much earlier in the play Venus herself 
suggested that her expectations of Aeneas were not entirely prescriptive. 
   Then touch her [Dido’s] white breast with this arrow head, 
  That she may dote upon Aeneas’ love,  
  And by that means repair his broken ships, 
  Victual his soldiers, give him wealthy gifts, 
  And he at last depart to Italy,   
  Or else in Carthage make his kingly throne. (2.1.326-31) 
Venus, rather astonishingly, reveals that she would be content for Aeneas to remain in Carthage—
an insight that offers hope that Dido may not suffer Aeneas’ loss. Despite diminishing expectations 
of fate, though, Marlowe ends his play much as Virgil (and indeed Ovid) did. Aeneas is instructed 
to leave by Jupiter and leave he does. Dido and Aeneas’ final words to each other are directly 
quoted from Virgil: 
  DIDO. Si bene quid de te merui, fuit aut tibi quidquam 
   Dulce meum, miserere domus labentis: & istam 
   Oro, si quis adhuc precibus locus, exue mentem. 
                                                        
20 See Mills’ recent children’s performance of Dido, Queen of Carthage. 
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AENEAS. Desine meque tuis incendere teque querelis, 
   Italiam non sponte sequor. (5.1.136-40) 
DIDO. If ever I have deserved well from you and if anything relating to me  
has ever pleased you, take pity on a falling house, and, I pray you—if there is 
still place for prayers—abandon this present plan.   
AENEAS. Cease setting both yourself and me on fire with your laments; it is  
not of my own free will that I seek Italy. (Oliver 81) 
Marlowe’s quotation of Virgil is often interpreted as a sign of his inferior imitation. Gill, more 
kindly, suggests that it is a modest acknowledgement on Marlowe’s part that he could do no better 
than these lines (“Marlowe’s Virgil” 153-54). Perhaps, though, it signals that the play is receding 
back into its Virgilian frame: Aeneas is leaving, and now it is time for Dido to die. Regardless of 
the uncertainty that the play has fostered, the ending for Dido is much the same as it has 
traditionally been. Yet for all that the fate of Aeneas and Dido is enacted, the concept of fate itself 
loses its credence. The gods are either absent or ambivalent, Aeneas is no epic hero, and Dido’s 
love is on par with the old Nurse’s infatuation with Cupid. For critics like Cope, the triple death 
scene at the end is Marlowe’s final defiance of “passionate seriousness” (324). For Martin, it speaks 
of passionate waste and destruction: “If a meddling universe inspires Dido’s passion, an indifferent 
universe presides over her self-destruction; the gods do not acknowledge her suffering and death, 
and they do not indicate whether her end is fated or deserved” (“Fate” 63). I wonder if the tragedy 
of the play is that literary fate is finally enacted—what was expected and prefigured is allowed to 
happen despite the debunking of the myth that Marlowe engineers. In spite of Aeneas’ unworthiness 
and Dido’s resistance to his doubtful charms, Aeneas summons the will to leave (though only 
through Virgil’s words), and Dido takes her own life. The ending may be the same, but the effect 
for the audience is quite different. Dido’s assertion, “Dido I am,” suggests a character that resists 
the will of the gods, and more importantly, resists tradition. “Dido I am” at once reinscribes her 
mythic role, and signals that she is a different Dido. Her difference is what makes her death perhaps 
harder to bear. 
 
Conclusion 
As a classically imitative play, Dido offered Marlowe a unique opportunity to write for a boys’ 
company that specialised in lampooning their own mimetic powers, and a wealthy audience that 
was perhaps able to grasp the intricacies of his imitative project. Both Dido and Aeneas function as 
versions of the characters in other texts that have come before them, and the play gleefully 
functions on this bookish, metatextual level, defying authenticity in favour of versioning. As we 
saw with Le Guin’s Lavinia, the characters seem the most touchingly human in those moments that 
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they are most distant from their mythic characters, whether it is in Aeneas’ self-doubt or Dido’s 
split consciousness. The play’s careful manipulation of its place within tradition unveils a radically 
inclusive style of imitation that is reflective of a pattern of irreverent reading. To adequately 
account for Marlowe’s treatment of his bookish authorities we need to ask not just whom he is 
imitating, but how he challenges and reinvents the significance of the myth as a whole. The 
metatextual gaming of the play suggests that he is not seeking to emulate authoritative writers nor is 
he correcting them. Marlowe does not claim a new standard of mythic authenticity, as previous 
accounts had done. Instead, he deconstructs the significance of the story—revealing licentious gods, 
almost unrecognisable characterisation, and the refusal to praise Elizabeth. Somewhat counter-
intuitively, the play finds a new voice by situating its characters within conflicting traditions, 
defending none of them. Both Aeneas and Dido truly suffer, but the epic themes of love and duty 
are displaced onto an even larger bookish conflict between the writers themselves. In this text we 
see imitative gaming at its most bookish level, and yet, in Marlowe’s most celebrated text, Doctor 
Faustus, this bookish theme again emerges—differently, but discernibly. In Dido, the names of 
Virgil, Ovid, Boccaccio, Chaucer, and Lydgate go unspoken, but Marlowe expects his audience to 
glimpse their upstaging nonetheless. In Faustus, books themselves take the stage. There, as in Dido, 
the audience is challenged to question authoritative writers, and listen closely to voices who dissent, 
crying, in spite of all, “Dido I am.”   
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II 
Books Onstage: Doctor Faustus and Transformative Books 
Faustus begins and ends his ill-fated story with books. When he first walks onstage he declares his 
intention to “settle [his] studies,” and then fingers through his copies of Aristotle, Galen, Justinian, 
and the Bible, before rejecting them all in favour of “metaphysics of Magicians / And necromantic 
books” (A-text 1.1.51-52).21 His decision to sell his soul to the devil is understood both visibly and 
intellectually to be a choice between books. Faustus will go on to spend his bargained “four and 
twenty years” in devilish delights, beginning with baiting the Pope, but quickly degenerating into 
fetching grapes for a duchess and duping a horse-courser. And yet, once his bargain with the devil 
has expired and he is facing eternal damnation, his thoughts turn again to books. He blames his 
university and his studies—“O, would I had never seen Wittenberg, never read book” (5.2.20-21)—
before determining to burn his books in his final moments onstage: 
  Adders and serpents, let me breathe a while! 
  Ugly hell, gape not. Come not Lucifer! 
  I’ll burn my books. Ah, Mephistopheles! (5.2.121-23) 
Faustus’ desperate offer invites a range of different interpretations. We may wonder if he is 
threatening to burn only his magical books, or whether he interprets his fallen learning to 
encompass even the orthodox books in his collection, which arguably led to his turn to magic. Or 
perhaps his emphasis on burning books hints towards the long history of religious instability that 
led to the burning of both books and heretics in Faustus’ Europe and indeed within Marlowe’s 
England. Alternatively, we may interpret this repudiation of books as Faustus’ attempt to scapegoat 
them, rather than acknowledge his own illicit thoughts and desires that have led to this crisis. 
Books, it seems, do not so much delineate Faustus’ fall into damnation as they complicate and 
enlarge our understanding of the magician, and indeed of books themselves. Marlowe’s innovative 
approach to imitation, which we saw in Dido, Queen of Carthage, here shifts into a persistent and 
yet varied concern for the book itself. How does a book transform its reader, for better or for worse? 
Who has access to such books, and why? Can reading offer potentialities—for good or ill—that the 
illiterate are excluded from? And what does it mean to stage reading as a vexed and confusing 
experience? 
Faustus sees its central character undergo a personal transformation from scholar to 
magician. Despite his early resolution to dedicate himself to the “metaphysics of magicians” and 
“necromantic books,” Faustus will continue to be wracked with doubt (1.1.51, 52). He oscillates 
between a variety of moods, including a firm commitment to evil, suicidal indecision, and even 
                                                        
21 All subsequent references to Faustus refer to the A-text unless specifically stated. 
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renewed faith in God. I contend that these two elements in the play—self-transformation and 
doubt—are similarly important for the play’s treatment of books. What often goes unacknowledged 
is that these elements are not always religiously inflected, and concern more than the character of 
Faustus himself. Indeed, when Faustus flicks through Aristotle, Galen, and Justinian in addition to 
the Bible and his devilish books, we ought to remember his rather wide and almost secular choice 
of books. Similarly, Faustus is far from being the only character to hold or reject books. Books 
operate in this play in a variety of contexts: as symbols of academic wisdom to be affirmed or 
contested; as objects that can be traded or stolen for personal gain; and as passionate experiences 
that can comfort or transform. Where critics have usefully explored how Faustus’ poor reading 
methods illuminate his choices, and others have considered books themselves as “potentially 
diabolical object[s],” this study will seek to explore the transformative effect of books upon society 
at large as depicted in the play (Wall-Randell, “Doctor Faustus” 262). From Faustus, to the Good 
Angel, to Mephistopheles and Lucifer, to Robin the clown, to the spirit of Envy, we see readers, 
those who bestow books, and those who reject them, treating them as potentially transformative. 
Such potential is not always realised, or realised as expected.  Robin, for instance, against the odds 
succeeds in summoning a devil with a stolen magic book, but is transformed into a dog for his 
efforts. I argue that books function in the play as a kind of magic, with the potential to transform 
people and their fortunes in unpredictable and sometimes unpleasant ways. More than any of 
Marlowe’s other plays, Faustus ponders books and their readers. Books are objects that shape how 
one thinks—causing rapture, inciting intellectual debate and division—but they also play an uneasy 
role in determining a person’s place in the world. In the first part of this chapter I will explore how 
books transform the minds and bodies of readers; in the second part I will consider how books and 
the ability to read them, within the magical logic of the play, transforms social roles.  
 
“And this the man that in his study sits”: Books and Transformative Reading 
According to early modern intellectuals, the act of reading a book already had the potential to 
transform the body. In Of Credulity and Incredulity (1668), Meric Casaubon describes his initial 
rapture and then disillusionment with a book he found himself obsessively reading, the Etruscarym 
Antiquitatum Fragmenta: 
I confess that the first sight of the book did so ravish me, that I scarce knew where I 
was, or what I did. . . . It was not possible for me to settle to any reading, (except 
here and there, as I went along, by snatches) until I was got into the Boat: and then 
excusing myself to the company, and alleging for my excuse, that I had got such a 
treasure, as if I had gone a hundred miles for it, I should not think it dear bought, or 
sought; or to that effect, I fell to reading. But my pride and boasting, was soon over. 
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I had not read a quarter of an hour, I dare say, but I began to suspect, somewhat. But 
in less than an hour, or thereabouts, my judgment was so altered; or rather my joy, 
and my hopes so confuted, and confounded; that what book a little before I did not 
think dear at forty shillings . . . I now valued, as so much waste paper, and no more. 
The truth is, when the heat or violence of my expectation (which did almost transport 
me) was once over; I began to wonder at my self with some indignation, that I had 
the patience to read so much. (sig. U5v) 
While Casaubon’s larger account is preoccupied with revealing the dangers of such “counterfeit 
books,” his words give an important insight into the transformative, or, as here, transportative, 
effects of books upon their readers (sig. U4r). Critics such as David McInnis and Andrew Hadfield 
have observed that Elizabethans predominantly preferred imaginary travels to real ones. McInnis 
argues that voyage drama provided the audience with a “vicarious travel experience,” the pleasure 
of which was not so much derived from the mercantile, colonial, or spiritual aspects of travel so 
much as the genuine delight and absorption in mind-travelling (1). For Casaubon, the experience of 
reading a book is so all-consuming that the actual movement of his body (including boarding a 
boat) is less pressing than the new world that he enters as he voraciously reads. 
Casaubon describes his compulsion to read in visceral terms: he is ravished, heated, 
violently impatient, and unable to account for “where I was, or what I did.” While Casaubon’s book 
postdates Marlowe’s play by eighty years, it perhaps helps us to understand a little more about 
Faustus’ own absorbed reading. Faustus also describes himself as “ravished” by a book (“Sweet 
Analytics”) and as willing to “live and die in Aristotle’s works.” Yet, as with Casaubon, this initial 
obsession leads to disillusionment: 
  [He reads.] Bene disserere est finis logices. 
  Is to dispute well logic’s chiefest end? 
  Affords this art no greater miracle? 
  Then read no more; thou hast attained the end. 
  A greater subject fitteth Faustus’ wit. (1.1.7-11) 
Faustus continues to seek a subject that suits his wit as he is alternately ravished and repulsed by 
Galen, Justinian, and the Bible. Finally turning to the “metaphysics of magicians / And necromantic 
books” he finds a subject that can hold his attention (1.1.51-52). However, as the play proceeds he 
finds himself doubting the wisdom of his choice.  
Casaubon’s experience of reading elucidates both the transformative power of books and 
their potential to deceive. As Adrian Johns usefully comments: 
Reading is a deceptively simple practice. It can seem so obvious and self-evident an 
activity that the idea of its having a history appears bizarre. But it is becoming 
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increasingly clear that people in the past and of other cultures do not read in anything 
that might unproblematically be called the same way as us. (384)  
Indeed, early modern reading was understood through the lens of contemporary medical thinking, 
which held that reading could literally transform the body by creating an imbalance of humours. As 
Elizabeth Spiller observes,  
Reading was something that early modern readers knew to happen in and to the 
body. In a pre-Cartesian world, reading was an embodied act . . . it involved not just 
the eyes and the ventricles of the brain, but the blood, vital spirits, and humors of the 
body. The act of reading could change what you thought; it could also change who 
you were, physically as well as emotionally. (Reading 2) 
The physical effects of reading are evident in contemporary medical accounts. In his Anatomy of 
Melancholy (1621), Robert Burton makes especial mention of the health impacts of excessive 
reading on scholars. He writes, “’tis the common Tenent of the world, that Learning dulls and 
diminisheth the spirits, and so per consequens produceth melancholy” (302). According to Burton, 
excessive reading leads to inadequate care for the body: “sedentary, solitary life, sibi & musis, free 
from bodily exercise, and those ordinary disports which other men use: and many times if 
discontent and idlenesse concurre with it, which is too frequent, they are precipitated into this gulfe 
on a sudden: but the common cause is overmuch study; too much learning” (303). As well as 
suffering from lack of opportunity for advancement and the consequent poverty—Burton here 
quotes Marlowe’s Hero and Leander: “And to this day is every scholler poore, / Grosse gold from 
them runnes headlong to the boore” (303)—he suggests that serious students commonly suffered 
from “gouts, catarrhes, rhumes, cacexia, bradiopepsia, bad eyes, stone and collick, crudities, 
oppilations, vertigo, windes, crampes, consumptions, and all such diseases as come by overmuch 
sitting; they are most part leane, dry, ill coloured, spend their fortunes, loose their wits, and many 
times their lives, and all through immoderate paines, and extraordinary studies” (304). Michael 
MacDonald’s research into the medical notes of the seventeenth-century physician Richard Napier 
reveals that twenty-seven male and female patients suffered from unhappiness or even insanity 
derived from excessive reading. Symptoms included “insomnia, breathlessness, trembling, upset 
stomach, vertigo, headache, ringing ears, and ‘rising’ sensations” (186). Books, then, were 
understood to have the potential to move their readers so powerfully as to produce physical 
ailments. Books were indeed transformative, and perhaps even dangerous. 
Of course, reading did not always lead to medical complaints, but it could stir the passions 
in different ways. Certainly, these kinds of visceral reactions suggest to us that reading was not 
considered to be a neutral preoccupation; Michael Schoenfeldt argues that the early moderns were 
“worried by the capacity of reading to upset a delicate moral and physiological equilibrium inside 
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the self” (216). Yet reading was not, of course, understood always to have a negative or subversive 
influence. Keith Thomas argues that priests considered literacy “as a means of reinforcing the status 
quo, by instilling godliness, civility, and law-abiding behaviour” (118). Reading could have 
spiritual benefits too. As James Kearney puts it: “The Reformation was famously and self-
consciously a return to the book within a religion of the book” (2); readerly conversion was not only 
transformative, but enabled salvation. Grafton and Jardine suggest that humanist education was 
designed to uphold social hierarchies rather than question them:  
It stamped the more prominent members of the new elite with an indelible cultural 
seal of superiority, it equipped lesser members with fluency and the learned habit of 
attention to textual detail, and it offered everyone a model of true culture as 
something given, absolute, to be mastered, not questioned—and thus fostered in all 
its initiates a properly docile attitude towards authority. (From Humanism xiv) 
However, not all critics are convinced that students were “docile . . . towards authority.”22 The 
effects of even religious education could be unpredictable. Mack suggests that Elizabethan bishops 
especially espoused educating the clergy in order to further reform the church, but he comments 
that none “foresaw the way in which the training in argument provided by the universities would 
fuel religious controversy within Protestantism” (8). In practice, reading books could lead to a 
variety of outcomes for the individual, society, and even religious and political authorities—some 
were beneficial to the existing order, while others could be subversive of it. The problem was that 
reading was a deeply affective exercise that could lead to either outcome. 
 
“Be a Divine in Show”: Depicting Books and Their Readers Onstage 
Where Casaubon could perhaps rely upon his audience to be both literate and to have the 
wherewithal to assess the delights and credibility of books, no such assumption could be made of a 
playwright’s audience. The varying literacy rates of spectators meant that these academic concerns 
with the medical dangers of excessive reading or the production of fraudulent books would not 
necessarily resonate. Nevertheless, books themselves played a prominent role in plays, and a rather 
astonishing array of writerly materials were depicted on the early modern stage. Wiggins’ 
exhaustive catalogue of English Renaissance Drama documents the use of various pieces of writing 
as props onstage, including books, documents, letters, pamphlets, parchments, scrolls, 
proclamations, tablets, lists, indictments, warrants, challenges, poems, bills, petitions, notes, 
commissions, sheet music, pardons, and of course ink, writing materials, and paper. This plentiful 
                                                        
22 See, for instance, Enterline. 
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variety of bookish props reflects a culture in which written materials were increasingly available 
and (for some) affordable. As Sarah Wall-Randell comments:  
During this time, the activities of reading, studying, owning books, writing books, 
and writing about books (also importantly, writing in books) have been described as 
becoming more common, practiced by a more diverse group of people, including 
non-Latinists, women, and people of middling means, at the same time as they were 
becoming more heterogeneous, taking place in more diverse places, in private homes 
rather than only in monasteries and universities. (Immaterial Book 9) 
Even among the poor, education was becoming more accessible. At the grammar school level, the 
majority of students were part of the landed and merchant classes, but support was available to 
some poorer students too (Enterline 15). At university, John Lawson and Harold Silver describe the 
“spectacular growth” in attendees over the period 1530-1640, suggesting that this was partly 
enabled by the “outpouring of private charity for education and social welfare generally [that] is one 
of the phenomena of the age” (126, 103). These sporadic educational opportunities were not 
available to everyone, however. Enterline notes that proficiency in Latin was becoming “a 
significant form of cultural capital,” one that, as Mack argues, “defined the Elizabethan elite”: 
“Elizabethan members of the military aristocracy had to learn (and had to present themselves as 
possessing) skills of presenting persuasive arguments if they wished to be attended to in council” 
(Enterline 15; Mack 3). Books were evidently being depicted onstage because they were an 
increasing feature of early modern life, and even those who could not read themselves were still 
exposed to books. I will return to the question of illiteracy and access to books in the second half of 
this chapter when I turn to Robin, but for the moment I want to focus on whether books served as 
objects or ideas that enabled transformation on the early modern stage.   
While a whole field of research has emerged on early modern readers, literacy, the book 
trade, and on the relation between plays and their bookish afterlives in print,23 there is relatively 
little research that explores the depiction of books onstage (especially secular books). Michael 
Davies examines how the Bible is used in Faustus and Thomas Heywood’s If You Know Not Me, 
You Know Nobody (c. 1604) and makes a point of Marlowe’s audacity in placing the Bible onstage 
and then firmly rejecting it (31). However, he does not consider the use of books onstage more 
generally. Kearney does not focus exclusively upon the Bible, but by emphasising the place of 
                                                        
23 For studies on literacy see Cressy’s Literacy and the Social Order, K. Thomas, and Dolan. For 
studies on early modern habits of reading see Jardine and A. Grafton’s “‘Studied’” and Sherman. 
For studies on book publication see Johns and Eisenstein. For the printing of plays, see Kastan and 
Peters. 
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books in Reformation England he situates them in a specifically religious context. His argument 
that Faustus’ reading is a “parody of readerly conversion” is persuasive, but does not consider more 
secular transformations, which is what I am interested in here (146). Cheney’s investigation of 
Shakespeare’s onstage books ultimately suggests that Shakespeare is less concerned with the book 
as a material object than as a metaphor for understanding character (Shakespeare’s Literary 
Authorship 135). This is an important insight, but it does not elucidate the visible impact of stage 
books. Charlotte Scott, meanwhile, is interested in both the material and metaphorical significance 
of Shakespeare’s onstage books, arguing that books “often confront the ideas and limits of the 
communicable” (22). She suggests that “Shakespeare’s books are unstable, protean, mimetic objects 
and ideas which have the capacity, above any other article on-stage, to challenge, replicate, and 
interrogate the limits and aspirations of the early modern theatre” (15). While she examines the 
persistent and yet varied portrayal of books throughout Shakespeare’s corpus (as Cheney does too), 
she comments that there are only two Shakespearean plays that stage a specific book, and in both 
cases it is Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Titus Andronicus and Cymbeline). There does not appear to be a 
Shakespearean play that is as thoroughly saturated with onstage books and their readers as Faustus, 
and yet Scott is quite dismissive of Marlowe. She briefly considers Faustus in relation to The 
Tempest, but concludes that while “the play navigates a direct juxtaposition between ‘Jerome’s 
Bible’ and ‘that damned book’ of necromancy, the role of the book in The Tempest is profoundly 
ambiguous” (173). The problem with her description of this juxtaposition is that she does not 
acknowledge the array of secular books that complicate the binary between good and evil, as well 
as the (admittedly subtle) interest in the correlation between illiteracy and social disadvantage that 
reinforces the broad interrogation of books. As Scott argues in relation to Shakespeare, I suggest 
here that books in Faustus likewise “challenge, replicate, and interrogate the limits and aspirations 
of the early modern theatre” (Scott 15). Frederick Kiefer’s study Writing on the Renaissance Stage 
provides a broad account of the significance of onstage books; it begins by tracing the perspectives 
of Erasmus and Luther, before turning to the use of books as visible props onstage, and then 
focussing upon the book as a metaphor. While Kiefer’s discussion is valuable, Evelyn Tribble 
comments in her review of it that this second section on the role of books onstage is not as 
prominent as might be expected. She suggests that the book’s shift to explore the metaphoric use of 
books (which Cheney also considers) is due to the fact that “there are relatively few plays that treat 
books and writing very explicitly” (229). Tribble’s emphasis upon the “explicit” use of books is an 
important insight that requires some attention. Is there a difference between placing books and a 
variety of written materials onstage—not just as metaphors but as physical props—and explicitly 
drawing attention to them as objects of interest in their own right?  
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In most cases it appears that onstage writings functioned as a prompt to drive the plot or as a 
visual cue to help sketch a character. Letters were extremely common stage props—Alan C. Dessen 
and Leslie Thomson’s Dictionary of Stage Directions count over 400 stage directions involving 
letters (131)—and often served as devices to further the plot; such letters appeared in a range of 
genres. For example, Shakespeare’s Friar Laurence reassures Juliet that he will send letters to 
Romeo informing him of their ruse and plotting the lovers’ escape to Mantua; an unlucky chance 
sees this vital correspondence go undelivered and the tragedy unfolds accordingly. Similarly, 
Marlowe’s Edward II begins with Gaveston reading a letter from the newly crowned king imploring 
his return. This correspondence results in Gaveston’s return to England and leads to a fracture in the 
relationship between the king and his barons, in turn leading to Edward II’s deposition and death.  
But is there a difference between the use of written materials such as letters and an actual book? 
Books serve a variety of purposes onstage, as Heidi Brayman Hackel writes: “Characters search for 
books, send servants to fetch them, swear oaths on them, place them under their pillows, mark their 
places in them, kiss them, drop them, lend them, fall asleep holding them, plan to destroy them, 
renounce them, and, on occasion, read them onstage” (21). First and foremost, however, books tend 
to indicate something about the person holding them: Dessen and Thomson write that “A book 
frequently conveys a state of contemplation, prayer or melancholy in the figure who enters with it” 
(34); Hackel adds that books “serve as theatrical shorthand to identify their possessors as variously 
devout, amorous, or learned” (21). An obvious example of this kind of character-sketching is 
Hamlet, who claims to have “that within which passes show” and will later carry a book onstage, 
which makes him appear to his mother as a “poor wretch” (1.2.85, 2.2.168). Interestingly, the book 
itself remains unidentified—it has a largely symbolic function. Books were not always in the hands 
of the learned, prayerful, amorous or those afflicted by melancholy, however. In Thomas Lupton’s 
All for Money (c. 1577) a corrupt lawyer enters the stage carrying a “long bagge of books by his 
side.” The play has other learned characters, but only Nichol carries books. Nichol states that, 
There is a poore knave by me hath a piece of grounde,  
Not worth by yeere past three or foure pounde,  
And I have at the villaine such hate and spite 
That I would have it from him although it be his right:  
The land lyeth so handsomely at the backe side of my house,  
That I am as greedie thereof as cat of a mouse. (sig. D3r) 
The play draws a connection here between reading and exploiting the poor; it seems likely that, in 
this instance, the poorer members of the audience would equate reading with a malicious form of 
social power. There are nevertheless instances where books are utterly unreliable in depicting a 
character. In Anthony Munday’s Fedele and Fortunio (c. 1583), Captain Crack-Stone enters the 
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stage “disguised like a Schoolmaister in the apparell of Pedante, with a book in his hand,” 
declaring: “Me thinks this apparell makes me learnd, / . . . / Me thinkes I should spowt Lattin before 
I beware” (2.1.2, 6). Here it is the character who hopes that a book will convey certain 
characteristics; the book itself, however, conveys little beyond Crack-Stone’s own foolishness in 
thinking that holding a book will make him wise. Returning to Hamlet, Polonius too harnesses the 
deceptive visual impact of reading, advising Ophelia that the “show” of her reading “may colour / 
Your loneliness,” and presumably impress Hamlet (3.1.47-48). Polonius comes to the troubling 
conclusion that “’Tis too much prov’d that with devotion’s visage / And pious action we do sugar 
o’er / The devil himself” (3.1.47-49). In each of these plays, a book functions to depict the character 
who carries it in a particular way, whether this means expressing contemplativeness or social 
authority or even a consciously false view of these things. It seems that the representative function 
of books was common enough to have elicited comic or even unsettling reversals. Nevertheless, in 
each of these instances the book is itself relatively unimportant next to what it says about the 
character. It was uncommon for such books to be actually read from, and less common still for them 
to serve a purpose beyond the immediate plot. 
In some plays, however, individual books take on particular significance as transformative 
forces. Usually it seems that one particular book enables a character to make certain decisions or 
pursue a course of action. In Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (c. 1587), Hieronimo takes up a book of 
Seneca’s writings and thereby finds the will to seek his revenge. Despite beginning with the biblical 
instruction “Vindicta mihi!” (“Vengeance is mine”), his quotations from Seneca give him a 
competing justification for revenge as well as the means to enact it.24 In Shakespeare’s Titus 
Andronicus (c. 1592, and so postdating Faustus), Lavinia, who was viciously maimed and muted by 
her rapists, regains her voice by laboriously turning the pages of Ovid’s Metamorphoses with the 
stubs that remain of her arms. With Titus’ encouragement, she scrawls the names of her attackers in 
the dirt by carefully directing a stick with her mouth. Although the revenge of Ovid’s Philomela and 
her sister is not explicitly recounted in the play, it becomes a mouthpiece for Lavinia and a guide 
for Titus who, like Hieronimo, finds the will and example of revenge in a book. The story of 
Philomela is revelatory in Titus: it gives words to what has gone before, and inspires Titus to make 
an ending. In both plays a book offers a watershed moment that enables the characters to take 
action. In Part 1 of Heywood’s If You Know Not Me (c. 1604), an English Bible plays a significant 
                                                        
24 Empson and McMillin note that the quotation of Seneca is unusual. Empson states that it takes 
Seneca out of context; McMillin agrees, but adds that Hieronimo seems to have grasped a more 
complex interpretation of Seneca. For McMillin, Hieronimo has realised that to seek revenge is to 
court destruction. 
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role in Princess Elizabeth’s turbulent journey to the throne. There is an obvious political and 
Protestant agenda to the play, and M. Davies notes that while it was written to commemorate the 
death of the queen, it appeared around the time that William Barlow reported James I’s desire for an 
authoritative translation of the Bible (40). M. Davies suggests that Heywood’s move to write a play 
depicting Elizabeth’s dedication to an English Bible seems to honour her reign, at a time when her 
successor, James I, was expressing a desire for a new translation of the Scriptures; as he comments, 
the depiction of Elizabeth as devoted to the English Bible “may be just a coincidence. But it is a 
timely one” (40). In the play, Elizabeth’s reading of an English Bible and prayer book fortifies her 
to persist unwaveringly in her faith, rather than to submit to her Catholic oppressors. Her faith is 
miraculously rewarded. When her captors seek to do her harm, angels intervene: 
  Enter Winchester, Constable, Barwick, and Fryers: At 
the other door, two Angels. The Fryers step to her,  
offering to kill her: the Angels drive them back. 
Exeunt. The Angel opens the Bible, and puts it in  
her hand as she sleeps. Exeunt Angels. She wakes. (228) 
Upon waking, the connection between the English Bible and Elizabeth’s salvation is confirmed by 
the page that is left open by the angel: “Whoso putteth his trust in the Lord, shall not be 
confounded” (229). The book is a visible marker of her piety and staunch Protestantism, but of 
course the English Bible held enormous significance in and of itself. At her coronation she is 
presented again with an English Bible, declaring: “Who looks for joy, let him this booke adore; / 
This is true food for rich men and for poore” (246). Ultimately the play is as concerned with 
Protestant books as it is with the virgin queen, and the English Bible is viewed as a positive 
transformative force, one that transforms individuals and the nation alike. In each of these plays, a 
printed text holds an important narrative function in which the actual contents of the book are 
significant.  
 
“I’ll settle my studies”: Faustus’ Unsettled Relationship to Books 
When Faustus walks onstage to read delightedly, and then reject, the books of Aristotle, Galen, 
Justinian, and the Bible itself, the play already signals a different kind of engagement with books. 
As M. Davies suggests, If You Know Not Me and Faustus share the rather rare distinction of 
depicting a Bible onstage. But in addition to the Bible, Faustus brings onstage a variety of books 
representing a variety of authors and subjects that, in contrast to If You Know Not Me, The Spanish 
Tragedy, and Titus Andronicus, depict books that are in competition with each other. While 
characters such as Shakespeare’s Edmund ruminates on his heritage (“why bastard? wherefore 
base?”) and Richard III wrestles with his deformities (“I am determined to prove a villain”), Faustus 
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deals with his own crisis by flicking through books. The books are materially present on the stage, 
providing a visual depiction of a scholar at work. Yet they are immediately opened, read from in 
Latin, translated, and disputed. Marlowe not only shows us what reading looks like, but what a 
reader thinks and feels when he or she engages with a book. Rather than, as Faustus says, seeking to 
“settle his studies,” the audience witnesses a debate among books that is far from settled. Altman’s 
seminal study argues that the rhetorical education of early modern playwrights instilled in them “a 
predilection for debate, in frequently disconcerting shifts in viewpoint, and in an explicit 
preoccupation with the subject matter of rhetoric” (3). These “disconcerting shifts in viewpoint” 
characterise the play, but, unlike the schoolboy disputations that Marlowe would have been familiar 
with, in these early scenes the opposing perspectives are given by the same character, and in close 
proximity to each other. Faustus’ shifts are reminiscent of Dido—Wiggins argues that the two plays 
were likely written closely together—but where Dido was assailed by an outside, bookish source, 
Faustus’ shifts stem from his own reading practices.25  Indeed, Faustus is hypercritical in his 
frenzied glorification and then rejection of each book, restlessly seeking an “end”: 
  Settle thy studies, Faustus, and begin 
  To sound the depth of that thou wilt profess. 
  Having commenced be a divine in show, 
  Yet level at the end of every art (1.1.1-4) 
In some ways, Faustus does “level at the end of every art,” if what he means by “end” is not so 
much a conclusion as the extreme ends of critical perspectives. On the positive extreme, he 
describes himself as “ravished” by Aristotle (1.1.6), relishes the wealth that would come from a 
“wondrous cure” (1.1.15), admittedly says little of Justinian, but then declares “When all is done 
divinity is best” (1.1.37). This (largely) rapturous endorsement is followed by the opposing 
argument: that disputing well is the disappointing end of logic, that a physician’s ability cannot halt 
death, that the law is “servile and illiberal,” and that human history can be seen as an “everlasting 
death” (despite whatever happens in heaven). Faustus ends his book-crisis by dedicating himself to 
a different set of books:  
   [He picks up a book of magic.] 
These metaphysics of magicians  
And necromantic books are heavenly, 
Lines, circles, signs, letters, and characters— 
Ay, these are those that Faustus most desires. (1.1.51-54) 
                                                        
25 See “When Did Marlowe Write Dido?” 
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As he ruminates more on the possibilities of magic he dreams of being resolved “of all 
ambiguities,” and yet his character remains notoriously uncertain (1.1.82). It seems that, for 
Faustus, to be transformed by books is to undergo ever-increasing doubt and confusion.  
We see this doubt and confusion very clearly when, immediately after summoning the devil, 
Faustus has to give himself a stern lecture on resolution: 
  Now, Faustus, must thou needs be damned, 
  And canst thou not be saved. 
  What boots it then to think of God or heaven? 
  Away with such vain fancies and despair! 
  Despair in God and trust in Beelzebub. 
  Now go not backward. No, Faustus, be resolute. (2.1.1-6) 
The very fact that Faustus is telling himself not to think on heaven, suggests, of course, that he is 
already thinking on heaven. As the scene continues, so does his wavering, and indeed it persists 
throughout the play. Rather than offering resolution, Faustus’ onstage books (as well as offstage 
bookish counterparts) signify the doubt that he never quite controls. His wavering shifts to open 
suspicion when Mephistopheles offers him a book purportedly containing all the wisdom of the 
world. It is a curious fact of history that the two surviving publications of Faustus present two 
different versions of Faustus’ response to Mephistopheles’ book. In the B-text, Mephistopheles 
presents Faustus with an encyclopaedia that Faustus accepts without complaint: 
     [Presenting a book.] 
MEPHISTOPHELES. Here, take this book and peruse it well. 
   The iterating of these lines brings gold; 
   The framing of this circle on the ground 
   Brings thunder, whirlwinds, storm and lightning. 
   Pronounce this thrice devoutly to thyself, 
   And men in harness shall appear to thee, 
   Ready to execute what thou command’st. 
  FAUSTUS. Thanks, Mephistopheles, for this sweet book. 
   This will I keep as chary as my life.  Exeunt.  (2.1.158-66) 
Faustus’ ready acceptance of the “sweet book” is slightly surprising, as Mephistopheles has just 
sidestepped Faustus’ earnest desire for a wife with promises of the “fairest courtesans” and this 
unexpected, miraculous book. In the A-text, by contrast, Faustus is not so easily satisfied:  
FAUSTUS. Thanks, Mephistopheles. Yet fain would I have a book wherein I  
might behold all spells and incantations, that I might raise up spirits when I 
please. 
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  MEPHISTOPHELES. Here they are in this book. 
             There turn to them. 
FAUSTUS. Now would I have a book where I might see all characters and  
planets of the heavens, that I might know their motions and  
dispositions. 
  MEPHISTOPHELES. Here they are too.   Turn to them. 
  FAUSTUS. Nay, let me have one book more—and then I have done—wherein 
I might see all plants, herbs, and trees that grow upon the earth. 
  MEPHISTOPHELES. Here they be.    Turn to them. 
  FAUSTUS. O, thou art deceived. 
  MEPHISTOPHELES. Tut, I warrant thee. (2.1.169-82) 
Here, as in Faustus’ first lines, the book has a role to play: it is not just exchanged but is opened and 
presented as evidence. Faustus is still the impassioned reader of his opening lines, but 
Mephistopheles has an answer to every charge that Faustus can lay. Faustus wants more, as he did 
in the opening scene, but rather than being free to turn to a whole new book (“Nay, let me have one 
book more”), he is restricted to just one. It is unclear whether the exasperation in his line, “O, thou 
art deceived,” indicaties his disbelief that any book could so effectively pre-empt his needs or his 
frustration that his whole library has effectively been replaced by this single book. Both possibilities 
are, perhaps, likely. The result in the A-text is that Faustus only belatedly begins to critique the 
magic books that in the early scenes he so ardently approved; in the B-text no such critique 
emerges.  
The differences between the texts are consistent with the treatment of books at the 
conclusion of the play. Uniquely in the B-text, Mephistopheles enters the stage to confess his 
control over Faustus’ reading: 
’Twas I that, when thou wert i’the way to heaven, 
  Dammed up thy passage. When thou took’st the book 
To view the Scriptures, then I turned the leaves 
And led thine eye. (5.2.98-101) 
Mephistopheles’ revelation that he orchestrated Faustus’ fall into damnation explicitly through 
reading is part of a wider pattern in the B-text in which nefarious forces are depicted manipulating 
Faustus’ actions. This lurking power is literally present onstage when Lucifer and four devils watch 
unseen as Faustus begins his incantations (1.3). Mark Thornton Burnett has written about the 
“slipperiness” in the B-text that both “sensitively enlarges upon the A-text and closes down 
possibilities at one and the same time” (“Doctor Faustus and Intertextuality” 176). This enlarging 
on the story limits Faustus’ agency by suggesting that even in reading the scriptures, and 
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presumably other canonical works, he was compromised by the demon. Mephistopheles’ eventual 
claim to have “led thine eye” implies that the doctor was led into a devilish trap specifically by 
reading. While the B-text dismantles Faustus’ autonomy, and by extension the audacity of his 
speculative reading, the A-text muddies the causational line between reading (which is 
straightforwardly demonic in the B-text) and damnation. I agree with the current critical preference 
for the A-text, but it is perhaps under-recognised that the differences between the texts are played 
out in their representations of book culture as well.  
In both versions of the play the representation of Faustus reading is notoriously complex. 
Books propagate ideas that go beyond the immediate consideration of Faustus’ soul. It is now 
commonly observed that, in his attempt to “sound the depth” of learning, Faustus distorts or 
misrepresents much of what he “settle[s]” (1.1.2, 1). He claims to quote Aristotle but instead reads 
from Ramus, demands immortality from medicine, finds the law a “mercenary drudge,” and, in 
quoting only half of the relevant Bible passages, turns a promise of grace into a declaration of the 
inescapability of death (1.1.34). By contrast, when he picks up the “metaphysics of magicians / And 
necromantic books”—works that the Prologue has led the audience to believe will lead to “devilish 
exercise”—he wholly endorses them as the means to fulfil his desires (1.1.51-52, Prol. 23) The 
scene has therefore led critics to regard Faustus as everything from a selective reader, to a 
satanically deluded interpreter, to an academic fool. Paul Budra concludes that Faustus desires 
books as possessions rather than as sources of knowledge, yet also criticises his “desire for more 
‘practical’ information . . . symbolised for him by the physical object of the book itself” (6). While 
it is fair to criticise Faustus’ reductive logic, it is perhaps less persuasive to argue that his desire to 
make use of books for practical purposes is necessarily debased or unscholarly. Scholars of early 
modern reading such as Jardine and Grafton have argued that the marginalia in books from 
humanist scholars suggest that early modern reading was an active or “goal-oriented” preoccupation 
that was deeply invested in using books (“‘Studied’” 30). In his discussion of John Dee’s reading 
habits, William H. Sherman equates Dee with “most of his contemporaries” in that “He did not just 
read texts to learn from them in a disinterested process of self-edification: he read them to use 
them” (60). Surviving books from the period suggest that marginal commentary was relatively 
pervasive and took a number of forms, including practicing penmanship, correcting inaccuracies, 
adding references or pertinent intertexts, and removing or adding whole sections of print. Another 
material outcome of readerly habits was the construction of personal commonplace books. The use 
of commonplace books was built into humanist educational programs, and Ann Moss notes that 
guidelines for constructing such books were taught from books excerpted from Erasmus, 
Melanchthon, and Vives (134). Grafton argues that such commonplace books “had a powerful 
impact on habits of reading and argument. . . . It schooled even thinkers of the highest originality to 
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think of the works they read not as coherent wholes, but as quarries, from which the modern reader 
could assemble any sort of mosaic” (“The Humanist and the Commonplace Book” 145). The 
underlying mechanics of this kind of active reading are not depicted in the play—Faustus neither 
annotates his books nor does he seem to read from a collection of commonplaces—yet Faustus does 
appear to quarry through Aristotle, Galen, Justinian, and the Bible for the purpose of using them. 
Evidently, Faustus’ predilection for quoting short passages from texts in order to use them for 
another purpose has a humanist precedent.  
 Most studies of Faustus’ books so far have tended to treat them as vehicles to depict 
Faustus’ character (either his poor scholarship or speculative mind), or as demonstrations of the 
dangers of reading to the soul.26 What these studies do not consider, however, is how the play 
creates an atmosphere in which books are subject to debate and doubt, and how this bookish 
uncertainty produces divergent thoughts. The confusion that Faustus experiences derails his 
resolution, and offers the audience tangential insights that stray beyond the immediate plot. His 
apparent quotation of Aristotle—which is actually taken from Aristotle’s notorious critic, Ramus—
is indicative of this diverging focus. Arguably Faustus reveals his shoddy scholarship; yet the 
misquotation subtly gestures to an academic debate that extends beyond the depiction of Faustus’ 
character or the plot. Ramus’ career abruptly ended in 1572 when he was killed for his Protestant 
sympathies in the St Bartholomew’s Massacre. His early writings caused immediate controversy for 
                                                        
26 For studies on Faustus’ poor scholarship, see for example Grande, who writes that “Faustus’s 
damnation comes as a direct consequence of his inability to read well” (107) and Budra, who argues 
that “It is his predisposition not to read, but merely to possess, that has led him to this predicament” 
(7). For critics who see books as indicative of his speculative thinking, see Ellis-Fermor’s 
description of Faustus as a “great scholar of Württemberg” who “reveals in his first speech the mind 
of a man who has gained enough knowledge and spent years enough in thought to realise that 
knowledge and philosophy leave him still unsatisfied” (Christopher Marlowe 63), and Semler’s 
description of Faustus’ “disciplinary crisis” in which “proceduralism feels to him like inauthentic 
learning” (5). For discussions of books as potentially demonic, see Wall-Randell’s argument that “It 
is not just that Faustus’s virtuous scholarly zeal is perverted, through overreaching ambition, into 
sin, . . . but that diabolical magic was always latent in humanist scholarship” (“Doctor Faustus” 
271). See also Spiller’s discussion of how “bibliophilia” is treated as a sin “alongside gluttony, lust, 
and envy, making it the newest sin of the age of print” (“Marlowe’s Libraries” 108), and Scott’s 
claim that “The book is central to Faustus’s path to hell.” Scott also comments that “it becomes 
clear how dangerously ambivalent books are as both the victims and enablers of profane 
transgression” (169). 
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critiquing the authority of Aristotle, whose writings had dominated university training for centuries. 
To imply that Aristotle “did not understand logic,” according to James J. Murphy, “was to threaten 
an intellectual earthquake” (2). As a consequence, in 1544 King Francis I ordered his books to be 
burnt and no further printings made. Marlowe was certainly not ignorant of the controversy that 
Ramus’ beliefs caused; as John Guillory comments, the Cambridge men Everard Digby and 
William Temple fiercely debated Ramus’ method around the time that Marlowe was studying (699-
700). Further, in The Massacre at Paris, Marlowe depicts Ramus as one of the many victims of the 
massacre. He is found onstage, like Faustus, “sitting at his book” (9.1). The similarities between the 
two scholars go further, as the accusation that Ramus “didst never sound anything to the depth” 
faintly echoes Faustus’ opening claim to “sound the depth of that thou wilt profess” (Massacre 
9.25; Faustus 1.1.2). Similarly, both are accused of having only a superficial understanding of their 
subject. In the midst of a religiously motivated massacre, Ramus is apparently killed for being a 
heretical scholar. Even his act of repentance is closer to a scholarly defence: 
I knew the Organon to be confus’d, 
And I reduc’d it into better form; 
And this for Aristotle will I say, 
That he that despiseth him can ne’er 
Be good in logic or philosophy (9.45-49) 
Rather than defending himself from Protestantism, Ramus is defending his stance on Aristotle—an 
academic controversy that Guillory describes as a “parallel reformation, not of theology but of the 
arts curriculum” (715). Ramus’ name remains unspoken in Faustus, yet Faustus gestures towards 
an academic debate that is divisive enough to be described as a “parallel reformation” simply by 
collapsing Aristotle into Ramus. The quotation of Ramus injects an element of academic 
controversy that transforms a moment in Faustus’ life into a broader awareness of that academic 
controversy.  
Of course, the play courts religious, along with academic, controversy. Here, too, the 
controversy propagates larger questions as much as it helps to depict Faustus. It is likely that only 
some members of the audience would be able to follow the subtle reference to Ramus (Guillory 
describes it as a joke “surely not lost on Marlowe’s Cambridge peers” [713]); for others, it would 
have been more difficult to interpret. As R. W. Ingram suggests, staging a scholar, even one as 
infamous as Faustus, presented a challenge: “Marlowe’s problem, in short, was to present an 
intellectual hero to a largely unintellectual audience and to do it in such a way that they would 
recognize both the vastness and the perversity of his intellect” (73). Ingram argues that Marlowe 
overcame this problem by drawing upon the “religious knowledge and background common to his 
audience” (74). With this knowledge, Ingram and other critics suggest, the audience could easily 
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debunk Faustus’ deceptive biblical quotations, revealing them to harbour a promise of salvation 
rather than a message of despair. The primary criticism of Faustus’ words is that he quotes the Bible 
out of its context and therefore comes to simplistic conclusions that ignore the promise of salvation. 
However, the issue is more complex than it first appears. Shortened biblical quotations themselves 
were not wholly uncommon nor especially heretical. Michael H. Keefer and, more recently, John 
Parker have noted the use of Faustus’ exact quotations in thoroughly orthodox works. The thirty-
nine articles of the Church of England from 1563 quote 1 John 1:8 at the end of the fifteenth article: 
“If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.” As in Faustus, the 
articles do not quote 1 John 1:9—“If we confess our sins, he who is faithful and just will forgive us 
our sins and cleanse us from unrighteousness”—nor, Keefer suggests, do they express a similar 
sentiment (Keefer 523). John Calvin’s Institutes of the Christian Religion (1536) quotes half of 
Romans 6:23 as Faustus does: “For the wages of sin is death[, but the free gift of God is eternal life 
in Christ Jesus our Lord]” (151). A similar use of Romans is evident even earlier than this in 
Augustine’s City of God, when he uses the shorter quotation to speak of the legitimate grief over sin 
(14.9). Faustus cannot be condemned for omitting hopeful biblical passages when orthodox writers 
could focus on more negative aspects with impunity. His rendering of these passages is not in itself 
a sign of heretical misquotation.  
Faustus not only mimics a pattern of biblical abbreviation, but the wider tradition of readerly 
conversion. In his Confessions, Augustine describes how his conversion came about through a 
miraculous compulsion to open the Bible. After reading a single passage—Romans 13:13—
Augustine is comforted, saying “nec ultra volui legere, nec opus erat” (“No further did I desire to 
read, nor was there need”; 8.12; Watts 465). Luther is similarly captivated and transformed by a 
single piece of scripture, finding new resolution in his interpretation of Romans 1:17: “The one who 
is righteous will live by faith.”27 Although Luther then provides the wider context of the quote to 
explain how faith rather than works will save sinners, he too is fixated upon one passage and builds 
an entire theology around it. As Kearney notes, Luther, like Augustine before him, “isolates a 
passage and reads his sinful life through the lens of that passage” (150). Parker provocatively 
concludes that “Faustus’s fixation on a small increment of text to sanction a tendentious revelation 
does not depart from the norm: his approach is the norm” (35). According to both Parker and 
Kearney, Marlowe is rehearsing and parodying this pattern of conversion through isolated reading. 
While the play is evidently presenting a kind of reading conversion, it also expresses anxiety about 
the ability of people to be transformed by good books into bad people. At least in the A-text it is left 
unclear whether or not Faustus’ reading is demonic. For a culture in which books were thought to 
                                                        
27 See D. Martin Luther’s Werke 54:185-86; Luther’s Works 34: 336-37. 
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have physical effects upon the body, the play’s treatment of transformative reading is particularly 
striking. There is hidden complexity in Faustus’ reading. He alludes to a parallel reformation and 
highlights decontextualised Bible quotations in even the most orthodox religious writings. The 
deeper we look at Faustus’ reading, the more questions arise. While Faustus himself is consumed 
with doubt, the books that he holds are even more enigmatic. 
 
“Lay that damned book aside”: Seductive Books 
The ongoing fight for Faustus’ soul is waged through books and writing, and it is made clear by 
both the good and evil characters that books are the most effective tool for reaching Faustus. This is 
partly because he is very much a bibliophile who seems to have a voracious appetite for books. But 
it is also an acknowledgement of the great power books were thought to hold over their readers. As 
Schoenfeldt comments: “The bodies and minds of individual readers were imagined as 
battlegrounds between the corollary forces of good and evil, and of health and illness” (218). Even 
after Faustus has dedicated himself to necromantic books, he continues to be presented with an 
array of bookish materials. Indeed, the audience is treated to a contest in which each side seeks to 
claim Faustus’ attention with a different set of writings. The Good Angel’s first attempt to win back 
Faustus is framed as an instruction to read differently: “lay that damned book aside,” the Good 
Angel urges Faustus, and instead “Read, read the Scriptures” (1.1.72, 75). The Evil Angel, 
meanwhile, encourages him to pursue within his chosen books the “famous art / Wherein all 
nature’s treasury is contained” (1.1.75-76). This battle of the books intensifies when Faustus 
formally sells his soul. Mephistopheles informs Faustus that it is not enough that he has “hazarded” 
his soul in return for “four-and-twenty years, / . . . in all voluptuousness” (1.3.93-94). 
Mephistopheles insists, “But, Faustus, thou must bequeath it solemly / And write a deed of gift with 
thine own blood” (2.1.34-35). Despite having spent his first moments onstage reading and 
discussing books, the first time Faustus is seen actually writing is not in a scholarly or learned 
setting, but a deed of gift written in his own blood. After having dismissed Justinian’s law as “a 
case of paltry legacies” fit for a “mercenary drudge,” the moment in which Faustus truly settles his 
studies in favour of magic is achieved not in the writing of a book or treatise of his own, but in a 
sheet of legalese (1.1.30, 40). This time the “good” side does not intercede through an angel 
exhorting Faustus to read something else, but through his own writing—or, to be more precise, by 
preventing his writing. Faustus finds himself essentially blocked from writing the deed when his 
blood congeals, and, even as Mephistopheles promises to bring fire to “dissolve it straight,” Faustus 
wonders at the meaning of the omen: “What might the staying of my blood portend? / Is it 
unwilling I should write this bill? / . . . Is not thy soul thine own?” (2.1.63, 64-65). As Faustus’ own 
body rebels against the sale of his soul, Mephistopheles, in a rare moment of honesty, comments (in 
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an aside of course): “O, what will not I do to obtain his soul?” (2.1.73). It is tempting to think that 
he is not so much fetching fire to help Faustus’ blood flow, but distracting Faustus by encouraging 
him to write; Faustus’ doubts are absent when he is writing, but they re-emerge whenever he 
pauses. Immediately after Faustus completes his deed, Mephistopheles loses his hold on Faustus:  
  But what is this inscription on mine arm? 
  “Homo, fuge!” Whither should I fly? 
  If unto God, he’ll throw thee down to hell.— 
  My senses are deceived; here’s nothing writ.—  
I see it plain. Here in this place is writ 
“Homo, fuge!” Yet shall not Faustus fly. (2.1.76-81) 
It seems significant that this eerie moment of miraculous intervention (in which, unlike other 
magical moments in the play, the audience is left unsure of what they are seeing) is bound up with 
writing. Is the inscription a symptom of his spiritual confusion, or a long-awaited moment of divine 
intercession? The early moderns, it is said, believed that reading could physically transform the 
body; here Faustus’ body is temporarily transformed into a piece of writing, leaving him with a 
choice to make. In a rather magical sense, Faustus is choosing either to be transformed by God’s 
word or by his own writing in the deed itself. God, it seems, attempts to interrupt Faustus’ fallen 
writing with a bodily inscription, but Faustus refuses even God’s message. This is the last time that 
either the Good Angel or, implicitly, God attempts to sway Faustus with books, but the devils 
continue.  
Despite the array of magic tricks available, the devils keep returning to books in order to 
manipulate Faustus. When Faustus begs for a wife shortly after handing over his deed, 
Mephistopheles not only promises courtesans instead but also presents him with a book which he 
instructs Faustus to “Peruse . . . thoroughly”; once again it seems likely that Mephistopheles is not 
just presenting Faustus with a gift but also with a distraction that has been proven to allay the 
magician’s doubts (2.1.162). At a more serious moment of defection—Faustus calls on God to 
“save distressed Faustus’ soul!”— Lucifer himself appears and presents Faustus with a procession 
of the seven deadly sins, before giving a book that Faustus is (again) instructed to “Peruse . . . 
thoroughly” (2.3.83, 171-72). Late in the play when Faustus seriously considers repenting, it is 
Faustus himself who volunteers to write another deed of gift: “with my blood again I will confirm/ 
My former vow I made to Lucifer” (5.1.72-73). Mephistopheles, in an odd moment of moral 
exhortation, commands Faustus to write quickly with “unfeigned heart” (5.1.74). It is possible that 
Faustus is more reassured by the act of writing than the doctrine itself. Faustus is arguably an 
academic fool, too easily taken in by books; nevertheless, the early moderns did not seem to doubt 
the power of a book to transform someone, whether bodily, emotionally, or spiritually. Casaubon’s 
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description of being ravished and deceived by books should remind us that even scholars could be 
overwhelmed with emotion by a book. Faustus’ struggle reveals the potential of early modern 
printed texts to transform for good or ill, and, more troublingly, both angels and demons seek to 
gain conquest of Faustus’ soul by manipulating his compulsion to read and write. In the context of 
the play this is quite a frightening prospect, as this bookish battle is overlaid with supernatural 
forces apparently striving with each other for Faustus’ soul. Perhaps one of the reasons that God is 
not depicted in the play is because the “good” contingent is eventually overwhelmed: an 
uncomfortable outcome when we consider that Protestants laid such emphasis on The Book.  
It is curious, then, that in the midst of a theological crisis, Faustus is deeply affected by a 
different set of books and experiences. When he is deeply distressed, he relies upon poetry to bring 
back his sense of equilibrium: 
My heart’s so hardened I cannot repent. 
  Scarce can I name salvation, faith, or heaven 
  But fearful echoes thunder in mine ears: 
  “Faustus, thou art damned!” Then swords and knives, 
  Poison, guns, halters, and envenomed steel 
Are laid before me to dispatch myself; 
And long ere this I should have slain myself 
Had not sweet pleasure conquered deep despair. 
Have not I made blind Homer sing to me 
Of Alexander’s love, and Oenone’s death? 
And hath not he that built the walls of Thebes 
With ravishing sound of his melodious harp 
Made music with my Mephistopheles? 
Why should I die, then, or basely despair? 
I am resolved Faustus shall ne’er repent (2.3.18-32) 
Theologically speaking, to have a hardened heart was not just to be unable to show mercy, or, as in 
Faustus’ case, to repent: it was a complex spiritual condition of the reprobate. According to Calvin, 
God does not so much harden a reprobate’s heart as deny that person any chance of repentance. 
Calvin seeks to make the point that it is sinners themselves who harden their hearts. Yet he also 
emphasises that God turns these people over to the devil: “For God does not govern the reprobate 
by the spirit of regeneration, but subjects and dooms them to the Devil, and by his secret 
government, so manages their depraved affections, that they do nothing which he has not decreed” 
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(Calvin 81).28 So what does it mean that Faustus “conquered deep despair”? In one regard, the 
“sweet pleasure” of poetry moves Faustus’ “hardened” heart and therefore overcomes his suicidal 
compulsion and “deep despair” (both of which fit the Renaissance definition of Christian sin). 
When, towards the end of the play, Mephistopheles offers Faustus a dagger to kill himself, the 
righteous Old Man begs him to “stay thy desperate steps!” (5.1.53). Consequently, Faustus spurns 
the devil when he refuses the proffered means of suicide. The visions of “swords and knives, / 
Poison, guns, halters, and envenomed steel” may even be the work of Mephistopheles. So, at least 
on one level, the consolation Faustus feels from poetry functions in a similar way to the intervention 
of the Old Man, suggesting that poetry is an agent of good. And yet, freed from despair and 
comforted by poetry, Faustus does not turn to God and virtue, but back to the devil. This is certainly 
a complicated invocation of poetry, and one that threatens to dismantle simple moral binaries 
between good and evil. Poetry here intersects with religious faith, but it also emerges as a 
transforming force that appears largely morally ambivalent.     
 When Faustus is granted the mythic figure of Helen of Troy for his “paramour,” poetry is 
once more drawn into the ongoing battle for Faustus’ soul (5.1.84). His famous description of 
Helen—“Was this the face that launched a thousand ships / And burnt the topless towers of 
Ilium?”—immediately focuses in upon the destructive consequences of her beauty, eliding the 
woman herself (5.1.91-92). Helen herself radically changes into an embodied menace when they 
kiss: “Her lips sucks forth my soul. See where it flies! / Come, Helen, come, give me my soul 
again” (5.1.94-95). As Faustus himself has made clear in two earlier scenes, when he resurrects first 
Alexander the Great for the Emperor and then Helen for his scholarly friends, his necromancy can 
only embody an image and not resurrect the dead—both Helen and Alexander are themselves 
probably devils, and certainly controlled by devils. Faustus seems to forget this fact when he risks 
touching the phantom, but his emphasis upon her face may indicate that he is more interested in 
seeing a Helen-like spectre than meeting a real woman. Stephen Orgel has suggested that Faustus 
actually wants a “literary allusion, a paragon from his classical education . . . what is desirable 
about her is that she isn’t a woman” (228). Faustus soon strays into his own literary fantasy:  
  I will be Paris, and for love of thee 
  Instead of Troy shall Wittenberg be sacked, 
And I will combat with weak Menelaus 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
And then return to Helen for a kiss. (5.1.98-100, 103)   
                                                        
28 I have been unable to source Calvin’s original Latin and quote only from Lillie’s translation.  
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Faustus expresses his desire for her not only in sexual terms, but also with a kind of literary 
fascination. Indeed, this devil is only an allusion to Helen, and she is only ever Helen in Faustus’ 
mind. Helen is a book made flesh, and she serves as a powerful consolation to distract him from the 
words of the Old Man. When Faustus first demanded a wife from Mephistopheles he received a 
devil in a dress and a book. Here Faustus gets both in one. To some degree, Helen’s appearance 
aligns poetry with evil influences, as it is in his imagining of her as a literary paragon that he 
embraces a devil and ignores the advice of the morally upright Old Man. And yet, the frequency 
with which this scene is excerpted—to the degree where those who are new to the story may even 
be surprised to find that Helen has no speaking part and is in essence not Helen at all—suggests that 
it is a moment that exceeds the main plot.29 After all, Marlowe’s mighty line has very little to do 
with the actual plot. Marlowe does not include her in the remainder of the story, choosing to delete 
the description in the English Faust Book (EFB) of their ongoing relationship and the child they 
bear, Justus Faustus (172). For a brief interval, the audience is as enraptured by Faustus’ poetic 
description of Helen as he is with his embodied book.  
 
 “I shall see more than e’er I felt or saw yet”: Magic Books and Social Status 
To this point I have primarily focussed upon how books change the minds (and bodies) of their 
readers, but the play also depicts books that transform (and perhaps even determine) social status. 
Before Faustus becomes a magician, who will entertain an emperor and dine with a duke and 
duchess, we are reminded that he was born into a family “base of stock” (Prol. 11). In Marlowe’s 
primary source for the play, the EFB, the financial position of Faustus’ father and Faustus’ 
subsequent upbringing is described in some detail:  
. . . his father a poor husbandman, and not [able] well to bring him up: but having an 
uncle at Wittenberg, a rich man, and without issue, took this Faustus from his father 
and made him his heir, insomuch that his father was no more troubled with him, for 
he remained with his uncle at Wittenberg, where he was kept at the university in the 
same city to study divinity. But Faustus being of a naughty mind and otherwise 
addicted applied not his studies, but took himself to other exercises: the which his 
uncle oftentimes hearing, rebuked him for it, as Eli ofttimes rebuked his children for 
sinning against the Lord; even so this good man laboured to have Faustus apply his 
study of divinity that he might come to the knowledge of God and His laws. (91-92)   
                                                        
29 See Maguire for a discussion of modern adaptations of the line. 
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The EFB here describes a Faustus who, although born into a poor family, later found himself set to 
inherit from a rich uncle who encouraged him to better apply his studies. Marlowe’s Prologue 
provides a rather different account: 
Of riper years to Wittenberg he went,  
Whereas his kinsmen chiefly brought him up.  
So soon he profits in divinity, 
The fruitful plot of scholarism graced, 
That shortly he was graced with doctor’s name, 
Excelling all whose sweet delight disputes 
In heavenly matters of theology (Prol. 13-19) 
The financial and moral support of his uncle is reduced to simply having “brought him up,” and far 
from already showing signs of having a “naughty mind” that needs to be reined in, he “profits in 
divinity” (EFB 92; Faustus, Prol. 15). This shift in emphasis is significant in that his rise from 
“base” beginnings is attributed to his own skill and, of course, his university education (Prol. 11). It 
is only after having been “glutted more with learning’s golden gifts” that he then “surfeits upon 
cursèd necromancy”; that is, his appetite for forbidden knowledge grows out of orthodox learning, 
rather than innate evil, such as we find in the source (Prol. 24, 25). While this raises questions about 
the potential of reading to corrupt, it also positions a university education as a means of bettering 
social standing.  
Whatever social benefits Faustus gained from his university training, he lusts for more from 
magic: “O, what a world of wonder and delight, / Of power, of honour, of omnipotence, / Is 
promised to the studious artisan!” (1.1.55-57). Of course, university training was probably unable to 
provide power, honour, and omnipotence, but Faustus imagines this rise to greatness as a kind of 
scholarly work. He will need to be “studious” (which university has trained him in) and he will 
work as an “artisan”—evidently he does not aspire to be a gentleman who is not required to work, 
but a master artisan. Nor does he entirely forget the plight of students, declaring that, “I’ll have 
them fill the public schools with silk, / Wherewith the students shall be bravely clad” (1.1.92-93). 
This is not merely a rich gift to poor students, or a move to defy university dress codes; it is an 
effort to undermine social distinctions. In early modern England, legislative “Acts of Apparel” 
dictated that only people of a certain rank were allowed to wear particular clothes. As Stephen 
Gosson wrote in 1582, “if privat men be suffered to forsake theire calling because they desire to 
walke gentleman like in sattine & velvet, with a buckler at theire heeles, proportion is so broken, 
unitie dissolved, harmony confounded . . . ” (sig. G7r). Faustus’ daydream is therefore one of using 
his magic to remove visible markers that present students as socially inferior. Marlowe’s works 
repeatedly express frustration at the social and financial limitations of students, but it is not often 
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recognised that, at least in Faustus, books offer a quasi-magical potential for social advancement. 
Faustus himself does not face this kind of frustration in much detail. His dreams to “gain a deity” 
suggest that he is aiming for advancement of an otherworldly type. However, in the characters of 
Wagner, Robin, and Envy, we see the uneasy relationship between reading and social advancement.  
Entering the stage “with a book in his hand,” Robin exclaims triumphantly: “O, this is 
admirable! Here I ha’ stol’n one of Doctor Faustus’ conjuring books, and, i’faith, I mean to search 
some circles for my own use” (2.2.1-3). His entrance echoes the imagery of Faustus’ opening scene, 
but a book does not seem to belong in Robin’s hands. In both surviving texts of the play, Robin is 
depicted as possessing only questionable literacy. In the A-text, Robin’s sidekick exclaims that 
Robin “canst not read”; in the B-text, Robin struggles to sound out his conjuring words: “‘A’ per se 
‘a’; ‘t’, ‘h’, e’e, ‘the’; ‘o’ per se ‘o’; ‘deny orgon, gorgon’” (A-text 2.2.15-16; B-text 2.2.8-9). The 
implications of Robin’s inept conjuring on Faustus’ own character have been noted many times. For 
Budra, the scenes illustrate the fallacy of Faustus’ obsession with the technique of conjuring: “With 
one book—not even the four Faustus is told to use—a clown can command supernatural forces; 
with the right book, wisdom and experience are unnecessary” (6). Robin clearly has neither 
scholarly ability nor magical skill, but he also fails to understand the extent of what a magic book 
can perform. Unlike Faustus, he is not seeking to become a “mighty god”; instead, he is focussed on 
using magic to get things, which turn out to be not only crude, but mundane (1.1.66). In the A-text, 
Robin’s so-called “conjuring works” include securing free wine and offering his side kick the 
kitchen maid, “Nan Spit,” all to himself (2.3.26, 29); in the B-text the accomplice is offered free 
liquor and the opportunity to “clap as fair a pair of horns” on his master's head (Dick comically 
replies that he already has [2.2.19-20]). The pair view magic as a means to gratify their desires, but 
the nature of their desires indicates their limited aspiration and, perhaps, their social position. They 
seek things that can be gained through mortal means, if only they had the capacity—but of course 
they do not. Indeed, the desire for liquor could be met if only he had the available money, the “spit” 
in Nan Spit assimilates sex to food, and a cuckold’s horns are already readily available. Robin’s 
antics eventually lead to the theft of a goblet, which the two clowns attempt to hide from the angry 
vintner. In the A-text, Robin boasts that he will “gull him [the Vintner] supernaturally” (3.2.6), and, 
in the B-text, Robin announces: “If he follow us, I'll so / conjure him, as he was never conjured in 
his life” (3.3.4-5). Despite the differences between the two versions, both agree about Robin’s 
supposedly magical methods: behind their backs they pass the goblet between them so that the 
vintner is unable to find it. Robin’s supernatural act is essentially theft, and he arrives at it through 
yet another theft (of Faustus’ conjuring book). Even though Robin somehow succeeds in 
summoning a disgruntled Mephistopheles, there is a strong sense that Robin and his sidekick are 
not so much overstepping supernatural boundaries as overstepping social rules. While Faustus risks 
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damnation in conjuring, Robin is ultimately risking the ire of the vintner. His earthier presumption 
here shifts his interest in books from the world of magic into a worldly system of authority, that 
might be tipped to secure more food and alcohol.  
The hierarchy of characters from Faustus to Wagner to Robin is one of diminishing social 
status, and importantly, diminishing literacy. Wagner has quite good literacy but very little social 
power; Robin has even less literacy and less social power. By interpreting these characters solely as 
foils for Faustus, we perhaps miss the point that they are attempting to mimic what they see as 
Faustus’ privileged existence. Faustus uses books to try and transcend human limitations; but 
Wagner and Robin seem concerned with transcending a different set of limitations. For Robin that 
means acquiring food, drink, and sex, and for Wagner it means deploying his learning to try and 
outwit Faustus’ scholarly friends, and to intimidate Robin into being his own servant. Indeed, the 
play carefully positions Robin’s social position through his speech, and more pointedly, through his 
position in a hierarchy of characters: Wagner is given orders by his master, Faustus, in 1.1; Wagner 
is addressed as “sirrah” by two scholars, indicating his social inferiority in 1.2; and Wagner asserts 
his superiority over Robin in 1.4. Like Robin, Wagner too seeks to better his social position through 
book learning, if not books themselves. Wagner cheekily attempts to prove his intellectual 
superiority over the scholars, perhaps being provoked by being named “sirrah” three times in his 
exchange with them:  
FIRST SCHOLAR. How now, sirrah, where’s thy master? 
  WAGNER. God in heaven knows. 
  SECOND SCHOLAR. Why, dost not thou know? 
  WAGNER. Yes, I know, but that follows not. 
  FIRST SCHOLAR. Go too, sirrah! Leave your jesting, and tell us  
where he is. 
  WAGNER. That follows not necessary by force of argument 
that you, being licentiate, should stand upon’t. Therefore  
acknowledge your error, and be attentive. 
  SECOND SCHOLAR. Why, didst thou not say thou knew’st? 
  WAGNER. Have you any witness on’t? 
  FIRST SCHOLAR. Yes, sirrah, I heard you. 
  WAGNER. Yes sir, I will tell you. Yet if you were not dunces,  
   you would never ask me such a question. For is not he 
corpus naturale? And is not that mobile? Then, wherefore 
should you ask me such a question? (1.2.5-22) 
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Wagner’s determination to outwit and overcome the scholars is reminiscent of Faustus’ bookish 
disputation with the four branches of learning. For Wagner, though, disputation is not a search for 
higher truth or meaning: it is a means of gaining dominance and forcing the adversary to 
“acknowledge [their] error” and proving them “dunces.” Yet in his attempt to wield his own 
authority over Robin, he is the one ridiculed: 
WAGNER. Sirrah boy, come hither. 
  ROBIN. How, “boy”? ’Swounds, “boy”! I hope you have seen 
   many boys with such pickedevants as I have. “Boy”, 
quotha? 
  WAGNER. Tell me, sirrah, hast thou any comings in? 
  ROBIN. Ay, and goings out too, you may see else. 
  WAGNER. Alas, poor slave, see how poverty jesteth in his 
   nakedness! The villain is bare and out of service, and so 
   hungry that I know he would give his soul to the devil for 
   a shoulder of mutton, though it were blood raw. 
  ROBIN. How? My soul to the devil for a shoulder of mutton, 
   though ’twere blood raw? Not so, good friend. By’r 
   Lady, I had need have it well roasted, and good sauce to 
   it, if I pay so dear. 
  WAGNER. Well, wilt thou serve me, and I’ll make thee go like 
   Qui mihi discipulus? 
  ROBIN. How, in verse?  (1.4.1-17) 
Like Wagner before him, Robin is provoked by being called “boy”—apparently not because he is 
socially inferior but because he is no longer young. Wagner’s unconvincing concern for the hungry 
reveals that Robin probably would sell his soul for the equally poor price of a good dinner, which 
tells us a little bit about his current poverty. Nevertheless, Robin’s wilful misunderstanding of 
Wagner’s Latin (which echoes Wagner’s earlier misconstrual of the scholars) suggests that 
Wagner’s promises do not count for much more than words. Wagner may understand elementary 
Latin—as Bevington’s and Rasmussen’s notes attest, the words come from the opening line of 
William Lyly’s Ad discipulos carmen de moribus, which was popular in grammar schools—but this 
learning still makes him the inferior of everyone he meets except Robin himself (133). Wagner 
succeeds in forcing Robin to call him “Master Wagner,” yet Robin is the more engaging character. 
Indeed, Robin will have a further two scenes in the A-text and three scenes in the B-text, whereas 
Wagner is relegated to the role of a chorus figure. In these comic scenes we see the familiar device 
of the lower ranks making fun of their betters, but this is within a rather complex social structure 
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that reveals the gradations of both literacy and social power. The play does not depict a simple 
binary of the literate versus the illiterate, but instead shows how social competition between those 
of various ranks works alongside their varying degrees of literacy. Interestingly, Robin does not 
reject learning, as we will see other characters do: he seeks to appropriate it for his own use. By 
focussing so intently upon Marlowe’s overreaching characters, critics may have overlooked 
apparently unimportant or foil characters, who seek to use books and learning to overreach their 
social betters. 30 Marlowe repeatedly writes about the poor state of scholars, but Faustus is unusual 
in that it puts the particular plight of scholars in a wider context, with a successful academic such as 
Faustus depicted with those who have almost no literacy and less social power. What we see is a 
struggle for social power running parallel to the main plot of Faustus’ magical exploits, and yet both 
storylines centre on physical books and ruminate on learning and literacy. 
Early modern literacy is hard to define, and consequently difficult to measure, and yet it 
stratified society to a powerful degree. Where modern educators teach reading and writing 
simultaneously, in an early modern education reading was taught first and writing would 
sometimes, but not always, follow (Cressy, Literacy and the Social Order 20; K. Thomas 100). 
Partly because of the expense of writing materials, people of limited means did not necessarily learn 
to write, leading to gradations of competency in reading and writing. It seems plausible that some of 
the people who would not be able to sign their names on court records would be able to read their 
Bible, and, of course, reading the Bible was an important goal of the Reformation. Even among 
those who could both read and write, the literate were further divided: between those who could 
read confidently in both black-letter and roman-type, those who could read a variety of hand-written 
scripts, and those who mastered multiple languages, such as Latin and Greek. 31 K. Thomas 
suggests that an “elaborate hierarchy of literacy skills” existed, and this hierarchy translated into 
differences in how books were thought of and used (101). Great scholars like Casaubon might be 
attuned to inaccuracies and errors in books and, according to Johns, insisted upon “the profound 
danger in abandoning the labor of critical, sceptical reading in a world of forgeries” (443). But not 
all readers would have the knowledge, interest, or ability to pursue such labour, or even to be 
                                                        
30 While it is usually agreed that Faustus was co-written, and the comic scenes have attracted 
particular attention for authorship questions, there is no reason to believe, if indeed the comic 
scenes were written by another writer, that it was not with Marlowe’s overall plan in mind. 
31 As K. Thomas argues, even among those readers who “could manage both forms of type” it was 
not necessarily true that they could read hand-written documents: “After all, everyone today can 
read a sixteenth-century book, but only a tiny minority can read an original sixteenth-century letter” 
(100). 
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cognisant of individual books as “forgeries.” This distinction is very evident when we compare 
Faustus’ struggle with the intellectual value of Aristotle, Galen, Justinian, and the Bible, with 
Robin’s belief that simply by picking up a magic book he can achieve all his desires.  
Yet it is important to note that those who were unable to read were not entirely excluded 
from this increasingly bookish world. While illiteracy could be inconvenient, it was usually possible 
to find someone to perform these tasks on their behalf. K. Thomas notes that often “everyday 
writing was of a technical kind.” Legal documents, for instance, “particularly relating to the 
borrowing of money and advancing of credit, in which everyone was deeply involved” required the 
services of “a scrivener or legal expert to do it anyway” (106). Similarly, news that was otherwise 
only available in print was distributed from the pulpit. This encompassed both explicitly religious 
content, such as when German preachers propagated Luther’s teachings—as Andrew Pettegree 
writes, “These preachers were the vital first readers, who ensured that his core theological ideas 
were articulated simultaneously and accurately in many German cities” (102)—and political 
content, such as when the Elizabethan government commanded parishes to read edicts for the 
benefit of those who could not read themselves (K. Thomas 598). It is also possible that some 
people owned books without the means to read them. In his 1595 The Doctrine of the Sabbath, 
Nicholas Bownd urged that even those who are unable to read the Bible for themselves should still 
keep a copy in their house, “that when any come that can read, they may have it in a readines, & 
lose not the oportunitie that is offered” (sig. Dd1v). Those who had limited literacy were familiar 
with books and, through various means, made to understand their contents. Nevertheless, non-
readers knew very well that they lacked a means of communication that was available to others. 
Books were not absent from their lives, even if they were unable to personally read them, and 
characters such as Robin want these advantages too, even if they have to resort to theft. 
 
“I cannot read, and therefore wish all books were burnt”: Burning Books and Violent 
Illiteracy 
Most characters in Faustus seem to view books as potentially transformative in some way. 
However, the minor character Envy—who appears as one of the seven deadly sins conjured to 
“delight” Faustus—has a very different opinion of books: 
I am Envy, begotten of a chimney-sweeper, and an oyster-wife, I cannot read, and 
therefore wish all books were burnt. I am lean with seeing others eat. O, that there 
would come a famine through all the world, that all might die, and I live alone! Then 
thou shouldst see how fat I would be. But must thou sit and I stand? Come down, 
with a vengeance! (2.3.132-38) 
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Envy depicts a different kind of illiteracy: rather than seeking to appropriate bookish learning as 
Robin does, Envy desires simply to burn all books so that no one can read them. As the progeny of 
a chimney-sweeper and an oyster-wife, Envy was not only likely to be “sooty and malodorous” 
(according to Bevington and Rasmussen’s notes on the text) but also poor and uneducated (157). 
Cressy notes that “Every study demonstrates that literacy in pre-industrial England was closely and 
consistently associated with social and economic position. . . . A distinctive hierarchy emerges, in 
which illiteracy is correlated to status, occupation and wealth” (“Literacy in Context” 315).32 That 
is, low literacy correlated with low social standing, and consequently, low wealth. By wishing 
books burnt and then stating, “I am lean with seeing others eat,” Envy draws a correlation between 
watching others eat and watching others read. Faustus himself shares both books and food with his 
friends; he is sharing a meal with Valdes and Cornelius as they compare their magical knowledge at 
the end of 1.1, and he shares a last meal with scholarly friends in 5.1. Digestion was of course 
commonly associated with writing. Jonson later wrote that the skilful poetic imitator must chew and 
digest ideas in order to write something new (as indeed, he imitates Seneca and Quintilian here): 
The third requisite in our poet, or maker, is imitation, to be able to convert the 
substance or riches of another poet to his own use. . . . Not as a creature that 
swallows what it takes in crude, raw, or indigested, but that feeds with an appetite, 
and hath a stomach to concoct, divide, and turn all into nourishment. (Discoveries 
582-83) 
According to this rich process of transformation, poetic words produce other poetic words in a self-
contained economy. Envy is excluded from this economy as a consequence of illiteracy. By framing 
jealousy in terms of food, Envy draws a subtle link between illiteracy and starvation. For a subset of 
the population, books did not symbolise the attainment of wisdom so much as an inaccessible form 
of wealth and prestige. Envy has no access to transformative books. The sin is depicted as angry 
and resentful but also as fundamentally excluded from bookish transformation.  
Envy’s brand of angry, and potentially violent, illiteracy is in Faustus only one among a 
number of depictions of characters who lack Faustus’ sophisticated literacy. Of course many other 
contemporary plays feature illiterate characters intent on destroying books, but often they are 
                                                        
32 Cressy’s method of measuring literacy through signatures and marks has been critiqued by 
Ferguson, K. Thomas, and Dolan, especially for not taking into account those who could read but 
not write, and those who chose not to sign with their name and consequently underestimating 
literacy among women and labourers. Nevertheless, the correlation between social standing and 
literacy seems pervasive enough to confirm Cressy’s broad finding that literacy impacted on wealth 
and social standing. 
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contrasted by their literate counterparts. Kevin Sharpe and Steven N. Zwicker comment that 
“increasingly in this period the new genre of city comedy mocks and pillories illiteracy as social 
shame,” and conclude that this marks a “growing acceptance of the centrality of literacy and the 
association of literacy with social exclusion” (17). 2 Henry VI, to which Marlowe is now believed 
to have contributed, is no city comedy, but illiteracy emerges as significant through the Cade 
rebellion (Modern Critical Edition 254). Like Envy, Jack Cade desires to burn the books he cannot 
read, ordering his men to “Burn all the records of the realm” (4.7.11-12). Although Cade’s lack of 
learning is mocked by other characters (Stafford cries “O gross and miserable ignorance!” 
[4.2.154]), he describes his ambition to abolish inequality, saying “I thank you good people!—there 
shall be no money. All shall eat and drink on my score, and I will apparel them all in one livery that 
they may agree like brothers, and worship me their lord” (4.2.66-69). However, Cade regards 
literacy as a crime: the Clerk of Chatham is described as “monstrous” and a “conjurer” for carrying 
a book with red letters (4.2.79, 83), and Lord Saye is accused of having “treacherously corrupted 
the youth” (4.7.27-28) by constructing a grammar school and teaching literacy. By contrast, Lord 
Saye argues that: 
And seeing ignorance is the curse of God,  
Knowledge the wing wherewith we fly to heaven, 
Unless you be possessed by devilish spirits, 
You cannot but forbear to murder me. (4.7.67-70) 
Cade seems to suggest that to read is a dangerously magical act (making one a “conjurer”), and 
Saye argues that only “devilish spirits” could be opposed to seeking knowledge. The argument ends 
with Saye’s execution, which seems to confirm his belief that such ignorance leads to acts of evil. 
Cade’s aggression is not limited to those who can read, either. He promises his followers that they 
can “ravish” the “wives and daughters” of the nobility (4.8.30). The earlier 1594 quarto, The First 
Part of the Contention, contains an additional scene that offers more detail of this sexual brutality. 
In this version, Cade orders a sergeant brained after the man protests that one of Cade’s followers 
had “ravisht” his wife (sig. G2v). Cade may evoke sympathy from the audience, but his recourse to 
extreme violence (in both versions) for unlikely offenses suggests that he is incapable of wielding 
his authority justly, and this depiction relies heavily upon his illiteracy, or “ignorance.” Marlowe’s 
proposed authorship of the Cade scenes creates a certain affinity between him and Tamburlaine, 
who pillages his way through countries and in Part Two burns the Qur’an in defiance of Allah. 
However, Tamburlaine appears principally motivated by a desire to defy deities; 2 Henry VI 
appears peculiarly focussed upon illiteracy. 
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 The equivalency between moral degeneracy and illiteracy emerges in troublingly colonial 
terms in Shakespeare’s The Tempest. According to Miranda, Caliban was unable to speak before 
she undertook his education: 
   . . . I pitied thee, 
  Took pains to make thee speak, taught thee each hour 
  One thing or other. When thou didst not, savage, 
  Know thine own meaning, but wouldst gabble like  
  A thing most brutish, I endowed thy purposes 
  With words that made them known. But thy vile race 
  (Though thou didst learn) had that in’t which good natures 
Could not abide to be with; therefore wast thou 
  Deservedly confined into this rock. . . . (1.2.354-62)  
Miranda attempts to transform the “savage” and “brutish” Caliban by teaching him to speak English 
and not “gabble,” but she suggests that his “vile race” remains resistant to change even if he did 
“learn” something. Caliban confirms that Miranda taught him to use decipherable language, but 
claims his only profit was in learning to curse. His seemingly faulty use of Miranda’s language 
(“The red plague rid you / For learning me your language,” my emphasis) and open hostility to 
learning suggests that he probably cannot read (1.2.365-66). It is a matter of critical debate whether 
Caliban is indeed “savage” and “brutish,” or if the play allows for other perspectives on him. It is 
clear that Miranda and Prospero view him as semi-human; Caliban’s lack of precise language and 
literacy is part of this depiction. Where Cade turns hating books into a kind of philosophy, Caliban 
does not have an especial hatred for books beyond his resentment of Prospero. Yet Caliban does 
understand books in terms of power. The drunkard Stephano offers wine to both Trinculo and 
Caliban as an invitation to “kiss the book,” replacing devotion to the Bible (“the book”) with a 
rather heretical devotion to alcohol (2.2.140). Caliban, it seems, prefers drink to books and accepts 
his new masters on those grounds, begging Stephano to “be my god” (2.2.147). Rather than seeking 
to steal Prospero’s books for himself or his masters, he advises Stephano and Trinculo to burn the 
books and kill Prospero: 
Why, as I told thee, ’tis a custom with him 
  I’th’ afternoon to sleep. There thou mayst brain him, 
  Having seized his books; or with a log 
  Batter his skull, or paunch him with a stake, 
  Or cut his wezand with thy knife. Remember  
  First to possess his books, for without them 
  He’s but a sot, as I am, nor hath not 
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  One spirit to command. They all do hate him 
  As rootedly as I. Burn but his books. (3.2.88-96) 
Caliban’s desire to burn Prospero’s books devolves into a list of a variety of methods and tools for 
murdering his former master. This casual predilection for violence and destroying books is 
reminiscent of Cade. The connection deepens when we recall that Caliban apparently attempted to 
“violate” Miranda, to which Caliban replies: “O ho, O ho! Would’t had been done; / Thou didst 
prevent me, I had peopled else / This isle with Calibans” (1.2.348, 350-52). Caliban is a more 
complex and sympathetic character than Cade, and yet it is suggestive that these two characters 
connect illiteracy, and a predilection for burning books, with (attempted) murder and sexual 
violence. Illiteracy and degeneracy seem interwoven in this understanding. It is not just that these 
characters cannot read but that they refuse to learn, and this supposedly barbaric streak leads to acts 
of sub-human violence. It is perhaps no wonder that in Marlowe’s Faustus the violent illiterate, 
Envy, is one of the “devilish spirits” (2 Henry VI 4.7.69).  
Each of these book-burning characters seeks to halt bookish transformations in others. Cade 
decries the effects of grammar schools (and will kill those who read), Caliban seeks to remove 
Prospero’s bookish powers, and Envy does not want anyone else to have something that it can’t. It 
is in light of these representations of extreme and negative illiteracy that other forms of illiteracy 
come into focus in Faustus. Indeed, it is in the context of Faustus’ hyper-literacy and Envy’s book-
burning illiteracy, that Robin and Wagner stand out for how they make use of, rather than reject, 
books. Wagner desperately attempts to use his superior learning to score points off the scholars and 
to make himself Robin’s master. Robin, meanwhile, seeks to use magical books as a stand-in for 
money. It is useful to compare Robin with Caliban in this connection. Caliban does not attempt to 
steal and then read the magical book for himself (however ineptly) or to reject servitude. Instead he 
mistakes drunken fools for gods and, in the final moments of the play, is mocked for his foolish 
misjudgement of Stephano and Trinculo. He declares himself a “thrice-double ass” and promises to 
be “wise hereafter” and to obey Prospero by cleaning his cell (5.1.297, 296). Caliban’s new-found 
wisdom sees him accept the slavery that he chafed under before and, quite troublingly, he changes 
from an angry illiterate into a willing slave. Although Robin as a character is far less developed 
than Caliban, Robin’s ambitions are revealed to be decidedly more radical than Caliban’s: Robin 
seeks to seize a transformative book for himself and bypass all authority in order to secure his 
desires. Both characters are rather comically motivated by drink, but it is only Robin who seems to 
grasp the almost revolutionary potential of magic books for himself. Neither Caliban’s nor Robin’s 
attempts are entirely successful, but the difference is that where Caliban wants to dedicate himself 
to unworthy masters and destroy the magical books, Robin attempts to make himself the master. 
While Faustus transgresses against God, both Robin and Wagner transgress against social rules, 
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armed with quasi-learning and stolen books. Robin and Wagner are ultimately unable to change the 
rules of the wider society they live in, but this does not deny their transgressively Faustian reading. 
In Faustus, reading is at times a scholarly exercise, but at others it is deeply concerned with the 
vexed territory of how books move people, actively manipulate desires, and construct and constrain 
social roles.  
 
Conclusion 
In the early modern world, books could change people in very real ways. Reading an English Bible 
could transform faith and enable salvation; a grammar school education could give low-born 
students rhetorical and intellectual eminence, as well as the skills necessary for advancement. Yet 
books could also stir dangerous passions, causing physical illness or perhaps engendering 
subversive ideas. The stage was full of books as props and metaphors, but only occasionally were 
books a subject of sustained interest in their own right. Among this smaller number, Faustus 
remains distinct. Both orthodox and occult books are read from, translated, and debated in the 
opening scene alone, and later handled by a variety of characters from different social situations. 
Indeed, books are central to the action of the play: they variously seduce, confuse, manipulate, 
comfort, and empower. In this chapter I have argued that the play experiments with the idea that 
books, as much as Faustus’ magic, have the potential to transform readers. The various characters 
who handle these books take on a kind of aspiration that I can only describe as Faustian: reckless 
and prone to failure, but characterised by a rebellious ambition. It is not that they do deals with 
devils, but they dream of things that social convention and ideology suggest they shouldn’t have. 
Too often the minor characters in the play have been understood merely as foils to Faustus. Giving 
more attention to the bookish experiences of Robin, Envy, and Wagner reveals a persistent concern 
for the relation between books and social distinctions that has largely gone unremarked. Similarly, 
attention to the theological stakes of Faustus’ subversive reading has distracted us from considering 
how ordinary texts can take a powerful hold of a person. This unease with transformative books 
culminates in Faustus’ rejection of his own books alongside evil: “Ugly hell, gape not. Come not, 
Lucifer! / I’ll burn my books. Ah, Mephistopheles!” (5.2.122-23). Envy wanted to destroy all books 
so that no one could profit from something it couldn’t have; Faustus, meanwhile, offers up the 
books on which he has built his reputation in a last attempt at repentance, or indeed, to halt his 
transformation from simple scholar to damned magician. Robin, too, repents of his conjuring and 
begs Mephistopheles to return to hell, and Wagner inherits all of Faustus’ goods (including his yet 
undestroyed books), but remains uneasy: why should Faustus be celebrating if he is about to die? If 
Faustus explores the potential transformations that books enact—both to individuals and society at 
large—the play ultimately sees these characters retreat from books and transformation alike. For the 
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characters on Marlowe’s stage, books change lives. In the next two chapters I turn to two plays in 
which books are more subtly invoked, involving less obvious imitation than in Dido, and presenting 
fewer visible onstage books than in Faustus, but symptomatic of an enduring concern for the stakes 
of reading.   
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III 
Reading History: Historiography and Misdirection in Marlowe’s Edward II 
The crowning of Edward III in place of his still living father, Edward II, marked what Claire 
Valente describes as an “unprecedented event in post-Conquest England” that “upset the accepted 
order of things, threatened the sacrosanctity of kingship, and lacked clear legality or established 
process.” As Valente asks: “How could a transfer of power between living kings be accomplished 
in medieval England without violating the underlying assumptions about kingship and government  
. . . ?” (853). Such a question is not easily answered, presenting challenges for historical chroniclers 
and providing fertile ground for drama.33 At stake were not only differences in ideology but also 
competing factions and agendas: between a king who was legally anointed as ruler but proved 
ineffectual and selfish, and the barons who were responsible for ensuring the stability of the realm 
yet risked proving traitors to their king. Marlowe’s portrayal of this historical period has long 
appeared as an outlier in his canon. Even in its initially published title it is immediately evident that 
no Tamburlaine-like overreacher dominates the action, allowing an array of competing perspectives 
to intrude.  The 1594 printed title describes Edward’s story alongside that of his rebellious baron, 
Mortimer: The troublesome raigne and lamentable death of Edward the second, King of England 
with the tragicall fall of proud Mortimer. In 1598 the title was extended to include the king’s 
minion, Gaveston: The troublesome raigne and lamentable death of Edward the second, King of 
England with the tragicall fall of proud Mortimer: and also the life and death of Peirs Gaveston, 
the great Earle of Cornewall, and mighty favorite of king Edward the second. While these lengthy 
titles were not uncommon among English history plays, it is unusual among Marlowe’s plays to see 
multiple character arcs being described.34 Some have argued that this change in characterisation 
may have occurred because Edward Alleyn, who was credited with bringing Tamburlaine and 
                                                        
33 Gillespie and Harris note that accounts such as The Chronicle of Fabyan are not technically 
chronicles: Fabyan, for example, is not organised chronologically so much as divided into seven 
parts “to honour the seven joys of the Virgin.” Yet, as they also note, such accounts were 
contemporarily regarded as chronicles (136). It is this contemporary definition of chronicles that I 
rely on.  
34 One exception is the 1606 publication of Tamburlaine Part Two: Tamburlaine the Greate· With 
his impassionate furie, for the death of his lady and love faire Zenocrate: his forme of exhortation 
and discipline to his three sonnes, and the manner of his owne death. The second part. 
Nevertheless, Zenocrate is only mentioned in a longer list of events affecting Tamburlaine, rather 
than as a character whose story is of comparable importance to Tamburlaine himself.  
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Faustus to life, was unavailable—meaning that Marlowe had to rethink his characterisation. 35 
Whatever the staging requirements that led to its production, by the time the play was published it 
appears that each of these characters had become significant in their own right. Indeed, this 
competition for the dominant story arc—whether it be the troubling reign of Edward, the tragedy of 
Mortimer, or the life and death of Gaveston—occurs in a play that is directly concerned with 
factional conflict, and which leads to the deposition and murder of the king.  
While Edward II is noticeably different to Tamburlaine, and to many of Marlowe’s other 
plays, new research indicating that he contributed to the Henry VI plays suggests that he was not 
unfamiliar with history plays. The accumulation of research that the New Oxford Shakespeare 
represents suggests that Marlowe co-wrote all three parts of Henry VI (Modern Critical Edition 254, 
334, 926). This new perspective alerts us to Marlowe’s potentially greater impact upon the genre at 
large and revises a number of assumptions that we might have had about Edward II. Indeed, along 
with similarly convoluted titles in other history plays, we find commonalities in subject matter.36 
Hunter suggested that among “other historical dramatists of the 1590s,” of whom we can include 
Marlowe, the Henry VI plays provided an “innovative example, using not kingly strength . . . but 
kingly weakness to bring to a common focus both the heroic and the moral view of national history” 
(English Drama 175). Edward II should now perhaps be viewed as a continuation, rather than an 
imitation, of this concern for weak English kings.37 For the purposes of this study, though, the most 
                                                        
35 Kuriyama writes, “The fact that the play has no part that seems to be meant for Edward Alleyn 
suggests that it was written expressly for Pembroke’s Men” (117). By contrast, Knutson argues that 
the play was in fact intended for the powerful presence of Alleyn, but was somehow acquired by 
Pembroke’s Men, resulting in Richard Burbage taking the lead role. She continues, “It is reasonable 
to imagine that Shakespeare, observing his new plays in performance by Pembroke’s Men (perhaps 
at the Burbages’ theater), saw in Richard Burbage a talent that could match Alleyn’s in handling 
supersized parts such as he was producing with Richard of Gloucester” (“Marlowe” 43). 
36 Early titles for 2 Henry VI and 3 Henry VI appear as follows: The first part of the contention 
betwixt the two famous houses of Yorke and Lancaster with the death of the good Duke Humphrey: 
and the banishment and death of the Duke of Suffolke, and the tragicall end of the proud Cardinall 
of Winchester, with the notable rebellion of Jacke Cade: and the Duke of Yorkes first claime unto 
the crowne (1594); The true tragedie of Richard Duke of York and the death of good King Henrie 
the Sixt, with the whole contention betweene the two houses Lancaster and Yorke, as it was sundrie 
times acted by the right honourable the earle of Pembrooke his servants (1595). 
37 Before the New Oxford Shakespeare redesignated the Henry VI plays, critics noticed similarities 
between the plays. Hunter described the verse in the plays as “Tamburlainian” (English Drama 
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significant implication of this new research is the discovery that Marlowe had been writing history 
plays, and presumably drawing upon chronicle sources, from as early as 1590 through to 1592.38  
Although we now have a good understanding of the chronicle sources that Marlowe drew 
upon in writing Edward II, the chronicles themselves are rarely consulted in depth, and still more 
rarely do critics go beyond Raphael Holinshed. When read separately the chronicles appear to 
present a relatively consistent account of history, one especially marked by indiscriminate details 
and generalities. Yet, when read together, their subtly competing perspectives reveal silences and 
omissions that artificially stabilise this turbulent period in English history. This chapter will explore 
the under-recognised connection between the diffusion of perspectives that marks the play and the 
subtle divergences of the chroniclers who recorded their lives. I argue that Marlowe’s conception of 
history is built on the experience of reading these chronicles alongside one another. In contrast to 
the way in which books are treated in Dido and Faustus, Marlowe’s books in Edward II are neither 
displayed nor slyly hinted at for those who can recognise them. In this play, as in Tamburlaine—the 
subject of my next chapter—books inspire the play. It is not necessary for the audience to have a 
thorough understanding of where and how the chronicles contradict one another; instead, these 
contradictions are embedded into the theatrical experience. By engineering a series of false starts 
that intentionally disrupt audience expectations, the play enacts a historiographical method that 
treats history as ultimately unknowable and beyond moralising narratives. Marlowe’s painfully 
ambivalent history play results from allowing conflicting historical perspectives, as received in the 
chronicles, a voice in the play. Beginning with a discussion of false starts as a method of unsettling 
audience expectations, this chapter turns to consider the historical underpinnings of Edward’s reign 
                                                        
176); Riggs categorised them as “a sequel to Marlowe’s [Tamburlaine]” (Shakespeare’s Heroical 
Histories 98); and Logan argued that “knowledge of the Henry VI plays appears to have set him 
[Marlowe] on a new course . . . a course vastly different in substance and technique from that of the 
Tamburlaine plays” (Shakespeare’s Marlowe 8). 
38 The New Oxford Shakespeare assigns the original texts of 2 Henry VI to 1590, 3 Henry VI to late 
1590 or 1591, and 1 Henry VI to 1592 (Modern Critical Edition 254, 334, 926). Wiggins’ British 
Drama places Edward II in 1592, meaning that Marlowe was working in the English history play 
genre for a period of approximately three years. Wiggins’ account of the sources of the Henry VI 
plays notes that all three draw upon Raphael Holinshed’s Chronicles of England (1587) and Edward 
Hall’s The Union of the Two Noble and Illustre Families of Lancaster and York (1552), as well as 
drawing on (among others) sources familiar to Edward II, including John Foxe’s Acts and 
Monuments (1583) and Robert Fabyan’s The New Chronicles of England and France (1559). 
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that Marlowe adapted, including the depiction of the king’s wanton behaviour, the barons’ divided 
motives, the depiction of the commoners, and the characterisation of Isabella and Kent.  
 
“What Greater Bliss Can Hap to Gaveston”: A History of False Starts 
In a play that is marked by a series of ideological oppositions, Edward II begins by foregrounding 
one of the most troubling divisions: the vexed relation between private lives and political roles. The 
play opens not with Edward or even his barons taking the stage, but with the king’s hated and 
currently banished minion, Gaveston, who enters reading a letter from Edward. Rather than bearing 
a command or formal message, the letter is intimate and almost certainly written in confidence: 
“My father is deceased; come, Gaveston, / And share the kingdom with thy dearest friend” (1.1-2). 
Consequently, the first lines that the audience hears are a love letter from the king, who is 
apparently unconcerned by his father’s death, considers himself Gaveston’s “dearest friend,” and, 
perhaps most tellingly, is willing to “share” the kingship. This personal letter reveals the intimacy 
between these two men, while simultaneously introducing the political implications of that 
relationship. Gaveston himself responds to Edward’s letter both passionately (“words that make me 
surfeit with delight” [1.1.3]) and politically (“What greater bliss can hap to Gaveston / Than live 
and be the favourite of a king?” [1.1.4-5]). Indeed, it is difficult to determine which of these 
motives dominates Gaveston’s thoughts: 
The sight of London to my exiled eyes 
Is as Elysium to a new-come soul; 
Not that I love the city or the men, 
But that it harbours him I hold so dear— 
The king, upon whose bosom let me die, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Farewell base stooping to the lordly peers; 
My knee shall bow to none but to the king. (1.1.10-14, 18-19)  
In these lines, Gaveston appears enraptured with the sight of London, only to then assure his 
audience that it is only the presence of Edward that makes the place “dear” to him, but then gloats 
that he will no longer need to bow and stoop to the lords therein. Gaveston may be naturally 
impetuous rather than outright ambitious, but he nevertheless balances what seems to be sincere 
love for the king with a strong awareness of the political benefits that his relationship entails. Those 
audience members who were familiar with Edward’s reign would no doubt already have known that 
these were precisely the problems that would plague his reign. At this point in the play, however, 
Gaveston appears confident in his ability to enjoy political authority without paying any price for 
his meteoric rise from banishment to being personally favoured by the king.  
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Gaveston’s passionate opening illustrates the ascendency of private politics in the play, yet 
it also functions as the first of many false starts that enact Marlowe’s historiographic project of 
unsettling the expectations of the audience. Indeed, Gaveston’s plans for entertaining the king build 
an expectation that the play will be dominated by erotic spectacle:  
  I must have wanton poets, pleasant wits, 
  Musicians that, with touching of a string, 
  May draw the pliant king which way I please. 
  Music and poetry is his delight; 
  Therefore I’ll have Italian masques by night, 
  Sweet speeches, comedies, and pleasing shows; 
  And in the day, when he shall walk abroad, 
  Like sylvan nymphs my pages shall be clad, 
  My men, like satyrs gazing on the lawns, 
  Shall with their goat-feet dance an antic hay. (1.1.50-59) 
Gaveston seems to be envisaging his own play within a play, which, like Hamlet, is designed with a 
particular goal in mind—to “draw the pliant king which way I please.” It is unclear whether he 
intends to draw the king away from politics or to increase his own political standing, but he 
evidently delights in the kind of spectacle that a play might bring. His confidence in securing 
“Italian masques” and “Sweet speeches, comedies, and pleasing shows,” might have encouraged the 
audience to expect to witness such courtly entertainment for themselves. Edward was remembered 
by Marlowe’s contemporaries for extravagant state spending. In 1583, Francis Walsingham wrote 
to then James VI of Scotland advising him against following in the mould of Edward II. Richard 
Rowland notes that Walsingham’s views were unpublished, but he argues that it “may have come to 
Marlowe’s attention either through his employment as a government agent or through his 
association with the Secretary’s cousin, Sir Thomas Walsingham” (xxxiii).39 Whatever the audience 
might have expected from Edward’s reputation for extravagance, or indeed Gaveston’s fantasies, 
this is not the kind of play that transpires. Most of Marlowe’s plays are at least comic in parts—for 
instance with the clowns in Faustus, Jupiter and the Nurse in Dido, and the use of asides in 
Tamburlaine—but the progress of Edward II is unrelentingly grim. Little stage time is allowed for 
comedy or the enjoyment of the sensuous pleasures for which Edward will ultimately risk his 
crown. Yet Gaveston’s mythic imaginings give some indication of the violence that will follow:  
                                                        
39 Rowland also notes a similar occurrence in France, when in 1588 Jean Boucher used the Preface 
to his translation of the English king’s life to compare Henry III’s favourite Pierre de Nogarets to 
Edward’s Gaveston (xxxiii). 
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  Sometime a lovely boy in Dian’s shape, 
  With hair that guilds the water as it glides, 
  Crownets of pearl about his naked arms, 
  And in his sportive hands an olive tree 
  To hide those parts that men delight to see, 
  Shall bathe him in a spring; and there, hard by, 
  One like Actaeon, peeping through the grove, 
  Shall by the angry goddess be transformed, 
  And, running in the likeness of an hart, 
  By yelping hounds pulled down, and seem to die. (1.1.60-69) 
Gaveston here reimagines an Ovidian myth—in which Actaeon is killed for having unwittingly 
gazed upon the naked body of the goddess Diana—into erotic spectacle. In Gaveston’s imaginary 
performance the “angry goddess” is played by a “lovely boy,” perhaps even the kind of boy 
company that Marlowe himself wrote for. Gaveston luxuriates in the splendour of the imagined 
performance—the beautiful boy sparkles in the water with pearls “about his naked arms”—yet the 
violent conclusion of the myth is emphasised too. Of course, though, Gaveston’s Actaeon only 
“seem[s] to die,” with “die” punning on orgasm. Here erotic spectacle shifts into violent myth, and 
then equivocates back into eroticism. Gaveston’s erotic reinterpretation of mythic violence has 
important implications for understanding how violence is framed in relation to the rest of the play. 
Gaveston’s incorporation of the violent Actaeon myth prefigures to some extent the play 
that will follow, but it is equally evident that Gaveston suppresses much of the violence in the myth. 
This odd balance between violence and pleasure, combined with story-telling, also emerges in 
Ovid’s Metamorphoses. In the final moments before Actaeon is taken by his own hunting dogs, 
Ovid’s account describes Actaeon filled with fear. Peculiarly Actaeon does not empathise with the 
fear and suffering of his fellow hunted animals; instead he wishes that he was hunting rather than 
being hunted:   
  vellet abesse quidem, sed adest; velletque videre, 
  non etiam sentire canum fera facta suorum. (3.247-48)  
Well, indeed, might he wish to be absent, but he is here; and well might he wish to 
see, not to feel, the fierce doings of his own hounds. (J. Miller 1: 141)  
David Raeburn’s translation places even greater emphasis on the performative angle of the scene: 
“He would dearly have loved / to watch, instead of enduring, his own dogs’ vicious performance” 
(3.247-48). Ovid does not literally invoke a performance, but it is clear that Actaeon does not object 
to watching the violent spectacle of a stag being hunted, only that this time he is the stag. His words 
draw attention to the spectatorship of the readerly audience, who presumably derive some form of 
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pleasure from the cruel beauty of Actaeon’s death. Gaveston’s reinterpretation of the myth 
emphasises the performative pleasure that was already latent in Ovid’s account. The audience and 
even Gaveston are able to envision the performance of the myth without feeling the pain: instead, 
they convert the myth into an expression of passionate extravagance. Gaveston effectively 
transforms a myth of undeserved and violent punishment into an erotic spectacle of illicit delights. 
Yet the play itself resists this transformation. However the audience may have responded to 
Gaveston—whether they enjoy or condemn his fantasy of government—his promises for the kind of 
play that is about to unfold are illusory and actively misleading. This use of unreliable 
foreshadowing represents a wider project of subtle audience manipulation.  
While this initial method of unsettling audience expectations through a misdirectional false 
start is subtle, it is a method that both reoccurs and reflects the wider historiographical project 
underlying the play. The term “false start” does not appear often in criticism, and when it does it 
more regularly reflects writing that is later discarded by the writer, rather than as a structural 
method that functions by misdirecting audience expectations.40 Thomas Cartelli’s interpretation of 
false starts in another of Marlowe’s plays, The Jew of Malta, is therefore exceptional. Cartelli 
argues that “Instead of establishing a set of expectations which the rest of the play fails to fulfil, the 
opening scenes establish a pattern of discontinuity which disarms the audience of conventional 
expectations of logical development and accommodates it to the acquired freedom of the play’s 
burlesque mode” (“Endless Play” 119). For Cartelli, false starts free the audience from the 
expectation of continuity. In contrast to Cartelli’s reading, I suggest that Edward II is precisely 
concerned with setting expectations that it will not fulfil in order to create doubt in the minds of the 
audience. Where The Jew fosters a darkly satiric tone that works well with a burlesque mode, 
Edward II is noticeably more grim in style, meaning that its false starts are also more unsettling. 
Greenblatt’s investigation of the penultimate act of Jonson’s Volpone (1606) argues that this act 
functions as a false ending, encouraging the audience to consider the repercussions of a world in 
which the charismatically villainous Volpone escapes punishment. As he writes: “It is as if he were 
testing the spectators, forcing them to re-examine their own sympathies. . . . The victory they 
longed for has the taste of ashes” (“False Ending” 92). As Greenblatt argues, the effect of the falsity 
is not so much concerned with an aesthetic of discontinuity as it is with an unsettling prompt for 
serious self-examination. This kind of intentional rupture caused by a false event is closer to what 
we find in Edward II. Nevertheless, in Edward II the falsity is less a test for the audience than a 
                                                        
40 For Shakespeare’s false starts as authorial or editorial divergences (usually mistakes or revisions), 
see Cunningham and Honigmann (“Shakespeare’s Deletions and False Starts” and “Shakespeare’s 
Deletions and False Starts, Mark 2”). 
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(false) perception of certainty that is repeatedly unmasked. That is, the play moves from a point of 
relative order with only imagined violence, into chaos and very real violence, both in history and 
the play. Jonson’s falsity is ultimately only a test; in Marlowe, these false starts together form an 
historiographical method oriented towards reinforcing the experience of uncertainty surrounding 
historical events. It is this mounting sense of moral ambiguity that marks the progression of the play 
to its violent conclusion.  
 
“Beseems it thee to contradict thy king?”: Depicting a Wanton King  
Marlowe seems to have been keenly aware of how the chroniclers portrayed this turbulent stage of 
history. He extensively revises the historical accounts into a coherent and concise narrative of 
factional strife centred around the king’s favourites. His portrayal of historical events is, as in many 
English history plays, rather inaccurate, presenting events that actually occurred over the space of 
twenty years as factors directly influencing one another. While this historical inaccuracy serves the 
purpose of streamlining the plot, it also reveals something of Marlowe’s interest in the way that 
history can be packaged for a particular effect. It is generally agreed that Marlowe’s main source for 
the play is Holinshed’s 1587 edition of the Chronicles,41 and early in the account Holinshed 
describes the vices of the king in particular detail: 
But now concerning the demeanour of this new king, whose disordered maners 
brought himselfe and manie others unto destruction; we find that in the beginning of 
his governement, though he was of nature given to lightnesse, yet being restreined 
with the prudent advertisements of certeine of his coucellors . . . [he] counterfeited a 
kind of gravitie, vertue and modestie; but yet he could not throughlie be so bridled, 
but that foorthwith he began to plaie divers wanton and light parts, at the first indeed 
not outragiouslie, but by little and little, and that covertlie. For having revoked 
againe into England his old mate the said Peers de Gaveston . . . through whose 
companie and societie he was suddenlie so corrupted, that he burst out into most 
heinous vices . . . so that within a while, he gave himselfe to wantonnes, passing his 
time in voluptuous pleasure, and riotous excesse. . . . (318, emphasis added)  
Holinshed’s account emphasises both the king’s own “lightnesse” and resistence to being “bridled” 
by his counsellors, as well as the dangerous influence of Gaveston, who leads the king to “burst out 
into most heinous vices.” The implication is that the king’s poor reign is not a product of poor 
                                                        
41 The Chronicles were produced collaboratively, and the writers and editors included Holinshed 
himself, John Hooker, William Harrison, Abraham Fleming, John Stow, Richard Stanihurst, and 
Edmund Campion. For ease of reference, I refer to the work as Holinshed’s.  
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decision-making, so much as it is due to inherent character flaws that make him susceptible to even 
more corrupt figures such as Gaveston.  
When the chronicle accounts are read alongside each other, it is immediately evident that 
each account opens with a strikingly similar description of the king’s failures, which are understood 
to have been instrumental in the breakdown of the relationship between Edward and his barons. In 
addition to Holinshed, Marlowe drew upon John Stow’s 1592 Annales (from which Marlowe 
derives the detail of Edward being shaved) and Robert Fabyan’s 1559 Chronicle of Fabian (which 
details the ballad that Lancaster quotes). V. Thomas and Tydeman state that it is possible that he 
also had in mind John Foxe’s 1583 Actes and Monuments, Charles R. Forker argues for the 
influence of Richard Grafton’s 1569 A Chronicle at Large (63-66), and Maureen Godman suggests 
that he may have drawn upon Stow’s 1565 Summarie of Englyshe Chronicles (161-63).42 The 
specific attacks on and accusations against Edward that Holinshed alludes to (italicised in the above 
quotation of Holinshed), are easily discernible in these other accounts. Indeed, Holinshed’s 
description of Edward’s “disordered maners” appears in Fabyan, Grafton, and both of Stow’s 
accounts, as “unstedfast of manners” and in Foxe the charge is slightly changed to “unstedfast of his 
word.” Other words that are echoed in the sources include references to: lightness (in all accounts, 
especially relating to sharing state secrets); wantonness (in Fabyan, Foxe, Grafton, and Stow’s 
Summarie we find either “wanton company” or “wanton counsel”); and vice (in Foxe, Grafton, and 
in Stow’s Summarie). Holinshed’s “voluptuous pleasure” appears as “pleasure of the body” or 
“appetite and pleasure of the body” in all accounts (Fabyan writes “pleasure of hys bodie” and Foxe 
“pleasure of his body”). One common depiction that Holinshed does not make use of is the 
description of Edward as “fayr of bodie” (found in Fabyan, both of Stow’s accounts, and Grafton; 
in Foxe this attribute is varied to “personable in body and outward shape”).43 This emphasis upon 
the physical attractiveness of the king is increased in the accounts of Fabyan, Foxe, Grafton, and 
Stow’s Summarie, which each suggest that the king was led into adultery by Gaveston (Foxe 479; 
Fabyan 107; Grafton 194; Stow, Summarie 107). None of the accounts give details about the king’s 
sexual partner or partners, but Foxe adds that upon the return of Gaveston, “the Queene could not 
enjoy the love of the king” (368); and similarly Stow’s Annales suggests that “so long as Pierce 
[Gaveston] lived, there could be no peace in the kingdome, nor the king to abound in treasure, nor 
                                                        
42 Each of these chronicles were repeatedly reprinted. I have sought to use the editions that critics 
commonly agree Marlowe drew upon, including using Stow’s 1592 Annales rather than the earlier 
1580 Chronicles following the usage of V. Thomas and Tydeman. 
43 See Fabyan 164-65; Stow’s Summarie 106; R. Grafton 193; Stow’s Annales 325; Foxe 1: 366. 
All subsequent references to Foxe in this chapter are taken from volume 1. 
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the Queen to enjoy the kings true love” (368). Of course “love” could mean intimate friendship 
rather than a sexual relationship, but Foxe and Stow imply that Gaveston usurped the role of the 
queen. Whether or not Marlowe was influenced by Foxe and Stow, or expanded the innuendo that 
underlies the other texts, it is evident that Marlowe seized upon this rumour when Isabella 
complains, “For now my lord the king regards me not, / But dotes upon the love of Gaveston” 
(1.2.49-50). The marked similarity in the historical accounts not only tells us that the chronicle 
writers shared a common perspective on the faults of the king, but that they shared common 
sources, to the point of almost plagiarising one another. It is perhaps for this reason that the sources 
have been so easily dismissed by critics as they appear fairly similar in nature. Yet this initial 
consensus makes later differences especially enlightening—it is not that the sources were working 
with completely different materials; to the contrary, they actively reshape or repress events that do 
not fit their ideology. At this point, however, it is clear that the chroniclers share the belief that the 
personal failures of the king led to the factional strife that marked his reign.  
By opening the play with a depiction of a conniving Gaveston and a passionately 
overwrought Edward, Marlowe mimics the method of Holinshed, Stow, Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe 
by colouring the events of the “troublesome reign” with Edward’s own personal failings. Indeed, 
the play repeatedly takes up one of those key terms from the chronicles: wantonness. In Marlowe’s 
play the term is less a description than a personal accusation made by those who seek to gain 
advantage either by encouraging such wantonness or by setting themselves against it. Gaveston 
expresses his desire to distract the king with “wanton poets, pleasant wits, / Musicians that with 
touching of a string / May draw the pliant king which way I please” (1.1.50-52). Just as the 
historical accounts suggested, Gaveston by his own admission hopes to immerse the king in wanton 
pleasures. Yet even before Gaveston returns, Lancaster himself accuses the king of wantonness 
(1.1.131). The charge of wantonness occurs three more times in the play: by Lancaster when he 
argues that the “wanton humour” of the king will pass once his “minion” is banished (1.4.199, 198); 
by Mortimer when he surprisingly claims that Edward’s “wanton humour grieves not me” 
(1.4.401); and, much later, when Rice Howell condemns “wanton Spencer” (4.6.50). Mortimer’s 
declaration that he is unconcerned with the king’s “wanton humour” is importantly distinctive. His 
father attempts to reassure him that even  
The mightiest kings have had their minions:  
Great Alexander loved Hephestion; 
The conquering Hercules for Hylas wept; 
And for Patroclus stern Achilles drooped. (1.4.390-93)   
Mortimer responds by declaring himself uninterested in the king’s wanton behaviour, apparently 
being incensed more by “treasure” in the hands of the “basely born,” who “From out a window 
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laugh at such as we, / And flout our train and jest at our attire. / Uncle, ’tis this that makes me 
impatient” (1.4.404, 402, 416-18). What Marlowe presents the audience with, therefore, is an 
opposition between vain excess in Edward and hurt pride in Mortimer, who seems distressed at 
being outdressed by the basely born Gaveston (of course, historically speaking Gaveston was not 
basely born but Marlowe insists upon it). For Mortimer, it seems that Gaveston’s sexual 
relationship with the king is not an objectionable fault in itself, but Mortimer does not want to be 
mocked and outdressed by the king’s lover. Although the chronicle accounts consistently rail 
against Gaveston’s excessive spending, which nearly bankrupted the nation, Mortimer appears to be 
speaking more from pride than economic responsibility. From this position it is rather difficult for 
either faction to claim moral superiority. This targeted and yet varying emphasis on Edward and his 
favourites’ wantonness demonstrates how Marlowe at once closely imitates the charges made by his 
sources, and subtly complicates them.  
Nevertheless, Lancaster’s initial description of Edward’s “wanton head” has strong political 
implications that go beyond his personal habits. Ernst H. Kantorowicz’s seminal study of the king’s 
two bodies—the body natural and the body politic—suggests that the king functioned as the head of 
the body politic. As such, any reference to his “head” is at once a comment on the king’s own self, 
and as his role as “head” of the state. More tellingly, perhaps, Mortimer describes the king as 
“brainsick” (1.124). This description indicates that the king is himself made sick by his passion for 
Gaveston, and that his realm is consequently sick. Contemporary medical thought indicated that 
excessive passion could be regarded as a sickness. Thomas Wright’s The Passions of the Minde in 
Generall, originally published in 1604, suggests that “all Physitians commonly agree, that among 
diverse other extrinsecall causes of diseases, one, and not the least, is, the excesse of some 
inordinate Passion” (sig. B2v). According to Wright, such excesses are treated by physicians by 
identifying the passion and diagnosing the humour that has caused it, “& consequently what ought 
to be purged, what remedy to be applied; & after, how it may be prevented” (sig. B2v). Despite the 
existence of these physiological remedies, Wright also observes that “most men inordinately 
followe the unbrideled appetite of their sensual passions” (sig. B8r). The play therefore accentuates 
the tension between the king as an ordinary man, who is susceptible to such common ailments, 
against his political role as a ruler, who is required to make decisions for the whole of his realm. 
This is a tension that Edward himself struggles with, as he imagines giving up all responsibility to 
have “some nook or corner left / To frolic with my dearest Gaveston” (1.4.72-73). Consequently, in 
rather visceral terms, the barons characterise Edward both as sick, and as a sickness in the realm’s 
body politic, both of which justify their condemnation of a wanton king.  
The barons’ repeated warnings of the political consequences of Edward’s wanton behaviour 
are reinforced by Edward’s own actions. Indeed, Gaveston’s confidence in his own political 
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influence is confirmed when Edward lavishes gifts and authority upon his beloved, naming 
Gaveston Lord High Chamberlain, Chief Secretary to the State, and Earl of Cornwall (1.1.153-55). 
According to the historical accounts, these titles were in reality bestowed on Gaveston, yet for 
Marlowe’s Edward even this is not enough, so he gives his heart along with more practical benefits:  
  Fear’st thou thy person? Thou shalt have a guard 
  Wants thou gold? Go to my treasury. 
  Wouldst thou be loved and feared? Receive my seal, 
  Save or condemn, and in our name command 
  Whatso thy mind affects or fancy likes. (1.1.165-69) 
Marlowe is at pains to emphasise the unlimited access that Gaveston has to Edward, and 
consequently to the full authority of the king. Marlowe’s Edward, therefore, appears to outdo even 
his historical counterpart in his political irresponsibility. His promise of his seal, with the authority 
to save or condemn, echoes Marlowe’s Dido, where Jupiter cedes to Ganymede the power to 
“Control proud fate, and cut the thread of time. / Why, are not all the gods at thy command, / And 
heaven and earth the bounds of thy delight?” (1.1.29-31). In both texts Marlowe depicts the 
extraordinary circumstance of monarchical (and divine) authority ceded to a sexual minion. Yet 
where Dido deals in a mythic landscape in which Jupiter’s philanderings only indirectly affect the 
main story of Dido and Aeneas, Edward II’s historical narrative would have appeared disturbingly 
real to contemporary audiences. Elizabeth I, too, had favourites at court, even if she retained much 
greater power than Edward. The king’s flagrant disregard for his responsibility to the realm sees 
him privileging the erotic vision that Gaveston expresses, but his choice leads instead to very real 
violence and the weakening of a nation. 
Not all critics agree that the initial representation of Gaveston would have been morally 
repellent to all members of a given audience. G. Brown argues that the play channels an Ovidian 
sensibility in the characters of Gaveston and Isabella that challenges the chronicles, observing that 
these characters give voice “to women and to passionate men, to the marginal elements that had 
been suppressed in Holinshed” (“Tampering” 166). Meanwhile, Cartelli contends that Marlowe 
privileges Gaveston’s perspective for the audience, and in so doing “subordinates moral 
expectations to the pragmatics of self-interest” (Marlowe 123). Cartelli goes on to suggest that 
“There are, of course, any number of ways for an audience to respond to this speech [Gaveston’s 
opening soliloquy], but only one that Marlowe would probably endorse” (Marlowe 126). G. Brown 
and Cartelli provide an important corrective in their insistence that the stage time and significant 
stage presence given to Gaveston indicates an interest in the character’s own (to use G. Brown’s 
phrase, “marginal”) perspective, as much as his apparent moral failings. However, in addition to 
noting Gaveston’s initial monopoly of the stage, we should also acknowledge the play’s increasing 
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commitment to representing conflict above the interests of any particular character. Ruth Lunney 
argues that audiences were most familiar with dramatic methods that explicated “old moralizing 
generalities,” and would no doubt have identified the ethical problem of a king neglecting his 
subjects and his nation, whether or not audience members themselves adhered to this view (36). On 
a structural level the play provokes a standard moral response to the factional conflict, but this is 
less to extol a moral lesson than to establish another false start. Marlowe uses stark oppositional 
language early in the play to intensify the sense that the audience can only sympathise with one of 
the factions. For instance, Mortimer Senior declares to the king that, “If you love us, my Lord, hate 
Gaveston” (1.1.79). The distinction Mortimer Senior makes is absolute, but it is presented in such a 
way that the audience is able to make sense of it: having witnessed the amoral antics of Gaveston, 
to “love” the nation and the barons’ cause would perhaps logically require “hate” of Gaveston. With 
or without knowledge of the history, Gaveston’s actions appear vicelike, licentious, and dangerous 
to the future of the country. This is not to say that people would not feel an affinity towards 
Gaveston or a desire to break rules as he does, but it does suggest that the audience is presented 
with an opposition that is morally codified in a fairly obvious way. At this stage in the play 
Marlowe’s approach is largely aligned with the sentiments in the historical accounts that detailed 
Edward’s failures as a necessary precondition for understanding his reign. 
Of course, this moral codification relies not only on the personal excesses of the king (as 
evidenced in the chronicles), but also upon the comparative patriotism of the barons. For all their 
aggression, the barons legitimate their challenge to the present king through their claims of loyalty 
to “your father,” namely, Edward I, and the “oath[es]” that they made (1.1.82, 85). They position 
themselves as loyal subjects and men of their word, and, at least from their perspective, this is 
reinforced through their resistance to the whims of the current king. Somewhat surprisingly, 
however, the barons deploy passionate language as well. They complain that they would “love and 
honour” the king if he would banish Gaveston again: “If you love us, my lord, hate Gaveston” 
(1.1.99, 79). Curtis Perry contends that the play is “distinguishing between two kinds of love”—the 
impersonal love of the barons and the intimate and transgressive love of Gaveston (1062). While 
there is a perceivable difference between these avowals of love, Perry acknowledges that the 
barons’ language indicates that “they do conceive of monarchy as personal and of royal favour as 
intimate” (1062). However, in contrast to the king, the barons’ passionate hatred of Gaveston is 
based on more than passion alone. The barons insist that it was Edward I who, with greater 
authority than the current Edward II, originally banished Gaveston, and of course Gaveston himself 
has revealed his desire to “draw the pliant king which way I please” (1.1.52). The barons openly 
revolt from their king, but it is arguable that their motives are predominantly patriotic. As a 
consequence, their passionate language appears justifiable when it is put to the service of the 
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kingdom. Both the king and the barons each threaten vengeance—the terms escalating from 
refusing aid to drowning the king’s throne in blood—but the king’s refusal to give up his favourite 
at the cost of his country’s stability means that the weight of audience disapproval would likely 
have fallen upon Edward’s head. Even in opposition to the anointed monarch, the barons are able to 
position themselves as rational and patriotic against the dangerous passions of the king. This 
understanding (and manipulation) of the perspective of the audience is at odds with the historical 
accounts. In the play, the barons’ worth is ultimately not inherent, but contingent upon being 
juxtaposed with the unworthiness of the king. As the play progresses, this comparative preference 
for the supposedly patriotic barons becomes yet another false start. 
 
“Such reasons make white blacke, and dark nighte day”: Structuring History 
While I have already suggested that Gaveston’s mythic fantasy gives a false impression of the play 
that follows, it is equally evident that the barons’ condemnation of Gaveston gives the audience a 
potentially false perspective on their ethical principles. Approval for the barons, who openly 
disregard the authority of the king, is contingent on the belief that while Edward is undone by 
passion, the barons behave rationally and patriotically for their country. If this were not the case, the 
barons would appear merely as usurpers of the king’s authority. It soon becomes clear, however, 
that the barons are defending their own interests above those of the state. Mortimer claims that 
Gaveston’s “ambitious pride, / Will be the ruin of the realm and us,” revealing that his patriotism is 
mingled with self-interest (1.2.31-32, emphasis added). Soon after, Mortimer’s desire for justice 
escalates to a hunt for revenge: “The king shall lose his crown, for we have power, / And courage 
too, to be revenged at full” (1.2.59-60). The Archbishop’s quick reply, “But yet lift not your swords 
against the king,” reveals that even among his supporters, Mortimer is going beyond the bounds of 
patriotic dissent into outright treachery (1.2.61). In these scenes the barons’ claims to patriotism 
begin to be eroded by the ambition that will later be revealed in Mortimer, an ambition that is not 
unlike Gaveston’s own self-serving goals: “Mine enemies will I plague, my friends advance” 
(5.4.65). It is clear that Marlowe is structuring an experience for the audience that unsettles a 
perspective on the action that it itself provoked. Disapproval of the king is designed to elicit 
approval of the barons; the audience’s consequent disillusionment with the barons results in the loss 
of a moral framework from which to view the action. The ethical binary between the king and the 
barons that the play seemed to open with is strategically muddied, and a sense emerges that no 
ethical binary is complicated or complete enough to make sense of the conflict. Whichever set of 
binaries are used to differentiate the factions—whether passion and reason, vice and virtue, private 
and public politics—they each make truth claims that cannot be denied: Edward has a responsibility 
to his realm which he does not fulfil, just as the barons have a duty to their king which they too 
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readily abandon in favour of their own desire for power. Left with a violent opposition between two 
competing factions, the play denies the audience any sense of moral clarity—a stark departure from 
Marlowe’s source material in the chronicles. 
The play systematically undoes the notion that the barons’ supposed patriotism is morally 
superior to Edward’s selfish wantonness. Marlowe uses a range of mirroring patterns to characterise 
not only the irreconcilable nature of the conflict, but also the competing claims of each faction. Just 
as Deats has described the patterning of mirrored scenes, John McElroy notes the repetitive 
patterning of language, plot points, and character, and Hopkins has argued that the play is 
“haunted” by a series of doubles (Deats “Marlowe’s Fearful Symmetry” 243; McElroy 208; 
Hopkins, “‘Truest’” 111). This kind of mirroring is especially evident in the series of exchanges in 
which characters directly mimic each other while expressing opposing positions. Marlowe uses this 
device at various times in the play with the resultant effect of emphasising the irresolvable nature of 
the conflict. The device appears most regularly (four times) in the fourth scene (1.4.20-21, 76-77, 
80-81, 160-61). The first instance connects repetition directly to the central conflict in the play: 
EDWARD. Lay hands on that traitor Mortimer! 
MORTIMER SNR. Lay hands on that traitor Gaveston! (1.4.20-21)  
Both parties identify political dissent as treachery in this exchange, yet it is unclear to the audience 
which of these acts of dissent is traitorous. Edward’s accusation defines treachery as disloyalty to 
his kingship, and his command is a repudiation of Mortimer’s declaration that he and his allies “will 
not thus be faced and overpeered” (1.4.19). The barons’ threats had already been made explicit 
when, in the first scene, Lancaster warned the king, “look to see the throne where you sit / To float 
in blood” (1.1.130-31). For the audience, then, the barons’ open opposition to Edward’s authority is 
treacherous. From an alternative perspective, however, there is also truth to Mortimer Senior’s 
claim that Gaveston is the traitor. The barons define their “duties” as owing to the state, which they 
claim overrides their duty to a “brainsick king” (1.4.23, 1.1.124). Mortimer Senior openly refuses 
the imputation of treachery: “We are no traitors; therefore threaten not” (1.4.26). In this short 
interchange treachery takes on two irreconcilable meanings. Kantorowicz’s study of the king’s 
immortal body politic and mortal body natural may again inform our understanding of this conflict: 
there is treachery to the person of the king, and treachery to the office of the king. Consequently, 
both factions are guilty of treachery, and both are right to recognise it in the other. It may be 
tempting to surmise that the contrariety cancels itself out, and, as Judith Haber suggests, sinks the 
dispute into “indefinition” (29). However, the care Marlowe takes to acquaint the audience with the 
validity of each side’s perspective suggests otherwise. There are multiple traitors and multiple 
truths in this play, and comprehending that there is no moral perspective to bring order to the 
action—in direct contradiction of the chronicles—constitutes the experience of the viewer.  
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For Deats, almost the entire play, when split at the middle, can be seen as a series of 
mirrored scenes that create “a symmetrical arrangement of parallels and antitheses” (“Marlowe’s 
Fearful Symmetry” 243). As she writes: “the drama thus brilliantly comes full circle, like the 
turning wheel of fortune, like the rising and setting sun, like the shining golden round” (243). For 
all of the brilliance and intricacy of the structure, the experience of the play can be far more 
unpleasant than Gaveston’s mythic dreaming suggests, with its latent violence and constrictive 
symmetry. It has been described as “a grim, disquieting, even disagreeable work,” where “emotions 
are rawly exposed,” and the action “tears at our nerves” (McElroy 207; Clare 85; Leech 194). Yet 
the tight structure of the play allows Marlowe to create a repeatedly revised understanding of the 
factional conflict and the dilemma of obeying a king, God’s anointed sovereign, who neglects his 
people. Marlowe’s play dramatises the different perspectives in the historical accounts and 
foregrounds the ethical conflicts that each narrative, in varying subtlety, seeks to diminish. Is it 
possible for the king to need to be deposed, while at the same time acknowledging the illegality of 
doing so? Is the common will enough to drive political change, and is such will subject itself to 
change? These questions have important implications for understanding Marlowe’s 
historiographical method. Evidently the play is not a particularly truthful account, if truth is taken to 
mean the attempt to present the facts as reliably as possible. The play fabricates causality in order to 
drive the plot, and in so doing heavily distorts historical events. This was certainly not uncommon 
for the period; Michael Hattaway notes particularly noticeable anomalies in Shakespeare’s plays, 
including clocks being used long before their invention, and Cleopatra playing billiards. As he 
suggests, “Anachronism was not a failing: it may indeed have served to forge links between past 
and present situations. . . . What is certain is that no play stands or falls by its historical ‘accuracy’” 
(12). According to A. J. Hoenselaars the English history play emerged from the morality tradition 
(28), and Heywood’s 1612 Apology for Actors describes the purpose of history plays in moral 
terms: 
. . . what English blood, seeing the person of any bold English man presented, and 
doth not hugge his fame, and hunnye at his valor . . . so bewitching a thing is lively 
and well spirited action, that it hath power to new mold the harts of the spectators 
and fashion them to the shape of any noble and notable attempt. What coward to see 
his contryman valiant would not bee ashamed of his own cowardise? What English 
Prince should hee behold the true portrature of that famous King Edward the third, 
foraging France, taking so great a King captive in his owne country, quartering the 
English Lyons with the French Flower-delyce, and would not bee suddenly Inflam’d 
with so royall a spectacle, being made apt and fit for the like atchievement. . . . (sig. 
B4r) 
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Many early modern history plays were of course not simplistically morally didactic. As Hunter 
comments: “The earliest and standard-setting history plays are not simply celebrations of national 
greatness, but indeed put the incompetencies and malignities of English governments at the centre 
of the picture” (English Drama 156). Hattaway urges that these kinds of history plays “addressed 
not only history but historiography” (11). In Marlowe’s play this historiographical awareness is not 
only a product of interpreting history, but also of interrogating the chronicle accounts.  
The play’s doubt-ridden treatment of ethics indicates a significant departure from Marlowe’s 
main source in Holinshed. Patterson has emphasised the “multivocality” of Holinshed’s work, 
which incorporates in its later 1587 edition a range of contributors and, therefore, perspectives (40). 
Similarly, Henry Summerson, in his discussion of the sources used in Holinshed’s 1577 and 1587 
publications, identifies the influence of Fabyan, Grafton, Foxe, and Stow’s 1583 Chronicles (later 
printed as Annales) upon Holinshed (“Sources: 1577” 72-74; “Sources: 1587” 82, 83). Alexandra 
Gillespie and Oliver Harris observe that a chronicler was essentially a “compiler,” and D. R. Wolfe 
contends that a “by-product of the printing of chronicles” was the emergence of “a public identity 
for the chronicler. This is signified in the practice . . . of identifying individual chronicles as the 
work of an author: ‘Caxton’s Chronicle’ and ‘Fabyan’s Chronicle,’ then ‘Hall’s Chronicle,’ 
Holinshed’s Chronicle[s],’ . . . ” (Gillespie and Harris 136; Wolfe 15-16). Many of the chroniclers 
identify their sources by name, either as authorities or to be criticised, repeatedly through their 
accounts. Yet Thomas S. Freeman and Susannah Brietz Monta’s examination of Holinshed 
alongside Foxe’s contributions has led them to challenge Patterson’s description of Holinshed’s 
“tolerant” multivocality, arguing that the work is a site of “polemical visions and revisions of 
history,” with its specific relationship to Foxe varying from admiration to “Foxean subversions” to 
a blend of dependence and independence (218). According to Ian W. Archer, “There was much that 
was collaborative about this scholarship and publishing activity but it was by no means 
harmonious” (18). Stow was an especially prolific chronicler—according to Archer he produced 
some twenty-five lengthy editions of his work between 1565 and 1631: “he seems to have 
dominated the market in the 1570s and 1580s”—who was also known for his bitter rows with 
Grafton (14). As Archer asserts, the two attacked each other through the prefaces of their new 
editions: Grafton mobilised his support among the Grocers’ and Stationers’ Companies to 
intimidate his less-connected rival; Stow, in turn, accused Grafton of plagiarism (18-19). Stow also 
accused Grafton of plagiarising Fabyan, and there are noticeable similarities between Grafton and 
Fabyan’s accounts of Edward II, as we will see. So while critics such as Hunter have commented 
that “to read continuously in the Chronicles is to discover that they exemplify less the grand 
historical design than the complexity, dispersal, randomness, even incomprehensibility of actual 
happenings,” individual biases and agendas emerge that shape the historical documents (English 
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Drama 158). While Joan Parks acknowledges the inclusive, or indiscriminate, nature of the detail 
contained, she argues that Holinshed’s account retains “general ethical principles calling for reason 
and deliberation in all things” (280). To present an ethical perspective on such a turbulent period of 
history, Parks suggests that Holinshed focussed upon the needs of the realm rather than the king as 
an individual. As she asserts, “the chronicle’s form and content actually worked to address the 
concerns and convey the values of the citizen and artisan Londoners who were its principal readers 
and producers” (276). Indeed, Holinshed frequently emphasises the responses of common people to 
political events, as the following phrases illustrate: “judged of the common people”; “the English 
nation began to grow in contempt”; “stir the people to some rebellion”; “run into the hatred of all 
his people” (320, 324, 336, 340). Holinshed’s focus upon common people increases the sense that 
all parties in this history are accountable, and will be judged according to their adherence to the 
shared principles of the people. This use of the common people to depict general ethical principles 
is similarly important in the other historical accounts, and becomes a useful measure of each 
chronicler’s underlying agenda. The effect this has in each source varies substantially and these 
divergences have important repercussions for Marlowe’s historiographical method.  
One historical event that all four sources depict is a famine that reportedly resulted in the 
deaths of many commoners. Holinshed describes the famine as follows:  
In this season vittels were so scant and deere, and wheat and other graine brought to 
so high a price, that the poore people were constreined thorough famine to eat the 
flesh of horsses, dogs, and other vile beasts, which is woonderfull to beleeve, and yet 
for default there died a great multitude of people in divers places of the land . . . so 
that what by warre with the Scots, and what by this mortalitie and death, the people 
of the land were woonderfullie wasted and consumed. O pitifull depopulation! (323) 
In this account, Holinshed stresses the suffering of the people, ascribing the depopulation to both 
the famine and war with Scotland. Stow’s Summarie describes the famine in similar terms, again 
linking the “mischief” of the war with Scotland to the “excedyng derth & scarsity” that afflicted the 
people (108). He also describes how the people in their desperation “did eate hors flesh, & other 
vile beastes” (108). However, Stow’s longer Annales place greater emphasis on Edward’s role, 
describing how the king published writs capping the price of food items in order to ease the famine. 
Yet when the writs were revoked, Stow writes that “There followed this famine, a grievous 
mortalitie of people, so that the quicke might unneath bury the dead. . . . [S]ome (as it was saide) 
compelled through famine, in hidde places, did eate the flesh of their owne children, and some stale 
others which they devoured” (328-29). Afterwards the king sends another writ, “which, if hee had 
not the sooner caused to be proclaimed, the greatest part of the people shoulde have perished 
through famine” (329). This slightly confused account sees Edward attempt to assist his starving 
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commoners, falter (a fact reportedly resulting in desperate acts of cannibalism), and then succeed in 
aiding his people. Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe also consider the king’s role in the famine, but 
Edward is no longer described as even falteringly concerned for the well-being of his people. For 
Fabyan, despite war with Scotland and the famine afflicting his people, “al those monicions 
amended not the kynge of his inordinate lyvynge” (171). Similarly, Grafton comments that: “the 
poore commons were to be vexed and that with so many troubles . . . not onely by the foreyne 
enemies, but . . . by reason of the misgovernance of the king. . .” (199). Grafton also records 
instances in which the commoners were reduced to eating horse and dog flesh, “as Fabian and other 
do recite” (197). Foxe, meanwhile, echoes Stow’s description of desperate cannibalism, but 
expressly blames Edward: “Moreover, some there were that stall children and did eate them, and 
many for lacke of victuall dyed. And yet all this amended not the king of hys evill living” (369). In 
contrast to the other chroniclers, Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe are united in their view that the king 
neglected his people, even in the midst of a deadly famine. The accounts clearly differ on their 
portrayal of the personal responsibility of the king towards his people—ranging from implicit 
approval, to general neutrality, to outright condemnation—and, importantly, in the information that 
they provide to justify such assessments. It appears that pity for the people’s misfortune could be 
leveraged in a variety of ways to suit the historian’s own agenda, rather than simply representing a 
common conscience as each chronicler implies.  
Marlowe’s characters also seek to leverage the commoners to their advantage. There is an 
absence of notable commoners in the play (the poor men who greet Gaveston go unnamed and 
disappear quickly) and even the famine that appears in all four accounts is critically missing in the 
play. Despite this omission, a number of characters ruminate on the commoners, and this reflects 
interestingly upon the divergences in the historical accounts. Gaveston is from the beginning 
entirely dismissive of commoners and their concerns—“As for the multitude, that are but sparks / 
Raked up in embers of their poverty” (1.1.20-21)—and Edward expresses his intention to promote 
his low-born minion rather than to better the conditions of commoners in general: “Were he a 
peasant, being my minion, / I’ll make the proudest of you stoop to him” (1.4.30-31). This depiction 
of Edward aligns with Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe’s belief  that even in extreme famine the king was 
unconcerned with the fate of his people. To some degree Edward later describes himself as 
constrained by the commoners when he complains: 
EDWARD. The younger Mortimer is grown so brave 
That to my face he threatens civil wars. 
GAVESTON. Why do you not commit him to the Tower? 
EDWARD. I dare not, for the people love him well. (2.2.231-34) 
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Edward’s apparent submission to the will of the people is not driven from a feeling of monarchic 
responsibility; rather, it is from his fear of an uprising. By contrast, Mortimer speaks of his intention 
to join with the people: “And when the commons and the nobles join, / ’Tis not the king can buckler 
Gaveston” (1.4.287-88). Mortimer undoubtedly has something to gain in allying himself with the 
commoners, but he is also attuned to their feelings: “The idle triumphs, masques, lascivious shows, 
/ And prodigal gifts bestowed on Gaveston / Have drawn thy treasure dry and made thee weak; / 
The murmuring commons overstretchèd hath” (2.2.156-59). This description of “overstretched” 
commons who are neglected in favour of the king’s elaborate lifestyle may not mention the famine, 
but it certainly alludes to the suffering of the people.  
This shared affinity between the barons and the commoners is a theme that emerges in some 
of the chronicles. Foxe draws a definite connection between these two groups, noting their shared 
grievances: “ . . . whereby they [the Spensers] were in great hatred and indignation both with the 
nobles, and the commons, no lesse than Peter Gaveston was before” (482). Fabyan, meanwhile, 
presents the dissatisfaction of the people almost as a justification for the rebellion of the barons:  
When the more partye of the Barones of Englande, behelde thys myserie of the 
people, how they were punysshed by the hande of God, and also by the ygnoraunce 
of the kynge, they in secrete maner, assembled them together . . . and there 
condescended for a reformacyon of thys myschyefe, to remove from the kynge the 
sayde Spensers, bothe the father and the sonne. (172-73)  
Very similarly, Grafton writes that 
Now when the greatest part of the Baronny of England beheld this miserie of the 
people, how they were punished by the hand of God, and also by the ignorance of 
the king, they in secret maner assembled . . . and there concluded a reformation for 
this mischief, which was, to remove the king the sayd Spencers, both the father and 
the sonne. (199) 
It is noteworthy that where Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe align the interests of the barons with the 
suffering commoners, Marlowe has Mortimer attempt a similar alliance.  
Yet, once again, we see that Marlowe’s account diverges from this course, veering away 
from this affinity with Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe. Mortimer may claim to be concerned by the 
“overstretched” commons, but it is later evident that he is more concerned with leveraging their 
support to his own advantage: “The king must die, or Mortimer goes down; / The commons now 
begin to pity him” (5.4.1-2). As Edward did before him, Mortimer begins to view the commons as a 
dangerous impediment to his ambitions rather than as a moral authority. Where Fabyan, Grafton, 
and Foxe appear to endorse the tentative alliance between the barons and the commons, Holinshed 
is damning: “the hearts of the common people & nobilitie were quite estranged from the dutifull 
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love and obedience which they ought to have shewed to their sovereigne” (342). For Holinshed, the 
lack of obedience betrays a higher duty. He writes: 
. . . for God who hath placed princes in the thrones of royaltie, to this end hath 
vouchsafed them a superlatiue degree of dignitie, that they might be obeyed, neither 
will his justice permit impunitie to the disloiall enterprises and complots of 
malefactors, common peace-disturbers, hautue-harted Nemrods; ambitious Hamans, 
or any lewd malcontent. (333).  
Where Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe seem to view the unsettled commons sympathetically and as a 
basis of rebellion, Holinshed is unwavering in his belief that the king, as God’s elected ruler, 
deserves unwavering obedience. Holinshed certainly includes the common people in his 
condemnation, but he is especially severe on the barons, who, he argues, are “worthie of blame”: 
“For it was not the waie which they tooke to helpe the disfigured state of the common-wealth, but 
rather the readie meane to overthrow all . . . ” (342). Stow’s accounts, meanwhile, are again 
divided. In both accounts Stow’s agenda is less pronounced than Holinshed’s and Stow does not 
condemn the commoners for abandoning their king. In the Annales, though, he depicts the effect 
that Edward’s death has upon a range of witnesses who hear his death cries:  
In this sort was this stoute knight [Edward] oppressed, crying out with a loud voyce, 
so that many aswel within the castle as without heard it, perceiving it to be the cry of 
one that suffred violent death, which caused many of Barkley, and also of the Castle 
(as themselves affirmed) to take compassion thereof, & to pray for the soule of him 
that was then departing the world. (345).  
In Stow’s very short Summarie there is no mention of this cry of pain, and the account of Edward’s 
death is not even contained in the section on his reign, but it is briefly mentioned in the reign of 
Edward III. By the time Stow came to write his Annales, he had evidently changed his perception of 
Edward’s death, and perhaps had greater space to describe it (the Summarie, as its title suggests, is 
significantly shorter than the other accounts). Holinshed’s account makes similar claims to Stow’s 
Annales, noting first that “diverse of the nobilitie” began to “pitie” the King, and that at his death 
even more people were moved by his plight: 
His crie did moove manie within the castell and towne of Berkley to compassion, 
plainelie hearing him utter a wailefull noise, as the tormentors were about to murther 
him, so that diverse being awakened therewith (as they themselves confessed) praied 
heartilie to God to receive his soule, when they understood by his crie what the 
matter ment. (341) 
The compassion that Stow and Holinshed both describe marks a turning point for the commoners 
that sees the people return compassionately to pray for their king.  
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The treatment of the king’s death, and whether or not it instils compassion in the 
commoners, emerges as an important difference between these accounts. Both Stow’s Annales and 
Holinshed go into detail about the “persecution” of Edward that preceded his death (Annales 344). 
In these accounts there is no particular mention of the parliament’s insistence that the now deposed 
Edward II be treated kindly; instead their accounts skip forward to his murder. A different pattern 
emerges in the accounts of Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe, who, as we may recall, were more 
responsive to the virtues of the barons. Each insists on the honourable and respectable treatment of 
Edward after his deposition. Foxe dedicates only one sentence to the actual murder:  
In the meane tyme as touching the king whiche was yet in prison, it is thought by 
some writers: that the next yeare following by the meaned of syr Roger Mortimer, he 
was miserably slayne, with a spit (as is sayd) being thrust up into his body, and was 
buried at Gloucester, after he had rayned xix yeares. (373)  
Foxe gives no mention of the torture that led up to Edward’s murder, or his anguished cry and its 
effect upon the commoners. His suggestion that this version of events is only “thought by some 
writers,” casts doubt over the entire description. Fabyan and Grafton, meanwhile, end the section 
dedicated to Edward’s reign before his death, leaving the reader with a promise of Edward’s good 
treatment and not his murder. The brief description of his actual murder appears in the account of 
Edward III’s reign, where—as in Foxe—no mention is made of his torture and agonised death cries, 
nor of the compassionate hearers. Consequently, the accounts emphasise the repentance of the king, 
and not his subjects’ reaction to his death. Grafton and Foxe at least describe the method of 
Edward’s death, but Fabyan’s account only states that the king was “slayne” by Mortimer, before 
describing how Edward abused the barons himself:  
For certayne it is, [that] for his former wylde and insolent livyng, he toke great 
repentaunce. And so he had great cause, for duryng his reyne there was headed & put 
to death by judgement, upon eyght and twenty Barons, and knightes, over the noble 
men that were slayne in Scotland, by his infortunitee. (194) 
Intentionally or not, the accounts are distinctly partisan in their perspective, each seeking to 
leverage the commoners at various times as a kind of moral yardstick. At others, in the case of 
Holinshed, the commoners are chastised for their faithlessness. I will return to the issue of 
compassion later in this chapter, but at this point it is evident that Marlowe makes use of both 
perspectives—showing the affinity between the barons and the commoners that is recounted 
approvingly in Fabyan, Grafton, and Foxe, as well as depicting Mortimer’s fear that the commoners 
have begun to sympathise with their king that is recounted in Holinshed and Stow’s Annales. When 
we recall that all six accounts criticised Edward’s character in very similar terms, it is clear that 
these points of division are not accidental. Neither, I would argue, is Marlowe’s inclusion of them. 
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 “Go whither thou wilt, seeing I have Gaveston”: Isabella and Kent’s Changing Allegiances 
Much like the commoners, Isabella and Kent hold key roles in Marlowe’s play because their shifts 
in allegiance guide the audience’s perception of the two factions. Further, both of these characters 
are unusually enigmatic in the chronicles—an effect heightened in Marlowe’s depiction of Isabella, 
and yet clarified in Kent. In her first entrance on stage, Isabella complains to the barons of her 
mistreatment by the king, who “regards me not, / But dotes upon the love of Gaveston” (1.2.49-50). 
Despite her grief, she begs the barons not to oppress Gaveston: “for rather than my lord / Shall be 
oppressed by civil mutinies, / I will endure a melancholy life, / And let him frolic with his minion” 
(1.2.64-67). Her attention to the “civil mutinies” that threaten her husband suggest that she is 
conscious of the political danger he is in, but it is unclear whether she sincerely cares for him. Later 
in the play she successfully convinces Mortimer to rescind Gaveston’s banishment: a feat which 
initially angers the other barons but enables both her reconciliation with Edward, and the execution 
of Gaveston, her competitor for Edward’s affection. As the play continues, Mortimer compliments 
her on her skilful deceptions (“Finely dissembled” [5.2.73]) just as Kent unmasks it (“Fie on that 
love that hatcheth death and hate” [4.6.15]). Marlowe’s depiction of Isabella has often been 
criticised for making a too blatant, and largely offstage, transition from a long-suffering wife into an 
adulterous murderer. Kathleen Anderson has countered this judgement by arguing that Isabella is 
far more “scheming” and “Machiavellian” than previously recognised (39, 35). Isabella certainly 
has a canny political awareness and manipulates those around her to gain advantage; further, her 
plot very nearly succeeds and she outlives her co-conspirator Mortimer. Jennifer L. Sheckter argues 
that Isabella consciously performs a role: “Isabella’s words and behaviors should be understood as 
carefully constructed performances designed to attract the nobles’ allegiance away from Edward for 
the queen’s own purposes” (132). Both critics provide a compelling interpretation of Isabella’s 
actions, yet they risk obscuring the sudden transition that the character makes from loyal wife to 
murderess by insisting that her political motivations explain away these inconsistencies. This 
transition is vitally important to the progression of the play. Indeed, these characters who are 
“moved” and shift their allegiance build upon the audience’s growing experience of false starts and 
misdirection. 
At least initially, the play is crafted to encourage the audience to pity the queen’s 
abandonment. In Edward’s first lines to her he calls her a “French strumpet,” and claims that unless 
she can “reconcile” the lords and secure Gaveston’s return then they shall never be reconciled: 
“Away then; touch me not” (1.4.145, 154, 158). There is an elemental pathos in her entreaty to him: 
  Wherein, my lord, have I deserved these words? 
  Witness the tears that Isabella sheds, 
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  Witness this heart, that sighing for thee breaks, 
  How dear my lord is to poor Isabel. (1.4.163-66) 
Edward’s reply, “And witness heaven how dear thou art to me,” no doubt accompanied with some 
gesture of rejection, is far more cruel than anything she has yet done (1.4.167). When Edward and 
Gaveston have left the stage, and the queen is finally alone, we see unfeigned distress: 
O miserable and distressèd queen! 
Would, when I left sweet France and was embarked, 
That charming Circe, walking on the waves, 
Had changed my shape, or at the marriage-day 
The cup of Hymen had been full of poison, 
Or with those arms that twined about my neck 
I had been stifled, and not lived to see 
The king my lord thus to abandon me. 
Like frantic Juno will I fill the earth 
With ghastly murmur of my sighs and cries, 
For never doted Jove on Ganymede 
So much as he on cursèd Gaveston. (1.4.170-81) 
Unlike her other entreaties, which can usually be construed into a politically motivated 
performance, her words here are witnessed only by the audience: she has nothing to gain in feigning 
misery. Her comparison of Gaveston to Ganymede suggests more clearly than she does elsewhere 
that her husband is not only treating Gaveston as a favourite, but that he has adulterously replaced 
her. There is a political component to the abandonment that she describes, as Edward is 
withdrawing political favour along with personal access unless she works to return Gaveston. Yet it 
is also a very personal grief. Her memories of previous intimacy are tainted by an all-consuming 
despair, reminding the audience that in Gaveston’s return she lost genuine closeness with her 
husband. The queen will later become equally cruel, even conspiring to depose and murder Edward, 
but I see no reason to believe that her lament is a political performance. Indeed, her transformation 
from this experience of betrayal is carefully structured. If some members of Marlowe’s audience 
had been aware of the histories describing her liaison with Mortimer, they would likely have been 
surprised at the earnest grief with which she proclaims her faithfulness. They might also be 
surprised that Gaveston possibly precipitates her favouring Mortimer by voicing his suspicion of 
her infidelity before it appears to occur (1.4.146-48). If, however, the audience has no knowledge of 
the queen’s defection, her dramatic transformation into a murderess would be equally unsettling. 
Situated within the wider structuring of the play, Isabella’s claim of faithfulness is yet another false 
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start that amplifies the confusion of an audience seeking to navigate the repeatedly failing system of 
moral binaries that the play opened with. 
While the historical accounts are all agreed that Isabella eventually betrays her husband, 
when read together they present a doubt-ridden account of the actions and motivations that led her 
to that decision. In examining the different versions of her character that emerge, it becomes evident 
that Marlowe’s depiction of his own Isabella recreates the ambiguities and uncertainties within 
these accounts, which are leveraged for dramatic effect. Holinshed, Foxe, Fabyan, and Stow’s 
Annales each attest that Edward sent Isabella (either with her son, or with him following) to France 
to serve as an intermediary with her brother, Charles IV of France. This is reflected in the play 
when Edward determines to “employ” Isabella and her son to “parley with the King of France” 
(3.1.70, 71). However, Stow’s Summarie and Grafton question Isabella’s motives. Stow presents 
two options with equal probability: either Isabella was sent by Edward; or, citing Jean Froissart’s 
Chronicles, she “fleyng the tyranny and mischief of the Spencers, fled with her yong sonne Edward 
into France, and was gentilly received of hir brother” (110). Grafton cites both Fabyan—arguing 
that the queen is sent to entreat her brother—and Froissart, whom he summarises in more depth:  
When the Queene (sayth he) perceyved the pride of the Spencers . . . and she fearing 
least they should have put something into the kinges head, that might have been to 
the perill of her lyfe, . . . and pitiyng also the miserable government daylie practised 
and bled agaynst the whole state and communaltie of the Realme in all kinde of 
tyrannies and cruelties, by the aforesayde Spencers. The Queene therefore purposed 
nowe to flye the Realme and to go into Fraunce. . . . (204)  
Grafton cites Froissart in greater detail than Fabyan, suggesting that he finds this alternative account 
plausible. As we have seen before, Grafton usually provides a similar account to that of Fabyan, so 
this divergence is potentially significant. Grafton, in this passage quoted above, uses the familiar 
trope of sympathising with commoners to evidence the queen’s moral intentions: “and pitiyng also 
the miserable government daylie practised and bled agaynst the whole state and communaltie of the 
Realme in all kinde of tyrannies and crueltie” (204). This alternative perspective on the queen’s 
journey to France is alluded to in the play as well. Isabella laments that “In vain I look for love at 
Edward’s hand”: 
Yet once more I’ll importune him with prayers; 
If he be strange and not regard my words, 
My son and I will over into France, 
  And to the king, my brother, there complain 
  How Gaveston hath robbed me of his love. (2.5.61, 63-67) 
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According to Grafton, and Stow’s Summarie, Isabella was fleeing the Spencers rather than 
Gaveston, and it is evident that this is a rather unhistorical supposition. Nevertheless, the lack of 
clarity in the play has implications for interpreting her sincerity. Before leaving for France she 
decries “Unnatural wars, where subjects brave their king” (3.1.86). Does she actually follow 
Edward’s directions sincerely, or does she use the opportunity to flee and possibly to enact her own 
unnatural war?  Is she dissembling her affection? I find it likely that Marlowe was aware of the 
conflict between the accounts; he depicts both scenarios as possible, while also emphasising the 
uncertainty within the historical records regarding Isabella’s motivations. Indeed, Marlowe’s 
characterisation of her does not provide a coherent account of her actions so much as replicate the 
possibilities that the chroniclers have described.  
Not only do the accounts disagree on whether Isabella voluntarily flees to France or is sent 
by her husband, they also present competing accounts of why she refuses to return once she is there. 
Foxe notes that the “cause” of Isabella’s remaining in France “is not fully certayne”: “whether for 
indignation that her possessions and landes were seized to the king, as is before premised; or 
whether for feare and hatred of the Spensers, as is likely: or els for love and familiaritie of Syr 
Roger Mortimer” (372). Foxe regards Isabella’s hatred of the Spensers as the “likely” cause, but his 
determination to list three possible alternatives suggests he is unsure. His statement that she may 
have stayed “for love and familiaritie” with Mortimer is later borne out when Isabella is accused of 
conspiring with Mortimer and found to be pregnant with his child (376). As Foxe suggests, it is 
difficult to determine when Isabella turns against the king and her reasons for doing so remain 
tainted by her connection with Mortimer. A similar doubt is evident in Holinshed, who offers up a 
range of motivations: devotion to her brother (and estrangement from her husband); hatred of the 
Spencers; or (rather oddly) feminine tardiness (336).44 For Holinshed it is “A lamentable case, that 
such division should be betwéene a king and his quéene, being lawfullie married . . . but (alas) what 
will not a woman be drawne and allured unto, if by evill counsell she be once assaulted?” (336). 
Clearly Holinshed finds Isabella to be more at fault than Edward for their estrangement. Later, 
when Isabella receives a proclamation designating her an “enemy to the realm” if she does not 
                                                        
44 Holinshed writes: “The queene receiving the message from hir husband, whether it was so that 
she was staied by hir brother, unto whome belike she had complained after what manner she was 
used at hir husbands hands, being had in no regard with him: or for that she had no mind to returne 
home, bicause she was loth to see all things ordered out of frame by the counsell of the Spensers, 
whereof to heare she was wearie: or whether (as the manner of women is) she was long about to 
prepare hir selfe forward, she slacked all the summer, and sent letters ever to excuse hir tarriance” 
(336).  
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return, Holinshed notes that “authors varie” on Isabella’s actions (336). Either she determines to 
“returne into England foorthwith, that she might be reconciled to hir husband,” or (and Holinshed 
notes “more trulie”) she  
did appoint indeed to returne into England, not to be reconciled, but to stir the people 
to some rebellion, wherby she might revenge hir manifold iniuries . . . for she being 
a wise woman . . . she might well thinke that there was small hope to be had in hir 
husband, who heard no man but the said Spensers, which she knew hated hir deadlie. 
(336) 
Holinshed acknowledges her to be “wise,” but he does not imply that her actions were laudable. 
Indeed, when she is later involved in plotting the murder of Edward, Holinshed describes the 
deceptive comfort she offers to the now imprisoned Edward: “by painted words she pretended a 
kind of remorse to him in this his distresse,” in order to “séeme to be faultlesse in the sight of the 
world” (341). This description of her “painted words” is echoed in Marlowe’s Kent who bemoans 
her “face of love”: 
Dissemble or thou diest, for Mortimer 
And Isabel do kiss as they conspire; 
And yet she bears a face of love, forsooth. 
Fie on that love that hatcheth death and hate (4.6.12-15) 
Nevertheless, it is only in Edward III’s account that Holinshed mentions Isabella’s liaison with 
Mortimer. For Holinshed her treachery is born of disloyalty rather than adultery. While Foxe and 
Holinshed are both sure that Isabella betrays her husband, they are not sure of when this occurs. 
Marlowe’s Isabella, of course, never offers an explanation of when or how she decided to betray 
Edward. I argue that this is not a lapse in characterisation so much as a deliberate escalation of the 
underlying doubt that historians had about this powerful woman. By failing to delineate when and 
how she changes her course (if indeed she ever intended to remain loyal to him), Marlowe turns an 
academic matter of historical timing into a palpable sense that deceptive forces are circling around 
Edward.  
Each of the historical accounts can be understood to fit somewhere on a sliding scale of 
suspicion and defence of Isabella. Two historians nevertheless stand out. Grafton is noticeably 
friendly to the queen’s cause, and Stow’s Annales is damning. While all of the accounts begin by 
listing the failures of Edward, Grafton alone inserts a description of Isabella as “one of the 
goodlyest Ladyes in the worlde” (194). He is at pains to depict her as flatteringly humble; first to 
her brother, Charles IV of France: 
. . . she woulde have kneeled downe two or three times at the feete of the king: But 
the king would not suffer her, but helde her still by the right hande, demaundyng 
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right gently of her estate and businesse. And she . . . recounted to him all the 
vilanyes and injuries done to her by Sir Hugh Spencer, and prayed of him his ayde 
and comfort. . . . (205) 
And second to Sir John, a sympathetic knight: 
Then the Queene would have kneeled downe for great joy. . . . But this noble knight 
took her up quickly in his armes, and sayde: By the grace of God, the noble Queene 
of Englande shall not kneele to me. . . . (208) 
Grafton’s repeated assertion of her virtue, displayed to us through both Charles IV’s and Sir John’s 
dedication to her, is distinctly more emotional than the other chronicles, and he clearly strives to 
represent the queen as the antithesis of a conniving usurper of Edward’s authority. Indeed, he 
minimises any perception of Isabella’s authority by having her follow the advice of her brother, 
then Sir John, and then the barons who offer her their fealty unasked (206-07). Grafton’s account 
provides an excellent model for Marlowe’s early representation of the “miserable and distressèd 
queen” who, despite her efforts, is never quite able to please her husband (1.4.170). Yet Stow’s 
Annales presents a far less flattering picture of Isabella. When the elder Spencer “committed 
himselfe and all his unto the mercy of the angry and outragious woman,” Isabella in turn 
“commaunded the earle to be bound, and without question or answere to be drawen and hanged in 
his armour, taken downe alive and bowelled, his bowelles burned, then his head smitten off, and his 
body hanged up agayne, and after foure dayes to be cut all to peeces and caste to dogges to be eaten 
. . . ” (339, 340). The younger Spencer is brought before her next and Stow states that “without 
sentence or judgement” he too is tortured to death (340). While descriptions of this kind of violence 
reoccur throughout the chronicles, and often with approbation, Stow lays especial emphasis on both 
her mercilessness and gender. She is described both as an “angry and outragious women” and as a 
“fierce and cruell woman” who plots her husband’s death and makes Mortimer her “Paragon” (342, 
349). Indeed, after Edward has been subjected to “many cruelties” and yet still remains alive, Stow 
describes Isabella “taking it greevously that her husbands life (which shee deadly hated) was 
prolonged” (343). Where Grafton was at pains to describe Isabella as a distraught woman dependent 
on the mercy of those around her, Stow’s Annales depicts her as a dangerous and vengeful figure 
wielding significant authority and dispensing excessive punishment at will. The implication seems 
to be that she is unwomanly in her bloodthirsty actions (actions comparatively acceptable in a man). 
This perspective on monstrous femininity is perhaps even confirmed in Grafton’s desire to remove 
all authority and responsibility from her.  
Marlowe’s Isabella is remarkably inclusive of these conflicting opinions of her. When she 
returns to England she gives a speech to her troops—the chronicles too record her persuasive words 
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either in speeches or letters. Marlowe’s Isabella complains of the “civil broils” tearing the country 
apart: 
   . . . But what’s the help? 
  Misgoverned kings are cause of all this wrack; 
  And Edward, thou art one among them all, 
  Whose looseness hath betrayed thy land to spoil 
  And made the channels overflow with blood. 
  Of thine own people patron shouldst thou be, 
  But thou— (4.4.6, 8-14) 
In the midst of her speech, Mortimer cuts Isabella off. He advises her that “Ye must not grow so 
passionate in speeches,” yet immediately after launches his own passionate speech against the ill-
rule of Edward (4.4.15). Like the chroniclers before him, Mortimer appears worried about the 
appearance of a woman speaking so assertively, and himself demonstrates that what is unacceptable 
in a woman is allowable in a man. Isabella, meanwhile, is given no cues to indicate how she feels 
about being silenced. Marlowe takes the unease with female power that is so palpable in the 
different accounts, and reproduces it on stage. Indeed, the uncomfortable transition which each of 
these sources seek to explain—from Stow and Holinshed who seem to suggest that she was always 
conniving, to Grafton who seeks to assert her virtue right up until the admission of her affair with 
Mortimer—is reproduced with maddening opacity. It is not exactly that Isabella is unmasked as a 
liar who, from the beginning, has played political games. Her monologue suggests that she is 
genuinely distraught at her abandonment, and had good reason to abandon her husband in return. 
But her growing hatred of Edward, which culminates in his brutal murder, purposely shifts attention 
away from her victimisation to consider the brutality of her revenge. Her transformation is so 
disturbing because we can never know exactly when it happens.    
 While Marlowe enhances the ambiguity in the chronicle accounts of Isabella’s shifts in 
allegiance, in the case of Kent Marlowe clarifies these shifts. In Edward’s first clashes with his 
peers, Kent criticises the barons for their “pride”: “Yet dare you brave the king unto his face? / 
Brother, revenge it” (1.1.106, 115-16). Later, though, Kent is banished from the king’s presence for 
defending the routed barons. He sails to France to join Isabella and Mortimer in their defection, 
describing Edward as “A brother—no, a butcher of thy friends” (4.1.4). Then, following the 
deposition of the king, Kent once again begins to regret his alliance, and works yet once more to 
favour his brother. His actions, as well as the motivations guiding him, are both clear and ethically 
sound. After the disillusionment of seeing the barons’ ambition unmasked and the queen’s need for 
revenge revealed, Kent’s righteous ethical code promises to provide the ethical clarity that the play 
repeatedly upsets. With his sense of “duty” (1.4.22) and “honour” (2.3.9), critics have noted that 
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Kent serves as a moral guide for the audience. Indeed, a number of critics have quite accurately 
likened him to a weathervane: following his conscience he first defends his brother the king, then 
defects to support the barons, and then returns allegiance again to his brother (Harry Levin 121; 
McAdam 222; Danson 224). This depiction of his changeable allegiances is drawn from the 
chronicle accounts, but according to all of the sources these shifts were inexplicable. In Holinshed, 
Kent loyally fights for the king on many occasions (“The earle of Kent . . . resisted the enimies 
verie manfullie”), until he is listed among those who return to England with the queen, apparently 
in support of her rebellion (335, 337). No account is given as to why Kent changes his allegiance 
against the king, but a little more is given as to why he shifts back:  
But as he [Edward] thus continued in prison, closelie kept, so that none of his 
freends might have accesse unto him, as in such cases it often happeneth, when men 
be in miserie, some will ever pitie their state, there were diverse of the nobilitie (of 
whom the earle of Kent was cheefe) began to devise means by secret conference had 
together, how they might restore him to libertie. (341) 
The description of “pitie” provides some motivation for Kent’s final change in allegiance, but 
Holinshed’s use of the phrase “as in such cases” suggests that he perceives this to be a general 
rather than particular emotion; further, while Kent may be “cheefe” in this change, he is given no 
distinguishing narrative from the rest. This final change in Holinshed indicates that, even when it is 
possible to comprehend Kent’s motives in a broad sense, his character remains confusingly 
conflicted. In the other five accounts, Kent is only sporadically mentioned and, as in Holinshed, he 
mysteriously swaps allegiances. In all accounts he is described as the King’s deputy in Bordeaux 
before the queen leaves for France, but when next mentioned he is affiliated with Isabella in her 
rebellion against Edward, until much later when he starts to work for Edward’s release. It is in this 
final return to Edward that Kent’s character reaches some level of importance. In Grafton’s account 
he is described as “a noble and good man” (222) who is, according to Stow’s Summarie, “falsely 
accused of treason” and executed (113). Importantly, the accounts suggest that this final turn to 
pitying Edward was based upon a false belief that Edward was still alive. Kent is consequently 
executed, and his death helps to motivate Edward III to seek vengeance. In these accounts, Kent 
appears largely blameless, but noticeably ineffectual. In contrast to these accounts, Marlowe 
produces a rational justification for Kent’s shifting allegiances in place of the unexplained 
defections in the historical accounts.  
 Marlowe enlarges upon Kent’s historically well-intentioned and yet ineffectual persona. In 
another false start, the play offers a moral character in the chaos, only to deny him any influence on 
the action. His advice to the king is disregarded (1.1.157-59), as are his subsequent denunciations of 
both the barons and king (1.1.105-117, 2.2.207-218); moreover, he undergoes imprisonment 
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(1.4.34) and banishment (4.1.5) by the factions at different times. A conflict therefore emerges: is 
Kent a transcendent rational voice that perceives injustice, or the weak, ignored brother of the king? 
The play seems to imply that in such conflicts rational and moral responses necessarily shift, but 
this changeability can be politically weakening. Marlowe positions Kent as the guide for the 
audience, and then allows him to be ignored and, finally, killed. Marlowe therefore refuses the 
audience any kind of heartening moral message, and suggests rather that a moral approach to life 
may render a person ineffectual and lead to intense suffering. By contrast, the single-minded 
immorality of the king and the barons results in a greater ability to pursue their less ethical desires. 
Abstract concepts, such as the moral transcendence of reason, are therefore subjected to an 
uncomfortable reality in which they are distressingly impotent. Marlowe’s vision is deeply cynical, 
especially in that he brings a relatively unimportant character in the histories to further prominence 
in order to provoke a destabilising reponse in viewers. It is this false start—of the right-over-might 
mentality—that heightens the tragedy that ensues.  
Unlike Isabella, Kent’s transitions do more than rupture the experience of the audience; his 
gradual progressions provides a frame from which to experience the vicissitudes of the play. His 
final shift sees him return to his brother the king and his passionate language begins to redeem the 
role of passion in the play. Up until this point, the play’s representations of passion have been 
mostly negative, focussing as they have upon Edward and Gaveston’s wantonness, the barons’ 
ambition, or the queen’s degeneration into vengeance. Kent’s final passionate response is 
characteristically of a different kind:   
Edward, alas, my heart relents for thee. 
Proud traitor, Mortimer, why dost thou chase 
Thy lawful king, thy sovereign, with thy sword 
Vile wretch [himself], and why hast thou, of all unkind, 
Borne arms against thy brother and thy king? 
Rain showers of vengeance on my cursèd head, 
Thou God, to whom in justice it belongs 
To punish this unnatural revolt! (4.6.2-9) 
Kent here prioritises his “heart” above all else. Where in an earlier scene he described his brother as 
an “unnatural king,” he now considers his own lack of brotherly loyalty an “unnatural revolt” 
(4.1.8, 4.6.9). His emphasis upon brotherhood suggests that he is now prioritising relationships 
above politics. McElroy argues that this political change is “ironic because it rests on the 
assumption, absurd by now, that hereditary right and not Realpolitik is the decisive factor in the 
political arena” (213). In political terms, Kent’s passionate turn is poorly timed—indeed it leads to 
his death—but since Kent takes the role of moral guide of the play, this turn allows the audience to 
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witness a kind of passion that is selfless and, importantly, encourages the audience to empathise 
with the king. It also reconfigures Kent’s moral approach as valuable, even if it does not lead to 
political power. Kent’s passionate stance makes him no more effectual in the story than his rational 
attempts at restoring order, but the shift leads the story to consider whether passion is necessary to 
an ethical human being. Kent’s passionate turn carefully scaffolds an important shift in the play 
itself towards reappraising passion, rather than simply returning, for instance, to Holinshed’s pro-
ruler agenda. The chronicles evidently provide rich inspiration, and not just material, for Marlowe’s 
play.  
 
“Ye Must not Grow so Passionate in Speeches”: Compassionate Reversals 
The play’s intentionally deceptive approach is brought into sharp focus over the issue of 
compassion. By using Kent to introduce a positive passion that is entirely separate from 
wantonness, Marlowe heightens the emphasis upon Mortimer’s repression of compassion. John 
Staines notes that the ability of rhetoric to elicit compassion was an ongoing anxiety for 
Renaissance thinkers, and particularly when it interfered with political concerns (92). In his essay, 
“De Clementia,” Seneca had described the dangers of compassion: 
Ergo quemadmodum religio deos colit, superstitio violat, ita clementiam 
mansuetudinemque omnes boni viri praestabunt, misericordiam autem vitabunt; est 
enim vitium pusilli animi ad speciem alienorum malorum succidentis. Itaque 
pessimo cuique familiarissima est; anus et mulierculae sunt, quae lacrimis 
nocentissimorum moventur, quae, si liceret, carcerem effringerent. Misericordia non 
causam, sed fortunam spectat; clementia rationi accedit. (2.5.1) 
Consequently, just as religion does honour to the gods, while superstition wrongs 
them, so good men will all display mercy and gentleness, but pity they will avoid; 
for it is the failing of a weak nature that succumbs to the sight of others’ ills. And so 
it is most often seen in the poorest types of persons; there are old women and 
wretched females who are moved by the tears of the worst criminals, who, if they 
could, would break open their prison. Pity regards the plight, not the cause of it; 
mercy is combined with reason. (John W. Basore 439) 
Here we see that Seneca distinguishes between misericordia (translated by Basore as pity) as a kind 
of feminine propensity to make illogical, passionate decisions and clementia (translated by Basore 
as mercy), which takes account of rational considerations. For Seneca, clementia is not a passionate 
response so much as a rational determination that considers, for instance, mitigating factors that 
may enable someone to deserve mercy. In the first half of the play Edward pleads for the barons to 
“pity” Gaveston:  
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EDWARD. You that be noble born should pity him. 
WARWICK. You that are princely born should shake him off. (1.4.80-81) 
In Senecan fashion, the barons ignore Edward’s call for “pity,” suggesting instead that the king 
should abandon him. It seems likely that the audience at this point would mostly agree and remain 
unmoved by Edward’s plea, noting instead Gaveston’s troubling influence over the king.  
Later in the play, however, Mortimer not only fails to be moved by the plight of the king to 
compassion, but senses the capacity for his soldiers to pity Edward’s torture and orders them to 
resist such a feeling. Leicester and Berkeley both fail to resist pitying Edward (5.1.149-50, 5.2.34-
35), but Mortimer, far from being moved, employs Matrevis and Gurney, whom he instructs to 
weaken the king by giving him neither “kind word nor good look” nor to “let no man comfort him if 
he chance to weep, / But amplify his grief with bitter words” (5.2.54, 63-64). These extraordinary 
measures mark the point at which denial of compassion begins to appear monstrous. Indeed, his 
lack of sympathy is contrasted with the compassion that the commoners feel (5.4.2), including the 
series of guards who watch over Edward. While Matrevis and Gurney agree to these measures, 
when Matrevis reports back to Mortimer of Edward’s death, he too relents: “I wish it were undone” 
(5.6.2). Edward himself condemns his “unrelenting” punishers, and demonstrates a surprising 
understanding of the cause:  
. . . What, are you moved? Pity you me? 
Then send for unrelenting Mortimer  
And Isabel, whose eyes, being turned to steel,  
Will sooner sparkle fire than shed a tear. (5.1.102-05) 
Edward pairs Isabella with Mortimer and condemns them both. It is possible that the description of 
her steely eyes renders Mortimer’s own description as “unrelenting” more than simply an emotional 
state. Critics of stoicism commonly described their adherents as stony-hearted, and it is possible 
that the play implicitly criticises stoicism and Senecan ideals by insisting on the humanising 
component of compassion. Where perhaps a majority of the audience would have disregarded 
Edward’s plea to pity Gaveston in scene four, the play has been carefully structured so that by this 
point it is more difficult to disregard calls for compassion.  
There is a sense that Mortimer’s inability to relent makes him too rational, and thereby less 
than human. Cartelli argues that Mortimer’s actions are governed by “dispassion,” a state whose 
“morally corrosive effects” are a “fixed attitude dominated (as most authorities on the passions 
prescribe) by reason” (“Edward II” 170-71). The play revises the stoic ideal of rationality here as 
cruelty rather than restraint, a connection that undermines the stoic definition of reason as the 
beneficial eradication of the passions. After all, Mortimer’s reasons for resisting compassion are 
entirely rational: as the beginning of the play made abundantly clear, Edward’s reign was a threat to 
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the realm, and of course Mortimer’s own authority. By depicting Mortimer’s lack of compassion, 
the play forces the audience to witness the monstrous excesses of extreme reason, to the same 
degree that extreme passion was depicted in the opening of the play. Mortimer’s cruelty towards 
Edward makes the king more pitiable, and does something towards reforming his original negative 
representation. Ultimately, however, knowledge of Edward’s suffering must be coupled with the 
uncomfortable awareness that it has been brought about by his own negligence. Even when Edward 
sees that his death is imminent and remarks that “all places are alike, / And every earth is fit for 
burial” (5.1.145-46), he still cannot quite grasp what has led him to his own downfall: “Yet how 
have I transgressed, / Unless it be with too much clemency?” (5.1.123-24). The only act of 
clemency that reasonably leads to his death is the decision to spare the life of Mortimer, but it 
seems more likely that by clemency he describes his own tolerance for Gaveston, the Spencers, and 
indeed the actions of his barons. The chronicles are also divided on whether the king deserves pity. 
As I have observed, Holinshed and sometimes Stow tend to sympathise with Edward, and Fabyan, 
Grafton, and Foxe tend to align with the barons and perhaps Isabella. This pattern is echoed in 
descriptions of compassion: Holinshed and Stow’s Annales each describe those who heard 
Edward’s death cries being moved with compassion; neither Stow’s Summarie nor Fabyan, Grafton, 
and Foxe mention any pitying of the king. In Marlowe’s play the question is whether compassion—
felt by comoners, his brother, and the guards—should be allowed to overwhelm the experience of 
Edward’s misrule. It is this painful, contradictory sense that characterises both the heavily 
structured experience of the play, and I would argue, the experience of reading the histories. 
After the series of false starts in the play, it may appear that Edward III’s ascension marks a 
turning point in the play, in which patriotism, faithfulness, and effectiveness are no longer feigned 
or illusory. The new king re-establishes the honour of kingship and punishes the rebel barons, at 
once appearing to dissolve the ethical dilemma of weak kingship and ambitious nobles. But if the 
vital imperative to show compassion has been established in the play, Edward III’s eagerness for 
savage vengeance marks a distinct shift in tone: “Drag him forth, / Hang him, I say, and set his 
quarters up, / But bring his head back presently to me” (26.53-55). To the queen’s direct plea for 
pity, the new king is unmoved. He assures her that he will not prove “slack or pitiful,” but finally is 
forced to order her away for fear that, “I shall pity her if she speak again” (5.6.81, 85). He claims 
that his tears are “witness of my grief and innocency,” but the words are bleakly contrasted with the 
image of his father’s hearse and the severed head of Mortimer (5.6.101). If the ethical conflict has 
been resolved, this is only through the death of both Edward and Mortimer, each of whom are 
tortured and then killed through the suppression of all compassion. The audience is left with the 
final disjunct between words protesting innocency and the vision of murdered bodies, resisting any 




Edward II structures an intricate experiential journey for the audience, but it is still under-
recognised how this conflicted awareness of competing truth claims grew out of the experience of 
reading the histories. In Edward II, as well as in Tamburlaine Part One, which I will turn to in the 
next chapter, the conflicts between texts forms a subtle impetus for a violent clash. The play 
persistently establishes concepts that seem stable, and then destabilises them; at the outset, it 
appears to be a play in which violence is subordinated to eroticism, compassion for the king is 
outweighed by the patriotism of the barons, a wronged queen accepts victimisation, and a just man 
sweeps the stage and restores ethical action. Instead, eroticism is overwhelmned by violence and 
those virtuous motives are revealed to be either lies, or, in the event that they are sincere, ignored. 
Through this sequence of false starts, which culminates in the rather conflicted depiction of the 
newly crowned king, the play denies the moral platitudes that the chronicles sought, in their 
different ways, to communicate. As Deats suggests, there is a logical order to the play’s 
progression: “In the play’s early acts . . . masculine duty is suffocated by excessive feminine 
passion; in the drama’s final acts, feminine compassion is throttled by excessive masculine 
ruthlessness” (Sex, Gender, and Desire 188). Yet this description cannot adequately account for the 
way in which Marlowe carefully frames expectations in the audience only to undermine and 
threaten those ideas. Nor can it account for the sense of uncertainty this structured process brings. I 
would suggest that the purpose for this conscious diffusion of perspectives is to engender in the 
audience an experience of doubt. Marlowe’s historiographical project does not lay out an accurate 
picture of history. Instead, it highlights what is subtly silenced in the histories: the untenable 
situation in which God’s appointed ruler fails to govern effectively. In such a circumstance, no 
solution is ethically satisfying, and it is this lack of resolution, matched with all-consuming conflict, 
that constitutes the carefully constructed experience of this history play. Edward captures this 
experience when he cries, “Rend not my heart with thy too-piercing words” (1.4.117). For Edward, 
these words express the pain of a terrible choice: between losing the man he loves and failing in his 
duty as king. But it also completes the tension that Gaveston established early in the play between 
words of violence and the action itself, as Edward’s body will later be literally pierced. I find that 
Marlowe’s historiographical project is itself “too-piercing” in its unrelenting use of brutal violence 
in tandem with the systematic removal of any perception of moral justification for such violence. 
Perhaps this is what Marlowe himself experienced when he read the histories.  
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IV 
Writing Inward: Pastoral Politics and Self-Imitation in Tamburlaine Part One  
Marlowe’s Tamburlaine sits uneasily between competing characterisations. He is at once the 
charismatic underdog who triumphantly rises from shepherd to emperor, and the vicious despot 
who tortures and murders without scruple and defies threats of divine retribution. The double 
movement of attraction and repulsion that he inspires is powerfully demonstrated to us in the 
character of Zenocrate.45 Initially sceptical of the lowly shepherd who waylays her, she is soon 
infatuated with her conquering lover and defends her “kingly” consort to competing monarchs 
(3.3.174). Yet she finds herself torn between her love for Tamburlaine and the misery he has 
wrought when their royal prisoners are driven to suicide and her home country is invaded: 
  Now shame and duty, love and fear, presents 
  A thousand sorrows to my martyred soul: 
  Whom should I wish the fatal victory, 
  When my poor pleasures are divided thus 
  And racked by duty from my cursèd heart? (5.1.384-88) 
Zenocrate herself will later be reconciled to both father and lover, and the play concludes with the 
promise of her marriage to Tamburlaine. Nevertheless, this early fear that victory can only be 
marked with fatalities is proven correct, and Zenocrate’s final joy is contrasted with the bodies that 
have littered the stage. While it has long been recognised that Tamburlaine’s ascent to power is as 
much a product of his rhetorical “working words” as of his martial abilities, Tamburlaine’s use of 
Marlowe’s own rhetoric from “The Passionate Shepherd” has only garnered passing notice (2.3.25). 
As early as 1925, R. S. Forsyth noted that Tamburlaine reshapes Marlowe’s famous invitation to 
“Come live with me and be my love” to serve a rhetorical role in helping Tamburlaine to seduce his 
future wife and enchant the captain Theridamas. “The Passionate Shepherd” put into English the 
classical trope known as the invitation to love, and in Tamburlaine this invitation becomes a 
seductively persuasive tool. It is perhaps unsurprising that this moment of self-imitation has gone 
largely unexamined, as the rustic simplicity that is usually featured in such pastoral pieces sits 
uneasily alongside Tamburlaine’s military campaign. However, it is my contention that it is 
precisely this sense of contradiction that characterises both Tamburlaine and his imitative 
imagination.  
                                                        
45 As Mulryne and Fender write: “our attraction to the magnificence of Tamburlaine’s concepts and 
achievements is stressed against our growing awareness (implicit from the beginning) of the 
monstrosity of all he does. Neither impulse dominates or gives way to the other” (53). 
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There is a notable gap in research in this area. To date only Hopkins has addressed the 
pastoral context of Tamburlaine, but her analysis makes no mention of “The Passionate Shepherd” 
or Marlowe’s invitation to love. Instead, she considers whether Tamburlaine’s original occupation 
as a shepherd has relevance for the whole play (“‘Dead Shepherd’” 312). Douglas Bruster, 
meanwhile, has considered the significance of the echoes of “Passionate Shepherd.” Bruster notes 
that in subsequent adaptations of Marlowe’s lyric (some of which are by Marlowe himself), the 
invitation is at times rejected, which “frequently turns into aggression toward the denying female” 
(“‘Come’” 51). However, he argues elsewhere that he is not interested in the pastoral context at all: 
My remarks explore the power dynamics of the Marlovian invitation as illustrated 
both in the works that it quoted and in works that quoted it. By doing so, I hope to 
keep focus on received properties of this lyric that go beyond the pastoral, however 
influential the traditions of the pastoral were to early modern literature. (Quoting 
Shakespeare 56) 
In contrast to Bruster’s approach, I am interested in the way in which Tamburlaine draws upon the 
conventions of the pastoral in order to reveal the “power dynamics” already latent in the invitation. 
Indeed, pastoral is a form of writing that conceals identities: in it, a courtier writes poetry from the 
perspective of a lowly and humble shepherd in an attempt to secure patronage and pay. When 
Tamburlaine explicitly rejects shepherding in favour of political ambition, but then uses the 
invitation to love to pursue those ambitions, Marlowe captures the double agenda that marks the 
pastoral form and the language of courtiers in general. And yet, more than that, he demonstrates 
how an apparently apolitical and simple invitation can be bent to political purposes.  
Bruster has suggested that “only once in Marlowe’s dramatic works—the Theridamas / 
Olympia episode [in Tamburlaine Part Two] . . . —does one encounter the seemingly inevitable end 
of the sequence: force (and the threat of force) used to overcome denial” (“‘Come’” 61). By 
considering the political stakes of pastoral it becomes clear that the use of the invitation in 
Tamburlaine Part One does in fact culminate in violence and this has implications for how we think 
of the invitation to love device. While Zenocrate and Theridamas each assent to Tamburlaine’s 
invitation to join him, Agydas’ rejection of Tamburlaine’s suit leads to his forced suicide—a mode 
of death that is reminiscent of Lucan, whose Pharsalia, which decried tyranny, was translated by 
Marlowe himself. The opposition between the beauty of Tamburlaine’s rhetoric and the violence of 
his displeasure is ultimately played out through allusions to Marlowe’s other writings. Marlowe’s 
self-imitation is a form of self-promotion but also suggests an introspection that at once inspires and 
complicates the action. In this final chapter, I consider this noticeably personal engagement with 
books. Rather than reimagining, and often ridiculing and defacing the books of others, in 
Tamburlaine Marlowe reconfigures his own writing, taking an oppositional stance towards his own 
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words. While “The Passionate Shepherd” is not technically a book, his inclusive methods, in which 
he incorporates discordant perspectives into a new piece, bear a striking resemblance to his 
treatment of books in the previous three chapters. Indeed, the contrasts between his own poetic 
works reveal illuminating polarities of his thinking: “The Passionate Shepherd” glories in the 
rhetoric of persuasion, and Marlowe’s translation of Lucan’s Pharsalia reveals the horror of 
tyranny. In Tamburlaine, the pastoral echoes from “The Passionate Shepherd” give us a vision of a 
Marlowe promoting the persuasive power of his own rhetoric, which enables the meteoric rise of 
his conquering hero. Yet it also reveals some anxiety about the dangerous potential of rhetoric to 
empower cruelty, and this increasing horror at Tamburlaine’s barbarity sees Marlowe implicate his 
own seductive writing. This chapter will begin by exploring the contexts that inform Marlowe’s 
self-imitation, including examining the potential for violence and dissent that was already present in 
the pastoral form and the close alignment between romantic rhetoric and political manoeuvring that 
characterised Elizabeth’s court. I will then consider how this pastoral undercurrent of violence and 
politics coalesces in the responses of Zenocrate, Theridamas, and Agydas to the invitation. Within a 
broader pattern of combative imitation, Marlowe has no more reverence for his own writing than 
the literary, historical, theological, and moral texts that we have already seen him dismantle. 
 
“If thou wilt stay with me, renownèd man”: “The Passionate Shepherd” and the Invitation to 
Love 
The invitation of Marlowe’s lyric poem—“Come live with me and be my love”—was both an 
English reinvention of a classical trope, and a passionate entreaty that led to literary responses from 
Sir Walter Ralegh, John Donne, Shakespeare, Marlowe himself, and many others.46 The poem was 
first published after Marlowe’s death in 1599 with four stanzas and then again in 1600 with what is 
now considered to be the authoritative six stanzas. The lyric was undoubtedly in circulation in 
manuscript form before this time, however.47 The pastoral setting of the poem is immediately 
                                                        
46 The invitation to love has been considered in its classical context by Huth; in its Renaissance 
context by Forsyth, Mirollo, Hamlin, and Woods; and as it has changed over time by Gray and 
Bruster (“‘Come’”). 
47 Forsyth claims that the lyric “cannot reasonably be placed before Tamburlaine . . . because of the 
mediocrity of Marlowe’s early non-dramatic verse as displayed in his translation of Ovid’s Elegies” 
(701). However, little evidence has been advanced to present a firmer date since, and this kind of 
quality judgement may be misleading. Cheney has recently asserted that the date of composition 
remains “conjectural,” but he comments that “it also might make sense to see Marlowe composing 
‘come live with me’ first and then repeatedly putting it on the stage, from Dido and Tamburlaine to 
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evident, as the poet-speaker hopes to “prove” the pleasures that “valleys, groves, hills and fields, / 
Woods or steepy mountain yields” (3-4). But where the setting of the poem is clear, the identity of 
the speaker is ambiguous. The lyric’s commonly accepted title did not appear until the 1600 
publication, making it unclear whether the speaker was always intended to be a shepherd. Whether 
or not the title should be trusted, the speaker promises the beloved rustic gifts from the pastoral 
landscape:  
. . . beds of roses 
  And a thousand fragrant posies, 
A cap of flowers, and a kirtle, 
Embroidered all with leaves of myrtle. 
 
A gown made of the finest wool 
Which from our pretty lambs we pull. . . . (9-14) 
These gifts of roses, posies, floral wreaths, and woollen gowns evoke an image of the simple 
pleasures of the countryside. The description of pulling (not shearing) wool from “our” lambs 
suggests that the speaker is in fact a shepherd, yet the phrase simultaneously minimises the physical 
labour necessary to tend the herd. This evocative description of the countryside is nevertheless 
punctured with less rustic touches, including “buckles of the finest gold,” and a belt of straw that 
features “coral clasps and amber studs” (16, 18). These extravagant details hint towards pleasures 
that jar with the pastoral setting, as indeed is the case with most pastoral writers: from Theocritus 
and Virgil through to Marlowe and Ralegh, pastoral poets have always imagined country life from 
the point of view of a city-dweller. Indeed, on closer inspection the poem positions the lover and 
beloved as passive observers of shepherds: they “sit upon the rocks” at ease, watching as “the 
shepherds feed their flocks” (5, 6). Hinting that the shepherds are their subordinates, the lover 
promises that “The shepherd swains shall dance and sing, / For thy delight each May-morning” (21-
22); the speaker is presumably not one of the dancers. The poem positions itself within the 
                                                        
The Jew and Edward II” (“‘Passionate Shepherd’” 168). In the chronology of The Cambridge 
Companion to Christopher Marlowe, Cheney notes that between 1587 and 1588 both parts of 
Tamburlaine were performed and that Marlowe “possibly compose[d]” the lyric in the same period 
(xvi). In Christopher Marlowe in Context, Bartels and E. Smith simply state that the poem was 
written before 1589. Without significant evidence to the contrary, I take it as perfectly possible that 
the pastoral lyric appeared first, and was repeatedly reinterpreted and challenged in subsequent 
works, beginning with Tamburlaine. 
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countryside and yet simultaneously seems to scoff at its own contrivance. Ultimately Marlowe 
complicates the pastoral invitation as much as he reinvents it for an English audience.  
Yet Marlowe’s revisionary take on this love invitation—one that dispels pastoral simplicity 
even as it invokes it—was indebted to a tradition that was more conflicted than it first appears. 
Indeed, “The Passionate Shepherd” has its roots in a Greek and Roman tradition from Theocritus, 
Virgil, and Ovid, and, perhaps less obviously, from the Song of Songs. Both traditions contain the 
same components that we notice in Marlowe’s lyric: a version of the “come live with me” 
invitation, and a series of (usually rustic) material gifts. However, the Song of Songs (c. fourth or 
third century BCE) offered a version of the love invitation of a different kind. Where the classical 
tradition’s invitational mode was premised on a rejected (male) lover’s unsuccessful attempts to 
woo his beloved, in the biblical version the invitation is not only accepted but mutually offered. 
Both the man and the woman repeatedly use invitational language as an expression of love: “Come 
with me from Lebanon, my bride; / come with me from Lebanon” (New Oxford Annotated Bible, 
male speaker 4.8); “Come, my beloved, / let us go forth into the fields, / and lodge in the villages” 
(female speaker 7.11). The treatment of material pleasures is also distinct. While the Song of Songs 
revels in material luxuries, as Marlowe’s poet-speaker also does, these luxuries are not offered as 
gifts in themselves. Instead, they function as metaphors for the beauty of the beloved, and are 
emblematic of the lovers’ desire for each other: 
Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth! 
For your love is better than wine, 
     your anointing oils are fragrant, 
your name is perfume poured out. . . . (1.2-3) 
The female lover here subordinates material gifts to the beloved himself—the speaker does not 
offer wine, but praises the lover as “better than wine.” Instead of functioning as an enticement to 
love, these material pleasures help celebrate and express how the lovers feel. Materiality becomes a 
rich metaphorical vocabulary for expressing sensual pleasures desired by both partners. The Song 
of Songs was inevitably interpreted as an allegory of the love between God and Israel (and later 
between Christ and the church, or between Christ and each soul), rather than as a man and a woman 
in a radically equal erotic relationship; nevertheless, it presents us with a loving, embodied, and 
reciprocated invitation to love. 
However, the Song of Songs is atypical in its description of reciprocal love. The classical 
accounts invariably feature a forlorn lover. As Erik Gray suggests, this early biblical example 
“evolves” in later works: “the dialogue of the Song increasingly gives way to monologue, and its 
mutuality to something more like seduction” (368). In this tradition, the invitation is a mode of 
persuasion rather than celebration, and with it comes a sense of escalating resentment, even 
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violence, at refusal. Book Eleven of Theocritus’ Idylls (c. third century BCE) describes the Cyclops, 
Polyphemus, consumed with love for Galatea to the point of neglecting his flock and “outright 
madness” (169). Knowing that Galatea is repulsed by his ugliness, Polyphemus attempts to sway 
her with a range of rustic pleasures: milk, cheese, music, singing, trees and vines, fruits, and a cold 
spring. His invitation to Galatea—“Come to me, and you will be no worse off” (173); “Come out, 
Galatea; and having come out, forget to go back home” (175)—speaks more to the pangs of 
unrequited love than to any chance of the nymph being persuaded. In some translations it is the poet 
speaker who advises Polyphemus to quit, but in Neil Hopkinson’s translation Polyphemus upbraids 
himself: “O Cyclops, Cyclops, where have your wits flown? If you went and plaited wicker baskets 
. . . you would have more sense . . . why do you pursue someone who flees? Maybe you’ll find 
another Galatea who is even prettier” (175). Unlike the Song of Songs, Polyphemus’ invitation to 
love is given with little hope of reciprocation, although he remains absurdly hopeful that a prettier 
Galatea might be swayed by his gifts. The form of invitation, along with the theme of the hopelessly 
forlorn lover and denying beloved, is imitated by later writers.  
Virgil’s Eclogues (c. first century BCE) self-consciously imitates Theocritus, including a 
similar invitational song in his second eclogue. Like Polyphemus, Corydon is a shepherd who sings 
of his unrequited passion for the young boy Alexis and asserts his own desirability through his 
rustic wealth and not altogether ugly looks. Similarly to Theocritus, Corydon’s invitation is tinged 
with a kind of frustrated despair: 
  o tantum libeat mecum tibi sordida rura  
atque humilis habitare casas et figere cervos,  
haedorumque gregum viridi compellere hibisco! (2.28-30) 
O if you would but live with me in our rude fields and lowly cots, shooting the deer 
and driving the flock of kids with a green hibiscus switch! (Fairclough 33) 
Yet Corydon is more sullen than Theocritus’ Polyphemus. He accuses Alexis of cruelty and lack of 
pity, and assures the boy that his beauty will fade: “o formose puer, nimium ne crede colori: / alba 
ligustra cadunt, vaccinia nigra leguntur” (“Ah, lovely boy, trust not too much to your bloom! The 
white privets fall, the dark hyacinths are culled!”; 2.17-18; Fairclough 33). In a more violent 
development, Corydon compares his love for Alexis with the hunger of a predator for its prey: 
  torva leaena lupum sequitur, lupus ipse capellam, 
florentem cytisum sequitur lasciva capella, 
te Corydon, o Alexi: trahit sua quemque voluptas. (2.63-65) 
The grim lioness follows the wolf, the wolf himself the goat, the wanton goat the 
flowering clover, and Corydon follows you, Alexis. Each is led by his liking. 
(Fairclough 35) 
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Corydon insists upon the naturalistic pastoral setting (depicting goats grazing and the natural 
impulses of other animals) even as he dispels an idyllic, welcoming vision of the country by 
including predatory animals. Indeed, Corydon implies that his amorous intentions are dangerous 
and unwanted for Alexis, and yet life-giving and nourishing for Corydon himself. Corydon’s cruelty 
is largely metaphoric rather than literal, but it puts the invitation in a rather different light: rather 
than a lyrical lover, Corydon is describing rape. Thus the poem shares almost nothing in common 
with the Song of Songs beyond the formal properties of the invitation and gifts. Of course, 
Theocritus uses a similar metaphor in the preceding idyll: “The goat follows the trefoil, the wolf 
follows the goat, the crane follows the plow; but it’s for you that I am mad,” but there is no 
invitation or promise of gifts (161). Virgil’s use of “torva” (variously translated as grim or savage) 
in the description of the lioness emphasises that this is no playful hunt. Virgil’s invitation not only 
alludes to Theocritus, but rearranges his poetry to turn the invitation into a threat of rape.   
As he so often does, in the Metamorphoses Ovid enlarges upon his predecessors and extends 
this violent motif. Apollo assures his fleeing lover that he is no hunter:  
non insequor hostis; 
  nympha, mane! sic agna lupum, sic cerva leonem, 
  sic aquilam penna fugiunt trepidante columbae, 
  hostes quaeque suos: amor est mihi causa sequendi! (1.504-07) 
I who pursue thee am no enemy. Oh stay! So does the lamb flee from the wolf; the 
deer from the lion; so do doves on fluttering wing flee from the eagle; so every 
creature flees its foes. But love is the cause of my pursuit. (J. Miller 1: 37, 39) 
And yet in the ensuing pursuit, the poet-speaker insists that Apollo really is such a hunter: Apollo, 
who is described as a hound, literally nips at the heels of the terrified nymph (1.532-39). The scene 
is not necessarily invitational. Apollo begs Daphne to slow down but not to live with him, he lists 
his own accomplishments more than a list of gifts, and he specifically states that he is a god and not 
a simple shepherd: “non incola montis, / non ego sum pastor, non hic armenta gregresque / horridus 
observo” (“I am no mountain-dweller, no shepherd I, no unkempt guardian here of flocks and 
herds”; 1.512-14; J. Miller 1: 39). Nevertheless the scene clarifies the recurring metaphor—in 
which romance is understood through the dynamic of a predator and its prey—into a scene that 
acknowledges the fear of the beloved and the deceptive rhetoric of the lover. It is therefore 
interesting that, along with fleshing out this metaphor with Apollo, Ovid revises Theocritus’ 
Polephemus tale by giving Galatea a voice.  
By allowing Galatea to speak, Ovid restores the beloved’s right of reply that was the feature 
of the Song of Songs. Here the reply does not reveal a reciprocal invitation to love, but a denial, one 
that in turn leads to violent reprisal. According to Galatea, Polyphemus is a monstrous being whose 
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love for bloody slaughter is only stilled by his desperate attempts to please her: both iterations of his 
character repulse her. Like his Theocritean forbear, Polyphemus seeks to persuade her with a list of 
rustic luxuries—including fruits, nuts, flocks of animals, milk, curds, cheeses, and even two bear 
cubs—and offers variations on the invitation. Those invitations take the form of requests to not flee 
(13.797), to witness that he has not lied about the extent of his herd (13.825), and to not reject his 
gifts: “veni, nec munera despice nostra!” (“Now come and don’t despise my gifts”; 13.839; J. 
Miller 2: 287). Yet it becomes obvious that he knows that Galatea’s affections lie elsewhere and his 
jealousy of Galatea’s lover Acis results in the reemergence of his violent tendencies: “viscera viva 
traham divulsaque membra per agros / perque tuas spargam (sic se tibi misceat!) undas” (“I’ll tear 
his vitals out alive, I’ll rend him limb from limb and scatter the pieces over your waves—so may he 
mate with you!”; 13.865-66; J. Miller 2: 289). Ovid highlights the deceptively loving rhetoric of the 
invitation by focussing upon Polyphemus’ violent response to Galatea’s denial. Where Theocritus 
and Virgil subtly revealed the frustration of the lover, here the potential for violence becomes 
painfully clear when Polyphemus ignores Galatea’s choice and attempts to murder his rival. In each 
of these classical versions of the love invitation the suitor’s passion is unrequited, and will continue 
to be so despite the proffered gifts and rustic setting. Yet there is an evolving frustration in the 
accounts. Theocritus’ Polyphemus presents a fairly unlikely suit but is mostly pitiable (if not faintly 
comic); Virgil’s Corydon voices open resentment of his beloved’s denial, warning the boy that he 
will not always be desirable; Ovid’s Polyphemus ignores Galatea’s wishes and attempts to murder 
her preferred lover. Indeed, each of these versions moves further away from the mutual love 
depicted in the Song of Songs, instead favouring accounts of the frustrated lover that culminates in 
Ovid’s Polyphemus, who dispels the atmosphere of forlorn romance and turns the countryside into a 
weapon by flinging bits of the mountain at his competitor.  
In contrast to these classical examples, Marlowe’s “The Passionate Shepherd” gives no 
indication that the invitation to love is unrequited. Yet, conversely, it does not make it clear that the 
invitation is desired or accepted. Diana E. Henderson rightly notes that the poem’s future 
conditional tense is concealed until the fifth stanza, where the promises are revealed only to be 
current “if these pleasures may thee move” (Henderson 123; “The Passionate Shepherd” 19). 
Henderson writes: “Marlowe’s short poem simultaneously revels in lyric simplicity and reveals that 
simplicity to be deceptive” (123). Indeed, Cheney notes that the thick rhetoric in the piece makes 
the poet-speaker’s intentions less clear than they appear: “Are we witnessing here a genuine 
expression to a beloved or a rhetorical ploy to a pretty girl? The poem is justly famous because 
Marlowe manages to invent a ‘shallow’ poetry that cuts deeply along this interpretative divide” 
(“Authorship” 11). It is clear, however, that the aggressive strains of the classical tradition are 
absent in Marlowe’s lyric. No hunting similes appear, no threat that the beloved’s beauty will fade, 
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no frustration or madness at refusal. This is a significant break with the classical models, and one 
that, if anything, brings back the shared joy that characterises the Song of Songs. The poem seems 
to encapsulate a frozen moment of hopeful invitation. Much like the competitive songs of 
Theocritus and Virgil, Marlowe’s poem spawned a variety of replies, this time leaving it to the 
audience to adjudicate between the poets. According to Paul J. Alpers, pastoral poems are premised 
on “convenings,” where shepherds and herdsmen come together for the pleasure of sharing songs 
(81). Alpers asserts that the resulting competition is not only between shepherds, but between poets 
as well: 
In pastoral poetry, the model of close imitation is the singing contest, in which the 
challenge for the second singer is to accept the terms set by the first and at the same 
time establish his own images or voice or claims. Virgil takes up Theocritus as one 
shepherd answers another, by giving his own version of the song in his predecessor’s 
poem. Hence taking up a predecessor’s words, re-singing what was sung, implies 
calling him into the presence of the shepherds said to be gathered together in the 
poem. (86)  
This underlying poetic rivalry comes to the fore in the answer poems that emerge. 
Some of these imitations sought to echo Marlowe’s style; others seem to critique it. Among 
the latter group is Sir Walter Ralegh’s “The Nymph’s Reply” (published 1600), which rewrites the 
conditional nature of the original lyric. Where Marlowe’s shepherd offers rustic delights if his lover 
will stay (“And if these pleasures may thee move, / Come live with me, and be my love” [19-20]), 
Ralegh’s nymph replies that she might stay if the shepherd were truthful: 
If all the world and love were young, 
And truth in every shepherd’s tongue, 
These pretty pleasures might me move 
To live with thee and be thy love (1-4)48 
Ralegh’s nymph clearly understands the lyric to be a combination of seductive rhetoric common to 
shepherds (“in every shepherd’s tongue”) and gifts in the form of bribes (“These pretty pleasures 
might me move”). Further emphasising the deceptiveness of the shepherd’s promises, the nymph 
describes “A honey tongue, a heart of gall” (11). In Ralegh’s decidedly negative response to 
Marlowe’s open-ended lyric, the nymph rejects the invitation not so much out of lack of attraction, 
as with Galatea, but as a critique of the duplicity of rhetoric. Ralegh does not mention the court any 
more than Marlowe himself, yet there is a hint here that he is critiquing the seductiveness of 
rhetoric, perhaps even Marlowe’s rhetoric, more than the tongues of shepherds.  
                                                        
48 Both Ralegh and John Donne’s poems are quoted from Cheney and Striar’s Collected Poems.  
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John Donne’s “The Bait” (c. 1600) does not answer the invitation of the lyric; instead he 
critically reimagines the invitation. He transforms rustic materialism into a description of luxurious 
fish hooks: “With silken lines and silver hooks” (4). While Ralegh points to the duplicity of the 
shepherd, Donne seems to suggest that fine rhetoric (“silken” and “silver”) can be a trap (“lines” 
and “hooks”). Interestingly, Donne’s invitation does not use the conditional mode, instead narrating 
how fish (presumably other suitors) will swim to his beloved, “Gladder to catch thee than thou him” 
(12). The beloved is figured at once as “bait” and as hunter (“For thou thyself art thine own bait” 
26), and there is no “if” clause to modulate the competitive stakes of love, which apparently leaves 
fishing folk metaphorically freezing and cut “with shells and weeds” as they attempt to assemble a 
snare. As Bruster argues, imitations of Marlowe’s lyric emphasise the duplicity and violence that 
seem largely absent from the original (“‘Come’” 51). Yet they also participate in this longer 
tradition of poetic convening, which competitively works to amplify and extend the original lyric. 
Kimberly Huth’s attention to Virgil’s first Eclogue reminds us of an invitation that is not 
romantic. Indeed, when Meliboeus laments that he must leave behind his pastoral life, Tityrus uses 
the invitational mode to console his friend: 
Hic tamen hanc mecum poteras requiescere noctem 
fronde super viridi: sunt nobis mitia poma, 
castaneae molles et pressi copia lactis; 
et iam summa procul villarum culmina fumant 
maioresque cadunt altis de montibus umbrae. (1.79-83) 
Yet this night you might have rested here with me on the green leafage. We have 
ripe apples, mealy chestnuts, and a wealth of pressed cheeses. Even now the 
housetops yonder are smoking and longer shadows fall from the mountain heights. 
(Faurclough 31) 
As in Marlowe’s lyric, it is not clear whether Meliboeus accepts Tityrus’ invitation to rest with him, 
because the eclogue breaks off with these words. It is clear, however, that Meliboeus yearns to 
remain in the pastoral landscape. It is also evident that while Tityrus offers the standard rustic gifts 
to delight Meliboeus, Tityrus does not seem to expect anything in return. His generosity is not 
contingent on anything (and can only be of benefit to Meliboeus), and, as Huth suggests, he is 
primarily motivated by compassion.  She argues that pastoral works draw attention to “social 
relationships” as much as “material items”:  
The invitation demonstrates that the pastoral landscape has something to offer, 
whether it is a rustic feast, country entertainments, or simply a homely cottage in 
which to rest for the night. And as it is extended from one person to another, the 
invitation highlights the community of pastoral that exists amidst the material 
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aspects of rural life. . . . The pastoral landscape is often imagined as an ideal world 
of respite from the corruption of the court or city, but it is actually the invitation that 
creates the ideality of the world, which is only recognizable through interractions 
with other people in the landscape. (44).  
This aspect of the invitation is certainly evident in Virgil’s first Eclogue, and yet the second 
Eclogue and the accounts in Theocritus and Ovid are slightly different. While the invitational 
poems of Theocritus, Virgil, and Ovid purport to offer respite in the form of rustic delights, each 
lover meets denial with anger. The difference between these versions of the invitation is not wholly 
related to romance or sexual desire: one is an invitation to help someone in need, the other an 
invitation that is fundamentally self-serving. It is the difference between generosity and self-
interest: both are invitations, both are pastoral, but the implications are powerfully distinct. The 
monological nature of “The Passionate Shepherd” means that we never hear the beloved’s reply. 
However, in Tamburlaine Zenocrate and Theridamas are given the right of reply. Agydas’ horror at 
Zenocrate’s assent to Tamburlaine leads to a violent reprisal similar to that of Ovid’s Polyphemus, 
who attempts to murder Acis. Indeed, Marlowe’s recreation of the invitation for Tamburlaine 
allows him to draw upon a broader tradition that hinted towards violence, but it also sees him 
plundering his own writings to depict his hero’s gruesome rise to power.  
So if there are indeed moments in Tamburlaine that draw upon pastoral writing, does that 
mean the play is pastoral? According to Alpers, “what connects pastoral works to each other, what 
makes them a literary ‘kind,’ is the way each deals, in its circumstances and for its reasons, with the 
representative anecdote of herdsmen and their lives” (26). For Alpers, idyllic landscapes or 
depictions of nature are less important to pastoralism than the representation of shepherds. He 
writes, “The inaugural poem of Western pastoral, Theocritus’s first Idyll, brings herdsmen together 
for the pleasure of hearing a lament for Daphnis. . . . Literary herdsmen need each other to hear 
their complaints and share the sentiments and pleasures that sustain them: singing for someone, we 
shall see, is fundamental to these poems” (81). Tamburlaine is a complicated invocation of the 
pastoral because on one level Tamburlaine explicitly rejects his shepherding roots in favour of 
warfare, and then glories in the rather unpastoral delights of his conquest. Nevertheless, 
Tamburlaine’s words to Zenocrate and, later, Theridamas make use of pastorally-framed language, 
that, like its pastoral roots, seeks to persuade its listener. I am not arguing that the play is therefore 
pastoral; instead, I suggest that it self-consciously deploys pastoral motifs in order to persuade the 
listener, while simultaneously rejecting any association with shepherds. Much like a writer who 
rejects the malign influence of rhetoric while speaking rhetorically, Tamburlaine renounces 
shepherding, but makes use of pastorally framed diction to achieve his ends. The problem is 
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intensified with the knowledge that Marlowe draws upon his own language and his own reputation. 
According to Louis Adrian Montrose, the pastoral was  
characterized by a proliferation into other genres . . . not only are there eclogues and 
interpolated pastoral episodes within larger narrative and dramatic forms, but also 
lyrics, romances, satires, comedies and tragicomedies, erotic Ovidian narratives, 
pageants and masques, all of which may be wholly or partially pastoral. It is this 
explosion of pastoral possibilities that makes the last decades of the sixteenth 
century and the first decades of the seventeenth century the golden age of English 
pastoral literature. (420)  
In Tamburlaine this pastoral proliferation takes on special significance because it draws attention to 
a latent tension between rhetorical persuasion and violent reprisal, which reflects the tension that 
lies at the heart of Tamburlaine’s character. As Montrose argues, in the enduring debate about 
defining pastoral, we also need consider what “pastorals do, and by what operations they perform 
their cultural work” (416). Marlowe’s use of his own “The Passionate Shepherd” is more than a 
flourish: it becomes a tool that enables Tamburlaine to secure a well-born bride and a larger army. 
Rather than just incorporating his own poetry, Marlowe interrogates the manipulative and violent 
stakes of his own rhetoric. We have of course seen this pattern of combatative imitation in the 
previous three chapters, but in Tamburlaine the bookish materials that he is challenging are his own 
writings. What we find is that Marlowe treats his own words with no more reverence than the other 
books that we have seen him draw upon. His echo of “The Passionate Shepherd” in Tamburlaine 
perhaps participates in this tradition of poetic convening and competition, but it is directed inward 
rather than at another writer. Just as Ralegh and Donne excoriated the rhetoric of “The Passionate 
Shepherd,” Marlowe heightens the subtle hints of courtly manipulation into political machinations 
in Tamburlaine. To understand what his writing therefore “does,” we need to consider the political 
and cultural context in which Marlowe was writing and vying for attention. 
 
“What means this devilish shepherd to aspire”: Pastoral Politics 
The deceptive rhetorical nexus of politics and romance that we see in Tamburlaine, particularly in 
the pastoral invitation, was reflected in Elizabethan England. At the death of Elizabeth I’s last 
significant suitor, the Duke of Alençon, in 1584, Neale states that the court mourned for three 
weeks. Sir Thomas Walsingham wrote that “Melancholy doth so possess us as both public and 
private courses are at a stay for a season.” The French ambassador was less convinced, commenting 
that “She is a . . . princess who can act any part she pleases” (Neale 263). The queen’s skill at 
balancing both encouragement and refusal of her suitors was notoriously effective in maintaining 
her authority. Elizabeth consciously imaged herself as the loving, and virginal, mother of England. 
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Reflecting upon Elizabeth’s reign in 1608, Bacon noted that despite shunning marriage she did 
allow, and even encourage, romantic courtship. Yet Bacon insists that this never diminished her 
authority: 
quod hujusmodi deliciæ non multum famæ, nil prorsus majestati ejus officerent; nec 
imperium relaxarent, nec impedimento notabili rebus et negotiis gerendis essent. 
(302) 
for certain it is that these dalliances detracted but little from her fame and nothing at 
all from her majesty, and neither weakened her power nor sensibly hindered her 
business . . . (Spedding et al. 317) 
According to this account, Elizabeth’s predisposition to romance was not a weakness in the way 
that it was for other women rulers. She successfully combined the interests of romance with her 
own rule, and according to Bacon there was little impact upon her authority or majesty. Carole 
Levin observes that while Elizabeth seems to have been resistant to marriage itself, she “vastly 
enjoyed the rituals of courtship” (45). Whatever she ultimately felt, she skilfully managed years of 
courting and political pressure, offering enough interest in marriage to give hope, and enough 
restraint to retain control. 49 She also responded forcefully to criticism. In 1579, as I mentioned 
earlier, John Stubbs published his The Discoverie of a Gaping Gulf Whereinto England Is Likely to 
Be Swallowed, a book criticising what was supposed to be the upcoming marriage of the queen to 
the French duke. Stubbs and his publisher William Page were reportedly punished by having their 
right hands hewn off (Winger 194). Elizabeth, it seems, may have dallied in romance, but she 
would assert her authority over those who presumed to instruct her. While love may have been 
viewed as a weakness for a woman ruler, Elizabeth cunningly converted it into an extension of her 
                                                        
49 Elizabeth’s marriage intentions are still a matter of debate among historians. She may have been 
unenthusiastic about marriage, but still determined to provide an heir to her throne; conversely, she 
may always have intended to secure her own authority by avoiding marriage. Carole Levin argues 
that “her success as a monarch was inextricably woven into her refusal to wed” (8), but she also 
notes that it is “only with hindsight” that she is now known as an unmarried queen (41). Susan 
Doran writes that “Certainly there is very little evidence to support the view, which appears in so 
many biographies, that from the very beginning of her reign the queen had made a conscious 
decision to remain unwed either because of her implacable hostility to matrimony or her 
determination to rule alone” (1). Elizabeth’s failure to marry, intentional or not, meant that England 
was without an heir to the throne—a fact that had proven troublesome in the reigns of her father, 
brother, and sister. 
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authority. Elizabeth’s court therefore became a place where romance became a significant 
vocabulary for politics—a vocabulary that she encouraged and enjoyed.  
For both queen and courtier, romance had a political dimension. Just as Elizabeth had 
something to gain in allowing herself to be courted, so her courtiers had something to gain in 
securing her attention to their romantic pleas. In a letter from 1573, the courtier Sir Christopher 
Hatton wrote to the queen in explicitly romantic terms:  
Would God I were with you but for one hour. My wits are overwrought with 
thoughts. I find myself amazed. Bear with me, my most dear sweet Lady. Passion 
overcometh me. I can write no more. Love me, for I love you. (Nicolas 26)  
His favoured position at court meant that, as Frank Whigham writes, “Many a noble asked Hatton’s 
aid in regaining Elizabeth’s good opinion, to which Hatton had special access” (869). Whigham 
notes that Toby Mathew’s successful bid to gain the deanery of Durham in 1580s was bolstered by 
seventeen letters seeking preferment, including six to Hatton (869). Evidently some courtiers 
profited from the overlap between the rhetoric of romance and political power. Early modern 
accounts of courtiers appear to privilege the arts of duplicity. Baldassare Castiglione’s description 
of sprezzatura (published 1528), variously translated as nonchalance or negligence, emphasised a 
false pretence of effortlessness: “che nasconda l’arte, & dimostri ciò, che si fà, & dice, venìr fatto 
senza fatica, & quasi senza pensarvi” (“to conceal his art withal, and to appear that whatsoever he 
saith or doth comes from him naturally and easily, and as it were without attending to it”; 46; A. P. 
Castiglione 46). George Puttenham’s Arte of English Poesie (published in 1589) similarly advises a 
form of double speak, describing the “Courtly figure Allegoria,” (or “false semblant”), which 
means “when we speake one thing and thinke another, and that our words and our meanings meete 
not.” According to Puttenham, the figure “is so large, and his vertue of so great efficacie as it is 
supposed no man can pleasantly utter and perswade without it,” and he stresses its importance for 
courtiers, counsellors, princes, poets, and orators (sig. X4r). Catherine Bates describes Puttenham as 
“a creature of pure surface, pure appearance,” arguing that “his personification of Allegory suggests 
. . . that the successful Elizabethan courtier might just as well be a rhetorical figure” (“Literature” 
349). It is intriguing that, at the same time that courtiers were being encouraged to adopt deceptive 
speaking, the word “courting” began to take on a different meaning. Bates argues that the 
development of the word from meaning “being at court” or “behaving as courtiers behave” to 
wooing a lover occurred in this period (Rhetoric 7). The connection between behaving like a 
courtier and seducing a lover appears particularly appropriate for Elizabeth’s reign, which was 
characterised by courtiers who figured themselves as hopeful suitors. Yet Bates notes that a similar 
linguistic shift was happening in European languages, including French (“cortiser”), Italian 
(“corteggiare”), Hispanic (“cortejar”), and even German (“hofieren”), each “developing an amorous 
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sense, and all bequeathing that meaning to modern usage” (Rhetoric 8). According to Bates, the 
political concept of courtship became intertwined with a new romantic meaning “precisely because 
of the affinities that existed between that behaviour and the highly careful, flattering procedures 
endemic to courtly rhetoric” (Rhetoric 14). She observes: “the element of behaviour at court which 
‘courting’ came to denote most insistently was rhetoric—the flattering, dissembling, deceitful, and 
tactical discursive strategies that existed between individuals who found themselves forced to 
graduate and adjust their behaviour in the intense and hierarchized milieu of the Renaissance court” 
(Rhetoric 9). As Jonathan Goldberg summarises: “Courting was a metaphor for the desire for power 
and authority,” and the courtier was trained to disguise this ambition with finely tuned rhetoric 
(152). 
While Steven W. May notes that only a small amount of courtly poetry was pastoral (and 
much of this was inspired by Spenser’s success), pastoral poetry did fit within the dominant pattern 
of love poetry, which positioned Elizabeth as an unattainable, Petrarchan mistress, variously lauded 
as a shepherdess, Gloriana, Cynthia, Diana, and Astraea. According to Leonard Tennenhouse:  
The language of love, particularly of Petrarchanism, was exploited for the terms it 
had in common with the social and economic vocabulary of patronage. Such words 
as “service,” “suit,” “suitor,” “love,” “favor,” “envy,” “scorn,” “hope,” and “despair” 
could be used at the same time to create a romantic fiction and to characterize the 
dynamics of a real client-patron relationship. Consequently, the dramatic situation of 
an amorous relationship was manipulated in the poetry to convey the wish for 
service, the need for support, and the frustration of political ambitions, as well as the 
various compliments that assured loyalty by declaring fidelity. (238)  
Yet this kind of writing rarely resulted in patronage. Tennenhouse argues that even for Ralegh, 
whose rise to prominence was accompanied by his romantic poetry, “the economic and political 
realities of patronage were such that a courtier’s literary activity, which at best was considered mere 
courtly play, could never improve his fortunes nor repair a social fault” (235). Courtiers including 
Ralegh and Robert of Essex, as May writes, “used verse to enhance their rapport with the queen. 
But Elizabeth never promoted any of her subjects to courtier status wholly or even primarily 
because of their skills at versification” (63). Nevertheless, courtiers did attempt to use poetry to 
attain preferment. Writers such as Lyly and George Gascoigne were able to gain the fleeting 
attention of the queen, but were ultimately denied the preferment that they thought was within 
reach. Gascoigne printed his manuscript Tale of Hemetes with an imprint of himself presenting the 
book to Elizabeth in 1576, yet the book did not appear in any of the gift records and he did not 
receive the attention he thought the work deserved (May 63). Lyly wrote bitterly of his 
disappointment to Elizabeth: 
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Thirteen years your Highness’ servant, and yet nothing; twenty friends that though 
they say they will be sure, I find them sure to be slow; a thousand hopes, but all 
nothing; a hundred promises, but yet nothing. Thus casting up the inventory of my 
friends, hopes, promises and time the summa totalis amounteth in all to just nothing. 
(Hunter, John Lyly 86)  
Lyly would die poor, ultimately unable to convert the richness of his dramaturgy into the material 
wealth he sought. Bates includes Gascoigne and Lyly among the “countless sixteenth-century 
writers who . . . fell victim to a patronage system which was, at its best, arbitrary and inconsistent, 
and within which by far the most part were destined to fall bitterly by the wayside” (“Literature” 
361). Romantic poetry, it would appear, benefited Elizabeth more than her courtiers. Indeed, 
Tennenhouse writes that it was a mode that Elizabeth “preferred,” enabling “Ralegh and his 
contemporaries to broach issues and express feelings that could not be addressed openly or stated 
overtly through ordinary discourse. . . . The metaphor of courtly love translated political service into 
love, reward into favour” (246). This concern for the transition of romantic language into political 
control is immediately evident in Tamburlaine, but, in contrast to the plight of courtiers in 
Elizabeth’s England, Tamburlaine’s rhetorical virtuosity enabled him to seize power and not merely 
assert it. 
Within the playworld of Tamburlaine, the ability to establish dominance—first with words, 
and then with action—is what grants success. Tamburlaine’s rhetoric fashions him into a man who 
is confident, self-reliant, and fortune’s darling. As Donald Peet writes: 
There is scarcely a moment in either part of Tamburlaine when one of the characters 
is not pursuing the primary goal of the rhetorician—persuasion. Marlowe’s actors 
are continually called upon to persuade or argue each other into doing something. 
Each of them is regularly required to urge, exhort, or threaten his fellows to obey his 
will. (140) 
Among an array of characters who deploy rhetoric, Tamburlaine’s overwhelming success is 
persistently linked to his rhetorical superiority and self-belief. His conviction that he will enact his 
dreams is what helps them come to pass: political power is contingent on the rhetorical skills of the 
ruler, even more than martial ability. Indeed, politics was often a game of rhetoric. Cicero wrote 
about the dangers of unstudied rulers in his De Inventione (c. first century BCE), castigating those 
lacking rhetorical brilliance: 
Nam quo indignius rem honestissimam et rectissimam violabat stultorum et 
improborum temeritas et audacia summo cum rei publicae detriment, eo studiosius et 
illis resistendum fuit et rei publicae consulendum. . . . Quare meo quidem animo 
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nihilo minus eloquentiae studendum est, etsi ea quidam et privatim et publice 
abutuntur . . . (1.5) 
For the more shamefully an honourable and worthy profession was abused by the 
folly and audacity of dull-witted and unprincipled men with the direst consequences 
to the state, the more earnestly should the better citizens have put up a resistance to 
them and taken thought for the welfare of the republic. . . . Therefore, in my opinion 
at least, men ought none the less to devote themselves to the study of eloquence 
although some misuse it both in private and in public affairs. (H. M. Hubbell 11) 
Unfortunately for his own reign, Mycetes, the king of Persia, failed to heed this rhetorical advice. 
He begins by describing himself: 
. . . aggrieved  
Yet insufficient to express the same, 
For it requires a great and thund’ring speech: 
Good brother, tell the cause unto my lords; 
I know you have a better wit than I. (1.1.1-5) 
It soon becomes clear that Mycetes’ deficiency in speaking cripples his authority. Not only does he 
defer his oratory to his openly ambitious brother, but he plans to “lean” upon his captain, “as on a 
staff / That holds us up and foils our neighbour foes” (1.1.60-61). Mycetes’ final instruction to his 
captain—“Go, stout Theridamas, thy words are swords, / And with thy looks thou conquerest all thy 
foes” (1.1.74-75)—indicates the king’s reliance upon his underlings to wield both words and 
swords on his behalf. When his brother Cosroe defies his authority, Mycetes is unable to assert 
himself in either words or action: 
  MYCETES. I might command you to be slain for this— 
   Meander, might I not? 
  MEANDER. Not for so small a fault, my sovereign lord. 
  MYCETES. I mean it not, but yet I know I might. 
   Yet live, yea, live, Mycetes wills it so. 
   Meander, thou my faithful counsellor, 
   Declare the cause of my conceived grief. . . . (1.1.23-29) 
It is clear that Mycetes’ “will” is barely distinguishable from the advice, and superior oratory, of his 
counsellor and this leaves him open to Cicero’s condemnation of unworthy rulers and to power-
grabs by more capable leaders. Before long Mycetes’ incapacity to express himself assertively 
culminates in his inability to retain his crown. Despite his skilled advisors, and the collective power 
of his armies, within the world of Tamburlaine Mycetes is unable to hold on to his power because 
he is unable to speak authoritatively.  
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Cosroe displays the self-assertion needed to unseat his brother and claim the throne, and yet 
he too is revealed to be dependent on the assistance of others. After ruminating on the woes of 
besieged Persia and his plot to be crowned king, Cosroe receives Mycetes’ crown rather 
unexpectedly at the hands of disaffected supporters. Ceneus explains that with civil war imminent 
and troops “openly exclaim[ing] against the king,” Cosroe has been promoted in order “to stay all 
sudden mutinies” that might have arisen from Mycetes’ misgovernment (1.1.149, 150). Clearly 
Mycetes does not lose his crown merely because his brother agitates against him. Mycetes’ poor 
leadership threatened a civil war and he faced a revolt from many of his followers: he is less a 
victim of his brother’s ambition than of his own failure as a leader. It is also evident, however, that 
Cosroe is not entirely in charge of his own ascension. Cosroe gains the throne as a necessary 
replacement for a poor ruler, whose rise is orchestrated by those around him. There is a strong sense 
that he is crowned at the convenience of others and, to a muted degree, Cosroe’s language 
demonstrates the same dependency that Mycetes exhibited.  
In contrast to Cosroe and Mycetes, Tamburlaine’s language is consistently assertive and 
forward-looking. While his dethroning of both Mycetes and Cosroe happens in the course of a 
meteoric rise for the erstwhile shepherd, Tamburlaine confidently predicts his triumph: 
I hold the Fates bound fast in iron chains, 
  And with my hand turn Fortune’s wheel about, 
  And sooner shall the sun fall from his sphere 
  Than Tamburlaine be slain or overcome. (1.2.173-76). 
As unlikely as it then seemed, Tamburlaine is convinced that his rise is inevitable and it proves to 
be so. Rhetoric around fortune and fate is a key indicator of success in the play. Mycetes, who is 
uncertain of his future, begs his captain to “Return with speed, time passeth swift away, / Our life is 
frail, and we may die today” (1.1.67-68). His adviser Meander is more confident, stating that 
“Fortune herself doth sit on our crests” (2.2.73). Yet Meander’s confidence is quickly undermined 
by his king’s excessive deference: “He [Meander] tells you true, my masters, so he does. / Drums, 
why sound you not when Meander speaks?” (2.2.74-75). Mycetes relies too heavily on his adviser 
to project a vision for the future, and this submissiveness is soon reflected in military action. 
Cosroe, too, makes mixed invocations of fortune. Menaphon, Cosroe’s chief supporter, urges him to 
“rejoice, / Since Fortune gives you opportunity / To gain the title of a conqueror” (1.1.123-25). In 
contrast to Tamburlaine, who claims to turn Fortune’s wheel himself, Cosroe must wait to be given 
an opportunity to claim the “title” of conqueror. Further, Cosroe expresses greater confidence in 
Tamburlaine’s fortunes than even his own: 
   Tamburlaine, the man of fame, 
  The man that in the forehead of his fortune 
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  Bears figures of renown and miracle. 
  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nature doth strive with Fortune and his stars 
To make him famous in accomplished worth, 
And well his merits shew him to be made 
His fortune’s master and the king of men. . . . (2.1.2-4, 33-36) 
Cosroe’s enthusiasm for “the man of fame” intensifies as the play continues, and he soon reveals 
that he has “reposed / In thy approvèd fortunes all my hope” (2.3.1-2). Even Tamburlaine’s 
superiors are convinced that the former shepherd has mastered fortune, and that the key to success 
is to rely upon Tamburlaine—mirroring Mycetes’ earlier stance of learning on Meander and 
Theridamas. Cosroe’s confidence in Tamburlaine’s ability to “persuade at such a sudden pinch” 
others to join his cause weakens Cosroe’s own position rhetorically, and in this play that means 
actually as well (2.1.37). 
Fittingly, it is Tamburlaine’s gift for persuasion that enables him to double-cross Cosroe. 
After supporting Cosroe’s ascension, Tamburlaine convinces his commanders that they could 
unseat Cosroe and attain their own kingdoms, persuading in turn the soldiers to follow them: 
  TAMBURLAINE.  . . . I am strongly moved 
   That if I should desire the Persian crown 
   I could attain it with a wondrous ease. 
And would not all our soldiers soon consent 
If we should aim at such a dignity? 
  THERIDAMAS. I know they would, with our persuasions. (2.5.75-80) 
Unlike Cosroe, Tamburlaine intends to take the kingdom for himself. He does not lean on his 
soldiers or advisors, instead persuading them to follow where he leads. Tamburlaine’s confidence in 
the ease with which he can achieve his desires is soon confirmed. Yet it is especially interesting to 
note that his desire to be a king is first piqued through language. Menaphon’s congratulatory words 
to Cosroe clearly have an effect on Tamburlaine: 
  COSROE. I long to sit upon my brother’s throne. 
MENAPHON. Your majesty shall shortly have your wish,  
   And ride in triumph through Persepolis. 
Manent TAMBURLAINE, THERIDAMAS, TECHELLES, 
USUMCASANE. 
  TAMBURLAINE. And ride in triumph through Persepolis! 
Is it not brave to be a king, Techelles?    
Usumcasane and Theridamas, 
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Is it not passing brave to be a king, 
And ride in triumph through Persepolis? (2.5.47-54) 
Tamburlaine at this moment conceives of greater majesties than he had considered before, but it 
seems to be Menaphon’s description of kingly prestige that truly excites Tamburlaine: “And ride in 
triumph through Persepolis.” While Tamburlaine’s “working words” repeatedly become true, here 
we see words having a transformative effect upon Tamburlaine himself. It is tempting to surmise 
that it is not just the idea of kingship that entices him, so much as the words themselves. Yet much 
like the competitive song contests that we noted in the pastoral tradition from Theocritus, Virgil, 
and Ovid, Tamburlaine seeks to outdo his opponents rhetorically. This eagerness to prove himself 
repeatedly spills over into political violence. 
Although the effectiveness of Tamburlaine’s rhetoric is beyond doubt, it may fit within 
Cicero’s definition of misuse. Bacon remained, rather like Sidney, confident that rhetoric was a 
source for good: 
And therefore it was great injustice in Plato, though springing out of a just hatred of 
the rhetoricians of his time, to esteem of Rhetoric but as a voluptuary art, resembling 
it to cookery, that did mar wholesome meats, and help unwholesome by variety of 
sauces to the pleasure of the taste. For we see that speech is much more conversant 
in adorning that which is good than in colouring that which is evil; for there is no 
man but speaketh more honestly than he can do or think. . . . (Advancement 238) 
Bacon’s confidence in the virtuous uses of rhetoric may sound naïve in modern terms, yet he 
articulates a theme that rang strongly through the educational program. Montaigne, however, was 
concerned about the use of rhetoric for immoral purposes: “Fy de l’eloquence qui nous laisse envie 
de soy, non des choses” (“Shame on all eloquence which leaves us with a taste for itself not for its 
substance”; Les Essais 252; Complete Essays, Screech 282). Although his cultural moment was one 
in which people desperately sought patronage and advancement through eloquent words, Montaigne 
distanced himself from this use of rhetoric: 
Je n’ay ny la faculté ny le goust de ces longues offres d’affection et de service. Je 
n’en crois pas tant, et me desplaist d’en dire guiere outre ce que j’en crois. C’est bien 
loing de l’usage present: car il ne fut jamais si abjecte et servile prostitution de 
presentations; la vie, l’ame, devotion, adoration, serf, esclave, tous ces mots y 
courent si vulgairement que, quand ils veulent faire sentir une plus expresse volonté 
et plus respectueuse, ils n’ont plus de maniere pour l’exprimer. (Les Essais 252-53) 
I have neither the gift nor the taste for all those long drawn-out offers of affection 
and service. I do not believe in them much and dislike going much beyond what I do 
believe. That is far removed from present-day practice: there never was so servile 
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and abject a prostitution of formal courtesies: my life, my soul, devotion, adoration, 
serf, slave—all such words are so current and common that when anyone wishes to 
convey a more explicit intention, one showing more respect, he has no means left to 
express it. (Complete Essays, Screech 283) 
Montaigne had the leisure and wealth to reject such wordy “prostitution,” but aspiring writers such 
as Marlowe were in a rather different position. Marlowe needed to write for his living, and therefore 
to establish the kinds of connections that Montaigne may have despised. Both the Manwood 
Epitaph and the Dedicatory Epistle to Mary Sidney Herbert are attributed to Marlowe in Cheney 
and Richard Striar’s Collected Poems, suggesting that late in his career (and perhaps earlier as well, 
although it may not have survived) he was engaged in this kind of obsequious fawning to patrons. 
Sidney’s poem, “Disprayse of a Courtly life,” reveals a distaste for “false, fine, Courtly pleasure,” 
and instead favours poor shepherds, “since they know not how to faine, / Nor with love to cloake 
Disdaine” (Poems 48, 39-40). Sidney perhaps imagined that shepherds had a purer outlook on life, 
yet he himself is writing as a courtier trained in such rhetorical duplicity. While Marlowe 
participated in this kind of patron-hunting, Tamburlaine evidences the use of towering rhetoric put 
to the very practical, while morally suspect, purpose of conquest. Of course the practice of using 
rhetoric to seek power was prevalent in early modern England (and, indeed, across the western 
world), but in Tamburlaine rhetoric takes on even greater power, and accordingly raises significant 
ethical questions. 
Tamburlaine is deeply concerned with rhetoric, but there is something personal in 
Tamburlaine’s switch into the pastoral invitation. Marlowe harnesses the transgressive potential of 
powerful words and puts that potential into the mouth of a brutal and ambitious outsider. The play 
glories in the supremacy of the orator, and yet Tamburlaine’s immunity to pleas for mercy indicates 
that his towering rhetoric does not make him an especially admirable or even rational person. The 
gap that emerges between Tamburlaine’s words and actions is especially compelling when we 
consider that these are, of course, Marlowe’s own words. Is Marlowe commenting on the ethical 
standards of rhetoric, and indeed of his own ability to persuade? Is he gloating about how easy it 
was for him to create a conqueror out of his own poetry? Is he indulging a fantasy in which words 
alone attract patronage and power? As we examine the significance of Marlowe’s books, his own 
writing presents us with particular interpretive challenges. Nevertheless, it is clear that he regarded 
his own writing as treasuries to plunder and reshape, with no more fidelity to the original context 
than he granted books in the previous plays we have discussed. In Tamburlaine, rhetorical 
virtuosity is very easily disconnected from moral good. Neither the means nor the ends are 
necessarily moral, and this gives us an important insight into Marlowe’s relation to humanism and 
education, and into what he thought of the persuasive stakes of his own writing.  
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“We’ll lead you to the stately tent of war”: Genre Experiments 
While Tamburlaine is indisputably concerned with the power of language to make things happen, it 
is far less clear just what a pastoral invitation is doing in the midst of a self-confessed martial play. 
The play begins with a striking description of what the play will contain, as well as what it eschews: 
  From jigging veins of rhyming mother-wits 
  And such conceits as clownage keeps in pay, 
We’ll lead you to the stately tent of War, 
Where you shall hear the Scythian Tamburlaine 
Threat’ning the world with high astounding terms 
And scourging kingdoms with his conquering sword. 
View but this picture in this tragic glass 
And then applaud his fortunes as you please. (Prol. 1-8) 
These opening lines position the play as formally superior to typical works of the Elizabethan stage. 
Indeed, “rhyming mother-wits” are contrasted with Marlowe’s own “high astounding terms,” and 
“clownage” is set against the “stately tent of war.” The seriousness of this new form is emphasised 
in the description of the “tragic glass” in which all are invited to look and judge. Yet the rejection of 
comedy in favour of tragedy proves questionable. Indeed numerous critics have indicated how the 
play muddies these easy divisions. As Greenblatt suggests, “Tamburlaine repeatedly teases its 
audience with the form of the cautionary tale, only to violate the convention. All of the signs of the 
tragic are produced, but the play stubbornly, radically, refuses to become a tragedy” (Renaissance 
Self-Fashioning 202). David Pecan argues that, despite the prologue’s description, moments of 
comedy remain in the play: “[Tamburlaine] challenges . . . worldly kings in the same breath that it 
challenges generic expectations” (31). If the play draws upon comedy at the same time that it 
derides humour as a lesser form, this essentially delegitimises the Prologue. Further, if we accept 
the word of the printer’s note, it is possible that some comic moments were intentionally excised 
from the printed play: 
I have purposely omitted and left out some fond and frivolous jestures, digressing 
and, in my poor opinion, far unmeet for the matter, which I thought might seem 
more tedious unto the wise than any way else to be regarded. (“To the Gentlemen 
Readers,” Tamburlaine 8-12).50   
                                                        
50 Erne has argued that the Prologue is not rejecting comedy, and subsequent comic moments are 
only removed for publication. While I do not think that Marlowe’s genre statement should be taken 
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Considering that Tamburlaine’s backhanded comment that “women must be flatterèd” (after 
extensively praising Zenocrate) was included in the printed play, it is interesting to imagine what 
other jokes were removed (1.2.106). In addition to imperfectly excising such comic moments, the 
play does not seem entirely committed to its tragic outcomes either. The audience may be invited to 
view the “tragic glass,” but the play never seems to enact a tragedy in simple terms. Indeed, if Part 
One is understood as a discrete play, it is difficult to find a tragic ending in it. Zenocrate laments the 
death of her one-time lover Arabia, but is reconciled to both Tamburlaine and her father when the 
Soldan yields. The play itself ends with Tamburlaine’s intention to marry Zenocrate, and therefore 
appears, as Martin argues, more like a romance than a tragedy. Together, the two plays still contain 
what Martin refers to as “tonal irregularities,” which see Tamburlaine committing brutal acts that go 
unavenged until his sudden and perplexing death at the end of Part Two (“Marlowe’s Tamburlaine” 
248).  
What makes the prologue so perplexing is that it appears to introduce an exciting new kind 
of drama (as well as heralding the career of its writer), and yet it resists its own categories. Kirk 
Melnikoff aptly comments that while the prologue “lead[s]” its audience into a battlefield, it does so 
by opening with a “riming mother wit” (par. 35). Sarah Dewar-Watson more forcefully states that 
the ending of the play “contradicts the prologue” (52). As she writes: “far from clarifying the form 
of the play, the prologue’s self-reflexive reference to the ‘tragic glass’ complicates and teases the 
audience’s initial sense of how the play will unfold” (52). Cheney has suggested that Marlowe 
consciously models his career as a “counter-Virgilian” poet upon the example of Ovid, who 
progresses from amatory poetry, to tragedy, to epic (Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession 9). For 
Cheney, both parts of Tamburlaine and indeed most of Marlowe’s plays, fit within this middle, 
tragic phase. What does it mean for our interpretation of Marlowe’s sense of authorship if, instead 
of embarking on writing Tamburlaine as a tragedy, we recognise that Marlowe at once invokes and 
dismantles his own description of the “tragic glass”? As much as he creates a title hero who inspires 
conflicting responses—as Mulryne and Fender write, “our attraction to the magnificence of 
Tamburlaine’s concepts and achievements is stressed against our growing awareness . . . of the 
monstrosity of all he does”—so too he seems intentionally to disrupt the audience’s expectation of 
the kind of play they will witness (53).  
Explicit attention to genre, and especially the rejection of lesser genres, surfaces again when 
Tamburlaine meets Zenocrate. Zenocrate immediately recognises Tamburlaine as a shepherd and, 
although he acknowledges his low birth, he rejects that occupation:  
                                                        
entirely seriously, I do think that the Prologue describes a movement away “from” rhymes and 
comedy—a movement that, as Erne suggests, does not actually seem to happen (40). 
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  I am a lord, for so my deeds shall prove 
  And yet a shepherd by my parentage. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
  Lie here ye weeds that I disdain to wear!  
  This complete armour and curtle-axe  
Are adjuncts more beseeming Tamburlaine. (1.2.34-35, 41-43) 
Tamburlaine’s symbolic costume change allows him to refashion his own identity and heralds his 
rise from a lowly shepherd to king and, eventually, emperor. Yet it is also a kind of genre statement 
that echoes the prologue: he will reject a lowly occupation in favour of the “complete armour and 
curtle-axe” that will enable his war-like pursuits. It is tempting to surmise that Tamburlaine rejects 
not only shepherding as an occupation, but also the pastoral mode in favour of “high astounding 
terms.” As Martin argues, Tamburlaine “steps from the contemplative world of pastoralism into the 
active world of epic and romance” (“Marlowe’s Tamburlaine” 252). However, it is not entirely 
clear that Tamburlaine’s shepherding is intended to invoke literary pastoralism. Most of the 
historical accounts describe Tamburlaine as a shepherd (or, more generally, a husbandman), yet the 
emphasis seems to be upon his and his family’s economic and social position rather than a 
reflection of Martin’s “contemplative world.” According to Thomas Fortescue’s The Foreste 
(1571), Tamburlaine’s parents were “verie poore, and needie,” and he himself was in his youth “a 
poore labourer, or husbandman, or (as other some reporte) a common Soldiar” (sig. X3r). George 
Whetstone’s The English Myrror (1586) emphasises “the povertye of his parents” (sig. E8r), and 
Baptista Fulgosius in De Dictis Factisque Memorabilis Collectanea (1509), states that “As far as 
can be ascertained he hailed from Scythia: he did not spring from a royal line nor any distinguished 
stock—his father was a shepherd and extremely poor; he himself was reared among shepherds” (V. 
Thomas and Tydeman 124).51 In Beautiful Blossomes (1577), John Bishop emphasises the 
unpastoral nature of this shepherd: “At the first he was the heardeman of a towne for horses, but 
after warde conspireing together with other heardmen, he became a strong theefe, stealing horses 
and other cattel” (sig. Oo4v). In this account Tamburlaine and other herdsmen are not averse to 
criminal activities as a kind of self-improvement. When Tamburlaine determines that he is 
abandoning his life as a shepherd, he seems to be rejecting its accompanying social position more 
than an idealised pastoral existence. 
While the accounts do not all agree on whether greater significance should be placed on his 
achievements or on his cruelty, the repetition of the fact of his humble origins foregrounds the 
extent of his rise in social position and authority. Unsurprisingly, then, when Zenocrate describes 
                                                        
51 I rely here upon V. Thomas and Tydeman’s translation. 
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Tamburlaine as a shepherd she immediately emphasises his low social position (he is “so mean a 
man”), and begs him to cease his criminal behaviour (1.2.8). Zenocrate does not see a rustic and 
romantic shepherd, but a poor and desperate thief. By emphasising her connections she hopes to 
assure her safety. She is, after all, “travelling with these Median lords,” and bears letters 
commanding safe conduct from “the mighty Turk” (1.2.11, 14). Tamburlaine immediately refutes 
her assertion that he is a lowly man:  
  But now you see these letters and commands 
Are countermanded by a greater man, 
And through my provinces you must expect  
Letters of conduct from my mightiness 
If you intend to keep your treasure safe. (1.2.21-25) 
Zenocrate appears to be so startled by Tamburlaine, who speaks both powerfully and 
authoritatively, that she acknowledges him to be a lord: “for so you do import” (1.2.33). It is 
evident that Zenocrate’s revised perception of Tamburlaine is a correction of the belief that he is a 
“mean” man liable to commit a crime, rather than a romanticised, pastoral shepherd. From this 
perspective, then, Tamburlaine is leaving behind a lowly social position in favour of greater 
authority. Once Tamburlaine betrays his former ally, Cosroe scathingly describes him as a “devilish 
shepherd”: 
  What means this devilish shepherd, to aspire 
  With such giantly presumption, 
  To cast up hills against the face of heaven, 
  And dare the force of angry Jupiter? (2.6.1-4) 
Cosroe’s description of Tamburlaine’s “presumption” to “aspire” indicates that he is devilish in his 
disregard of degree. But of course it is through echoing and transforming the pastoral poetry of 
Marlowe’s lyric that Tamburlaine achieves the martial goals of the prologue. Marlowe playfully 
contrasts Tamburlaine’s literal career as a shepherd with his new political career as a rhetorical 
shepherd. The play may have appeared to be rejecting the pastoral when Tamburlaine disposed of 
his shepherding weeds in favour of armour and an axe, but in actuality he uses the pastoral 
invitation to further his conquest. In so doing, he foregrounds the political machinations and latent 
violence that was already an undercurrent within the pastoral tradition itself. 
 
“We yield unto thee, happy Tamburlaine”: Political Seduction  
The political—and for Tamburlaine that also means military—usefulness of the invitation emerges 
immediately. Yet Tamburlaine rejects any sign of humility or subservience in his use of it.  Whether 
he is speaking to the woman he hopes to marry or the general he hopes to acquire, he asks that they 
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join him in his growing political power. Tamburlaine does not offer Zenocrate rustic gifts in a 
pastoral setting; instead, she is promised crowns, wealth, and “martial prizes” (1.2.102). As much as 
Tamburlaine uses the invitation to flatter Zenocrate, he is also seeking to aggrandise himself. When 
he assures Zenocrate that “Thy person is more worth to Tamburlaine / Than the possession of the 
Persian crown” (1.2.90-91), he is not indicating that he would forsake such crowns. Rather, he is 
emphasising the extent of his ambition to gain both. It is clear that Tamburlaine is not suggesting 
that she retreat from her privileged existence into a rustic landscape with simple pleasures; he is 
offering to give her more luxury than she has ever experienced before: a grand promise to the 
daughter of a sultan. Even within the overarching shape of the pastoral invitation, he is inserting 
aspiration in place of humbleness. Courtiers writing pastoral poetry projected an image of rustic 
simplicity and authenticity; Tamburlaine, an erstwhile shepherd, conjures up an image of wealth 
and power. Despite this reversal, the form still functions surprisingly well. The echoes between 
Tamburlaine and “The Passionate Shepherd” are of course easily discernible: where the lyric invites 
its unnamed lover to “Come live with me, and be my love,” Tamburlaine complains to his lady: 
“Disdains Zenocrate to live with me? / Or you, my lords, to be my followers?” (1.2.82-83). It is 
easy enough to intuit Tamburlaine’s political ambitions (especially in his inclusion of Zenocrate’s 
followers in his apparently romantic invitation), but the sexual politics of “The Passionate 
Shepherd” operate according to similar materialistic principles. The poet speaker offers his beloved 
a rustic “gown made of the finest wool” (with courtly touches of slippers with gold buckles), and 
Tamburlaine offers Zenocrate openly extravagant gifts that he insists are more precious than 
anything she could already own: “Thy garments shall be made of Median silk, / Encased with 
precious jewels of mine own, / More rich and valurous than Zenocrate’s” (1.2.95-97). Where the 
lyric offers the lover the services of shepherds for entertainment (“The shepherd swains shall dance 
and sing, / For thy delight each May-morning” [21-22]), Tamburlaine offers armed protection for 
his queen (“A hundred Tartars shall attend on thee, / Mounted on steeds swifter than Pegasus” 
[1.2.93-94]). Both pieces connect a final invitation to yet more offerings. In the lyric these offerings 
are a mixture of rustic simplicity and courtly finery: 
A belt of straw and ivy buds,  
With coral clasps and amber studs,  
And if these pleasures may thee move,  
Come live with me, and be my love. (16-20) 
In Tamburlaine, Zenocrate is offered the spoils of war: 
  My martial prizes, with five hundred men,  
Won on the fifty-headed Volga’s waves,  
Shall all we offer to Zenocrate,  
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And then my self to fair Zenocrate. (1.2.102-05) 
Tamburlaine’s boasting distinguishes him here, especially when he implies that he alone is a gift of 
countless worth. Nevertheless, both speakers insist that they are offering the best, whether it is the 
“finest wool” in the lyric or the “most rich and valorous” garments in Tamburlaine. Along with the 
gifts and the invitation itself, both pieces actively seek to persuade the speaker. There is, however, a 
noticeable sense that Tamburlaine is over-compensating. Where Theocritus’ Cyclops desperately 
hoped that the gifts he offered Galatea would make him appear less ugly in her eyes, Tamburlaine 
seems to use his own gifts (and promises of grandeur) to make him appear less lowly to Zenocrate 
and her followers. Tamburlaine is after more than the affection of Zenocrate—she lends him 
credibility as an aspiring lord. 
Although Zenocrate is initially unresponsive to Tamburlaine’s invitational poetry, 
Theridamas, a seasoned captain, is almost immediately taken in. Theridamas’ awe is closely tied to 
Tamburlaine’s low social standing as a shepherd:  
Tamburlaine? a Scythian shepherd, so embellishèd 
With nature’s pride and richest furniture? 
His looks do menace heaven and dare the gods; 
His fiery eyes are fixed upon the earth,  
As if he now devised some stratagem,  
Or meant to pierce Avernus’ darksome vaults 
And pull the triple-headed dog from hell. (1.2.154-60) 
By this point Tamburlaine has already stripped off his shepherding clothes, and yet Theridamas 
does not seem to refer to this costume change when he describes him as “embellishèd.” Instead, he 
refers to his menacing looks and “fiery eyes” that “do menace heaven and dare the gods.” 
Tamburlaine made only passing mention of his military pursuits to Zenocrate (assuring her, for 
instance, that “gracious stars” have promised him “possession of the Persian crown,” which puts a 
faintly romantic spin on conquest), but his appeal to Theridamas emphasises Tamburlaine’s warlike 
ambitions (1.2.92, 91). Explicitly noting that Theridamas “Deserv’st to have the leading of a host,” 
Tamburlaine offers in his “The Passionate Shepherd” appeal, “Forsake thy king, and do but join 
with me, / And we will triumph over all the world” (1.2.170, 171-72). According to Tamburlaine, a 
king can offer Theridamas less authority and less success than an ex-shepherd. He gloats, 
I hold the Fates bound fast in iron chains, 
And with my hand turn Fortune’s wheel about, 
And sooner shall the sun fall from his sphere 
Than Tamburlaine be slain or overcome. 
  Draw forth thy sword, thou mighty man-at-arms, 
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  Intending but to raze my charmèd skin, 
  And Jove himself will stretch his hand from heaven 
  To ward the blow and shield me safe from harm. 
  See how he rains down heaps of gold in showers 
  As if he meant to give my soldiers pay; 
  And as a sure and grounded argument 
  That I shall be the monarch of the East, 
  He sends this Soldan’s daughter rich and brave 
  To be my queen and portly emperess. (1.2.173-86) 
Tamburlaine here presents himself as both in control of his own destiny (“with my hand turn 
Fortune’s wheel about”) and yet protected by Jove himself, who wards off blows and gives him 
gold and a queen. His vision has a noticeably martial emphasis: the promised riches are comprised 
of “martial spoil / Of conquered kingdoms and of cities sacked” (1.2.190-91). Tamburlaine’s 
pointed description of war further separates him from a pastoral context—in Virgil’s first eclogue 
the pastoral landscape is figured as a retreat from war, but Tamburlaine entices Theridamas with the 
promise of further conflict. Nevertheless, in Tamburlaine’s hands militarism is a form of seduction. 
He incorporates the same components we see in “The Passionate Shepherd”—an invitation, a series 
of gifts, and the determination to persuade—but the picture that he conjures for Theridamas is of 
both political and military power.  
Tamburlaine persuades Theridamas not so much by greed or the gifts on offer, but by the 
sheer force of rhetoric and personality. Theridamas complains “Not Hermes, prolocutor to the gods, 
/ Could use persuasions more pathetical” (1.2.209-10), and is adroitly won over by Tamburlaine: 
THERIDAMAS. What strong enchantments tice my yielding soul? 
   Are these resolvèd noble Scythians? 
   But shall I prove a traitor to my king? 
  TAMBURLAINE. No, but the trusty friend of Tamburlaine. 
  THERIDAMAS. Won with thy words and conquered with thy looks, 
   I yield myself, my men and horse to thee: 
   To be partaker of thy good or ill 
   As long as life maintains Theridamas. (1.2.223-30) 
This is a magnificent turn-around for Theridamas, who seems at first to be overawed by 
Tamburlaine’s fierce looks and then his speech, to the point where he fully yields. Seemingly 
reinforcing the romantic undertones of the invitation lyric, Tamburlaine holds Theridamas’ hand 
and calls the gods “to witness my vow: / Thus shall my heart be still combined with thine / Until 
our bodies turn to elements / And both our souls aspire celestial thrones” (1.2.233-36). Greenblatt 
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has commented that Tamburlaine’s words to Theridamas form “a more passionate love scene than 
any with Zenocrate” (Renaissance Self-Fashioning 213). Certainly, Tamburlaine speaks at greater 
length, repeats the invitation more times, and offers to spend more time with his general than he 
does with Zenocrate. Yet after singling out Theridamas, Tamburlaine assigns him a position as one 
among a number of faithful followers when Techelles and Casane are invited to “welcome him” 
(1.2.237). It is a moment both of powerful fellowship, and of canny political persuasion. Haber 
aptly comments that whatever physical attraction there is between the two is “displaced onto images 
of the martial,” or we might suggest the political, as he attains both a wife and a general with the 
same lyric technique (18). Tamburlaine makes deliberate use of militaristic language to persuade 
Theridamas of his superior forces and offer his friendship. Without resorting to actual conflict, he 
exacts a surrender from his would-be opponent and asserts his own superior position. Tamburlaine 
seeks, and receives, an affirming response to his invitation. Yet he never envisions the level of 
mutuality evidenced by the Song of Songs: Tamburlaine is not seeking a relationship of equals so 
much as an injection of political support.  
Whatever deception there is in Tamburlaine’s words, his conquering vision proves to be 
accurate. Tamburlaine insists that “thou shalt find my vaunts substantial,” and his martial successes 
support his claim. Where Ralegh famously punctured the sincerity of Marlowe’s “The Pastoral 
Shepherd” in his reply, it seems that Tamburlaine’s words, as miraculous as they are, should be 
believed. He does not offer false rhetoric—but it is nonetheless rhetoric. Theridamas exclaims to 
Cosroe,  
You see, my lord, what working words he hath. 
But when you see his actions top his speech, 
Your speech will stay, or so extol his worth 
As I shall be commended and excused 
For turning my poor charge to his direction. (2.3.25-29) 
Tamburlaine’s working words will of course lead him to turn upon Cosroe, a move which 
Theridamas too supports. His recourse to pastoral language enables him to position himself as a 
lover, even to a general, and the impression he makes is apparently strong enough to have secured a 
devoted follower. Yet there is an insidious doubleness to Tamburlaine, that presents a welcoming 
face to those he seeks to manipulate, and open violence to those who oppose him. He hints at this 
doubleness in his emulation of Jove’s disguise: “Jove sometimes maskèd in a shepherd’s weed, / 
And by those steps that he hath scaled the heavens / May we become immortal like the gods” 
(1.2.198-200). Tamburlaine here suggests that, having been born a shepherd, his rise to power 
mimics that of Jupiter himself. It also seems true, however, that masking appeals to Tamburlaine. 
Even as he rejects the life of a shepherd, he masks his intentions with a pastoral, shepherd-like 
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invitation. This rhetorical disguise enables a rise to power that is as vicious as Jupiter’s, who slayed 
his father. The mask does occasionally lift though. In the same moment as praising Zenocrate, 
Tamburlaine undoes his own romance:  
  TECHELLES. [Aside to Tamburlaine] What now? in love? 
  TAMBURLAINE. [Aside] Techelles, women must be flatterèd. 
   But this is she with whom I am in love. (1.2.106-08) 
Tamburlaine’s acknowledgement that his invitation is essentially sophisticated flattery, even though 
he also claims to love Zenocrate, renders the invitation little more than rhetoric, and with it 
Marlowe’s own lyric. By her death in Tamburlaine Part Two, Tamburlaine’s affection for 
Zenocrate is unmistakable; however, his seduction of her in Part One reeks of courtly double-speak. 
Where pastoral writers traditionally positioned themselves as lowly admirers who could not 
possibly attain the love of the distant beloved, Tamburlaine uses a lowly form to aggrandise himself 
above his audience. The political transformation he enacts is that of the subservient courtier into the 
authoritative beloved. We see this shift occurring when Theridamas yields, turning from an 
aggressor to become an ardent follower. Denial is nevertheless met with violence. 
 
“Disdains Zenocrate to live with me?”: Violent Pastoral 
Zenocrate, of course, takes longer to be won over by Tamburlaine’s rhetoric, and it is the progress 
of that invitation that reveals the violent consequences of refusing Tamburlaine. Where Virgil’s 
Corydon assured Alexis that his beauty would fade, and Ovid’s Polyphemus threatened to murder 
his romantic competition, Tamburlaine conjoins his final invitation to Zenocrate with a threat:  
  TAMBURLAINE. And now, fair madam, and my noble lords, 
   If you will willingly remain with me 
   You shall have honours as your merits be— 
   Or else you shall be forced with slavery. 
  AGYDAS. We yield unto thee, happy Tamburlaine. 
  TAMBURLAINE. For you then, madam, I am out of doubt. 
  ZENOCRATE. I must be pleased perforce, wretched Zenocrate! (1.2.252-58) 
Tamburlaine’s words reveal that accepting an invitation to live with him does not require the 
beloved’s happiness. As Tamburlaine says to Theridamas, he has acquired a queen in Zenocrate and 
it is this political validation that he most values in her. Agydas’ acceptance on Zenocrate’s behalf is 
enough for Tamburlaine (Agydas being under direct threat of slavery). Although Tamburlaine was 
seeking Zenocrate’s acceptance more than that of her advisers (he did include them briefly in the 
invitation), Agydas here inserts himself into the bargain. Neither Theridamas nor Zenocrate are 
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ultimately physically threatened by Tamburlaine, but Agydas’ eventual denial puts him in harm’s 
way.  
As Bruster has commented, in Tamburlaine Part Two the invitation to love leads to threats 
of violence. As Olympia mourns the death of her family and begs Theridamas to end her life, he 
takes the opportunity to attempt to seduce her:  
  Nothing but still thy husband and thy son? 
  Leave this, my love, and listen more to me: 
  Thou shalt be stately queen of fair Argier, 
  And, clothed in costly cloth of massy gold, 
  Upon the marble turrets of my court 
  Sit like to Venus in her chair of state, 
Commanding all thy princely eye desires; 
And I will cast off arms and sit with thee, 
Spending my life in sweet discourse of love. (4.2.37-45) 
In Part Two, Marlowe uses the invitation to love to expose the selfishness and cruelty that lies 
behind the speaker’s words. As in Part One, the invitation is not rustically framed and luxurious 
promises of gold and marble dominate the poetry. It is an opportunistic, sexual take on the 
invitation that quickly devolves into an attempted rape:   
  Nay, lady, then if nothing will prevail, 
  I’ll use some other means to make you yield. 
Such is the sudden fury of my love, 
I must and will be pleased, and you shall yield— 
Come to the tent again. (4.2.50-54) 
Like Corydon and Polyphemus, Theridamas makes for a threatening lover. Following the pattern of 
these classical shepherds, Theridamas forces unwanted attention upon an unwilling beloved. Yet, 
there is something especially grotesque in Theridamas’ ability to ignore, even ridicule, Olympia’s 
grief. In contrast to the classical versions of the invitation in Theocritus, Virgil, and even Ovid, no 
audience could feasibly commiserate with the forlorn lover. This lack of persuasive pull behind the 
rhetoric undermines the whole function of the invitation—it is a send up of the invitation, and 
similar patterns appear in the Jew of Malta when Ithamore unnecessarily uses the invitation to 
seduce a prostitute: “live with me and be my love” (4.2.104). Something rather different is 
happening in Tamburlaine Part One. The element of disgust that we see in Part Two and Jew of 
Malta is still there, but it is balanced by Tamburlaine’s own seductive rhetoric—which draws in the 
unsuspecting Zenocrate and Theridamas, and threatens Agydas. 
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The next time Zenocrate enters the stage, Agydas is shocked to find that her opinion of 
Tamburlaine has radically changed. Her “ceaseless and disconsolate conceits / Which dyes my 
looks so lifeless as they are” are not due to her “offensive rape by Tamburlaine” so much as his 
absence: 
  Ah, life and soul still hover in his breast 
  And leave my body senseless as the earth, 
Or else unite you to his life and soul, 
That I may live and die with Tamburlaine! (3.2.14-15, 6, 21-24) 
Zenocrate’s new-found passion for Tamburlaine is not only a reversal of her previous antipathy, but 
the final line is in imitation of his pastoral style (“That I may live and die with Tamburlaine!”). 
Zenocrate effectively voices the reciprocity of the Song of Songs. Agydas, however, is clearly 
outraged that Zenocrate could desire “a man so vile and barbarous”: 
  How can you fancy one that looks so fierce, 
Only disposed to martial stratagems? 
Who when he shall embrace you in his arms 
Will tell how many thousand men he slew; 
And when you look for amorous discourse  
Will rattle forth his facts of war and blood, 
Too harsh a subject for your dainty ears. (3.2.26, 40-46) 
Agydas is partially right here. Tamburlaine does seem to speak more persuasively to Theridamas 
than Zenocrate, and this is at least partly because he has free rein to discuss conquest with another 
military man. But Agydas’ attempt to portray Tamburlaine’s words as a kind of harsh “rattle” is a 
blatant misrepresentation. Tamburlaine speaks of conquest almost to excess, but he does so in 
consciously stylised language and it is evident that Zenocrate is attracted both to his rhetorical 
ability and conquering ambitions.  
Zenocrate, it seems, is now fully comfortable with Tamburlaine’s conquering—and 
military—mission. It is now Zenocrate who is the pastoral lover who aches for the beloved: 
  As looks the sun through Nilus’ flowing stream, 
Or when the morning holds him in her arms, 
So looks my lordly love, fair Tamburlaine; 
His talk much sweeter than the Muses’ song 
They sung for honour ’gainst Pierides, 
Or when Minerva did with Neptune strive; 
And higher would I rear my estimate 
Than Juno, sister to the highest god, 
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If I were matched with mighty Tamburlaine. (3.2.47-55) 
Zenocrate is here clearly in awe of her “lordly love.” Against Agydas’ description of an 
unmannered brute, she describes “fair Tamburlaine” who shines like the sun and talks more sweetly 
than the Muses.  At first Zenocrate’s talk may seem to miss the essence of Tamburlaine’s 
conquering nature, but her choice of similes reveals a different story. Using mythology, she 
associates Tamburlaine with victors in a rhetorical contest. As Una Ellis-Fermor describes in her 
notes, in Ovid’s Metamorphoses the daughters of Pierus challenge the Muses to a song contest. The 
Muses emphatically win the rather pastoral contest that ensues, and, for complaining about their 
loss, the Pierides are metamorphosed into magpies—an apt punishment for poor rhetoricians (Ellis-
Fermor, Tamburlaine the Great 122; Metamorphoses 5.302-678). Similarly, Zenocrate compares 
her beloved to Minerva, who presented a more compelling case to the Athenians, and adjudicated 
between her offerings and those of Neptune to be their patron god. Minerva, otherwise known as 
Athena, bestowed her name on the city.52 Both of these mythic allusions present a contest that 
empowers one party to the detriment of another. Zenocrate even describes Tamburlaine as greater 
than the gods, judging her own potential position of wife to be “higher” than that of Juno, wife to 
Jupiter. Like Tamburlaine, her version of the pastoral is steeped in the rhetoric of conquest and 
political success rather than desire for simplicity or humility. Agydas misjudges Zenocrate’s 
understanding of Tamburlaine as a conquering figure. She recognises, as perhaps Agydas does not, 
that Tamburlaine’s power comes from his words. He will win the battle of words and of swords. 
Like Tamburlaine himself, Zenocrate seems to find the rhetoric of power seductive. She not only 
accepts Tamburlaine’s rhetorical construction of his success, but joins her own voice to the attempt. 
In attempting to dissuade Zenocrate from the invitation he actually accepted, Agydas proves 
the underlying threat of their rhetoric. He implores her:  
  You see, though first the king of Persia, 
Being a shepherd, seemed to love you much, 
Now in his majesty he leaves those looks, 
Those words of favour, and those comfortings, 
And gives no more than common courtesies. (3.2.59-63) 
Agydas implies that Tamburlaine only courted Zenocrate when his own social standing was as 
lowly as a shepherd. But his words “Being a shepherd” also remind us of the pastoral nature of 
Tamburlaine’s attempts to win Zenocrate. Indeed, it was only after rejecting his profession as a 
                                                        
52 A comparable desire for control of territory of course also emerges in Part Two when 
Tamburlaine, nearing his death, reaches for a map and repeatedly bemoans the land that he will 
never conquer: “And shall I die, and this unconquered?” (5.3.150, 158). 
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shepherd that he wooed her: to “be” a shepherd is here mostly the deceptive stance of a courtier. 
Agydas rejects Tamburlaine, and shows himself to have been entirely unconvinced by the 
persuasive shepherd-poet that is Tamburlaine. Tamburlaine overhears Agydas’ words, and even his 
glare terrifies Agydas: 
  I stand aghast; but most astonièd 
To see his choler shut in secret thoughts 
And wrapt in silence of his angry soul. 
Upon his brows was portrayed ugly death, 
And in his eyes the fury of his heart 
That shine as comets, menacing revenge, 
And casts a pale complexion on his cheeks. (3.2.69-75) 
After the sweet words of persuasion that Tamburlaine offered Zenocrate and Theridamas, here we 
see the danger of denying the invitation in full. Eschewing rhetoric, Tamburlaine communicates his 
anger in silence: 
  He needed not with words confirm my fear, 
  For words are vain where working tools present 
The naked action of my threatened end. 
It says, Agydas, thou shalt surely die. (3.2.92-95)   
Agydas’ acceptance of Tamburlaine’s tacit command to kill himself gives a brutal conclusion to the 
pastoral bubble that Tamburlaine has created. Even in silence Tamburlaine is difficult to resist, and 
the knife that is brought to Agydas can be read as a kind of twisted invitation. Agydas accepts the 
instruction, determining that at least in death he can “wander free from fear of tyrant’s rage” 
(3.2.102).  
The correlation between rhetorical persuasion and political might ultimately resolves into 
violence. Roy W. Battenhouse argues that 
The story of Agydas . . . offers a stock example of the fate of virtuous philosophers 
under tyrants. The emperor Tamburlaine does not care to be guided by moral 
philosophy (nor does the would-be empress Zenocrate); so Agydas, like Seneca 
under Nero, is advised to dispatch himself. The episode serves to call attention to the 
tragic flaw that will henceforth explain the drama—the protagonist’s rejection of 
reason. (153) 
Battenhouse is right to identity this forced suicide as a “stock example” of political punishment and 
abortive rebellion, but neglects to mention Seneca’s nephew, Lucan, who also took his life. Lucan 
(39-65AD) was a favourite of Nero’s until the two fell out; later Lucan joined the failed Pisonian 
conspiracy to assassinate the emperor. His unfinished epic, the Pharsalia or Bellum Civile, decried 
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the civil war that broke out as Caesar and Pompey struggled for power. There remains some debate 
as to whether his epic advances fully conceived republicanism, but together his life and work are 
emblematic of his hatred of tyranny and his own suffering under the reign of Nero. Among his 
poetic repertoire of “The Passionate Shepherd” and the translation of Ovid’s Amores, Marlowe also 
translated Lucan, a text which Cheney describes as a “counter-imperial Latin epic of empire” 
(“Authorship” 12). At this point in the play it is no longer clear whether the lover’s invitation to the 
beloved still celebrates the efficacy of rhetoric, and, more precisely, Marlowe’s poetry, or whether 
it has slipped into horror of a tyrant. According to Allyna E. Ward, the Pharsalia subverts 
“traditional epic in its depiction of Roman history as lacking a positive telos (such as the founding 
of Rome), and in its dedication to a tyrannous emperor, contrasting with Virgil’s dedication to 
Augustus” (314). Marlowe’s translation of the first book of Lucan’s work captures a sense of 
impending doom and increasing horror, and this anxiety seems to emerge with Agydas’ death. 
The outlooks of these two Marlovian texts—“The Passionate Shepherd” and the translation 
of the first book of Lucan’s Pharsalia—reflect the different sides of Tamburlaine: the seductive 
rhetorician and the brutal tyrant.53 As the play continues, this second identity comes more to the 
fore, necessarily reorienting our perception of Tamburlaine’s invitation. Tamburlaine explicitly 
refers to the Pharsalia when he exchanges threats with Bajazeth: 
My camp is like to Julius Caesar’s host, 
  That never fought but had the victory; 
  Nor in Pharsalia was there such hot war 
  As these my followers willingly would have. (3.3.152-55) 
Tamburlaine’s willingness to be compared not only to Caesar, but to Lucan’s Caesar, reveals his 
hunger to be famous specifically for brutality. Having defeated Bajazeth, Tamburlaine cages the 
former emperor and forces him to be his literal footstool as he mounts his throne. These 
extraordinary actions are recorded in the source texts, and Marlowe’s Tamburlaine makes it clear 
that he expects to be remembered for this affront: “The ages shall talk of Tamburlaine, / Even from 
this day to Plato’s wondrous year, / Shall talk how I have handled Bajazeth” (4.2.95-97). Marlowe’s 
Tamburlaine is desperate to be remembered, staking his reputation not only on his conquests and 
                                                        
53 It is unclear whether Marlowe translated Lucan early or late in his career. Cheney has argued for 
a later composition date (Marlowe’s Counterfeit Profession 12); Riggs argues that Tamburlaine and 
the translation were written at a similar time (World 172). While we cannot be sure when Marlowe 
translated Lucan, the references to the Pharsalia in Part One suggest that Marlowe was intending to 
draw a connection between the tyrants. Whether Marlowe wrote the translation before or after 
Tamburlaine, it was evidently an important intertext that he drew upon. 
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ascent to power, but also upon shaming and degrading Bajazeth—a man who far outranked him. 
Tamburlaine’s penchant for barbarity finds alarming precedent in the Pharsalia:  
. . . shouldst thou bid me 
Entomb my sword within my brother’s bowels, 
Or father’s throat, or women’s groaning womb, 
This hand (albeit unwilling) should perform it; 
Or rob the gods, or sacred temples fire. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I’ll boldly quarter out the fields of Rome; 
What walls thou wilt be levelled with the ground. (376-80, 83-84) 
Here Laelius promises to commit violent atrocities that he knows to be heinous to satisfy Caesar. 
Tamburlaine, too, proves to be immune to mercy. When Zenocrate begs Tamburlaine to spare her 
home of Damascus, he ignores her: “Not for the world, Zenocrate, if I have sworn” (4.2.125). 
However, Tamburlaine is unable to “cheer up Zenocrate,” and she pleads with him once more:  
If any love remain in you, my lord,  
Or if my love unto your majesty 
May merit favour at you highness’ hands,  
Then raise your siege from fair Damascus’ walls 
And with my father take a friendly truce. (4.4.64, 70-74) 
Tamburlaine remains unmoved by Zenocrate’s pleas, by the suicides of Bajazeth and Zabina, and 
finally by the three virgins who seek to assuage Tamburlaine’s anger against Damascus. The three 
women promise “What simple virgins may persuade, we will” (5.1.61): 
  Pity our plights, O pity poor Damascus! 
Pity old age, within whose silver hairs 
Honour and reverence evermore have reigned; 
Pity the marriage bed, where many a lord 
In prime and glory of his loving joy 
Embraceth now with tears of ruth and blood 
The jealous body of his fearful wife, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pity, O pity, sacred emperor, 
The prostrate service of this wretched town. (5.1.80-86, 99-100) 
Tamburlaine responds to this rhetorically constructed plea for mercy with an eerie calm, insisting 
that death sits upon his sword. He passes the three women over to Techelles to be slaughtered, after 
which their bodies are hoisted on Damascus’ walls. Where before Tamburlaine was enraptured with 
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the sound of “And ride in triumph through Persepolis,” he is now immune to the pleas of those he 
wishes to ignore. We know that Tamburlaine can be affected, especially by rhetoric, but, like 
Laelius, he is capable of committing extreme violence even if it is “unwilling[ly].” The jostle 
between Tamburlaine’s divided personality is played out in personal, textual terms. 
Agydas’ death marks the end of Tamburlaine’s invitational language, and signals a shift into 
the kind of debauched butchery that at once gestures to the horror within the Pharsalia and the 
tyranny that Lucan himself suffered under. Ward writes that “Marlowe’s drama reproduces Lucan’s 
world as one in which there is a divine presence but only in the form of a self-declared scourge of 
God, Tamburlaine, who sees his role in the context of bringing hell to earth, thus reproducing the 
horrors of Book I of Lucan’s epic” (318). Just as courtly rhetoric is invoked through his self-
imitation of “The Passionate Shepherd,” the spectre of tyrannical violence in the Pharsalia informs 
Tamburlaine. According to Altman, Tamburlaine depicts “not the tragic fall but the tragic rise of a 
great man” (323). By incorporating his own “The Passionate Shepherd” into Tamburlaine, Marlowe 
connects his own rhetoric into this “tragic rise.” As he has done in all the other plays I have 
discussed, he absorbs contradictory books and writings into Tamburlaine. Yet, uniquely in this 
play, he seems to have explored the contradictory perspectives of his own writing, as well as the 
disturbing commonalities between his two shepherds. Marlowe’s concern for rhetoric and tyranny 
may well have been pressing on him. As Cheney argues, by translating the first book of the 
Pharsalia, Marlowe carries “the Lucanic nightmare forward into the late Elizabethan era.” And he 
continues: “In the end, his rueful narrative about the end of the Roman Republic and the birth of the 
Roman Empire challenges the imperial peace of the Tudor crown and finally the Queen’s own Cult 
of the Virgin” (“Authorship” 17). By using the pastoral as a mode of political persuasion (a mode 
Elizabeth was known to encourage, and used herself), Marlowe seems to expose a latent anxiety for 
the way in which this kind of rhetoric can be leveraged to make extreme force appear acceptable.  
 
Conclusion 
Marlowe seems to have seized gleefully upon the historical account of a lowly shepherd who rose 
to become a mighty conqueror, shattering the social restrictions of his lowly birth, punishing his 
adversaries, and succeeding through his overreaching rhetoric. It is perhaps likely that he enjoyed 
employing the language of his own “The Passionate Shepherd” to enact Tamburlaine’s success: the 
poet finally receives praise and reward for their eloquence and becomes even greater than the 
people they sought to praise. As such, Marlowe advertises the personal and political lure of his own 
writing. Yet the lyric does not sit entirely comfortably next to the action of the play. The death of 
Agydas illustrates the dangerous stakes that were always at play in Tamburlaine’s invitation, and 
herald his increasingly brutal reign. By using his own writings (“The Passionate Shepherd” and his 
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translation of Lucan) as touchstones for Tamburlaine’s barbarity, Marlowe offers us a tantalising 
hint of authorial reflection—not because he sees himself as another Tamburlaine (or indeed Faustus 
or any other of his overreaching heroes), but because he takes an antagonistic position towards his 
own writing, reflecting on the role of his own rhetoric and the potential violence of words. 
Tamburlaine tells us that his self-imitation was questioning, topical, and overall dialogic—that he 
sought to invoke a long tradition of the pastoral invitation as well as his own writings by putting his 
lyrical “Come live with me and be my love” in the mouth of the ultimate competitive shepherd, 
Tamburlaine. In this subtle and passing moment of self-imitation, Marlowe reveals a different side 
to the one that we have seen so far: someone who reflects upon the rhetorical gifts of his education, 
and the impact of such gifts in a political setting. In later works we again see Marlowe adapting 
“The Passionate Shepherd” in an increasingly debased form—whether it is Theridamas attempting 
to rape Olympia in Part Two, Ithamore wooing a prostitute in Jew of Malta, or Jupiter ceding his 
authority to seduce the boy Ganymede in Dido. In each of these plays the rhetoric of the invitation 
to love jars with, and is negated by, the sordid intentions of the lover, losing the note of sweet 
persuasion in his original lyric.  In Tamburlaine Part One, by contrast, there is something more than 
ridicule in the invitation to love. Words truly have power, but the implications of these words sit 
ambiguously between the polarities of “The Passionate Shepherd” and the Pharsalia, and this 




This thesis has argued that we can know more about Marlowe by tracing how he read. As we have 
seen, books and book learning are repeatedly envisaged through the lenses of transformation, 
violence, and coercion. He does not seem to have viewed books as wisely benign authorities so 
much as sites for contested ideas, which all too often violently clash—whether the terrain is 
intellectual, spiritual, historical, or ethical. It is these clashes that provide such fertile ground for his 
plays. Onstage these bookish conflicts are enacted between schoolboy classics like Virgil and Ovid, 
between history makers and dynastic ideologies, between those who possess books and those who 
don’t, and between Marlowe’s own plays and poetry. His conflicted view of books is perhaps best 
summarised for us in the epyllion Hero and Leander, a work that does not end with a trail of deaths, 
and yet encapsulates something of the doubleness in Marlowe’s thinking. Indeed, Mercury’s 
disgressive seduction of a country maid in the middle of the epyllion sees him secure the overthrow 
of Jupiter and return the world to a golden age, until 
  He reckless of his promise did despise  
The love of th’ everlasting Destinies. 
They seeing it, both Love and him abhorred, 
And Jupiter unto his place restored. 
And but that Learning, in despite of Fate, 
Will mount aloft, and enter heaven gate, 
And to the seat of Jove itself advance, 
Hermes had slept in hell with Ignorance. (461-68) 
Marlowe’s poem takes the antipathy between Love and the Fates, and turns it into an Icarus fable in 
which Mercury, personified as Learning, “mount[s] aloft” but is ultimately doomed by Fate: “Yet as 
a punishment they added this, / That he and Poverty should always kiss. / And to this day is every 
scholar poor” (469-71). In Hero and Leander it is learning itself that is the Faustian overreacher, 
doomed with unfulfilled ambition. As Meghan Davis-Mercer suggests, a tension emerges between 
the copia or “rhetorical plenty” that such scholars possess and their near-poverty (26). Frustration 
with such poverty, which sees “Midas’ brood . . . sit in Honour’s chair” (475), is a theme that is 
repeated in Marlowe’s works, from Baldock (“my gentry / I fetched from Oxford, not from 
heraldry” [2.2.242-43]) to Faustus (“I’ll fill the public schools with silk, / Wherewith the students 
shall be bravely clad” [1.1.92-93]). Whatever anger Marlowe may have felt at the injustice of his 
unappreciated art, it did not lead him to extol the virtues of scholars, or their rhetorical arts, in 
themselves.  
Indeed, Hero and Leander is suspicious of the rhetoric that it nevertheless deploys. No 
sooner has the poet speaker said that “True love is mute,” than Leander begins “to display / Love’s 
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holy fire, with words” (193-94). Hero, in turn, trembles at Leander’s touch as the narrator declares 
that “Love deeply grounded hardly is dissembled,” and yet Hero has cause to suspect the “bold 
sharp sophister” who attempts to “deceive” her: “Who taught thee rhetoric to deceive a maid? / Aye 
me, such words should I abhor, / And yet I like them for the orator” (184, 197, 338-40). This spirit 
of deception pervades the poem to the extent that even genuine feeling is somehow tarnished by the 
dissembling power of language. Many critics are at the very least suspicious of the narrator, who 
has been variously described as “cynical” (Pasquarella 522), “a cunning manipulator” (Leonard 57), 
and even as “no adequate guide to the poem” (Godshalk 311). The love of Leander and Hero is 
oddly counterpoised with the “heady riots, incest, rapes” that are found in Venus’ mirror—the very 
classical heritage that inspired the writing of the poem (144). And yet, the narrator’s assertion that 
“faithful love will never turn to hate” is contradicted when this classical example of violent passion 
is echoed in Leander: “So beauty sweetly quickens when ’tis nigh, / But being separated and 
removed, / Burns where it cherished, murders where it loved” (128, 610-12). These violent hints 
lead to a problematic erotic scene in which an assurance of “unknown joy” is alongside a series of 
worrying metaphors: 
  Love is not full of pity (as men say) 
  But deaf and cruel where he means to prey. 
  Even as a bird, which in our hands we wring, 
  Forth plungeth, and oft flutters with her wing, 
  She trembling strove; this strife of hers (like that 
  Which made the world) another world begat 
  Of unknown joy. Treason was in her thought, 
  And cunningly to yield herself she sought. 
  Seeming not won, yet won she was at length, 
  In such wars women use but half their strength. 
  Leander now, like Theban Hercules 
Entered the orchard of th’ Hesperides, 
Whose fruit none rightly can describe but he 
That pulls or shakes it from the golden tree. (771-84) 
There is an implied violence in a bird that is wrung, and in fruit that is pulled or shaken from a tree. 
The only indication of Hero’s consent is in the assurance that she only feigns her denial, but this is 
contrasted with the male personification of Love as “deaf and cruel.” In his insightful article, 
“Marlowe’s Doric Music,” John Leonard argues that there is a repeated “disjunct” between Hero’s 
resistance to Leander, and the poet speaker’s aphorisms that “assure us that her resistance is 
insincere,” which is only fully revealed in the final lines of the poem (57). J. B. Steane too describes 
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the latent cruelty of the poem, in which Hero’s apparently seductive “come hither” reflects the 
“confusions, naïvetés and self-betrayals of . . . a woman being, amongst other things, exposed” 
(332). When Hero’s attempts to flee culminate in her being revealed naked to Leander, her blushes 
are portrayed as an aesthetic spectacle that overshadows whatever emotions she feels, which even 
the narrator does not attempt to rationalise as pleasurable. As Leander looks greedily upon her 
naked body—he is compared literally to the god of the underworld, Dis, looking upon gold—we 
may wonder if the narrator, as much as Leander, is “deaf and cruel,” and if Marlowe has deceived 
the reader into enjoying what is likely to be not a moment of love but of shame. The poem is of 
course beautiful and seductive, but its rhetoric appears to disguise violence in a way that unsettles 
moral arguments for the purpose of rhetoric. With his characteristic double-vision, Marlowe’s 
complicated invocation of learning both laments the poverty of the most gifted scholars, and 
exposes the cruelty of rhetoric. In this thesis I have sought to reemphasise the bookish debates and 
contradictions that underlie so many of his plays.  
At the same time that I have been completing a thesis on Marlowe’s books, it is perhaps 
fortuitous that the New Oxford Shakespeare edition has appeared, which has the potential to reshape 
and refine how we think about his oeuvre. Where before Marlowe was understood to have only 
written one English history play, and it was taken for granted that Shakespeare had a much greater 
claim to the genre, this shift in our understanding of how the two writers may have worked together 
may change how we think about both. With the authorship findings of the Oxford editors now 
published, further critical effort is required either to challenge or endorse their conclusions; 
unfortunately, that work is beyond the scope of this present study. Nevertheless, in addressing what 
has traditionally been understood to be Marlowe’s only English history play, Edward II, I hope that 
this thesis provides tools for approaching these newly Marlovian plays and, indeed, non-Marlovian 
plays. This is the time to be thinking deeply about how Marlowe shapes his bookish characters and 
plots, including 2 Henry VI’s Jack Cade, who desires to burn the records of the realm and save boys 
from grammar schools—for these scenes proceed, according to the New Oxford Shakespeare, from 
the hand of Marlowe and not Shakespeare. Harry Levin comments in his seminal work, The 
Overreacher, that by “rounding off the angles and mitigating the harshness of Marlowe’s 
caricature” in The Merchant of Venice, Shakespeare “loses something of its intensity” (93). This 
thesis argues that these harsh angles, or moments of contradiction, were crucial to Marlowe’s 
thought, and consequently how he read and wrote. He was never the writer of fully, psychologically 
believable characters, which Shakespeare is justly famous for, but one who puts such “intensity” at 
the forefront of everything he wrote. His works are frequently intended to shock, repulse, and 
ultimately move us, just as, I argue, he was himself moved in his own reading. The plays that 
emerge are to my mind thought experiments that are alternately marked with horror and black 
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humour. At once he can lament the treatment of poor scholars, while undermining any description 
of their rhetoric as a necessary good. There is a persistent doubleness in Marlowe’s thinking—it 
was a pattern of mind that was drilled into him through the processes of his education, and which 
sustained and illuminated his writings that have survived to us today. At a time when books held a 
material and social value that is fading in the modern world, and were simultaneously subject to 
arbitrary, and sometimes violent, control, it is perhaps not surprising that a great iconoclast like 
Marlowe should have thought deeply about books. Indeed, Marlowe’s life evidences the effects of 
his education, which successfully transformed a shoemaker’s son into a notoriously transgressive 
and seductive poet. His life was shaped by this context, but his works reveal a man who never 
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